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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Opportunities for schools to grow and change do not always conveniently occur at the time of a charter 
school’s renewal. As a result, we have developed this Modification Application to allow charter schools an 
opportunity to propose areas they would like to amend in their approved charters.  
 
Modifications include any change to a school’s original charter, such as increasing/decreasing student 
enrollment capacity, adding/subtracting additional grades, changing the school’s mission, and moving to a 
new facility. Table 1 below outlines the most common types of modification requests and identifies them as 
either minor or major modifications.  
 
The Delaware Department of Education’s Charter School Office has developed specific application 
questions based on your school’s desired change. These questions are designed to provide schools with an 
opportunity to demonstrate how this proposed modification will enhance their program’s success and 
viability.   
 
As required by law, charter schools shall be modified by the same procedure and based on the same criteria 
as they are approved. Decisions for minor modifications to a charter may be decided by the Secretary of 
Education within 30 working days from the date the application was filed, unless the timeline is waived by 
mutual agreement of the Secretary and the applicant, or in any case where the Secretary, in the sole 
discretion of the Secretary, deems that it would be beneficial to either refer the matter to the 
Accountability Committee or to seek advice from the State Board prior to deciding the matter. Most major 
modifications to a charter must be considered through the application process with recommendation for 
approval or denial made initially by the Charter School Accountability Committee, which is then considered 
by the Secretary of Education and a final decision is presented to the State Board of Education for assent.  
 
In accordance with 14 DE Admin. Code 275.9.5, an application for a major or minor charter modification 
may not be filed while a school’s charter is on formal review, except where the Secretary determines that 
the requested modification is unrelated to the reason the school’s charter has been placed on formal 
review or where the modification addresses the reason the school was placed on formal review provided 
the modification is filed before the preliminary report is approved by the Accountability Committee.  
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Table 1 

 

Type of modification 
 
 

Minor 
Modification 

Major 
Modification Application Deadline 

Charter School 
Accountability 

Committee 
Required 

Enrollment change(increase or decrease) between 5 and 15% 
X  Applications only accepted between 

November 1st and December 31st   

Enrollment change(increase or decrease) of greater than 15% 
 X Applications only accepted between 

November 1st and December 31st  X 

Grade configuration (adding grade levels or reducing grade 
levels)  X Recommended: March 1st  X 

Educational Program (i.e. curriculum)  X Recommended: March 1st X 
Mission (includes At-Risk designation)  X Recommended: March 1st X 

Replace, remove, or add EMO/CMO, or transfer of authorizer  X Recommended: March 1st X 

Change agreement with EMO/CMO X  None  

Enrollment preferences  X Recommended: March 1st X 
Location change  X Recommended: March 1st X 

Goals for student performance  X Recommended: March 1st X 

Performance Agreement  X None  

Start date (one-time) delay  X  None  
Name of charter school X  None  
Existing or planned school facilities or structures (including 
any plan to use temporary or modular structures) X  None  

Change in terms to current site facility arrangement (i.e. lease 
to purchase) X  None  

Educator Evaluation Process X  None  
A change to the current authorized number of hours, either 
daily or annually, devoted to actual school sessions. X  None  
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II. MODIFICATION PROCESS 
 
Application Submission:  A completed application must be emailed to the Department of Education’s 
Charter School Office via email at infocso@doe.k12.de.us between November 1 and December 31 if 
requesting an increase or reduction of enrollment of between 5 and 15% OR more than 15% of the currently 
approved total enrollment. Please note that all other modification requests do not have statutory deadlines, 
but the Charter School Office has provided recommended deadlines in order to facilitate a more efficient 
application process. Incomplete applications, or applications received after the deadline, will not be 
considered. 
 
Applicants submitting a minor modification shall answer the “Core Questions” only and provide evidence of 
fiscal viability as it applies to the modification request.  
 
Applicants submitting a major modification shall answer the “Core Questions” and any additional related 
questions, including evidence of fiscal viability, as applicable to the modification request. These additional 
questions are identified in Table 2.  
 
Application Review: All applications must be complete to be evaluated.  The application for modification 
will be reviewed and evaluated by the approving authority as outlined in 14 Del. C. ch. 5 and applicable 
provisions of 14 DE Admin. Code § 275.  

 

III. APPLICATION CONTENT AND FORMAT  
 
The prescribed content and format for the modification application are specified below.  
 
Document Length: The application may not exceed 20 pages, not including the cover page, table of 
contents, or appendices.  
 
Format: All pages must be typed with 1-inch page margins and 12-point font, single-spaced (Helvetica or 
Arial font and left justification), and include consecutive page numbers in the footer. Charts may use single 
spacing and a type size of 10-point font.  

 
Cover Page: Provide a cover page that includes the school’s name, the date of submission and the type of 
modification requested (minor or major).  
 
Table of Contents: Provide a clearly labeled table of contents naming all major sections and appendices 
with corresponding page numbers.    
 
Appendices:  All supplementary documents should be identified appropriately and labeled as appendices at 
the end of the application.  
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IV. CHARTER SCHOOL MODIFICATION APPLICATION QUESTIONS 
 
There are core questions that must be answered by the applicant, regardless of whether the modification is 
considered a minor or major modification. Additional questions are determined by the specific nature of 
the request, for example expansion or reduction by more than 15%, change of name, change of location, 
etc. Please provide clear, complete, and accurate information in response to each question.  
 
Please indicate the type(s) of modification(s) you are requesting by checking all applicable boxes below: 

Table 2 

Minor Modification (Section A Only) Major Modification (Section A AND additional     
questions identified below) 

 Enrollment change (increase or decrease) 
between 5 and 15%  Performance Agreement Section A only 

 Change agreement with EMO/CMO x Enrollment change (increase or decrease) of greater 
than 15%  Section  B 

 
Start date (one-time) delay x Grade configuration (adding grade levels or reducing 

grade levels) Section C 

 Name of charter school  Educational Program (i.e. curriculum) Section D 
 Existing or planned school facilities or structures 

(including any plan to use temporary or modular 
structures) 

 Mission (includes At-Risk designation) Section E 

 Change in terms to current site facility 
arrangement (i.e. lease to purchase)  Replace, remove, or add EMO/CMO, or transfer of 

authorizer Section F 
  Educator Evaluation Process  Enrollment preferences Section G 

 A change to the current authorized number of 
hours, either daily or annually, devoted to actual 
school sessions. 

 Location change Section H 

 Other  Goals for student performance Section I 
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Section A Core Questions: 
 

1. What modification does the school’s Board of Directors want to make to the term(s) of the 
charter? Identify the page number(s) on which the term(s) is/are stated in the currently 
approved charter.  If the term(s) of the charter the school wants to modify is/are conditions 
placed on the charter by the Secretary of Education and members of the State Board of 
Education, state the condition(s) and the date(s) on which the condition(s) was/were placed 
on the school’s charter.  
 
Academy of Dover is seeking to modify its current grade configuration. The Academy 
currently serves students in kindergarten through 6th grade and the Academy is proposing to 
serve students in kindergarten through 8th grade over the course of the next two school 
years. Beginning with the 2021-2022 school year, the Academy is seeking to add 7th grade. 
At the beginning of the following school year, the Academy is seeking to add 8th grade in 
2022-2023. The addition of 7th grade will increase the overall enrollment by 40 students, 
which is a 12% increase in enrollment. The addition of 8th grade the following year will 
increase overall enrollment by 40 more students, which is another 11% increase in 
enrollment. The current charter is approved for k-6 with enrollment of 330 students, which 
can be found on the currently approved charter, on pages 4 and 16.  
 
The Academy of Dover Charter School at 104 Saulsbury Road, Dover opened in September 
2003 growing to serve students in kindergarten through sixth grade by the 2006-2007 school 
year. During the 2007-2008 school year, the school reduced its grade configuration to 
kindergarten through fourth grade with the total approved enrollment of 325 students with 
the plan to increase to 393 students by the school year 2011-2012. In 2010, the school’s 
Board of Directors submitted an application to modify the school’s charter seeking approval 
to decrease the approved enrollment from 384 students to 300 students in k-4 through 
2013-2014. A few years later, the charter was amended to become a kindergarten through 
fifth grade school. The Academy of Dover submitted an application during the 2019-2020 
school year to modify its grade configuration to now include sixth grade and increase total 
enrollment to 330 students beginning with the 2020-2021 school year.  

 
2. What is the effective date of the proposed modification?  

 
The Academy of Dover is seeking to increase enrollment in two phases. The effective date 
of the modification is the 2021-2022 school year with the addition of 7th grade and include 8th 
grade at the beginning of the 2022-2023 school year.   
 

3. The authorizer will review your most recent Performance Review Reports as part of your 
application. Discuss the school’s academic performance, compliance with the terms of its 
charter, and financial viability as measured by the Performance Framework.  
 
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, our students were not able to take the Smarter Balance 
assessment during the 2019-2020 school year. Therefore, the most recent ELA and Math 
data for statewide assessments is from the previous school year. The proficiency rate for 
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ELA was 38.28% and the Math proficiency rate was 25.78%. The latest reported proficiency 
rates are much lower than we would like and are lower than what we were expecting had 
our students had the opportunity to take the Smarter Balance assessments in the spring of 
2020.  
 
Even though we did not have the opportunity to complete the statewide assessments, we 
have ensured that student progress has remained a top priority for the Academy. When the 
state suddenly moved to remote learning in March 2020 we quickly made adjustments and 
began using an online program to supplement what our teachers are doing and the students 
are using. We continued with the use of Edmentum as an instructional tool and also added 
the diagnostic assessments for math, reading, and language arts as part of our online 
instructional plan for the 2020-2021 school year. Students are able to complete the 
diagnostic assessments whether they are in-person or remote learners, which has allowed 
us to continue to monitor their progress and make data-driven instructional decisions. We 
have access to the diagnostic assessment data as well as data from the lessons and 
quizzes students are completing. This allows teachers, specialists, and administrators to see 
the levels that students are performing and make real-time instructional decisions.  

 
The Academy of Dover Charter School seeks to provide the elements of high-quality 
academic instruction for all students. The purpose of the charter school is to advance the 
Academy’s vision for excellence and diversity which meets the needs of our community. 
These elements include 100% credentialed teachers, standards-based accountability for our 
school, teacher evaluations based partly on student learning, culturally aware staff, and a 
trauma informed school. In addition, the Academy maintains small class sizes, provides 
instructional support paraprofessionals in lower grades, and instructional specialists for 
reading and math. These ideals have directly supported the Academy showing academic 
progress which exceeds our local school district’s overall performance. 
 
It is also important to our current administration and staff to understand and learn from the 
lessons of past efforts; therefore, we wish to improve and enrich the overall experience of 
our students and their families by taking a holistic approach to education. The Academy 
provides free breakfast and lunch to all students, implements PBIS, has an in-house Family 
Crisis Therapist, and a behavior interventionist to provide for student and family needs. The 
expansion of public school choice option at the 7th and 8th grade levels will continue to 
provide the opportunity for parents to choose the Academy.  
 
The Academy strongly holds and is in keeping with federal and state level policymakers and 
advocates who push for major changes to the educational system based on these ideas.  
 
While we are very aware and acknowledge that the Academy has had some concerning 
results in the Financial Performance Framework, we also know that our course corrections 
over the past year and the charter modification approved this past year have significantly 
impacted our current financial viability; in addition, this additional modification will also 
further enhance our financial viability. As mentioned in our major modification application 
submitted December 2019, one factor that has had a longstanding and major effect on a 
number of the financial frameworks for the Academy is the Mosaica Settlement.  This debt 
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has now been paid in full from the local reserves, which has had a significant impact on the 
local funds. 
 
Our most recent audit report, completed in 2020, continues to show the significant 
improvement in the financial viability of our Academy.  In the Academy of Dover 
Management Letter dated 6/30/2020, the auditors noted the following: 

 
We previously recommended that the School monitor its financial results 
closely throughout the year and calculate the financial framework metrics on 
at least a quarterly basis in order to monitor and make any possible 
adjustments throughout the year that might improve the School’s results as it 
pertains to the financial performance framework. 
 
During our current year audit, we noted substantial improvements. The 
School previously had three “Far Below Standard” calculations and one 
“Approaching Standard” calculation. In the current year, the School has one 
“Far Below Standard” and two “Approaching Standard” calculations. While the 
School has made improvements, this recommendation is still applicable for 
the current year, as the School still does not meet standards. 

 
The Current assets to liabilities ratio was .79 in our last year report, and has increased to 
1.49 which meets the standard now. 
  
The Unrestricted Days Cash has increased from 27 to 44 in this last report.  
 
The Enrollment Variance result as of June 30, 2020 is 89% and approaching the standard.  
Since June 30, 2019, a myriad of enrollment and recruitment methods have been employed 
that have achieved an increase in enrollment and an upward trend. Examples of these 
methods have included the following: Accepting students after the September 30th count, 
on-line campaign through Facebook advertising, flyers, updated web page, open house, 
electronic marquee in front of school, and word-of-mouth.   Additionally, for the 20-21 school 
year, our Academy has met our enrollment target.  Our enrollment is set at 330 students and 
as of the Unit Count, we have 329 students able to be counted as enrolled, with 337 
students in eSchool. (Some were unable to be counted because of attendance during the 
unit count window.)     
 
Total Margin and Debt to Asset Ratio were both found to meet the standard, with a 1 year 
margin at 5.79% and a 3 year margin at 1.97%.  Both of these are significantly increased 
since the last report. 
 
The cash flow for the years prior to 2019-2020 have been negative, resulting in a metric 
rating of far below standard.  As of the 2019-2020 report, the 1 year cash flow is $172,007 
and the 3 year is now $159,095.  Since August of 2019, the Academy leadership has 
focused on meeting the standard for all financial areas.  The July 31, 2019 board approved 
budget showed a reserve amount of $67,320.01, while the October 31, 2019 board 
approved budget increased the contingency reserve to $258,056.18 with an additional 
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$33,883.16 in additional unallocated funds.  The current board approved budget shows a 
contingency reserve amount of $712,979.39 with $78,575.35 in unallocated funds.  This 
demonstrates the success of the focus on increasing cash flow and better managing the 
financial health of the Academy.  This additional charter modification agreement will again 
significantly impact this and will further enable the Academy to meet the standard of having 
a positive cash flow each year. 
 

4. Describe the rationale for the request(s). Discuss any relevant research base or evidence 
that supports this type of request. (Attachments may be provided) 
 
The Academy of Dover is currently approved for a kindergarten through 6th grade 
configuration. Many of our families have expressed that they would like to see their children 
continue at the Academy for as long as possible. Our families have shared that they like our 
smaller environment that many of the surrounding school districts cannot provide. We have 
received feedback from our families that they want to enroll their other children and have 
their currently enrolled children attend for as many years as possible. Other charter schools 
in the state have a kindergarten through 8th grade configuration, which allows for continuity 
of supports and services. It allows us to get to know our students and their families very well 
and therefore provide them with the most appropriate supports and services. By allowing 
students to attend the same school for kindergarten through 8th grade, they will receive a 
high-quality education within our caring and supportive atmosphere.  
 
The Academy requested family interest on our expansion request.  We received input from 
10% of our families across all grade levels.  All of our parents except one who responded 
supported our application and said they would keep their children with the Academy through 
the 8th grade. The one family who was unsure of supporting this expansion was concerned 
about having the younger children and the older children together.  It should be noted that 
the Academy has planned to keep the school divided into three separate groupings.  We 
currently have a lower and upper grade section in the current building.  With the addition of 
the 7th and 8th graders, there will be another building built to house the upper grade 
students.   

 
Those who responded were asked for the reason they support our decision.  Responses 
included the following: 

• Apparent and consistent care, time, attention, effort and communication for our 
children and families. 

• I would love for him to stay in the same school from k to 8th grade.  
• I plan to enroll younger daughter at AOD and would like to keep both kids in same 

school for as long as possible. 
• It is  a small school and not lot kids in one class  
• I want my child to be in a familiar environment for as long as she can and I plan on 

sending my youngest daughter in a year for Kindergarten and I would like for them to 
attend the same school giving my kindergarten some type of familiarity. 

• Proximity to my wife’s job and my kids doctor’s office, professionalism and dedication 
of staff. 
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• Good idea. 
• i just like this school  
• Quality of staff and communication with parents  
• AOD makes sure the students get the best education, have a well secured and safety 

environment, practice a culture of transparency and non discrimination, and always 
open their doors for opportunities and feedback from their customers. 

• Starting over becomes a lot for the children  
• We love everything about the academy and how the staff has been so wonderful at 

bending over backwards to make sure our kids are learning during this difficult time. 
• Because i feel confortable at this one  
• I love the curriculum. 
• My kids love Academy of Dover Charter School.  
• Stability, quality of education, teachers, and admin staff. My son and I enjoy the AOD. 

I am very impressed with how the school has handled the COVID-19 response, which 
isn't easy. I would love for him to stay until 8th grade.  

• Because he gets to stay in the same school... they also know my son well 
• Great atmosphere 
• Simplicity with my work travel. 

Parents who responded were also offered the opportunity to provide additional comments.  
The comments received include: 

• I do not believe that AOD would apply for anything they didn't believe in or wasn't 
prepared to take on. The have repeatedly demonstrated proactive planning and 
appropriate reactive processes. They staff at all levels clearly cares immensely about 
providing the best structure and process for our children. Expanding these grades 
would provide continuity of these practices. 

• Can’t wait. Good luck and best wishes from the Makanjuola family.  
• AOD is very committed to see that the students are successful. So approving their 

request for 7th and 8th grade will be great because of their wonderful performance in 
their duties and responsibilities taken to see the success of their students.  

• I think it’s a fantastic idea! I feel that stability is key for children especially in this age 
group and keeping them in an environment that’s familiar helps them learn. I hope 
that the school can achieve this goal! 

• Because its like private and safe  
• My son and I are very excited that AOD is expanding. He loves the school and has 

done very well.  
• Class sizes 
• It would be great if they add 7 and 8 grade. 
• It would be great if they add 7 and 8 grade. 

 
5. Describe how the proposed modification will impact the operation of the school. Include how 

student achievement, staffing, facilities, and financial viability of the school may be impacted 
in the current school year and for the remainder of the school’s charter term.  
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This charter modification will have a positive effect on the school because students will have 
greater consistency during their k-8 education. The transition between grade levels will be 
seamless and will cause less stress on students as they move throughout their educational 
career. Transitioning from a traditional elementary school to a traditional middle school is 
often a difficult process for students when they are at a very vulnerable time in their 
development. This would eliminate a difficult transition from one school to the next at the 
preteen and early teenage years because they would be able to continue attending the 
same school with a smaller setting.  
 
With the increase in grade levels and enrollment, the Academy will be able to educate more 
students at once. This will help families with multiple children have their children attend the 
same building. Many of our families have expressed the difficulties they have when their 
children are attending multiple school in various districts and/or charters. By increasing the 
grade levels we offer our families will be able to remain in the same school for many years.  
 
With the increased enrollment and grade levels we will need to increase the number of 
teachers we have on staff to include teachers for our upper grade levels. We anticipate 
needing to increase our specialists staff as well to accommodate the additional students and 
grade levels. This will help ensure that students and staff are receiving the level of support 
that is necessary.  
 
The Academy of Dover currently serves approximately 330 students in grade kindergarten 
through 6th grade within our current building. We have the ability to add 7th grade to our 
current building with no additions to the current structure required. In order to expand to 
include 8th grade and the additional students, we are currently negotiating with the owner of 
the building to add a structure on the same property that would house our “upper” school, 
which will include 6th, 7th, and 8th grades upon completion of the building. This will allow 
extra space in our “lower” school, which will be housed in our current building.  
 
While we are very aware and acknowledge that the Academy has had some concerning 
results in the Financial Performance Framework, we also know that our course corrections 
over the past year and the charter modification approved this past year have significantly 
impacted our current financial viability; in addition, this additional modification will also 
further enhance our financial viability. As mentioned in our major modification application 
submitted December 2019, one factor that has had a longstanding and major effect on a 
number of the financial frameworks for the Academy is the Mosaica Settlement.  This debt 
has now been paid in full from the local reserves, which has had a significant impact on the 
local funds. 
 
Our most recent audit report, completed in 2020, continues to show the improvement in the 
financial viability of our Academy.  In the Academy of Dover Management Letter dated 
6/30/2020, the auditors noted the following: 

 
We previously recommended that the School monitor its financial results 
closely throughout the year and calculate the financial framework metrics on 
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at least a quarterly basis in order to monitor and make any possible 
adjustments throughout the year that might improve the School’s results as it 
pertains to the financial performance framework. 
 
During our current year audit, we noted substantial improvements. The 
School previously had three “Far Below Standard” calculations and one 
“Approaching Standard” calculation. In the current year, the School has one 
“Far Below Standard” and two “Approaching Standard” calculations. While the 
School has made improvements, this recommendation is still applicable for 
the current year, as the School still does not meet standards. 

 
The Current assets to liabilities ratio was .79 in our last year report, and has increased to 
1.49 which meets the standard now. 
  
The Unrestricted Days Cash has increased from 27 to 44 in this last report.  
 
The Enrollment Variance result as of June 30, 2020 is 89% and approaching the standard.  
Since June 30, 2019, a myriad of enrollment and recruitment methods have been employed 
that have achieved an increase in enrollment and an upward trend. Examples of these 
methods have included the following: Accepting students after the September 30th count, 
on-line campaign through Facebook advertising, flyers, updated web page, open house, 
electronic marquee in front of school, and word-of-mouth.   Additionally, for the 20-21 school 
year, our Academy has met our enrollment target.  Our enrollment is set at 330 students and 
as of the Unit Count, we have 329 students able to be counted as enrolled.     
 
Total Margin and Debt to Asset Ratio were both found to meet the standard, with a 1 year 
margin at 5.79% and a 3 year margin at 1.97%.  Both of these are significantly increased 
since the last report. 
 
The cash flow for the years prior to 2019-2020 have been negative, resulting in a metric 
rating of far below standard.  As of the 2019-2020 report, the 1 year cash flow is $172,007 
and the 3 year is now $159,095.  Since August of 2019, the Academy leadership has 
focused on meeting the standard for all financial areas.  The July 31, 2019 board approved 
budget showed a reserve amount of $67,320.01, while the October 31, 2019 board 
approved budget increased the contingency reserve to $258,056.18 with an additional 
$33,883.16 in additional unallocated funds.  The current board approved budget shows a 
contingency reserve amount of $712,979.39 with $78,575.35 in unallocated funds.  This 
demonstrates the success of the focus on increasing cash flow and better managing the 
financial health of the Academy.  This additional charter modification agreement will again 
significantly impact this and will further enable the Academy to meet the standard of having 
a positive cash flow each year. 
 

6. Indicate the projected impact, if any, of the proposed modification on the school’s present 
financial position, and its financial position going forward. If the modification promises to 
create financial challenges, indicate how those will be remedied. 
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The increase of the enrollment with this proposed modification will further increase the 
financial position of the Academy.  The increase in enrollment from 300 to 330 students in 
this past year’s modification demonstrated significant financial status changes from the prior 
year to this year.  This additional increase in enrollment is anticipated to have a very similar 
effect and continue the Academy on a very successful financial stability trajectile.   

 
Section B Questions: 

 
1. Describe the nature and extent of the proposed changes to the school’s current grade 

configuration, if applicable.  Indicate whether you seek to add or cease offering a grade or 
grades, substantially increase or decrease current enrollment practices and/or projections 
for future enrollment, etc. (Please make sure to indicate whether you seek an increase or 
reduction of enrollment of between 5 and 15% or more than 15% of the currently approved 
total enrollment and note that modification requests that fall into those ranges must be 
received by the Department of Education’s Charter School Office between November 1 and 
December 31.) 
 
At this time, Academy of Dover wishes to modify the current charter to increase the grade 
span from k-6 to k-8 over the course of the next two school years with the addition of 7th 
grade in the 2021-2022 school year and 8th grade in the 2022-2023 school year. The 
Academy of Dover is seeking to increase enrollment to 410 students over a two-year period. 
The current charter is approved for k-6 with enrollment of 330 students. With this 
modification, the Academy intends to offer two to three classrooms at each grade level.  
 

2. If your proposed modification involves an expansion of greater than 15% of your currently 
approved enrollment and the change will be effective within 18 months of the date of this 
application, identify the impacts of this expansion on the surrounding school districts and 
community for consideration.  

**Please note:  In addition to meeting the approval criteria established in 14 Del. C. § 512, 
an authorizer considering a charter school’s application for expansion by more than 15% 
occurring less than 18 months from the date of the modification application shall also 
consider impact of the proposed new school or expansion.  “Impact” is the positive and 
negative effect that a new charter school or charter school expansion, if it should be 
approved, is projected to have upon the surrounding area and the education system of the 
state. Impact shall include educational, financial, and community information. In accordance 
with 14 Del. C. § 511(b)(4),  

“Information regarding impact, as defined by regulations established by the 
Department with the approval of the State Board no later than October 31, 2014, shall 
be considered in conjunction with the factors in § 512 of this title but shall not alone 
provide the basis for disapproval of an application for a new charter application or an 
expansion. The information regarding impact may, however, be among the bases for 
disapproval of an application or expansion if at least 1 criteria in § 512 of this title is 
also deemed not satisfied by the authorizer. The information regarding impact may, 
by itself or in combination with other factors, form the basis for conditions being 
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placed on the approval. Those conditions may include but shall not be limited to 
restrictions or prohibitions on geographic location, programmatic offerings, academic 
focus or emphasis, and grade levels served. In no event shall the placement of 
conditions on approval, based solely or in part on considerations of impact, be 
considered disapproval of an application.” 

For each application, members of the public will have the opportunity to submit public 
comments that describe the positive and negative impact that the proposed charter school 
will have on the surrounding area and the education system of the state. Based on the 
information submitted in these public comments, the Department of Education and the State 
Board of Education may propose conditions relating to impact. A charter applicant will have 
opportunities to respond to any proposed conditions at the CSAC Final Meeting, a public 
hearing, and in writing prior to the decision on whether the charter is approved. 

This modification increases the enrollment from 330 to 370 the first year (a 12% increase) 
and from 370 to 410 the following year (an 11% increase).  The vast majority of students 
enrolled are from the Capital School District.  The anticipated impact of students gained 
from Capital to the Academy for each grade is approximately 35 total 7th grade students in 
the 21-22 school year which represents 7% of the 7th graders attending Capital and 35 8th 
grade students the following year, representing 7% of the 8th graders attending Capital 
School District.  Since this is such a small percentage of the overall population and since 
Capital School District’s 7th and 8th grade classes are stated as being overcrowded.  This 
actually may have a more positive end result and will further provide the Academy students 
with the smaller class sizes and more personalized education resulting in more social and 
academic success that our families have come to know and appreciate. 

3. Describe the projected impact of the enrollment modification on the school’s program, 
mission, culture and offerings (both academic and non-academic).  
 
The modification to our enrollment and grade levels offered would allow us to continue to 
serve and support our families with more consistency and continuity across multiple ages. 
By expanding the Academy, we will be able to further meet our mission and enhance our 
programming. We will continue to offer high-quality instruction at all levels. By using the 
same curricula, EL Education and Eureka Math, we will be able to provide support for 
students and staff as needed. The students will be familiar with the design and expectations 
for both curricula. We have offered after-school enrichment, Odyssey of the Mind, after-
school clubs, and sports, such as basketball and cheerleading. By expanding our grade 
levels and increasing enrollment, we will be able to offer more academic and non-academic 
extracurricular activities for our students. 
 

4. Please compete the “Projected Enrollment Table” below: 
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Projected Enrollment 

a.     Provide a five-year enrollment chart by grade level, in the prescribed format 
below. Ensure that the chart allows for the natural progression of students from 
year-to-year. 

 
Note: This will become the school’s authorized enrollment if the modification 
application is approved. 

 

    
 Projected Enrollment       

 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 2023-2024 2024-2025 2025-2026 

K 58 40 40 40 40 40 
Grade 1 52 58 45 40 40 40 
Grade 2 54 52 58 40 40 40 
Grade 3 56 54 52 58 40 40 
Grade 4 24 56 54 52 58 40 
Grade 5 48 35 56 54 52 58 
Grade 6 35 48 35 56 54 52 
Grade 7 N/A 

35 48 35 56 54 
Grade 8 N/A N/A 35 48 45 56 
Grade 9 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Grade 10 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Grade 11 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Grade 12 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Total 327 370 410 410 410 410 
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Section C Questions: 
 

1. Describe the nature and extent of the proposed changes to the school’s current grade 
configuration.  Indicate whether you seek to add or cease offering a grade or grades, 
substantially increase or decrease current enrollment practices and/or projections for future 
enrollment, etc. (Please make sure to indicate whether you seek an increase or reduction of 
enrollment of between 5 and 15% or more than 15% of the currently approved total 
enrollment and note that modification requests that fall into those ranges must be received 
by the Department of Education’s Charter School Office between November 1 and 
December 31.) 
 
Academy of Dover is seeking to modify its current grade configuration. The Academy 
currently serves students in Kindergarten through 6th grade and the Academy is proposing 
to serve students in kindergarten through 8th grade over the course of the next two school 
years. Beginning with the 2021-2022 school year, the Academy is seeking to add 7th grade. 
At the beginning of the following school year, the Academy is seeking to add 8th grade in 
2022-2023. The addition of 7th grade will increase the overall enrollment by 40 students, 
which is a 12% increase in enrollment. The addition of 8th grade the following year will 
increase overall enrollment by 40 more students, which is another 11% increase in 
enrollment.  
 
 

2. Provide an overview of the planned curriculum, including one scope and sequence per 
subject area per grade band (K-2, 3-5, 6-8, 9-12) for each grade level that will be affected by 
this modification.  The scope and sequence documents should identify course outcomes 
and demonstrate clear alignment with the Delaware Content Standards (including Common 
Core State Standards in English Language Arts (ELA) and Mathematics, and Next 
Generation Science Standards) in all content areas.  Summarize curricular choices, by 
subject, and the rationale for each choice, including research and other evidence of 
effectiveness. If the modification includes a commitment to join the Social Studies and/or 
Science Coalition, then a signed MOU would replace the scope and sequence requirement 
for Social Studies and/or Science. 
 
The curriculum planned for our seventh and eighth grades will align directly with other 
curriculum offerings. We are currently using EL Education Curriculum for our ELA curriculum 
in k-6. We will use EL Education Curriculum in both 7th and 8th grade as well. By using EL 
Education, Social Studies is already fully integrated thematically within the literature. We are 
currently using Eureka Math Curriculum in grade kindergarten through 6th grade. We plan to 
use Eureka Math for both 7th and 8th grades as well. Both EL Education and Eureka Math 
are highly rated, high-quality curricula. This will allow all grade levels at the Academy to use 
the same curriculum, which allows for continuity and consistency for our students and our 
staff. It allows our ELA and Math Specialists to provide seamless support at all levels.  
 
In addition to the core curriculum for ELA and Math, we also use Edmentum for both 
subjects. Edmentum has multiple components that we use, including a diagnostic 
assessment and lessons for instructional use. There are three diagnostic assessments 
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included: math, reading, and language arts. We use all three diagnostic assessments to 
monitor students’ progress. In addition to the diagnostic assessments, Edmentum has an 
instructional component. Each of the three areas has lessons, practice, and quizzes for the 
students to utilize on a regular basis. This allows students to have individualized 
supplemental practice on skills that have been identified through the diagnostic assessment 
and teacher input as weaknesses for students. The data from both the diagnostic 
assessments and the instructional component are monitored closely and used to make data-
driven instructional decisions for our students. We will utilize both components of Edmentum 
for math, reading, and language arts for our 7th and 8th grade students.  
 
The Academy participates in the Science Coalition and will continue to align with the 
Department of Education program for this content area in 7th and 8th grade as well. The 
Academy also currently uses the Department of Education approved curriculum for 
Delaware Social Studies standards in k-6 and will be using the approved curriculum for 7th 
and 8th grades as well. 

 
3. Provide one Mathematics unit of instruction with corresponding summative assessments 

and scoring rubrics, and one ELA unit with corresponding summative assessment and 
scoring rubrics to demonstrate alignment of instruction to the Delaware Content Standards 
(Common Core State Standards in ELA and Mathematics).  If the school does not intend to 
join the Delaware Science or Social Studies Coalitions, then 1 Science unit and 1 Social 
Studies unit with corresponding summative assessments and scoring rubrics to demonstrate 
alignment of instruction to the Next Generation Science Standards and Delaware Social 
Studies Content Standards are also required.   
 
EL Education Curriculum will be the ELA curriculum utilized for seventh and eighth grade. 
By using EL Education, Social Studies topics are already fully integrated thematically within 
the literature. Eureka Math will be the seventh and eighth grade Math curriculum. The 
Academy participates in the Science and Social Studies Coalitions and will continue to align 
with the Department of Education’s programs for these content areas in seventh and eighth 
grade. Academy of Dover accesses the DOE Social Studies Recommended Curriculum 
through Schoology and will provide a daily 45-minute learning block [alternately], for Science 
and Social Studies. Teacher training is also provided through Schoology, and from one of 
our instructional specialists, who attends Science Coalition meetings.  
 

 



 

Expenditures over 5 Years 
ACADEMY OF DOVER 



 



266 Students 330 Students 370 Students 410 Students 410 Students 410 Students

Account Code Financial Summary: September 2020  Spent FY20  Budget FY21  Budget FY22  Budget FY23  Budget FY24  Budget FY25 

51005 Over time Salaries 8,629.22$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 
51008 Termination Salary - Vacation 6,009.09$                 6,009.09$                 6,009.09$                 6,009.09$                 6,009.09$                 
51009 Termination Salary - Sick Leave 9,324.45$                 9,324.45$                 9,324.45$                 9,324.45$                 9,324.45$                 
51101 Substitute Teachers 10,163.20$               1,000.00$                 1,000.00$                 1,000.00$                 1,000.00$                 1,000.00$                 
51104 Paraprofessionals 145,250.37$             175,500.00$             175,500.00$             175,500.00$             175,500.00$             175,500.00$             
51130 Nurse 59,816.88$               59,950.00$               59,950.00$               59,950.00$               59,950.00$               59,950.00$               
51137 EPER 1,000.00$                 1,000.00$                 1,000.00$                 1,000.00$                 1,000.00$                 
51100
51105
51107
51121
51155
51169
51185
51193
51194
51196
51176
51177
51187
51190

Salaries TOTAL SALARIES 1,529,300.66$        1,890,879.41$        2,100,879.41$        2,421,653.38$        2,421,653.38$        2,421,653.38$         
52001 Pensions/Employer Share (22.95%) 347,971.89$             433,956.82$             482,151.82$             555,769.45$             555,769.45$             555,769.45$             
52002 Health Insurance/Employer Share 322,981.66$             401,837.04$             401,837.04$             401,837.04$             401,837.04$             401,837.04$             
52005 Workmen's Compensation(1.55%) 24,467.21$               29,308.63$               32,563.63$               37,535.63$               37,535.63$               37,535.63$               
52006 Social Security/Employer Share (6.2%) 94,442.17$               117,234.52$             130,254.52$             150,142.51$             150,142.51$             150,142.51$             
52009 Unemployment Insurance (.11%) 1,738.56$                 2,079.97$                 2,310.97$                 2,663.82$                 2,663.82$                 2,663.82$                 
52016 Medicare/Employer Share (1.45%) 22,087.19$               27,417.75$               30,462.75$               35,113.97$               35,113.97$               35,113.97$               
OECs Total Other Employment Costs (32.26%) 813,688.68$           1,011,834.74$        1,079,580.74$        1,183,062.42$        1,183,062.42$        1,183,062.42$         

55000 Other Professional Service 10,001.18$               35,000.00$               35,000.00$               35,000.00$               35,000.00$               35,000.00$               
55010 Med Related Services (Psychologists, Therapists) 29,033.45$               32,000.00$               32,000.00$               32,000.00$               32,000.00$               32,000.00$               
55020 Legal Services 6,669.64$                 25,000.00$               10,000.00$               10,000.00$               10,000.00$               10,000.00$               
55036 Buses - pupil transportation in state 230,784.00$              $            239,115.00  $            286,938.00  $            239,115.00  $            239,115.00  $            239,115.00 
55051 Auditors 21,400.00$               21,400.00$               21,400.00$               21,400.00$               21,400.00$               21,400.00$               
55073 Computer Services 37,065.18$               15,000.00$               15,000.00$               15,000.00$               15,000.00$               15,000.00$               
55101 Postage 2,463.07$                 2,700.00$                 2,700.00$                 2,700.00$                 2,700.00$                 2,700.00$                 
55125 Telephone Services 4,824.14$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 
55205
55206
55400 Equipment Repair 16,163.25$               15,000.00$               15,000.00$               15,000.00$               15,000.00$               15,000.00$               
55402 Building - Rent 542,776.00$             565,195.00$             673,195.00$             673,195.00$             673,195.00$             673,195.00$             
55452 Insurance (Bldg & Contents)/Umbrella Liability 29,172.42$               21,156.00$               25,000.00$               25,000.00$               25,000.00$               25,000.00$               
55007
55507
55510
55610 Advertising 1,295.20$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 
55631 Association Dues & Conference Fees 7,053.50$                 1,000.00$                 1,000.00$                 1,000.00$                 1,000.00$                 1,000.00$                 
55633 Permits, Licenses 611.25$                    1,000.00$                 1,000.00$                 1,000.00$                 1,000.00$                 1,000.00$                 
55692 Sanitary Services 11,347.72$               13,500.00$               16,200.00$               19,440.00$               23,328.00$               27,993.60$               

CS Total Contracted Services (50) 999,737.88$           1,052,066.00$        1,214,433.00$        1,154,850.00$        1,158,738.00$        1,163,403.60$         
56000 Office Supplies 3,945.91$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 
56110 Operating Supplies 2,254.60$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 
56111 Food 61,865.86$               100,000.00$             120,000.00$             145,000.00$             145,000.00$             145,000.00$             
56128 Medical Supplies/Medicines/Health Aides 3,879.06$                 4,000.00$                 4,000.00$                 4,000.00$                 4,000.00$                 4,000.00$                 
56141 Custodial Supplies 26,325.57$               30,000.00$               30,000.00$               30,000.00$               30,000.00$               30,000.00$               
56150 Instructional Supplies 127,635.95$             20,750.00$               20,750.00$               20,750.00$               20,750.00$               20,750.00$               
56157 Textbooks 21,618.58$               20,000.00$               25,000.00$               25,000.00$               25,000.00$               25,000.00$               
56145 Computer Supplies 3,150.46$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 

SM Total Supplies/Materials (60) 250,675.99$           189,750.00$           214,750.00$           239,750.00$           239,750.00$           239,750.00$             
57010 Office Equipment
57310 Cafeteria Equipment 752.14$                    

CO Total Capital Outlay-Equipment (70) 752.14$                   -$                         -$                         -$                         -$                         -$                           
Unallocated 78,575.35$               78,575.35$               78,575.35$               78,575.35$               78,575.35$               

Contingency Reserve 712,979.39$           712,979.39$           712,979.39$           712,979.39$           712,979.39$           
Grand Totals - All Categories 3,594,155.35$        4,936,084.89$        5,401,197.89$        5,790,870.54$        5,794,758.54$        5,799,424.14$        

Description Budget FY20 Budget FY21 Budget FY21 Budget FY21 Budget FY21 Budget FY21
Expenditures: .
Salaries (10) 1,529,300.66$         1,890,879.41$         2,100,879.41$         2,421,653.38$         2,421,653.38$         2,421,653.38$         
Other Employment Costs ( 20) 813,688.68$            1,011,834.74$         1,079,580.74$         1,183,062.42$         1,183,062.42$         1,183,062.42$         
Contracted Services (50) 999,737.88$            1,052,066.00$         1,214,433.00$         1,154,850.00$         1,158,738.00$         1,163,403.60$         
Supplies & Materials (60) 250,675.99$            189,750.00$            214,750.00$            239,750.00$            239,750.00$            239,750.00$            
Capital Outlay - Equipment (70) 752.14$                   -$                         -$                         -$                         -$                         -$                         
Contingency Reserve -$                         712,979.39$            712,979.39$            712,979.39$            712,979.39$            712,979.39$            
UNALLOCATED -$                         78,575.35$              78,575.35$              78,575.35$              78,575.35$              78,575.35$              
TOTAL 3,594,155.35$         4,936,084.89$         5,401,197.89$         5,790,870.54$         5,794,758.54$         5,799,424.14$         

Budget based on: 266 Pupils 329 Pupils 370 pupils 410 pupils 410 pupils 410 pupils

Food Service Workers 69,682.13$               75,595.87$               

Custodian 48,314.24$               87,500.00$               

Buildings - Maintenance 4,347.90$                 5,000.00$                 

Utilities 44,729.98$               50,000.00$               65,000.00$               

5,000.00$                 

87,500.00$               

75,595.87$               

1,330,000.00$         

350,000.00$             

50,000.00$               

5,000.00$                 

109,375.00$             

94,494.84$               

1,610,000.00$         

350,000.00$             

1,610,000.00$         1,610,000.00$         

350,000.00$             350,000.00$             

Academy of Dover Charter School Expenditure Report for Charter Modification Request

School Administration 317,380.13$             350,000.00$             

Teachers (regular) 870,064.49$             1,120,000.00$         

50,000.00$               50,000.00$               

5,000.00$                 5,000.00$                 

109,375.00$             109,375.00$             

94,494.84$               94,494.84$               
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Introduction 

This document provides an overview of the academic year for Grades 6 through 8, beginning with a curriculum map and followed by detailed grade-
level descriptions.   

The curriculum map is a chart that shows, at a glance, the sequence of modules comprising each grade of the Grades 6 through 8 curricula.  The map 
also indicates the approximate number of instructional days designated for each module of each grade.  Details that elaborate on the curriculum map 
are found in the grade-level descriptions.   

Each grade-level description begins with a list of the six to seven modules that comprise the instruction of that grade.  That introductory component is 
followed by three sections:  the Summary of Year, the Rationale for Module Sequence, and the alignment chart with the grade-level standards.   

The Summary of Year portion of each grade level includes four pieces of information: 

 The critical instructional areas for the grade, as described in the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics1 (CCSS-M) 
 The Key Areas of Focus2 for the grade  
 The Required Fluencies for the grade  
 The Major Emphasis Clusters3 for the grade  

The Rationale for Module Sequence portion of each grade level provides a brief description of the instructional focus of each module for that grade 
and explains the developmental sequence of the mathematics. 

The alignment chart for each grade lists the standards that are addressed in each module of the grade.  Note that when a cluster is referred to 
without a footnote, it is taught in its entirety.  There are also times when footnotes are relevant to particular standards within a cluster.  All standards 
for each grade have been carefully included in the module sequence.  Some standards are deliberately included in more than one module so that a 
strong foundation can be built over time.   

  

                                                           
1 http://www.corestandards.org/wp-content/uploads/Math_Standards1.pdf   
2 http://www.achievethecore.org/downloads/E0702_Description_of_the_Common_Core_Shifts.pdf  
3 http://www.parcconline.org/resources/educator-resources/model-content-frameworks/mathematics-model-content-framework  
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Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 2015-16*

M1:  Ratios  and Proportional  
Relationships  (30 days )

M1:  Ratios  and Unit Rates
(35 days )

1st TRIM
ESTER

1st Q
UARTER

2nd Q
UARTER

2nd TRIM
ESTER

3rd Q
UARTER

3rd TRIM
ESTER

4th Q
UARTER

M1:  Integer Exponents  and 
Scienti fi c Notation (20 days )

M2:  The Concept of Congruence 
(25 days )

M3:  Simi lari ty
(25 days )

M4:  Linear Equations
(40 days )

M5:  Examples  of Functions  
from Geometry (15 days )

M2:  Rational  Numbers
(30 days )

M2:  Ari thmetic Operations  
Including Divis ion of Fractions

(25 days )

M3:  Rational  Numbers
(25 days ) M3:  Express ions  and Equations

(35 days )

 M4:  Express ions  and Equations  
(45 days )

  
  

 
M6:  Stati s tics

(25 days )

M6:  Geometry
(35 days )

M7:  Introduction to Irrational  
Numbers  Us ing Geometry

(35 days )

M4:  Percent and Proportional  
Relationships  (25 days )

M5:  Stati s tics  and Probabi l i ty
(25 days )

M5:  Area, Surface Area, and 
Volume Problems (25 days )

M6:  Linear Functions
(20 days )

*The columns indicating trimesters and quarters are provided to give you a rough guideline.  Please use this additional column for your own pacing considerations based on the specific dates of your academic calendar. 

Number Geometry
Ratios and 

Proportions
Expressions 

and Equations
Statistics and 

Probability
Functions

Key:
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Sequence of Grade 6 Modules Aligned with the Standards 
Module 1:  Ratios and Unit Rates 
Module 2:  Arithmetic Operations Including Division of Fractions 
Module 3:  Rational Numbers 
Module 4:  Expressions and Equations 
Module 5:  Area, Surface Area, and Volume Problems 
Module 6:  Statistics  
  

Summary of Year 

Grade 6 mathematics is about (1) connecting ratio and rate to whole number 
multiplication and division and using concepts of ratio and rate to solve 
problems; (2) completing understanding of division of fractions and extending 
the notion of number to the system of rational numbers, which includes negative 
numbers; (3) writing, interpreting, and using expressions and equations; and (4) 
developing understanding of statistical thinking. 

Key Areas of Focus for Grade 6: Ratios and proportional reasoning; early 
expressions and equations 

Required Fluency:  6.NS.B.2  Multi-digit division 
          6.NS.B.3  Multi-digit decimal operations 

Major Emphasis Clusters 
Ratios and Proportional Relationships 

• Understand ratio concepts and use ratio reasoning to 
solve problems. 

The Number System 
• Apply and extend previous understandings of 

multiplication and division to divide fractions by fractions. 
• Apply and extend previous understandings of numbers to 

the system of rational numbers. 
Expressions and Equations 

• Apply and extend previous understandings of arithmetic 
to algebraic expressions. 

• Reason about and solve one-variable equations and 
inequalities. 

• Represent and analyze quantitative relationships between 
dependent and independent variables.  
 

Rationale for Module Sequence in Grade 6 

In Module 1, students build on their prior work in measurement and in multiplication and division as they study the concepts and language of ratios 
and unit rates.  They use proportional reasoning to solve problems.  In particular, students solve ratio and rate problems using tape diagrams, tables 
of equivalent ratios, double number line diagrams, and equations.  They plot pairs of values generated from a ratio or rate on the first quadrant of the 
coordinate plane.   
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Students expand their understanding of the number system and build their fluency in arithmetic operations in Module 2.  Students learned in Grade 5 
to divide whole numbers by unit fractions and unit fractions by whole numbers.  Now, they apply and extend their understanding of multiplication 
and division to divide fractions by fractions.  The meaning of this operation is connected to real-world problems as students are asked to create and 
solve fraction division word problems.  Students continue (from Grade 5) to build fluency with adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing multi-
digit decimal numbers using the standard algorithms.   

Major themes of Module 3 are to understand rational numbers as points on the number line and to extend previous understandings of numbers to 
the system of rational numbers, which now include negative numbers.  Students extend coordinate axes to represent points in the plane with 
negative number coordinates and, as part of doing so, see that negative numbers can represent quantities in real-world contexts.  They use the 
number line to order numbers and to understand the absolute value of a number.  They begin to solve real-world and mathematical problems by 
graphing points in all four quadrants, a concept that continues throughout to be used into high school and beyond. 

With their sense of number expanded to include negative numbers, in Module 4 students begin formal study of algebraic expressions and equations.  
Students learn equivalent expressions by continuously relating algebraic expressions back to arithmetic and the properties of arithmetic 
(commutative, associative, and distributive).  They write, interpret, and use expressions and equations as they reason about and solve one-variable 
equations and inequalities and analyze quantitative relationships between two variables. 

Module 5 is an opportunity to practice the material learned in Module 4 in the context of geometry; students apply their newly acquired capabilities 
with expressions and equations to solve for unknowns in area, surface area, and volume problems.  They find the area of triangles and other two-
dimensional figures and use the formulas to find the volumes of right rectangular prisms with fractional edge lengths.  Students use negative numbers 
in coordinates as they draw lines and polygons in the coordinate plane.  They also find the lengths of sides of figures, joining points with the same first 
coordinate or the same second coordinate, and apply these techniques to solve real-world and mathematical problems. 

In Module 6, students develop an understanding of statistical variability and apply that understanding as they summarize, describe, and display 
distributions.  In particular, careful attention is given to measures of center and variability. 
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Alignment Chart4 

Module and Approximate 
Number of Instructional Days 

Standards Addressed in Grade 6 Modules 
 

Module 1:  
Ratios and Unit Rates 
(35 days) 

Understand ratio concepts and use ratio reasoning to solve problems. 

6.RP.A.1 Understand the concept of a ratio and use ratio language to describe a ratio relationship 
between two quantities.  For example, “The ratio of wings to beaks in the bird house at the zoo 
was 2:1, because for every 2 wings there was 1 beak.”  “For every vote candidate A received, 
candidate C received nearly three votes.” 

6.RP.A.2     Understand the concept of a unit rate a/b associated with a ratio a:b with b ≠ 0, and use rate 
language in the context of a ratio relationship.  For example, “This recipe has a ratio of 3 cups of 
flour to 4 cups of sugar, so there is 3/4 cup of flour for each cup of sugar.”  “We paid $75 for 15 
hamburgers, which is a rate of $5 per hamburger.”5 

6.RP.A.3 Use ratio and rate reasoning to solve real-world and mathematical problems, e.g., by reasoning 
about tables of equivalent ratios, tape diagrams, double number line diagrams, or equations. 

a. Make tables of equivalent ratios relating quantities with whole-number measurements, find 
missing values in the tables, and plot the pairs of values on the coordinate plane.  Use tables 
to compare ratios. 

b.   Solve unit rate problems including those involving unit pricing and constant speed.  For 
example, if it took 7 hours to mow 4 lawns, then at that rate, how many lawns could be 
mowed in 35 hours?  At what rate were lawns being mowed? 

c.    Find a percent of a quantity as a rate per 100 (e.g., 30% of a quantity means 30/100 times 
the quantity); solve problems involving finding the whole, given a part and the percent. 

d.    Use ratio reasoning to convert measurement units; manipulate and transform units 
appropriately when multiplying or dividing quantities. 

                                                           
4 When a cluster is referred to in this chart without a footnote, the cluster is taught in its entirety. 
5 Expectations for unit rates in this grade are limited to non-complex fractions. 
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Module and Approximate 
Number of Instructional Days 

Standards Addressed in Grade 6 Modules 
 

Module 2:  
Arithmetic Operations Including 
Division of Fractions 
(25 days) 

Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division to divide fractions by fractions. 

6.NS.A.1    Interpret and compute quotients of fractions, and solve word problems involving division of 
fractions by fractions, e.g., by using visual fraction models and equations to represent the 
problem.  For example, create a story context for (2/3) ÷ (3/4) and use a visual fraction model to 
show the quotient; use the relationship between multiplication and division to explain that (2/3) 
÷ (3/4) = 8/9 because 3/4 of 8/9 is 2/3.  (In general, (a/b) ÷ (c/d) = ad/bc.)  How much chocolate 
will each person get if 3 people share 1/2 lb of chocolate equally?  How many 3/4-cup servings 
are in 2/3 of a cup of yogurt?  How wide is a rectangular strip of land with length 3/4 mi and area 
1/2 square mi? 

Compute fluently with multi-digit numbers and find common factors and multiples. 

6.NS.B.2    Fluently divide multi-digit numbers using the standard algorithm.6 

6.NS.B.3   Fluently add, subtract, multiply, and divide multi-digit decimals using the standard algorithm for 
each operation.7 

6.NS.B.4    Find the greatest common factor of two whole numbers less than or equal to 100 and the least 
common multiple of two whole numbers less than or equal to 12.  Use the distributive property 
to express a sum of two whole numbers 1–100 with a common factor as a multiple of a sum of 
two whole numbers with no common factor.  For example, express 36 + 8 as 4 (9 + 2). 

Module 3:  
Rational Numbers 
(25 days) 

Apply and extend previous understandings of numbers to the system of rational numbers. 

6.NS.C.5    Understand that positive and negative numbers are used together to describe quantities having 
opposite directions or values (e.g., temperature above/below zero, elevation above/below sea 
level, credits/debits, positive/negative electric charge); use positive and negative numbers to 
represent quantities in real-world contexts, explaining the meaning of 0 in each situation. 

6.NS.C.6   Understand a rational number as a point on the number line.  Extend number line diagrams and 
coordinate axes familiar from previous grades to represent points on the line and in the plane 

                                                           
6 This fluency standard begins in this module and is practiced throughout the remainder of the year. 
7 This fluency standard begins in this module and is practiced throughout the remainder of the year. 
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Module and Approximate 
Number of Instructional Days 

Standards Addressed in Grade 6 Modules 
 

with negative number coordinates. 

a.    Recognize opposite signs of numbers as indicating locations on opposite sides of 0 on the 
number line; recognize that the opposite of the opposite of a number is the number itself, 
e.g., –(–3) = 3, and that 0 is its own opposite. 

b. Understand signs of numbers in ordered pairs as indicating locations in quadrants of the 
coordinate plane; recognize that when two ordered pairs differ only by signs, the locations 
of the points are related by reflections across one or both axes. 

c.    Find and position integers and other rational numbers on a horizontal or vertical number 
line diagram; find and position pairs of integers and other rational numbers on a coordinate 
plane. 

6.NS.C.7    Understand ordering and absolute value of rational numbers. 

a.    Interpret statements of inequality as statements about the relative position of two numbers 
on a number line diagram.  For example, interpret –3 > –7 as a statement that –3 is located 
to the right of –7 on a number line oriented from left to right. 

b.    Write, interpret, and explain statements of order for rational numbers in real-world 
contexts.  For example, write –3°C > –7°C to express the fact that –3°C is warmer than –7°C. 

c.    Understand the absolute value of a rational number as its distance from 0 on the number 
line; interpret absolute value as magnitude for a positive or negative quantity in a real-world 
situation.  For example, for an account balance of –30 dollars, write |–30| = 30 to describe 
the size of the debt in dollars.  

d.     Distinguish comparisons of absolute value from statements about order.  For example, 
recognize that an account balance less than –30 dollars represents a debt greater than 30 
dollars. 

6.NS.C.8    Solve real-world and mathematical problems by graphing points in all four quadrants of the 
coordinate plane.  Include use of coordinates and absolute value to find distances between 
points with the same first coordinate or the same second coordinate. 
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Module and Approximate 
Number of Instructional Days 

Standards Addressed in Grade 6 Modules 
 

Module 4:  
Expressions and Equations 
(45 days) 

Apply and extend previous understandings of arithmetic to algebraic expressions.8 

6.EE.A.1    Write and evaluate numerical expressions involving whole-number exponents. 

6.EE.A.2    Write, read, and evaluate expressions in which letters stand for numbers. 

a.    Write expressions that record operations with numbers and with letters standing for 
numbers.  For example, express the calculation “Subtract y from 5” as 5 – y. 

b.    Identify parts of an expression using mathematical terms (sum, term, product, factor 
quotient, coefficient); view one or more parts of an expression as a single entity.  For 
example, describe the expression 2 (8 + 7) as a product of two factors; view (8 + 7) as both a 
single entity and a sum of two terms. 

c.    Evaluate expressions at specific values of their variables.  Include expressions that arise from 
formulas used in real-world problems.  Perform arithmetic operations, including those 
involving whole-number exponents, in the conventional order when there are no 
parentheses to specify a particular order (Order of Operations).  For example, use the 
formulas V = s3 and A = 6 s2 to find the volume and surface area of a cube with sides of 
length s = 1/2.   

6.EE.A.3    Apply the properties of operations to generate equivalent expressions.  For example, apply the 
distributive property to the expression 3 (2 + x) to produce the equivalent expression 6 + 3x; apply 
the distributive property to the expression 24x + 18y to produce the equivalent expression  
6 (4x + 3y); apply properties of operations to y + y + y to produce the equivalent expression 3y. 

6.EE.A.4    Identify when two expressions are equivalent (i.e., when the two expressions name the same 
number regardless of which value is substituted into them).  For example, the expressions  
y + y + y and 3y are equivalent because they name the same number regardless of which number 
y stands for.  

 
 

                                                           
8 6.EE.A.2c is also taught in Module 4 in the context of geometry. 
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Module and Approximate 
Number of Instructional Days 

Standards Addressed in Grade 6 Modules 
 

Reason about and solve one-variable equations and inequalities.9 

6.EE.B.5    Understand solving an equation or inequality as a process of answering a question:  Which 
values from a specified set, if any, make the equation or inequality true?  Use substitution to 
determine whether a given number in a specified set makes an equation or inequality true. 

6.EE.B.6    Use variables to represent numbers and write expressions when solving a real-world or 
mathematical problem; understand that a variable can represent an unknown number, or, 
depending on the purpose at hand, any number in a specified set.   

6.EE.B.7    Solve real-world and mathematical problems by writing and solving equations of the form  
x + p = q and px = q for cases in which p, q, and x are all nonnegative rational numbers. 

6.EE.B.8   Write an inequality of the form x > c or x < c to represent a constraint or condition in a real-world 
or mathematical problem.  Recognize that inequalities of the form x > c or x < c have infinitely 
many solutions; represent solutions of such inequalities on number line diagrams. 

Represent and analyze quantitative relationships between dependent and independent variables. 

6.EE.C.9    Use variables to represent two quantities in a real-world problem that change in relationship to 
one another; write an equation to express one quantity, thought of as the dependent variable, in 
terms of the other quantity, thought of as the independent variable.  Analyze the relationship 
between the dependent and independent variables using graphs and tables, and relate these to 
the equation.  For example, in a problem involving motion at constant speed, list and graph 
ordered pairs of distances and times, and write the equation d = 65t to represent the relationship 
between distance and time. 

Module 5:  
Area, Surface Area, and Volume 
Problems 
(25 days) 

Solve real-world and mathematical problems involving area, surface area, and volume. 

6.G.A.1   Find the area of right triangles, other triangles, special quadrilaterals, and polygons by 
composing into rectangles or decomposing into triangles and other shapes; apply these 
techniques in the context of solving real-world and mathematical problems.   

                                                           
9 Except for 6.EE.B.8, this cluster is also taught in Module 4 in the context of geometry. 
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Module and Approximate 
Number of Instructional Days 

Standards Addressed in Grade 6 Modules 
 

6.G.A.2    Find the volume of a right rectangular prism with fractional edge lengths by packing it with unit 
cubes of the appropriate unit fraction edge lengths, and show that the volume is the same as 
would be found by multiplying the edge lengths of the prism.  Apply the formulas V = l w h and  
V = b h to find volumes of right rectangular prisms with fractional edge lengths in the context of 
solving real-world and mathematical problems.   

6.G.A.3    Draw polygons in the coordinate plane given coordinates for the vertices; use coordinates to find 
the length of a side joining points with the same first coordinate or the same second coordinate.  
Apply these techniques in the context of solving real-world and mathematical problems. 

6.G.A.4    Represent three-dimensional figures using nets made up of rectangles and triangles, and use the 
nets to find the surface area of these figures.  Apply these techniques in the context of solving 
real-world and mathematical problems. 

Module 6:  
Statistics  
(25 days) 

Develop understanding of statistical variability. 

6.SP.A.1    Recognize a statistical question as one that anticipates variability in the data related to the 
question and accounts for it in the answers.  For example, “How old am I?” is not a statistical 
question, but “How old are the students in my school?” is a statistical question because one 
anticipates variability in students’ ages. 

6.SP.A.2    Understand that a set of data collected to answer a statistical question has a distribution which 
can be described by its center, spread, and overall shape. 

6.SP.A.3   Recognize that a measure of center for a numerical data set summarizes all of its values with a 
single number, while a measure of variation describes how its values vary with a single number. 

Summarize and describe distributions. 

6.SP.B.4    Display numerical data in plots on a number line, including dot plots, histograms, and box plots. 

6.SP.B.5    Summarize numerical data sets in relation to their context, such as by: 

a.    Reporting the number of observations. 
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Module and Approximate 
Number of Instructional Days 

Standards Addressed in Grade 6 Modules 
 

b.    Describing the nature of the attribute under investigation, including how it was measured 
and its units of measurement. 

c.    Giving quantitative measures of center (median and/or mean) and variability (interquartile 
range and/or mean absolute deviation), as well as describing any overall pattern and any 
striking deviations from the overall pattern with reference to the context in which the data 
were gathered. 

d.    Relating the choice of measures of center and variability to the shape of the data 
distribution and the context in which the data were gathered. 
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Sequence of Grade 7 Modules Aligned with the Standards 
Module 1:  Ratios and Proportional Relationships 
Module 2:  Rational Numbers 
Module 3:  Expressions and Equations 
Module 4:  Percent and Proportional Relationships 
Module 5:  Statistics and Probability 
Module 6:  Geometry 
  

Summary of Year 

Grade 7 mathematics is about (1) developing understanding of and applying 
proportional relationships; (2) developing understanding of operations with 
rational numbers and working with expressions and linear equations; (3) solving 
problems involving scale drawings and informal geometric constructions, and 
working with two- and three-dimensional shapes to solve problems involving 
area, surface area, and volume; and (4) drawing inferences about populations 
based on samples. 

Key Areas of Focus for Grade 7: Ratios and proportional reasoning; arithmetic 
of rational numbers 

 

Major Emphasis Clusters 
Ratios and Proportional Relationships 

• Analyze proportional relationships and use them to solve 
real-world and mathematical problems. 

The Number System 
• Apply and extend previous understandings of operations 

with fractions to add, subtract, multiply, and divide 
rational numbers. 

Expressions and Equations 
• Use properties of operations to generate equivalent 

expressions. 
• Solve real-life and mathematical problems using numerical 

and algebraic expressions and equations. 
 

Rationale for Module Sequence in Grade 7 

In Module 1, students build on their Grade 6 experiences with ratios, unit rates, and fraction division to analyze proportional relationships.  They 
decide whether two quantities are in a proportional relationship, identify constants of proportionality, and represent the relationship by equations.  
These skills are then applied to real-world problems including scale drawings.   

Students continue to build an understanding of the number line in Module 2 from their work in Grade 6.  They learn to add, subtract, multiply, and 
divide rational numbers.  Module 2 includes rational numbers as they appear in expressions and equations—work that is continued in Module 3. 
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Module 3 consolidates and expands students’ previous work with generating equivalent expressions and solving equations.  Students solve real-life 
and mathematical problems using numerical and algebraic expressions and equations.  Their work with expressions and equations is applied to finding 
unknown angles and problems involving area, volume, and surface area. 

Module 4 parallels Module 1’s coverage of ratio and proportion but this time with a concentration on percent.  Problems in this module include 
simple interest, tax, markups and markdowns, gratuities and commissions, fees, percent increase and decrease, and percent error.  Additionally, this 
module includes percent problems about populations, which prepare students for probability models about populations covered in the next module.   

In Module 5, students learn to draw inferences about populations based on random samples.  Through the study of chance processes, students learn 
to develop, use, and evaluate probability models. 

The year concludes with students drawing and constructing geometrical figures in Module 6.  They also revisit unknown angle, area, volume, and 
surface area problems, which now include problems involving percentages of areas or volumes. 

Alignment Chart10 

Module and Approximate 
Number of Instructional Days 

Standards Addressed in Grade 7 Modules 
 

Module 1:  
Ratios and Proportional 
Relationships 
(30 days) 

Analyze proportional relationships and use them to solve real-world and mathematical problems.11 

7.RP.A.1    Compute unit rates associated with ratios of fractions, including ratios of lengths, areas and 
other quantities measured in like or different units.  For example, if a person walks 1/2 mile in 
each 1/4 hour, compute the unit rate as the complex fraction ½ / ¼ miles per hour, equivalently 2 
miles per hour. 

7.RP.A.2    Recognize and represent proportional relationships between quantities. 

a.    Decide whether two quantities are in a proportional relationship, e.g., by testing for 
equivalent ratios in a table or graphing on a coordinate plane and observing whether the 
graph is a straight line through the origin. 

                                                           
10 When a cluster is referred to in this chart without a footnote, the cluster is taught in its entirety. 
11 Percent and proportional relationships are covered in Module 4. 
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Module and Approximate 
Number of Instructional Days 

Standards Addressed in Grade 7 Modules 
 

b.   Identify the constant of proportionality (unit rate) in tables, graphs, equations, diagrams, 
and verbal descriptions of proportional relationships. 

c.    Represent proportional relationships by equations.  For example, if total cost t is 
proportional to the number n of items purchased at a constant price p, the relationship 
between the total cost and the number of items can be expressed as t = pn. 

d.    Explain what a point (x, y) on the graph of a proportional relationship means in terms of the 
situation, with special attention to the points (0, 0) and (1, r) where r is the unit rate. 

7.RP.A.3    Use proportional relationships to solve multistep ratio and percent problems.  Examples: simple 
interest, tax, markups and markdowns, gratuities and commissions, fees, percent increase and 
decrease, percent error. 

Solve real-life and mathematical problems using numerical and algebraic expressions and equations.12 

7.EE.B.413   Use variables to represent quantities in a real-world or mathematical problem, and construct 
simple equations and inequalities to solve problems by reasoning about the quantities. 

a.    Solve word problems leading to equations of the form px + q = r and p(x + q) = r, where p, q, 
and r are specific rational numbers.  Solve equations of these forms fluently.  Compare an 
algebraic solution to an arithmetic solution, identifying the sequence of the operations used 
in each approach.  For example, the perimeter of a rectangle is 54 cm.  Its length is 6 cm.  
What is its width? 

Draw, construct, and describe geometrical figures and describe the relationships between them.14 

7.G.A.1     Solve problems involving scale drawings of geometric figures, including computing actual lengths 
and areas from a scale drawing and reproducing a scale drawing at a different scale.   

 

                                                           
12 The balance of this cluster is taught in Modules 2, 3, and 4. 
13 In this module, the equations are derived from ratio problems.  7.EE.B.4a is returned to in Module 2 and Module 3. 
14 7.G.A.1 is also covered in Module 4.  The balance of this cluster is taught in Module 6. 
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Module and Approximate 
Number of Instructional Days 

Standards Addressed in Grade 7 Modules 
 

Module 2:  
Rational Numbers 
(30 days) 

Apply and extend previous understandings of operations with fractions to add, subtract, multiply, and divide 
rational numbers. 

7.NS.A.1    Apply and extend previous understandings of addition and subtraction to add and subtract 
rational numbers; represent addition and subtraction on a horizontal or vertical number line 
diagram. 

a.    Describe situations in which opposite quantities combine to make 0.  For example, a 
hydrogen atom has 0 charge because its two constituents are oppositely charged. 

b.    Understand p + q as the number located a distance |q| from p, in the positive or negative 
direction depending on whether q is positive or negative.  Show that a number and its 
opposite have a sum of 0 (are additive inverses).  Interpret sums of rational numbers by 
describing real-world contexts. 

c.    Understand subtraction of rational numbers as adding the additive inverse, p – q = p + (–q).  
Show that the distance between two rational numbers on the number line is the absolute 
value of their difference, and apply this principle in real-world contexts. 

d.    Apply properties of operations as strategies to add and subtract rational numbers. 

7.NS.A.2    Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division and of fractions to 
multiply and divide rational numbers. 

a.    Understand that multiplication is extended from fractions to rational numbers by requiring 
that operations continue to satisfy the properties of operations, particularly the distributive 
property, leading to products such as (–1)( –1) = 1 and the rules for multiplying signed 
numbers.  Interpret products of rational numbers by describing real-world contexts. 

b.    Understand that integers can be divided, provided that the divisor is not zero, and every 
quotient of integers (with non-zero divisor) is a rational number.  If p and q are integers, 
then –(p/q) = (–p)/q = p/(–q).  Interpret quotients of rational numbers by describing real-
world contexts. 

c.    Apply properties of operations as strategies to multiply and divide rational numbers. 
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Module and Approximate 
Number of Instructional Days 

Standards Addressed in Grade 7 Modules 
 

d.    Convert a rational number to a decimal using long division; know that the decimal form of a 
rational number terminates in 0s or eventually repeats. 

7.NS.A.3    Solve real-world and mathematical problems involving the four operations with rational 
numbers.15  

Use properties of operations to generate equivalent expressions.16 

7.EE.A.217   Understand that rewriting an expression in different forms in a problem context can shed light 
on the problem and how the quantities in it are related.  For example, a + 0.05a = 1.05a means 
that “increase by 5%” is the same as “multiply by 1.05.” 

Solve real-life and mathematical problems using numerical and algebraic expressions and equations.18 

7.EE.B.419   Use variables to represent quantities in a real-world or mathematical problem, and construct 
simple equations and inequalities to solve problems by reasoning about the quantities. 

a.    Solve word problems leading to equations of the form px + q = r and p(x + q) = r, where p, q, 
and r are specific rational numbers.  Solve equations of these forms fluently.  Compare an 
algebraic solution to an arithmetic solution, identifying the sequence of the operations used 
in each approach.  For example, the perimeter of a rectangle is 54 cm.  Its length is 6 cm.  
What is its width? 

Module 3:  
Expressions and Equations 
(35 days) 

Use properties of operations to generate equivalent expressions. 

7.EE.A.1    Apply properties of operations as strategies to add, subtract, factor, and expand linear 
expressions with rational coefficients.   

7.EE.A.2    Understand that rewriting an expression in different forms in a problem context can shed light 
on the problem and how the quantities in it are related.  For example, a + 0.05a = 1.05a means 

                                                           
15 Computations with rational numbers extend the rules for manipulating fractions to complex fractions. 
16 The balance of this cluster is taught in Module 3. 
17 In this module, this standard is applied to expressions with rational numbers in them.  
18 The balance of this cluster is taught in Module 3. 
19 In this module the equations include negative rational numbers.   
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Module and Approximate 
Number of Instructional Days 

Standards Addressed in Grade 7 Modules 
 

that “increase by 5%” is the same as “multiply by 1.05.” 

Solve real-life and mathematical problems using numerical and algebraic expressions and equations. 

7.EE.B.320   Solve multi-step real-life and mathematical problems posed with positive and negative rational 
numbers in any form (whole numbers, fractions, and decimals), using tools strategically.  Apply 
properties of operations to calculate with numbers in any form; convert between forms as 
appropriate; and assess the reasonableness of answers using mental computation and 
estimation strategies.  For example:  If a woman making $25 an hour gets a 10% raise, she will 
make an additional 1/10 of her salary an hour, or $2.50, for a new salary of $27.50.  If you want 
to place a towel bar 9 3/4 inches long in the center of a door that is 27 1/2 inches wide, you will 
need to place the bar about 9 inches from each edge; this estimate can be used as a check on the 
exact computation. 

7.EE.B.4    Use variables to represent quantities in a real-world or mathematical problem, and construct 
simple equations and inequalities to solve problems by reasoning about the quantities. 

a.    Solve word problems leading to equations of the form px + q = r and p(x + q) = r, where p, q, 
and r are specific rational numbers.  Solve equations of these forms fluently.  Compare an 
algebraic solution to an arithmetic solution, identifying the sequence of the operations used 
in each approach.  For example, the perimeter of a rectangle is 54 cm.  Its length is 6 cm.  
What is its width? 

b.    Solve word problems leading to inequalities of the form px + q > r or px + q < r, where p, q, 
and r are specific rational numbers.  Graph the solution set of the inequality and interpret it 
in the context of the problem.  For example:  As a salesperson, you are paid $50 per week 
plus $3 per sale.  This week you want your pay to be at least $100.  Write an inequality for 
the number of sales you need to make, and describe the solutions. 

 

                                                           
20 Problems in this module take on any form but percent, which is included in Module 4. 
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Solve real-life and mathematical problems involving angle measure, area, surface area, and volume. 21 

7.G.B.4    Know the formulas for the area and circumference of a circle and use them to solve problems; 
give an informal derivation of the relationship between the circumference and area of a circle. 

7.G.B.5    Use facts about supplementary, complementary, vertical, and adjacent angles in a multi-step 
problem to write and solve simple equations for an unknown angle in a figure. 

7.G.B.6    Solve real-world and mathematical problems involving area, volume and surface area of two- 
and three-dimensional objects composed of triangles, quadrilaterals, polygons, cubes, and right 
prisms. 

Module 4:  
Percent and Proportional 
Relationships22  
(25 days) 

Analyze proportional relationships and use them to solve real-world and mathematical problems. 

7.RP.A.1    Compute unit rates associated with ratios of fractions, including ratios of lengths, areas and 
other quantities measured in like or different units.  For example, if a person walks 1/2 mile in 
each 1/4 hour, compute the unit rate as the complex fraction ½ / ¼ miles per hour, equivalently 2 
miles per hour. 

7.RP.A.2    Recognize and represent proportional relationships between quantities. 

a.    Decide whether two quantities are in a proportional relationship, e.g., by testing for 
equivalent ratios in a table or graphing on a coordinate plane and observing whether the 
graph is a straight line through the origin. 

b.    Identify the constant of proportionality (unit rate) in tables, graphs, equations, diagrams, 
and verbal descriptions of proportional relationships. 

c.    Represent proportional relationships by equations.  For example, if total cost t is 
proportional to the number n of items purchased at a constant price p, the relationship 
between the total cost and the number of items can be expressed as t = pn. 

                                                           
21 Emphasis of 7.G.B.5 and 7.G.B.6 in this module is on solving equations.  The standards are returned to in Module 6.   
22 The emphasis in this module is on percent. 
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Standards Addressed in Grade 7 Modules 
 

d.    Explain what a point (x, y) on the graph of a proportional relationship means in terms of the 
situation, with special attention to the points (0, 0) and (1, r) where r is the unit rate. 

7.RP.A.3    Use proportional relationships to solve multistep ratio and percent problems.  Examples:  simple 
interest, tax, markups and markdowns, gratuities and commissions, fees, percent increase and 
decrease, percent error. 

Solve real-life and mathematical problems using numerical and algebraic expressions and equations.23 

7.EE.B.3    Solve multi-step real-life and mathematical problems posed with positive and negative rational 
numbers in any form (whole numbers, fractions, and decimals), using tools strategically.  Apply 
properties of operations to calculate with numbers in any form; convert between forms as 
appropriate; and assess the reasonableness of answers using mental computation and 
estimation strategies.  For example:  If a woman making $25 an hour gets a 10% raise, she will 
make an additional 1/10 of her salary an hour, or $2.50, for a new salary of $27.50.  If you want 
to place a towel bar 9 3/4 inches long in the center of a door that is 27 1/2 inches wide, you will 
need to place the bar about 9 inches from each edge; this estimate can be used as a check on the 
exact computation. 

Draw, construct, and describe geometrical figures and describe the relationships between them.24 

7.G.A.1     Solve problems involving scale drawings of geometric figures, including computing actual lengths 
and areas from a scale drawing and reproducing a scale drawing at a different scale.   

Module 5:  
Statistics and Probability 
(25 days) 

Use random sampling to draw inferences about a population. 

7.SP.A.1    Understand that statistics can be used to gain information about a population by examining a 
sample of the population; generalizations about a population from a sample are valid only if the 
sample is representative of that population.  Understand that random sampling tends to produce 
representative samples and support valid inferences. 

                                                           
23 7.EE.B.3 is introduced in Module 3.  The balance of this cluster was taught in the first three modules. 
24 7.G.A.1 is introduced in Module 1.  The balance of this cluster is taught in Module 6. 
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7.SP.A.2    Use data from a random sample to draw inferences about a population with an unknown 
characteristic of interest.  Generate multiple samples (or simulated samples) of the same size to 
gauge the variation in estimates or predictions.  For example, estimate the mean word length in 
a book by randomly sampling words from the book; predict the winner of a school election based 
on randomly sampled survey data.  Gauge how far off the estimate or prediction might be. 

Draw informal comparative inferences about two populations. 

7.SP.B.3    Informally assess the degree of visual overlap of two numerical data distributions with similar 
variabilities, measuring the difference between the centers by expressing it as a multiple of a 
measure of variability.  For example, the mean height of players on the basketball team is 10 cm 
greater than the mean height of players on the soccer team, about twice the variability (mean 
absolute deviation) on either team; on a dot plot, the separation between the two distributions of 
heights is noticeable. 

7.SP.B.4    Use measures of center and measures of variability for numerical data from random samples to 
draw informal comparative inferences about two populations.  For example, decide whether the 
words in a chapter of a seventh-grade science book are generally longer than the words in a 
chapter of a fourth-grade science book.  

Investigate chance processes and develop, use, and evaluate probability models. 

7.SP.C.5    Understand that the probability of a chance event is a number between 0 and 1 that expresses 
the likelihood of the event occurring.  Larger numbers indicate greater likelihood.  A probability 
near 0 indicates an unlikely event, a probability around 1/2 indicates an event that is neither 
unlikely nor likely, and a probability near 1 indicates a likely event. 

7.SP.C.6    Approximate the probability of a chance event by collecting data on the chance process that 
produces it and observing its long-run relative frequency, and predict the approximate relative 
frequency given the probability.  For example, when rolling a number cube 600 times, predict 
that a 3 or 6 would be rolled roughly 200 times, but probably not exactly 200 times. 

7.SP.C.7    Develop a probability model and use it to find probabilities of events.  Compare probabilities 
from a model to observed frequencies; if the agreement is not good, explain possible sources of 
the discrepancy. 
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a.    Develop a uniform probability model by assigning equal probability to all outcomes, and use 
the model to determine probabilities of events.  For example, if a student is selected at 
random from a class, find the probability that Jane will be selected and the probability that a 
girl will be selected. 

b.    Develop a probability model (which may not be uniform) by observing frequencies in data 
generated from a chance process.  For example, find the approximate probability that a 
spinning penny will land heads up or that a tossed paper cup will land open-end down.  Do 
the outcomes for the spinning penny appear to be equally likely based on the observed 
frequencies? 

7.SP.C.8    Find probabilities of compound events using organized lists, tables, tree diagrams, and 
simulation. 

a.    Understand that, just as with simple events, the probability of a compound event is the 
fraction of outcomes in the sample space for which the compound event occurs. 

b.    Represent sample spaces for compound events using methods such as organized lists, tables 
and tree diagrams.  For an event described in everyday language (e.g., “rolling double 
sixes”), identify the outcomes in the sample space which compose the event. 

c.    Design and use a simulation to generate frequencies for compound events.  For example, 
use random digits as a simulation tool to approximate the answer to the question:  If 40% of 
donors have type A blood, what is the probability that it will take at least 4 donors to find 
one with type A blood? 

Module 6:  
Geometry 
(35 days) 

Draw, construct, and describe geometrical figures and describe the relationships between them.25 

7.G.A.2     Draw (freehand, with ruler and protractor, and with technology) geometric shapes with given 
conditions.  Focus on constructing triangles from three measures of angles or sides, noticing 
when the conditions determine a unique triangle, more than one triangle, or no triangle. 

                                                           
25 The balance of this cluster is taught in Modules 1 and 4. 
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7.G.A.3      Describe the two-dimensional figures that result from slicing three-dimensional figures, as in 
plane sections of right rectangular prisms and right rectangular pyramids. 

Solve real-life and mathematical problems involving angle measure, area, surface area, and volume.26 

7.G.B.5    Use facts about supplementary, complementary, vertical, and adjacent angles in a multi-step 
problem to write and solve simple equations for an unknown angle in a figure. 

7.G.B.6       Solve real-world and mathematical problems involving area, volume and surface area of two- 
and three-dimensional objects composed of triangles, quadrilaterals, polygons, cubes, and right 
prisms. 

 

 

  

                                                           
26 7.G.B.4 is taught in Module 3; 7.G.B.5 and 7.G.B.6 are introduced in Module 3. 
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Sequence of Grade 8 Modules Aligned with the Standards 
Module 1:  Integer Exponents and Scientific Notation 
Module 2:  The Concept of Congruence 
Module 3:  Similarity 
Module 4:  Linear Equations 
Module 5:  Examples of Functions from Geometry 
Module 6:  Linear Functions 
Module 7:  Introduction to Irrational Numbers Using Geometry 
  

Summary of Year 

Grade 8 mathematics is about (1) formulating and reasoning about expressions 
and equations, including modeling an association in bivariate data with a linear 
equation, and solving linear equations and systems of linear equations; (2) 
grasping the concept of a function and using functions to describe quantitative 
relationships; (3) analyzing two- and three-dimensional space and figures using 
distance, angle, similarity, and congruence, and understanding and applying the 
Pythagorean theorem. 

Key Area of Focus for Grade 8: Linear algebra 

Major Emphasis Clusters 
Expressions and Equations 

• Work with radicals and integer exponents. 
• Understand the connections between proportional 

relationships, lines, and linear equations. 
• Analyze and solve linear equations and pairs of 

simultaneous linear equations.   
Functions 

• Define, evaluate, and compare functions. 
Geometry 

• Understand congruence and similarity using physical 
models, transparencies, or geometry software. 

• Understand and apply the Pythagorean theorem.  
 

Rationale for Module Sequence in Grade 8 

This year begins with students extending the properties of exponents to integer exponents in Module 1.  They use the number line model to support 
their understanding of the rational numbers and the number system.  The number system is revisited at the end of the year (in Module 7) to develop 
the real number line through a detailed study of irrational numbers.  
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In Module 2, students study congruence by experimenting with rotations, reflections, and translations of geometrical figures.  Their study of 
congruence culminates with an introduction to the Pythagorean theorem in which the teacher guides students through the “square-within-a-square” 
proof of the theorem.  Students practice the theorem in real-world applications and mathematical problems throughout the year.  (In Module 7, 
students learn to prove the Pythagorean theorem on their own and are assessed on that knowledge in that module.) 

The experimental study of rotations, reflections, and translations in Module 2 prepares students for the more complex work of understanding the 
effects of dilations on geometrical figures in their study of similarity in Module 3.  They use similar triangles to solve unknown angle, side length and 
area problems.  Module 3 concludes with revisiting a proof of the Pythagorean theorem from the perspective of similar triangles.   

In Module 4, students use similar triangles learned in Module 3 to explain why the slope of a line is well-defined.  Students learn the connection 
between proportional relationships, lines, and linear equations as they develop ways to represent a line by different equations (e.g., y = mx + b,  
y – y1 = m (x – x1)).  They analyze and solve linear equations and pairs of simultaneous linear equations.  The equation of a line provides a natural 
transition into the idea of a function explored in the next two modules. 

Students are introduced to functions in the context of linear equations and area/volume formulas in Module 5.  They define, evaluate, and compare 
functions using equations of lines as a source of linear functions and area and volume formulas as a source of non-linear functions.  

In Module 6, students return to linear functions in the context of statistics and probability as bivariate data provides support in the use of linear 
functions.   

By Module 7, students have been using the Pythagorean theorem for several months.  They are sufficiently prepared to learn and explain a proof of 
the theorem on their own.  The Pythagorean theorem is also used to motivate a discussion of irrational square roots (irrational cube roots are 
introduced via volume of a sphere).  Thus, as the year began with looking at the number system, so it concludes with students understanding 
irrational numbers and ways to represent them (radicals, non-repeating decimal expansions) on the real number line.  
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Alignment Chart27 

Module and Approximate 
Number of Instructional Days 

Standards Addressed in Grade 8 Modules 
 

Module 1:  
Integer Exponents and Scientific 
Notation 
(20 days) 

Work with radicals and integer exponents.28 

8.EE.A.1    Know and apply the properties of integer exponents to generate equivalent numerical 
expressions.  For example, 32 x 3-5 = 3-3 = 1/33 = 1/27. 

8.EE.A.3    Use numbers expressed in the form of a single digit times an integer power of 10 to estimate 
very large or very small quantities, and to express how many times as much one is than the 
other.  For example, estimate the population of the United States as 3 x 108 and the population of 
the world as 7 x 109, and determine that the world population is more than 20 times larger. 

8.EE.A.4    Perform operations with numbers expressed in scientific notation, including problems where 
both decimal and scientific notation are used.  Use scientific notation and choose units of 
appropriate size for measurements of very large or very small quantities (e.g., use millimeters 
per year for seafloor spreading).  Interpret scientific notation that has been generated by 
technology. 

Module 2:  
The Concept of Congruence 
(25 days) 

Understand congruence and similarity using physical models, transparencies, or geometry software.29 

8.G.A.1     Verify experimentally the properties of rotations, reflections, and translations: 

a. Lines are taken to lines, and line segments to line segments of the same length. 

b. Angles are taken to angles of the same measure. 

c. Parallel lines are taken to parallel lines. 

8.G.A.2     Understand that a two-dimensional figure is congruent to another if the second can be obtained 
from the first by a sequence of rotations, reflections, and translations; given two congruent 
figures, describe a sequence that exhibits the congruence between them. 

                                                           
27 When a cluster is referred to in this chart without a footnote, the cluster is taught in its entirety. 
28 8.EE.A.2 is covered in Module 7. 
29 8.G.A.3, 8.G.A.4, and the balance of 8.G.A.5 are taught in Module 3. 
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Module and Approximate 
Number of Instructional Days 

Standards Addressed in Grade 8 Modules 
 

8.G.A.530    Use informal arguments to establish facts about the angle sum and exterior angle of triangles, 
about the angles created when parallel lines are cut by a transversal, and the angle-angle 
criterion for similarity of triangles.  For example, arrange three copies of the same triangle so 
that the sum of the three angles appears to form a line, and give an argument in terms of 
transversals why this is so. 

Understand and apply the Pythagorean Theorem.31 

8.G.B.632    Explain a proof of the Pythagorean Theorem and its converse. 

8.G.B.733    Apply the Pythagorean Theorem to determine unknown side lengths in right triangles in real-
world and mathematical problems in two and three dimensions. 

Module 3:  
Similarity 
(25 days) 

Understand congruence and similarity using physical models, transparencies, or geometry software.34 

8.G.A.3      Describe the effect of dilations, translations, rotations, and reflections on two-dimensional 
figures using coordinates. 

8.G.A.4      Understand that a two-dimensional figure is similar to another if the second can be obtained 
from the first by a sequence of rotations, reflections, translations, and dilations; given two 
similar two-dimensional figures, describe a sequence that exhibits the similarity between them.   

8.G.A.5      Use informal arguments to establish facts about the angle sum and exterior angle of triangles, 
about the angles created when parallel lines are cut by a transversal, and the angle-angle 
criterion for similarity of triangles.  For example, arrange three copies of the same triangle so 
that the sum of the three angles appears to form a line, and give an argument in terms of 
transversals why this is so. 

 

                                                           
30 Congruence is addressed in this module.  The balance of this standard (similarity) is taught in Module 3. 
31 8.G.B.6 and 8.G.B.7 are also taught in Module 3.  The balance of 8.G.B.6 and 8.G.B.7 are covered in Module 7, along with standard 8.G.B.8.   
32 The Pythagorean theorem is proved in this module guided by the teacher (square within a square proof).  Students are not responsible for explaining a proof until Module 7. 
33 This standard is started in this module and practiced during the year.  No solutions that involve irrational numbers are introduced until Module 7. 
34 The balance of this cluster is taught in Module 1. 
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Module and Approximate 
Number of Instructional Days 

Standards Addressed in Grade 8 Modules 
 

Understand and apply the Pythagorean Theorem.35 

8.G.B.636    Explain a proof of the Pythagorean Theorem and its converse. 

8.G.B.737    Apply the Pythagorean Theorem to determine unknown side lengths in right triangles in real-
world and mathematical problems in two and three dimensions. 

Module 4: 
Linear Equations 
(40 days) 

Understand the connections between proportional relationships, lines, and linear equations. 

8.EE.B.5    Graph proportional relationships, interpreting the unit rate as the slope of the graph.  Compare 
two different proportional relationships represented in different ways.  For example, compare a 
distance-time graph to a distance-time equation to determine which of two moving objects has 
greater speed. 

8.EE.B.6    Use similar triangles to explain why the slope m is the same between any two distinct points on a 
non-vertical line in the coordinate plane; derive the equation y = mx for a line through the origin 
and the equation y = mx + b for a line intercepting the vertical axis at b.  

Analyze and solve linear equations and pairs of simultaneous linear equations. 

8.EE.C.7    Solve linear equations in one variable. 

a. Give examples of linear equations in one variable with one solution, infinitely many 
solutions, or no solutions.  Show which of these possibilities is the case by successively 
transforming the given equation into simpler forms, until an equivalent equation of the form 
x = a, a = a, or a = b results (where a and b are different numbers). 

b. Solve linear equations with rational number coefficients, including equations whose 
solutions require expanding expressions using the distributive property and collecting like 
terms. 

 

                                                           
35 8.G.B.6 and 8.G.B.7 are also taught in Module 2.  The balance of standards 8.G.B.6 and 8.G.B.7 are covered in Module 7, along with standard 8.G.B.8.   
36 The Pythagorean theorem is proved in this module with guidance by the teacher (proof using similar triangles).  Students are not responsible for explaining a proof until Module 7. 
37 This standard is started in this module and practiced during the year.  No solutions that involve irrational numbers are introduced until Module 7. 
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Module and Approximate 
Number of Instructional Days 

Standards Addressed in Grade 8 Modules 
 

8.EE.C.8    Analyze and solve pairs of simultaneous linear equations. 

a. Understand that solutions to a system of two linear equations in two variables correspond 
to points of intersection of their graphs, because points of intersection satisfy both 
equations simultaneously. 

b. Solve systems of two linear equations in two variables algebraically, and estimate solutions 
by graphing the equations.  Solve simple cases by inspection.  For example, 3x + 2y = 5 and 
3x + 2y = 6 have no solution because 3x + 2y cannot simultaneously be 5 and 6. 

c. Solve real-world and mathematical problems leading to two linear equations in two 
variables.  For example, given coordinates for two pairs of points, determine whether the line 
through the first pair of points intersects the line through the second pair. 

Module 5:  
Examples of Functions from 
Geometry 
(15 days) 

Define, evaluate, and compare functions.38 

8.F.A.1    Understand that a function is a rule that assigns to each input exactly one output.  The graph of a 
function is the set of ordered pairs consisting of an input and the corresponding output.39   

8.F.A.2    Compare properties of two functions each represented in a different way (algebraically, 
graphically, numerically in tables, or by verbal descriptions).  For example, given a linear function 
represented by a table of values and a linear function represented by an algebraic expression, 
determine which function has the greater rate of change. 

8.F.A.3    Interpret the equation y = mx + b as defining a linear function, whose graph is a straight line; give 
examples of functions that are not linear.  For example, the function A = s2 giving the area of a 
square as a function of its side length is not linear because its graph contains the points (1,1), 
(2,4) and (3,9), which are not on a straight line. 

 

                                                           
38 Linear and non-linear functions are compared in this module using linear equations and area/volume formulas as examples.   
39 Function notation is not required in Grade 8. 
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   A Story of Ratios Curriculum Overview  

 
  

Module and Approximate 
Number of Instructional Days 

Standards Addressed in Grade 8 Modules 
 

Solve real-world and mathematical problems involving volume of cylinders, cones, and spheres. 

8.G.C.940    Know the formulas for the volumes of cones, cylinders, and spheres and use them to solve real-
world and mathematical problems. 

Module 6:  
Linear Functions 
(20 days) 

Use functions to model relationships between quantities. 

8.F.B.4    Construct a function to model a linear relationship between two quantities.  Determine the rate 
of change and initial value of the function from a description of a relationship or from two (x, y) 
values, including reading these from a table or from a graph.  Interpret the rate of change and 
initial value of a linear function in terms of the situation it models, and in terms of its graph or a 
table of values. 

8.F.B.5    Describe qualitatively the functional relationship between two quantities by analyzing a graph 
(e.g., where the function is increasing or decreasing, linear or nonlinear).  Sketch a graph that 
exhibits the qualitative features of a function that has been described verbally. 

Investigate patterns of association in bivariate data.41 

8.SP.A.1    Construct and interpret scatter plots for bivariate measurement data to investigate patterns of 
association between two quantities.  Describe patterns such as clustering, outliers, positive or 
negative association, linear association, and nonlinear association. 

8.SP.A.2    Know that straight lines are widely used to model relationships between two quantitative 
variables.  For scatter plots that suggest a linear association, informally fit a straight line, and 
informally assess the model fit by judging the closeness of the data points to the line. 

8.SP.A.3   Use the equation of a linear model to solve problems in the context of bivariate measurement 
data, interpreting the slope and intercept.  For example, in a linear model for a biology 
experiment, interpret a slope of 1.5 cm/hr as meaning that an additional hour of sunlight each 
day is associated with an additional 1.5 cm in mature plant height. 

                                                           
40 Solutions that introduce irrational numbers are not introduced until Module 7. 
41 8.SP standards are used as applications to the work done with 8.F standards. 
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   A Story of Ratios Curriculum Overview  

 
  

Module and Approximate 
Number of Instructional Days 

Standards Addressed in Grade 8 Modules 
 

8.SP.A.4    Understand that patterns of association can also be seen in bivariate categorical data by 
displaying frequencies and relative frequencies in a two-way table.  Construct and interpret a 
two-way table summarizing data on two categorical variables collected from the same subjects.  
Use relative frequencies calculated for rows or columns to describe possible association between 
the two variables.  For example, collect data from students in your class on whether or not they 
have a curfew on school nights and whether or not they have assigned chores at home.  Is there 
evidence that those who have a curfew also tend to have chores? 

Module 7:  
Introduction to Irrational 
Numbers Using Geometry 
(35 days) 

Know that there are numbers that are not rational, and approximate them by rational numbers.   

8.NS.A.1    Know that numbers that are not rational are called irrational.  Understand informally that every 
number has a decimal expansion; for rational numbers show that the decimal expansion repeats 
eventually, and convert a decimal expansion which repeats eventually into a rational number. 

8.NS.A.2    Use rational approximations of irrational numbers to compare the size of irrational numbers, 
locate them approximately on a number line diagram, and estimate the value of expressions 
(e.g., π2).  For example, by truncating the decimal expansion of √2, show that √2 is between 1 and 
2, then between 1.4 and 1.5, and explain how to continue on to get better approximations. 

Work with radicals and integer exponents.42 

8.EE.A.2    Use square root and cube root symbols to represent solutions to equations of the form x2 = p 
and x3 = p, where p is a positive rational number.  Evaluate square roots of small perfect squares 
and cube roots of small perfect cubes.  Know that √2 is irrational. 

Understand and apply the Pythagorean Theorem. 

8.G.B.6    Explain a proof of the Pythagorean Theorem and its converse. 

8.G.B.7    Apply the Pythagorean Theorem to determine unknown side lengths in right triangles in real-
world and mathematical problems in two and three dimensions. 

8.G.B.8    Apply the Pythagorean Theorem to find the distance between two points in a coordinate system. 

                                                           
42 The balance of this cluster is taught in Module 1. 
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   A Story of Ratios Curriculum Overview  

 
  

Module and Approximate 
Number of Instructional Days 

Standards Addressed in Grade 8 Modules 
 

Solve real-world and mathematical problems involving volume of cylinders, cones, and spheres. 

8.G.C.9    Know the formulas for the volumes of cones, cylinders, and spheres and use them to solve real-
world and mathematical problems.43 

 

                                                           
43 Solutions that introduce irrational numbers are allowed in this module. 
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1Note that Lesson 21 of this module does not include an Exit Ticket.



Exit Ticket Packet



Lesson 1: An Experience in Relationships as Measuring Rate 

   7•1 Lesson 1 

Name ___________________________________________________ Date____________________ 

Lesson 1:  An Experience in Relationships as Measuring Rate 

Exit Ticket 

Watch the video clip of Tillman the English bulldog, the Guinness World Record holder for Fastest Dog on a Skateboard. 

1. At the conclusion of the video, your classmate takes out his or her calculator and says, “Wow that was amazing!
That means the dog went about 5 meters in 1 second!”  Is your classmate correct, and how do you know?

2. After seeing this video, another dog owner trained his dog, Lightning, to try to break Tillman’s skateboarding record.
Lightning’s fastest recorded time was on a 75-meter stretch where it took him 15.5 seconds.  Based on these data,
did Lightning break Tillman’s record for fastest dog on a skateboard?  Explain how you know.
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    7•1 Lesson 2 

Lesson 2: Proportional Relationships 
  

Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 2:  Proportional Relationships 

 
Exit Ticket 
 

Ms. Albero decided to make juice to serve along with the pizza at the Student Government party.  The directions said to 
mix 2 scoops of powdered drink mix with a half gallon of water to make each pitcher of juice.  One of Ms. Albero’s 
students said she will mix 8 scoops with 2 gallons of water to make 4 pitchers.  How can you use the concept of 
proportional relationships to decide whether the student is correct?   
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Lesson 3: Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional Relationships in Tables 
  

    7•1 Lesson 3 

Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 3:  Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional 

Relationships in Tables 

 
Exit Ticket 
 
The table below shows the price, in dollars, for the number of roses indicated. 

Number of Roses 3 6 9 12 15 

Price (Dollars) 9 18 27 36 45 

 

1. Is the price proportional to the number of roses?  How do you know? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Find the cost of purchasing 30 roses. 
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Lesson 4: Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional Relationships in Tables 
  

    7•1 Lesson 4 

Name                                   Date                          

Lesson 4:  Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional 

Relationships in Tables  

 
Exit Ticket 
 
The table below shows the relationship between the side lengths of a regular octagon and its perimeter. 

Side Lengths, 𝒔𝒔 
(inches) 

Perimeter, 𝑷𝑷 
(inches) 

1 8 

2 16 

3 24 

4 32 

9  

12  

 

Complete the table. 

If Gabby wants to make a regular octagon with a side length of 20 inches using wire, how much wire does she need?  
Justify your reasoning with an explanation of whether perimeter is proportional to the side length. 
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    7•1 Lesson 5 

Lesson 5: Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional Relationships in Graphs
  

Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 5:  Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional 

Relationships in Graphs 

 
Exit Ticket 
 
1. The following table gives the number of people picking strawberries in a field and the corresponding number of 

hours that those people worked picking strawberries.  Graph the ordered pairs from the table.  Does the graph 
represent two quantities that are proportional to each other?  Explain why or why not. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Use the given values to complete the table.  Create quantities proportional to each other and graph them. 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

  

𝒙𝒙 𝒚𝒚 

1 3 

7 1 

4 2 

𝒙𝒙 𝒚𝒚 

  

4 2 

  

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

𝑦𝑦

𝑥𝑥

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

𝑦𝑦

𝑥𝑥
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    7•1 Lesson 5 

Lesson 5: Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional Relationships in Graphs
  

3.  
a. What are the differences between the graphs in Problems 1 and 2? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b. What are the similarities in the graphs in Problems 1 and 2? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c. What makes one graph represent quantities that are proportional to each other and one graph not represent 
quantities that are proportional to each other in Problems 1 and 2? 
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    7•1 Lesson 6 

Lesson 6: Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional Relationships in Graphs
  

Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 6:  Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional 

Relationships in Graphs  

 
Exit Ticket 
 
1. Which graphs in the gallery walk represented proportional relationships, and which did not?  List the group number.  

 Proportional Relationship Non-Proportional Relationship 
 

 

 

 

2. What are the characteristics of the graphs that represent proportional relationships? 
 

 

 

 

3. For the graphs representing proportional relationships, what does (0, 0) mean in the context of the given situation? 
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    7•1 Lesson 7 

Lesson 7: Unit Rate as the Constant of Proportionality 
  

Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 7:  Unit Rate as the Constant of Proportionality 

 
Exit Ticket 
 

Susan and John are buying cold drinks for a neighborhood picnic.  Each person is expected to drink one can of soda.  
Susan says that if you multiply the unit price for a can of soda by the number of people attending the picnic, you will be 
able to determine the total cost of the soda.  John says that if you divide the cost of a 12-pack of soda by the number of 
sodas, you will determine the total cost of the sodas.  Who is right, and why? 
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Lesson 8: Representing Proportional Relationships with Equations  
  

    7•1 Lesson 8 

Name                                   Date                          

Lesson 8:  Representing Proportional Relationships with 

Equations 

 
Exit Ticket  
 
John and Amber work at an ice cream shop.  The hours worked and wages earned are given for each person. 
 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

1. Determine if John’s wages are proportional to time.  If they are, determine the unit rate of 𝑦𝑦𝑥𝑥.  If not, explain why 
they are not.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

John’s Wages 
Time  

(in hours) 
Wages  

(in dollars) 

2 18 

3 27 

4 36 
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Lesson 8: Representing Proportional Relationships with Equations  
  

    7•1 Lesson 8 

2. Determine if Amber’s wages are proportional to time.  If they are, determine the unit rate of 𝑦𝑦𝑥𝑥.  If not, explain why 
they are not.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3. Write an equation for both John and Amber that models the relationship between their wage and the time they 
worked.  Identify the constant of proportionality for each.  Explain what it means in the context of the situation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. How much would each worker make after working 10 hours?  Who will earn more money? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. How long will it take each worker to earn $50? 
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    7•1 Lesson 9 

Lesson 9: Representing Proportional Relationships with Equations  
  

Name                                   Date                          

Lesson 9:  Representing Proportional Relationships with 

Equations  

 
Exit Ticket 
 
Oscar and Maria each wrote an equation that they felt represented the proportional relationship between distance in 
kilometers and distance in miles.  One entry in the table paired 152 km with 95 miles.  If  represents the number of 
kilometers and  represents the number of miles, who wrote the correct equation that would relate kilometers to 
miles?  Explain why. 

Oscar wrote the equation = 1.6 , and he said that the unit rate 
.

 represents kilometers per mile. 

Maria wrote the equation = 0.625  as her equation, and she said that 0.625 represents kilometers per mile.   
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    7•1 Lesson 10  

Lesson 10: Interpreting Graphs of Proportional Relationships  
  

Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 10:  Interpreting Graphs of Proportional Relationships 

 
Exit Ticket 
 
Great Rapids White Water Rafting Company rents rafts for $125 per hour.  Explain why the point (0, 0) and (1, 125) are 
on the graph of the relationship and what these points mean in the context of the problem. 
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Lesson 11: Ratios of Fractions and Their Unit Rates  
  

    7•1 Lesson 11 

Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 11:  Ratios of Fractions and Their Unit Rates 

 
Exit Ticket 
 
Which is the better buy?  Show your work and explain your reasoning. 

 

 

3 1
3  lb. of turkey for $10.50   2 1

2  lb. of turkey for $6.25 
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    7•1 Lesson 12 

Lesson 12: Ratios of Fractions and Their Unit Rates  
  

Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 12:  Ratios of Fractions and Their Unit Rates 

 
Exit Ticket 
 

If 3 3
4 lb. of candy cost $20.25, how much would 1 lb. of candy cost? 
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Lesson 13: Finding Equivalent Ratios Given the Total Quantity  
  

    7•1 Lesson 13 

Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 13:  Finding Equivalent Ratios Given the Total Quantity 

 
Exit Ticket 
 
The table below shows the combination of a dry prepackaged mix and water to make concrete.  The mix says for every 1 
gallon of water stir 60 pounds of dry mix.  We know that 1 gallon of water is equal to 8 pounds of water.  Using the 
information provided in the table, complete the remaining parts of the table. 

 

Dry Mix (pounds) Water (pounds) Total (pounds) 

 8  

75 10  

  14
1
6 

4
1
2   
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    7•1 Lesson 14 

Lesson 14: Multi-Step Ratio Problems  
  

Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 14:  Multi-Step Ratio Problems  

 
Exit Ticket 
 

1. A bicycle shop advertised all mountain bikes priced at a  discount.   

a. What is the amount of the discount if the bicycle originally costs $327? 
 
 
b. What is the discount price of the bicycle? 
 
 
c. Explain how you found your solution to part (b). 
 
 

2. A hand-held digital music player was marked down by  of the original price.  

a. If the sales price is $128.00, what is the original price? 
 
 
 
 
 

b. If the item was marked up by  before it was placed on the sales floor, what was the price that the store paid 

for the digital player? 
 
 
 
 
 
c. What is the difference between the discount price and the price that the store paid for the digital player? 
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Lesson 15: Equations of Graphs of Proportional Relationships Involving Fractions  
  

    7•1 Lesson 15 

Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 15:  Equations of Graphs of Proportional Relationships 

Involving Fractions 

 
Exit Ticket 
 
Using the graph and its title: 

1. Describe the relationship that the graph depicts.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Identify two points on the line, and explain what they 
mean in the context of the problem.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. What is the unit rate?  
 
 
 
 
 

4. What point represents the unit rate? 
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Lesson 16: Relating Scale Drawings to Ratios and Rates  
  

    7•1 Lesson 16 

Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 16:  Relating Scale Drawings to Ratios and Rates 

 
Exit Ticket 
 
Use the following figure on the graph for Problems 1 and 2. 

 
1.  

a. If the original lengths are multiplied by 2, what are the new coordinates? 
 

 

b. Use the table to organize lengths (the vertical and horizontal legs). 

 Width Height 

Actual Picture (in units)   

New Picture (in units)   

c. Is the new picture a reduction or an enlargement? 
 

 

d. What is the constant of proportionality? 
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Lesson 16: Relating Scale Drawings to Ratios and Rates  
  

    7•1 Lesson 16 

2.  

a. If the original lengths are multiplied by , what are the new coordinates? 

 

 

b. Use the table to organize lengths (the vertical and horizontal legs). 

 Width Height 

Actual Picture (in units)   

New Picture (in units)   

c. Is the new picture a reduction or an enlargement? 
 

 

d. What is the constant of proportionality? 
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    7•1 Lesson 17 

Lesson 17: The Unit Rate as the Scale Factor 
  

Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 17:  The Unit Rate as the Scale Factor 

 
Exit Ticket 
 

A rectangular pool in your friend’s yard is 150 ft. × 400 ft.  Create a scale drawing with a scale factor of .  Use a table 

or an equation to show how you computed the scale drawing lengths. 
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    7•1 Lesson 18 

Lesson 18: Computing Actual Lengths from a Scale Drawing  
  

Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 18:  Computing Actual Lengths from a Scale Drawing 

 
Exit Ticket 
 

A drawing of a surfboard in a catalog shows its length as 8  inches.  Find the actual length of the surfboard if  inch 

length on the drawing corresponds to  foot of actual length.  
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    7•1 Lesson 19 

Lesson 19: Computing Actual Areas from a Scale Drawing  
  

Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 19:  Computing Actual Areas from a Scale Drawing 

 
Exit Ticket 
 
A 1-inch length in the scale drawing below corresponds to a length of 12 feet in the actual room.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

1. Describe how the scale or the scale factor can be used to determine the area of the actual dining room.  
 
 
 
 
 

2. Find the actual area of the dining room.  
 
 
 
 
 

3. Can a rectangular table that is 7 ft. long and 4 ft. wide fit into the narrower section of the dining room?  Explain 
your answer.  

 
 
 
 

1 1
2 in.  

Dining Room 

Kitchen 

1
1
2 in. 

in.  

1 in. 
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Lesson 20: An Exercise in Creating a Scale Drawing  
  

    7•1 Lesson 20 

Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 20:  An Exercise in Creating a Scale Drawing 

 
Exit Ticket 
 
1. Your sister has just moved into a loft-style apartment in Manhattan and has asked you to be her designer.  Indicate 

the placement of the following objects on the floorplan using the appropriate scale:  queen-size bed  
(60 in. by 80 in.), sofa (36 in. by 64 in.), and dining table (48 in. by 48 in.)  In the following scale drawing,  
1 cm represents 2 ft.  Each square on the grid is 1 cm². 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Choose one object and explain the procedure to find the scale lengths. 
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Lesson 22: An Exercise in Changing Scales  
  

    7•1 Lesson 22 

Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 22:  An Exercise in Changing Scales 

 
Exit Ticket 
 
The school is building a new wheelchair ramp for one of the remodeled bathrooms.  The original drawing was created by 
the contractor, but the principal drew another scale drawing to see the size of the ramp relative to the walkways 
surrounding it.  Find the missing values on the table. 

    

Original Scale Drawing     Principal’s Scale Drawing 

New Scale Factor of SD2 to the actual ramp:    

 
 
 
                                            𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐 .                                                                             𝟑𝟑 .  

 
 

 Actual Ramp Original Scale Drawing Principal’s Scale Drawing 

Actual Ramp 1   

Original Scale Drawing  1 4 

Principal’s Scale Drawing    
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Assessment Packet



 
 
 
 
 

 

    7•1 Mid-Module Assessment Task 

Module 1: Ratios and Proportional Relationships  
  

Name                                        Date                      
 

1. Josiah and Tillery have new jobs at YumYum’s Ice Cream Parlor.  Josiah is Tillery’s manager.  In their first 
year, Josiah will be paid $14 per hour, and Tillery will be paid $7 per hour.  They have been told that after 
every year with the company, they will each be given a raise of $2 per hour.  Is the relationship between 
Josiah’s pay and Tillery’s pay rate proportional?  Explain your reasoning using a table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. A recent study claimed that in any given month, for every 5 text messages a boy sent or received, a girl 
sent or received 7 text messages.  Is the relationship between the number of text messages sent or 
received by boys proportional to the number of text messages sent or received by girls?  Explain your 
reasoning using a graph on the coordinate plane.   
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    7•1 Mid-Module Assessment Task 

Module 1: Ratios and Proportional Relationships  
  

3. When a song is sold by an online music store, the store takes some of the money, and the singer gets the 
rest.  The graph below shows how much money a pop singer makes given the total amount of money 
brought in by one popular online music store from sales of the song.  
 

 
 

a. Identify the constant of proportionality between dollars earned by the pop singer and dollars 
brought in by sales of the song. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

b. Write an equation relating dollars earned by the pop singer, 𝑦𝑦, to dollars brought in by sales of the 
song, 𝑥𝑥. 
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    7•1 Mid-Module Assessment Task 

Module 1: Ratios and Proportional Relationships  
  

c. According to the proportional relationship, how much money did the song bring in from sales in the 
first week if the pop star earned $800 that week? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

d. Describe what the point (0, 0) on the graph represents in terms of the situation being described by 
the graph.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

e. Which point on the graph represents the amount of money the pop singer gets for $1 in money 
brought in from sales of the song by the store? 
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Name                                        Date                      
 

1. It is a Saturday morning, and Jeremy has discovered he has a leak coming from the water heater in his 
attic.  Since plumbers charge extra to come out on weekends, Jeremy is planning to use buckets to catch 
the dripping water.  He places a bucket under the drip and steps outside to walk the dog.  In half an hour, 

the bucket is  of the way full.  
 
a. What is the rate at which the water is leaking per hour? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b. Write an equation that represents the relationship between the number of buckets filled, 𝑦𝑦, in 𝑥𝑥 

hours.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c. What is the longest that Jeremy can be away from the house before the bucket will overflow? 
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2. Farmers often plant crops in circular areas because one of the most efficient watering systems for crops 
provides water in a circular area.  Passengers in airplanes often notice the distinct circular patterns as 
they fly over land used for farming.  A photographer takes an aerial photo of a field on which a circular 
crop area has been planted.  He prints the photo out and notes that 2 centimeters of length in the photo 
corresponds to 100 meters in actual length.   
 

 
 
a. What is the scale factor of the actual farm to the photo? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b. If the dimensions of the entire photo are 25 cm by 20 cm, what are the actual dimensions of the 

rectangular land area in meters captured by the photo?    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c. If the area of the rectangular photo is 500 cm , what is the actual area of the farm in square meters? 
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3. A store is having a sale to celebrate President’s Day.  Every item in the store is advertised as one-fifth off 
the original price.  If an item is marked with a sale price of $140, what was its original price?  Show your 
work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
4. Over the break, your uncle and aunt ask you to help them cement the foundation of their newly 

purchased land and give you a top-view blueprint of the area and proposed layout.  A small legend on the 
corner states that 4 inches of the length corresponds to an actual length of 52 feet.   
 

 

 
a. What is the scale factor of the actual foundation to the blueprint? 
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b. If the dimensions of the foundation on the blueprint are 11 inches by 13 inches, what are the actual 
dimensions in feet? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c. You are asked to go buy bags of dry cement and know that one bag covers 350 square feet.  How 

many bags do you need to buy to finish this project? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

d. After the first 15 minutes of laying down the cement, you have used  of the bag.  What is the rate 
you are laying cement in bags per hour?  What is the unit rate? 
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e. Write an equation that represents the relationship between the number of bags used, 𝑦𝑦, in 𝑥𝑥 hours. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
f. Your uncle is able to work faster than you.  He uses 3 bags for every 2 bags you use.  Is the 

relationship proportional?  Explain your reasoning using a graph on a coordinate plane. 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
g. What does (0, 0) represent in terms of the situation being described by the graph created in part (f)? 
 
 
 

 

 

 

h. Using a graph, show how many bags you would use if your uncle uses 18 bags.  
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Module 1: Ratios and Proportional Relationships 

   7•1 Module Overview 

Grade 7 • Module 1 

Ratios and Proportional Relationships 

OVERVIEW 
In Module 1, students build upon their Grade 6 reasoning about ratios, rates, and unit rates (6.RP.A.1, 
6.RP.A.2, 6.RP.A.3) to formally define proportional relationships and the constant of proportionality
(7.RP.A.2).  In Topic A, students examine situations carefully to determine if they are describing a
proportional relationship.  Their analysis is applied to relationships given in tables, graphs, and verbal
descriptions (7.RP.A.2a).

In Topic B, students learn that the unit rate of a collection of equivalent ratios is called the constant of 
proportionality and can be used to represent proportional relationships with equations of the form 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥, 
where 𝑘𝑘 is the constant of proportionality (7.RP.A.2b, 7.RP.A.2c, 7.EE.B.4a).  Students relate the equation of 
a proportional relationship to ratio tables and to graphs and interpret the points on the graph within the 
context of the situation (7.RP.A.2d).   

In Topic C, students extend their reasoning about ratios and proportional relationships to compute unit rates 
for ratios and rates specified by rational numbers, such as a speed of 12 mile per 14 hour (7.RP.A.1).  Students 
apply their experience in the first two topics and their new understanding of unit rates for ratios and rates 
involving fractions to solve multi-step ratio word problems (7.RP.A.3, 7.EE.B.4a).   

In the final topic of this module, students bring the sum of their experience with proportional relationships to 
the context of scale drawings (7.RP.A.2b, 7.G.A.1).  Given a scale drawing, students rely on their background 
in working with side lengths and areas of polygons (6.G.A.1, 6.G.A.3) as they identify the scale factor as the 
constant of proportionality, calculate the actual lengths and areas of objects in the drawing, and create their 
own scale drawings of a two-dimensional view of a room or building.  The topic culminates with a two-day 
experience of students creating a new scale drawing by changing the scale of an existing drawing.   

Later in the year, in Module 4, students extend the concepts of this module to percent problems. 

The module is composed of 22 lessons; 8 days are reserved for administering the Mid- and End-of-Module 
Assessments, returning the assessments, and remediating or providing further applications of the concepts. 
The Mid-Module Assessment follows Topic B.  The End-of-Module Assessment follows Topic D. 
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Focus Standards 
Analyze proportional relationships and use them to solve real-world and mathematical 
problems. 

7.RP.A.1 Compute unit rates associated with ratios of fractions, including ratios of lengths, areas and 
other quantities measured in like or different units.  For example, if a person walks 1/2 mile in 
each 1/4 hour, compute the unit rate as the complex fraction 1/2

1/4�  miles per hour, 
equivalently 2 miles per hour. 

7.RP.A.2 Recognize and represent proportional relationships between quantities. 

a. Decide whether two quantities are in a proportional relationship, e.g., by testing for 
equivalent ratios in a table or graphing on a coordinate plane and observing whether the 
graph is a straight line through the origin. 

b. Identify the constant of proportionality (unit rate) in tables, graphs, equations, diagrams, 
and verbal descriptions of proportional relationships. 

c. Represent proportional relationships by equations.  For example, if total cost 𝑡𝑡 is 
proportional to the number 𝑛𝑛 of items purchased at a constant price 𝑝𝑝, the relationship 
between the total cost and the number of items can be expressed as 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛. 

d. Explain what a point (𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦) on the graph of a proportional relationship means in terms of 
the situation, with special attention to the points (0,0) and (1, 𝑟𝑟), where 𝑟𝑟 is the unit 
rate. 

7.RP.A.3 Use proportional relationships to solve multistep ratio and percent problems.  Examples: 
simple interest, tax, markups and markdowns, gratuities and commissions, fees, percent 
increase and decrease, percent error. 

Solve real-life and mathematical problems using numerical and algebraic expressions and 
equations. 

7.EE.B.42 Use variables to represent quantities in a real-world or mathematical problem, and construct 
simple equations and inequalities to solve problems by reasoning about the quantities. 

a. Solve word problems leading to equations of the form 𝑝𝑝𝑥𝑥 + 𝑞𝑞 = 𝑟𝑟 and 𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑥 + 𝑞𝑞 = 𝑟𝑟, 
where 𝑝𝑝, 𝑞𝑞, and 𝑟𝑟 are specific rational numbers.  Solve equations of these forms fluently.  
Compare an algebraic solution to an arithmetic solution, identifying the sequence of the 
operations used in each approach.  For example, the perimeter of a rectangle is 54 cm.  
Its length is 6 cm.  What is its width? 

  

                                                           
2In this module, the equations are derived from ratio problems.  7.EE.B.4a is returned to in Modules 2 and 3. 
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Draw, construct, and describe geometrical figures and describe the relationships between 
them. 

7.G.A.1 Solve problems involving scale drawings of geometric figures, including computing actual 
lengths and areas from a scale drawing and reproducing a scale drawing at a different scale. 

 

Foundational Standards 
Understand ratio concepts and use ratio reasoning to solve problems. 

6.RP.A.1 Understand the concept of a ratio and use ratio language to describe a ratio relationship 
between two quantities.  For example, “The ratio of wings to beaks in the bird house at the 
zoo was 2: 1, because for every 2 wings there was 1 beak.”  “For every vote candidate A 
received, candidate C received nearly three votes.” 

6.RP.A.2 Understand the concept of a unit rate 𝑎𝑎/𝑏𝑏 associated with a ratio 𝑎𝑎: 𝑏𝑏 with 𝑏𝑏 ≠ 0, and use 
rate language in the context of a ratio relationship.  For example, “This recipe has a ratio of  
3 cups of flour to 4 cups of sugar, so there is 3/4 cup of flour for each cup of sugar.”  “We paid 
$75 for 15 hamburgers, which is a rate of $5 per hamburger.”3 

6.RP.A.3 Use ratio and rate reasoning to solve real-world and mathematical problems, e.g., by 
reasoning about tables of equivalent ratios, tape diagrams, double number line diagrams, or 
equations. 

a. Make tables of equivalent ratios relating quantities with whole–number measurements, 
find missing values in the tables, and plot the pairs of values on the coordinate plane.  
Use tables to compare ratios. 

b. Solve unit rate problems including those involving unit pricing and constant speed.  For 
example, if it took 7 hours to mow 4 lawns, then at that rate, how many lawns could be 
mowed in 35 hours?  At what rate were lawns being mowed? 

c. Find a percent of a quantity as a rate per 100 (e.g., 30% of a quantity means 30/100 
times the quantity); solve problems involving finding the whole, given a part and the 
percent. 

d. Use ratio reasoning to convert measurement units; manipulate and transform units 
appropriately when multiplying or dividing quantities. 

Solve real-world and mathematical problems involving area, surface area, and volume. 

6.G.A.1 Find the area of right triangles, other triangles, special quadrilaterals, and polygons by 
composing into rectangles or decomposing into triangles and other shapes; apply these 
techniques in the context of solving real-world and mathematical problems.   

  

                                                           
3Expectations for unit rates in this grade are limited to non-complex fractions. 
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6.G.A.3 Draw polygons in the coordinate plane given coordinates for the vertices; use coordinates to 
find the length of a side joining points with the same first coordinate or the same second 
coordinate.  Apply these techniques in the context of solving real-world and mathematical 
problems. 

 
Focus Standards for Mathematical Practice 

MP.1 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.  Students make sense of and solve 
multi-step ratio problems, including cases with pairs of rational number entries; they use 
representations, such as ratio tables, the coordinate plane, and equations, and relate these 
representations to each other and to the context of the problem.  Students depict the 
meaning of constant of proportionality in proportional relationships, the importance of (0,0) 
and (1, 𝑟𝑟) on graphs, and the implications of how scale factors magnify or shrink actual 
lengths of figures on a scale drawing. 

MP.2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively.  Students compute unit rates for paired data given in 
tables to determine if the data represents a proportional relationship.  Use of concrete 
numbers will be analyzed to create and implement equations, including 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥, where 𝑘𝑘 is 
the constant of proportionality.  Students decontextualize a given constant speed situation, 
representing symbolically the quantities involved with the formula, distance = rate × time.  
In scale drawings, scale factors will be changed to create additional scale drawings of a given 
picture.  

 

Terminology 
New or Recently Introduced Terms  

� Constant of Proportionality (If a proportional relationship is described by the set of ordered pairs 
that satisfies the equation 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥, where 𝑘𝑘 is a positive constant, then 𝑘𝑘 is called the constant of 

proportionality.  For example, if the ratio of 𝑦𝑦 to 𝑥𝑥 is 2 to 3, then the constant of proportionality is 
2
3
 , 

and 𝑦𝑦 = 2
3𝑥𝑥.)  

� Miles per Hour (One mile per hour is a proportional relationship between 𝑑𝑑 miles and 𝑡𝑡 hours given 
by the equation 𝑑𝑑 = 1 ∙ 𝑡𝑡 (both 𝑑𝑑 and 𝑡𝑡 are positive real numbers).  Similarly, for any positive real 
number 𝑣𝑣, 𝑣𝑣 miles per hour is a proportional relationship between 𝑑𝑑 miles and 𝑡𝑡 hours given by  
𝑑𝑑 = 𝑣𝑣 ∙ 𝑡𝑡. The unit for the rate, mile per hour (or mile/hour) is often abbreviated as mph.) 

� One-To-One Correspondence Between Two Figures in the Plane (description) (For two figures in 
the plane, 𝑆𝑆 and 𝑆𝑆′, a one-to-one correspondence between the figures is a pairing between the points 
in 𝑆𝑆 and the points in 𝑆𝑆′ so that each point 𝑃𝑃 of 𝑆𝑆 is paired with one and only one point 𝑃𝑃′ in 𝑆𝑆′, and 
likewise, each point 𝑄𝑄′ in 𝑆𝑆′ is paired with one and only one point 𝑄𝑄 in 𝑆𝑆.) 
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� Proportional Relationship (description) (A proportional relationship is a correspondence between 
two types of quantities such that the measures of quantities of the first type are proportional to the 
measures of quantities of the second type. 
Note that proportional relationships and ratio relationships describe the same set of ordered pairs 
but in two different ways.  Ratio relationships are used in the context of working with equivalent 
ratios, while proportional relationships are used in the context of rates.) 

� Proportional To (description) (Measures of one type of quantity are proportional to measures of a 
second type of quantity if there is a number 𝑘𝑘 so that for every measure 𝑥𝑥 of a quantity of the first 
type, the corresponding measure 𝑦𝑦 of a quantity of the second type is given by 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥; that is, 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥.  
The number 𝑘𝑘 is called the constant of proportionality.) 

� Scale Drawing and Scale Factor (description) (For two figures in the plane, 𝑆𝑆 and 𝑆𝑆′, 𝑆𝑆′ is said to be a 
scale drawing of 𝑆𝑆 with scale factor 𝑟𝑟 if there exists a one-to-one correspondence between 𝑆𝑆 and 𝑆𝑆′ 
so that, under the pairing of this one-to-one correspondence, the distance |𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄| between any two 
points 𝑃𝑃 and 𝑄𝑄 of 𝑆𝑆 is related to the distance |𝑃𝑃′𝑄𝑄′| between corresponding points 𝑃𝑃′ and 𝑄𝑄′ of 𝑆𝑆′ 
by |𝑃𝑃′𝑄𝑄′| = 𝑟𝑟|𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄|.) 

 

Familiar Terms and Symbols4  

� Equivalent Ratio 
� Rate 
� Ratio 
� Ratio Table 
� Unit Rate 

 

Suggested Tools and Representations 
� Ratio Table (See example below.) 
� Coordinate Plane (See example below.) 
� Equations of the Form 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
4These are terms and symbols students have seen previously. 
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Preparing to Teach a Module 
Preparation of lessons will be more effective and efficient if there has been an adequate analysis of the 
module first.  Each module in A Story of Ratios can be compared to a chapter in a book.  How is the module 
moving the plot, the mathematics, forward?  What new learning is taking place?  How are the topics and 
objectives building on one another?  The following is a suggested process for preparing to teach a module.  
 
Step 1:  Get a preview of the plot. 

A: Read the Table of Contents.  At a high level, what is the plot of the module?  How does the story 
develop across the topics? 

B: Preview the module’s Exit Tickets to see the trajectory of the module’s mathematics and the nature 
of the work students are expected to be able to do.  

Note:  When studying a PDF file, enter “Exit Ticket” into the search feature to navigate from one Exit 
Ticket to the next. 

 

Step 2:  Dig into the details. 
A: Dig into a careful reading of the Module Overview.  While reading the narrative, liberally reference 

the lessons and Topic Overviews to clarify the meaning of the text – the lessons demonstrate the 
strategies, show how to use the models, clarify vocabulary, and build understanding of concepts.     

B:  Having thoroughly investigated the Module Overview, read through the Student Outcomes of each 
lesson (in order) to further discern the plot of the module.  How do the topics flow and tell a 
coherent story?  How do the outcomes move students to new understandings? 

 
Step 3:  Summarize the story. 

Complete the Mid- and End-of-Module Assessments.  Use the strategies and models presented in the 
module to explain the thinking involved.  Again, liberally reference the lessons to anticipate how students 
who are learning with the curriculum might respond. 
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Preparing to Teach a Lesson 
A three-step process is suggested to prepare a lesson.  It is understood that at times teachers may need to 
make adjustments (customizations) to lessons to fit the time constraints and unique needs of their students.  
The recommended planning process is outlined below.  Note:  The ladder of Step 2 is a metaphor for the 
teaching sequence.  The sequence can be seen not only at the macro level in the role that this lesson plays in 
the overall story, but also at the lesson level, where each rung in the ladder represents the next step in 
understanding or the next skill needed to reach the objective.  To reach the objective, or the top of the 
ladder, all students must be able to access the first rung and each successive rung. 
 
Step 1:  Discern the plot. 

A:  Briefly review the module’s Table of Contents, recalling the overall story of the module and analyzing 
the role of this lesson in the module.   

B:  Read the Topic Overview related to the lesson, and then review the Student Outcome(s) and Exit 
Ticket of each lesson in the topic.  

C: Review the assessment following the topic, keeping in mind that assessments can be found midway 
through the module and at the end of the module. 

   
Step 2:  Find the ladder. 

A:  Work through the lesson, answering and completing 
each question, example, exercise, and challenge. 

B: Analyze and write notes on the new complexities or 
new concepts introduced with each question or 
problem posed; these notes on the sequence of new 
complexities and concepts are the rungs of the ladder.  

C: Anticipate where students might struggle, and write a 
note about the potential cause of the struggle. 

D:  Answer the Closing questions, always anticipating how 
students will respond. 

  
Step 3:  Hone the lesson. 

Lessons may need to be customized if the class period is not long enough to do all of what is presented 
and/or if students lack prerequisite skills and understanding to move through the entire lesson in the 
time allotted.  A suggestion for customizing the lesson is to first decide upon and designate each 
question, example, exercise, or challenge as either “Must Do” or “Could Do.”  
A:  Select “Must Do” dialogue, questions, and problems that meet the Student Outcome(s) while still 

providing a coherent experience for students; reference the ladder.  The expectation should be that 
the majority of the class will be able to complete the “Must Do” portions of the lesson within the 
allocated time.  While choosing the “Must Do” portions of the lesson, keep in mind the need for a 
balance of dialogue and conceptual questioning, application problems, and abstract problems, and a 
balance between students using pictorial/graphical representations and abstract representations.  
Highlight dialogue to be included in the delivery of instruction so that students have a chance to 
articulate and consolidate understanding as they move through the lesson.   
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    7•1 Module Overview    

Module 1: Ratios and Proportional Relationships  
  

B:  “Must Do” portions might also include remedial work as necessary for the whole class, a small group, 
or individual students.  Depending on the anticipated difficulties, the remedial work might take on 
different forms as suggested in the chart below.  

 

Anticipated Difficulty “Must Do” Remedial Problem Suggestion 

The first problem of the lesson is 
too challenging. 

Write a short sequence of problems on the board that 
provides a ladder to Problem 1.  Direct students to 
complete those first problems to empower them to begin 
the lesson.  

There is too big of a jump in 
complexity between two problems.  

Provide a problem or set of problems that bridge student 
understanding from one problem to the next.  

Students lack fluency or 
foundational skills necessary for the 
lesson. 

Before beginning the lesson, do a quick, engaging fluency 
exercise, such as a Rapid White Board Exchange or Sprint.  
Before beginning any fluency activity for the first time, 
assess that students have conceptual understanding of the 
problems in the set and that they are poised for success 
with the easiest problem in the set. 

More work is needed at the 
concrete or pictorial level. 

Provide manipulatives or the opportunity to draw solution 
strategies.  

More work is needed at the 
abstract level. 

Add a White Board Exchange of abstract problems to be 
completed toward the end of the lesson. 

 
C:  “Could Do” problems are for students who work with greater fluency and understanding and can, 

therefore, complete more work within a given time frame.  
D:  At times, a particularly complex problem might be designated as a “Challenge!” problem to provide 

to advanced students.  Consider creating the opportunity for students to share their “Challenge!” 
solutions with the class at a weekly session or on video.  

E:  If the lesson is customized, be sure to carefully select Closing questions that reflect such decisions 
and adjust the Exit Ticket if necessary.   

 

Assessment Summary 
Assessment Type Administered Format Standards Addressed 

Mid-Module 
Assessment Task After Topic B Constructed response with rubric 7.RP.A.2 

End-of-Module 
Assessment Task After Topic D Constructed response with rubric 

7.RP.A.1, 7.RP.A.2, 
7.RP.A.3, 7.EE.B.4a, 
7.G.A.1  
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Topic A: Proportional Relationships 
  

7 
G R A D E

GRADE 7 • MODULE 1 

Mathematics Curriculum 

 
 
Topic A 

Proportional Relationships 
7.RP.A.2a  

Focus Standard: 7.RP.A.2 Recognize and represent proportional relationships between quantities. 
a. Decide whether two quantities are in a proportional relationship, e.g., by 

testing for equivalent ratios in a table or graphing on a coordinate plane 
and observing whether the graph is a straight line through the origin. 

Instructional Days: 6  
Lesson 1: An Experience in Relationships as Measuring Rate (P)1 

Lesson 2:  Proportional Relationships (P) 

Lessons 3–4: Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional Relationships in Tables (P, P) 
Lessons 5–6: Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional Relationships in Graphs (E, E) 

 

In Lesson 1 of Topic A, students are reintroduced to the meanings of value of a ratio, equivalent ratios, rate, 
and unit rate through a collaborative work task where they record their rates choosing an appropriate unit of 
rate measurement.  In Lesson 2, students conceptualize that two quantities are proportional to each other 
when there exists a constant such that each measure in the first quantity multiplied by this constant gives the 
corresponding measure in the second quantity (7.RP.A.2).   

They then apply this basic understanding in Lessons 3–6 by examining situations to decide whether two 
quantities are in a proportional or non-proportional relationship by first checking for a constant multiple 
between measures of the two quantities, when given a table, and then by graphing on a coordinate plane.  
Students recognize that the graph of a proportional relationship must be a straight line through the origin 
(7.RP.A.2a).   

 

                                                           
1Lesson Structure Key:  P-Problem Set Lesson, M-Modeling Cycle Lesson, E-Exploration Lesson, S-Socratic Lesson 
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Lesson 1: An Experience in Relationships as Measuring Rate 
  

    7•1 Lesson 1 

Lesson 1:  An Experience in Relationships as Measuring Rate 

 
Student Outcomes 

� Students compute unit rates associated with ratios of quantities measured in different units.  Students use the 
context of the problem to recall the meanings of value of a ratio, equivalent ratios, rate, and unit rate, relating 
them to the context of the experience. 

 

Lesson Notes 
The first example requires students to write ratios, equivalent ratios, rates, and unit rates. It is beneficial to introduce 
the description of these terms during the first year of implementation because the introduction is completed during 
Grade 6. To see how these terms are introduced, examine the first module of Grade 6.  

For convenience, the descriptions of these terms provided in Grade 6 are listed on both the teacher and student pages.   

 

Classwork 

Example 1  (15 minutes):  How Fast Is Our Class?  

To start this first class of the school year, conduct an exercise in how to pass out papers.  The purpose of the task is not 
only to establish a routine at the start of the school year but also to provide a context to discuss ratio and rate.  

Determine how papers will be passed out in class depending upon seating arrangement.  For this task, it is best to divide 
the original stack so that one student (in each row or group) has a portion of the original stack.  Based upon this 
determination, explain the system to students.  A brief demonstration may help to provide a visual. 

For example:  If the room is arranged in rows, pass across the rows.  Have students start on command and perhaps 
require that only the current paper-passing student may be out of his or her seat.  If the room is arranged in groups or at 
tables, have the students pass papers to their left, on command, until everyone has a paper.  Note:  This procedure is 
highly customizable for use in any classroom structure.  

Begin the task by handing a stack of papers to a starting person.  Secretly start a stopwatch as the start command is 
given.  Once every student has a paper, report the paper-passing time out loud.  For example, “It took 12 seconds.  Not 
bad, but let’s see if we can get these papers passed out in 11 seconds next time.”   

Tell students to begin returning papers back in to the original stack, and then report the time upon completion.   

� Excellent job.  Now, pass them back out in 10 seconds.  Excellent.  Now, pass them back in 8 seconds. 

Pose the following questions to the students as a whole group, one question at a time.  

� How will we measure our rate of passing out papers? 
à Using a stopwatch or similar tool to measure the number of seconds taken to pass out papers. 

� What quantities will we use to describe our rate? 
à The number of papers passed out and the time that it took to pass them out. 

Complete the second and third columns (number of papers and time) on the table as a class. 
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Lesson 1: An Experience in Relationships as Measuring Rate 
  

    7•1 Lesson 1 

Key Terms from Grade 6 Ratios and Unit Rates  

A ratio is an ordered pair of numbers which are not both zero.  A ratio is denoted  to indicate the order of the 
numbers:  the number  is first and the number  is second. 

Two ratios  and  are equivalent ratios if there is a nonzero number  such that =  and = .   
For example, two ratios are equivalent if they both have values that are equal. 

A ratio relationship between two types of quantities, such as  miles per  hours, can be described as a rate  
(i.e., the quantity .  miles/hour). 

The numerical part of the rate is called the unit rate and is simply the value of the ratio, in this case . .  This means 
that in  hour the car travels .  miles.  The unit for the rate is miles/hour, read miles per hour.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

� Describe the quantities you want to measure by talking about what units we use to measure each quantity.  
à One quantity measures the number of papers, and the other measures the number of seconds. 

Review the Key Terms box defining ratio, rate, and unit rate in the student materials.  Focus on reviewing the concept of 
ratio first, perhaps using a few quick examples. 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Guide students to complete the ratio column in the table as shown below.  

 
Example 1:  How Fast Is Our Class? 

Record the results from the paper-passing exercise in the table below.  

Trial Number of 
Papers Passed 

Time  
(in seconds) 

Ratio of Number of Papers 
Passed to Time Rate Unit Rate 

   , or  to , or 
equivalent ratio   

   , or  to , or 
equivalent ratio   

   , or  to , or 
equivalent ratio   

   , or  to , or 
equivalent ratio   

 

� When we started passing papers, the ratio of the number of papers to the number of seconds was 24 to 12, 
and by the end of the activity, the ratio of the number of papers to the number of seconds was 24 to 8.   
Are these two ratios equivalent?  Explain why or why not.   

Guide students in a discussion about the fact that the number of papers was constant, and the time decreased with each 
successive trial.  See if students can relate this to rate and ultimately determine which rate is greatest. 

à The ratios are not equivalent since we passed the same number of papers in a shorter time.  We passed 
2 papers per second at the beginning and 3 papers per second by the end.  Equivalent ratios must have 
the same value. 

The following questioning is meant to guide students into the realization that unit rate helps us to make comparisons 
between a variety of ratios and compare different data points.  

� In another class period, students were able to pass 28 papers in 15 seconds, and then 28 papers in 12 
seconds.  A third class period passed 18 papers in 10 seconds.  How do these compare to our class?  
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Lesson 1: An Experience in Relationships as Measuring Rate 
  

    7•1 Lesson 1 

Use sample data here, or use real data collected from other classes prepared in advance. 

à We could find how many papers were passed per second to make these comparisons.  Answers on how 
they compare would vary depending on class results in the table.  

Review the meaning of rate and unit rate in the Key Terms box, and complete the last two columns of the table, 

modeling how to find both rate and unit rate.  The associated unit rate is the numerical value  when there are  units 

of one quantity for every  units of another quantity.  

 

Trial Number of 
Papers Passed 

Time  
(in seconds) 

Ratio of Number of Papers 
Passed to Time Rate Unit Rate 

   , or  to , or 
equivalent ratio  papers per second  

   , or  to , or 
equivalent ratio 

Approximately .  
papers per second .  

   , or  to , or 
equivalent ratio .  papers per second .  

   , or  to , or 
equivalent ratio  papers per second  

 

Example 2  (15 minutes):  Our Class by Gender  

Let’s make a comparison of two quantities that are measured in the same units by comparing the ratio of the number of 
boys to the number of girls in this class to the ratio for different classes (and the whole grade).  Sample discussion:   

� In this class, we have 14 boys and 12 girls.  In another class, there are 7 boys and 6 girls.  Note:  Any class may 
be used for comparison; the ratios do not need to be equivalent. 

Guide students to complete the table accordingly, pausing to pose the questions below.   

 
Example 2:  Our Class by Gender 

 Number of Boys Number of Girls Ratio of Boys to Girls 

Class 1    to  

Class 2    to  

Whole 7th Grade Answers vary Answers vary  

 
Create a pair of equivalent ratios by making a comparison of quantities discussed in this example.  

 

� Are the ratios of boys to girls in the two classes equivalent?  
� What could these ratios tell us?  
� What does the ratio of the number of boys to the number of girls in Class 1 to the ratio of the number of boys 

to the number of girls in the entire seventh-grade class tell us?   
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Lesson 1: An Experience in Relationships as Measuring Rate 
  

    7•1 Lesson 1 

This information is necessary to have in advance.   

� Are they equivalent?  
� If there is a larger ratio of boys to girls in one class than in the grade as a whole, what must be true about the 

boy-to-girl ratio in other classes?  (It may be necessary to modify this question based upon real results or 
provide additional examples where this is true.) 

Provide ratios from four classes and the total number of students in seventh grade.  Using these provided ratios, 
challenge students to determine the ratio of Class 5 and derive a conclusion.  (See detailed explanation in chart below.) 

à Sample solution: If the total number of students is 55 boys and 65 girls, or 120 students, then the 
missing number of boys for Class 5 is 55 47 = 8, and the missing number of girls for Class 5 is  
65 49 = 16, resulting in a boy-to-girl ratio, 8: 16 = 1: 2, that is smaller than the whole grade ratio.  

This extension also allows for students to see the usefulness of using the unit rate when making comparisons. 

� How do we compare ratios when we have varying sizes of quantities?   
à Finding the unit rate may help.  In the data given here, the unit rate for both Classes 1 and 2 is 

approximately 1.16, and the unit rate for the whole grade is approximately 0.85.  The unit rate for 
Class 4 is approximately 0.53, and the unit rate for Class 5 is 0.5.  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Review the Key Terms box focusing on the meaning of equivalent ratios, and give students 2 minutes to write down a 
pair of equivalent ratios comparing boys to girls or a similar comparison from their class.  Discuss responses as a whole 
class.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Number of Boys Number of Girls Ratio of Boys to Girls 
Class 1 14 12 7 to 6 
Class 2 7 6 7 to 6 
Class 3 16 12 8 to 6 or 4 to 3 
Class 4 10 19 10 to 19 
Class 5 ? = 8 ? = 16 1 to 2 

Whole 7th Grade 55 65 11 to 13 

Larger than whole 
grade ratio 
 

Smaller than 
whole grade ratio 

The total number of students in the entire 7th grade is 120, which can be used to find the numbers for Class 5. 
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Lesson 1: An Experience in Relationships as Measuring Rate 
  

    7•1 Lesson 1 

Exercise 1  (8 minutes):  Which is the Better Buy? 

Read the problem as a class, and then allow time for students to solve independently.  Ask students to share responses 
regarding how to determine if the ratios are equivalent.  Reinforce key vocabulary from Grade 6. 

 
Exercise 1:  Which is the Better Buy? 

Value-Mart is advertising a Back-to-School sale on pencils.  A pack of  sells for $ . , whereas a -pack of the same 
brand costs $ . .  Which is the better buy?  How do you know? 

The better buy is the pack of .  The pack of  has a smaller unit rate, approximately . , as compared to the pack of 
 with a unit price of . .  You would pay $ .  per pencil in the pack of , whereas you would pay $ .  per pencil 

in the pack of .   

 Pack of  Pack of  

Relationship: $ .  for every  pencils $ .  for every  pencils 

 $ .  for every  pencils $ .  for every  pencils 

Ratio: . : ; . :  . : ; . :  

Rate: . / , or approx. .  dollars per pencil . / , or approx. .  dollars per pencil 

Unit Rate: .  .  

Unit of Measure: dollars per pencil dollars per pencil 

 

Students may instead choose to compare the costs for every 60 pencils or every 360 pencils, etc.  Facilitate a discussion 
of the different methods students may have used to arrive at their decisions.  

 

Closing  (2 minutes) 

� How is finding an associated rate or unit rate helpful when making comparisons between quantities? 
à The unit rate tells the number of units of one quantity per one unit of a second quantity.  For example, a 

unit price of 0.4 means 1 juice box from a six-pack costs $0.40.  

 

 

Exit Ticket  (5 minutes)  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=tCKstDXMslQ 

Students may need to see the video more than once.  After watching the video the first time, it might be helpful for 
students to know that 100 meters is just a little longer than a football field (which measures 100 yards), and this record 
was recorded in 2009.  Tillman the English bulldog covered a 100-meter stretch of a parking lot in a time of 19.678 
seconds during the X Games XV in Los Angeles, California.   

MP.2 

Lesson Summary 

Unit rate is often a useful means for comparing ratios and their associated rates when measured in different units. 
The unit rate allows us to compare varying sizes of quantities by examining the number of units of one quantity 
per one unit of the second quantity.  This value of the ratio is the unit rate.  
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Lesson 1: An Experience in Relationships as Measuring Rate 
  

    7•1 Lesson 1 

Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 1:  An Experience in Relationships as Measuring Rate 

 
Exit Ticket 
 
Watch the video clip of Tillman the English bulldog, the Guinness World Record holder for Fastest Dog on a Skateboard. 

1. At the conclusion of the video, your classmate takes out his or her calculator and says, “Wow that was amazing!  
That means the dog went about 5 meters in 1 second!”  Is your classmate correct, and how do you know?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. After seeing this video, another dog owner trained his dog, Lightning, to try to break Tillman’s skateboarding record.  
Lightning’s fastest recorded time was on a 75-meter stretch where it took him 15.5 seconds.  Based on these data,  
did Lightning break Tillman’s record for fastest dog on a skateboard?  Explain how you know.  
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Lesson 1: An Experience in Relationships as Measuring Rate 
  

    7•1 Lesson 1 

Exit Ticket Sample Solutions 
 
Watch the video clip of Tillman the English bulldog, the Guinness World Record holder for Fastest Dog on a Skateboard. 
1. At the conclusion of the video, your classmate takes out his or her calculator and says, “Wow that was amazing!  

That means the dog went about  meters in  second!”  Is your classmate correct, and how do you know?  

Yes, the classmate is correct.  The dog traveled at an average rate of  meters in .  seconds, or an 

associated rate of 
.

 meters per second, giving a unit rate of approximately . .  

 
2. After seeing this video, another dog owner trained his dog, Lightning, to try to break Tillman’s skateboarding record.  

Lightning’s fastest recorded time was on a -meter stretch where it took him .  seconds.  Based on these data, 
did Lightning break Tillman’s record for fastest dog?  Explain how you know.  

No, Lightning did not break Tillman’s record.  Tillman traveled at an average rate of .  meters per second 

(calculated from an associated rate of 
.

 meters per second), and Lightning traveled at an average rate of .  

meters per second (about  of a meter slower per second), making Tillman the faster skateboarder.  

 
 
Problem Set Sample Solutions 

 
1. Find each rate and unit rate. 

a.  miles in  hours 

Rate:   miles per hour; Unit Rate:   

 
b.  customers in  days 

Rate:   customers per day; Unit Rate:    

 
c.  meters in  seconds 

= .  

The rate is .  meters per second.  The unit rate is . . 

 
d. $ .  for  pounds 

.
= .  

The rate is .  dollars per pound, or approximately $ .  per pound.  The unit rate is . . 

 
2. Write three ratios that are equivalent to the one given:  The ratio of right-handed students to left-handed students 

is : . 

Sample response:  The ratio of right-handed students to left-handed students is : .  The ratio of right-handed 
students to left-handed students is : .  The ratio of right-handed students to left-handed students is : . 
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Lesson 1: An Experience in Relationships as Measuring Rate 
  

    7•1 Lesson 1 

3. Mr. Rowley has  homework papers and  exit tickets to return.  Ms. Rivera has  homework papers and  
exit tickets to return.  For each teacher, write a ratio to represent the number of homework papers to number of 
exit tickets they have to return.  Are the ratios equivalent?  Explain.  

Mr. Rowley’s ratio of homework papers to exit tickets is : .  Ms. Rivera’s ratio of homework papers to exit 

tickets is : .  The ratios are not equivalent because Mr. Rowley’s unit rate is , or approximately . , and Ms. 

Rivera’s unit rate is , or approximately . .  

 
4. Jonathan’s parents told him that for every  hours of homework or reading he completes, he would be able to play 

 hours of video games.  His friend Lucas’s parents told their son that he could play  minutes for every hour of 
homework or reading time he completes.  If both boys spend the same amount of time on homework and reading 
this week, which boy gets more time playing video games?  How do you know?  

If both boys spend  hours on homework and reading, Jonathan will be able to play  hours of video games, and 
Lucas will be able to play .  hours of video games.  Jonathan gets more time playing video games.  Jonathan gets 

.  hours (  minutes) for every  hour of homework and reading time, whereas Lucas gets only  minutes for 
every  hour of homework or reading time.  

 
5. Of the  girls who tried out for the lacrosse team at Euclid Middle School,  were selected.  Of the  boys who 

tried out,  were selected.  Are the ratios of the number of students on the team to the number of students trying 
out the same for both boys and girls?  How do you know?  

Yes, the ratios are the same:  girls—  to  or  to ; boys—  to  or  to .  The value of each ratio is . 

 
6. Devon is trying to find the unit price on a -pack of drinks on sale for $ . .  His sister says that at that price, each 

drink would cost just over $ . .  Is she correct, and how do you know?  If she is not, how would Devon’s sister find 
the correct price?  

Devon’s sister is not correct.  She divided the number of drinks by the cost, and to correctly find the unit price, she 

needs to divide the price by the number of drinks.  
.

, or approximately . , is the correct unit price.  The cost is 

approximately .  dollars per drink.  

 
7. Each year Lizzie’s school purchases student agenda books, which are sold in the school store.  This year, the school 

purchased  books at a cost of $ , . .  If the school would like to make a profit of $ ,  to help pay for 
field trips and school activities, what is the least amount they can charge for each agenda book?  Explain how you 
found your answer.  

The unit price per book the school paid is . .  To make $ , , you would need to make a profit of  
÷ = .  per book.  . + .  is the cost per book or $ . .  $ . ∙  generates a revenue of 

$ , , and $ ,  minus the initial cost of the books, $ , .  (expense), gives $ , .  of profit.  
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    7•1 Lesson 2 

Lesson 2: Proportional Relationships 
  

Lesson 2:  Proportional Relationships 

 
Student Outcomes 

� Students understand that two quantities are proportional to each other when there exists a constant (number) 
such that each measure in the first quantity multiplied by this constant gives the corresponding measure in the 
second quantity.  

� When students identify the measures in the first quantity with 𝑥𝑥 and the measures in the second quantity with 
𝑦𝑦, they recognize that the second quantity is proportional to the first quantity if 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥 for some positive 
number 𝑘𝑘.  They apply this same relationship when using variable choices other than 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦.  

 

Classwork 

Example 1  (10 minutes):  Pay by the Ounce Frozen Yogurt  

The purpose of this example is for students to understand when measures of one quantity are proportional to measures 
of another quantity.  

 

Example 1:  Pay by the Ounce Frozen Yogurt 

A new self-serve frozen yogurt store opened this summer that sells its yogurt at a price based upon the total weight of the 

yogurt and its toppings in a dish.  Each member of Isabelle’s family weighed his dish, and this is what they found.  

Determine if the cost is proportional to the weight. 

Weight (ounces) .     

Cost ($)    .  

The cost _____________________________________ the weight.  

 

Discuss the following questions: 

� Does everyone pay the same cost per ounce?  How do you know?   

à Yes, it costs $0.40 per ounce.  If we divide each cost value by its corresponding weight, it will give the 
same unit price (or unit rate) of 0.40.  Since we want to compare cost per ounce, we can use the unit 
(cost per ounce) to determine that we want to divide each cost value by each corresponding weight 
value.  

� Isabelle’s brother takes an extra-long time to create his dish.  When he puts it on the scale, it weighs  
15 ounces.  If everyone pays the same rate in this store, how much will his dish cost?  How did you calculate 
this cost?  

à $6.  I determined the cost by multiplying 0.40 by 15 ounces.  
� Since this is true, we say “the cost is proportional to the weight.”  Complete the statement in your materials. 
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    7•1 Lesson 2 

Lesson 2: Proportional Relationships 
  

     

       
Cups 

Ounces 

� What happens if you don’t serve yourself any yogurt or toppings?  How much do you pay?  

à $0.  
� Does the relationship above still hold true?  In other words, if you buy 0 ounces of yogurt, then multiply by the 

cost per ounce, do you get 0?  

à Even for 0, you can still multiply by this constant value to get the cost (not that you would do this, but 
we can examine this situation for the sake of developing a rule that is always true).  

� Always multiply the number of ounces, 𝑥𝑥, by the constant that represents cost per ounce to get the total  
cost, 𝑦𝑦.  Pause with students to note that any variables could be chosen but that for the sake of this discussion, 
they are 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦.  

The teacher should label the table with the indicated variables and guide students to do the same.   

� For any measure 𝑥𝑥, how do we find 𝑦𝑦?  

à Multiply it by 0.40 (unit price).   
� Indicate this on the given chart, as done below.  Be sure students do the same.  

 

, Weight (ounces) 
12.5 10 5 8 

, Cost ($) 5 4 2 3.20 

 

� So, 𝑦𝑦 = 0.40𝑥𝑥.  

 

Example 2  (5 minutes):  A Cooking Cheat Sheet  

 

Example 2:  A Cooking Cheat Sheet 

In the back of a recipe book, a diagram provides easy conversions to use while cooking.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ounces _____________________________________the cups.  

 

� What does the diagram tell us?  

à The number of ounces in a given number of cups.  More specifically, each pair of numbers indicates the 
correct matching of ounces to cups.  

� Is the number of ounces proportional to the number of cups?  How do you know?  
à Yes, you can multiply each number of cups by 8 to get the number of ounces.  

 

• 0.40 • 0.40 • 0.40 • 0.40 
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Lesson 2: Proportional Relationships 
  

Have students complete the statement on their materials, ounces is proportional to cups, and note how they can tell.  It 
is important to acknowledge that they could also divide by 8 if they know the number of ounces and are trying to find 
the number of cups.  This discussion should lead to the importance of defining the quantities clearly.  

� How many ounces are there in 4 cups?  5 cups?  8 cups?  How do you know?   

à 32, 40, 64; each time, the number of cups is multiplied by 8 to get the number of ounces.  
� For the sake of this discussion (and to provide continuity between examples), let’s represent the cups with 𝑥𝑥, 

and the ounces with 𝑦𝑦.  

The teacher should label the diagram with the indicated variables and guide students to do the same.   

� For any number of cups 𝑥𝑥, how do we find the number of ounces, 𝑦𝑦?  

à Multiply 𝑥𝑥 by 8.   
� So, 𝑦𝑦 = 8𝑥𝑥.  

� If we want to verify that our equation is 𝑦𝑦 = 8𝑥𝑥, which 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 values can we use to see if it is true?  How do 
you know?   
à We can choose any pair of given (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) values since the equation should model the relationship for 

every pair of values.  

It is a good idea to check more than one pair.  Guide students to substitute the pairs of values into the equation to prove 
that for each one, the equation is true.  

 

Exercise 1  (5 minutes) 

Have students complete the following example independently, and then discuss responses as a class.  

 

Exercise 1 

During Jose’s physical education class today, students visited activity stations.  Next to each station was a chart depicting 

how many calories (on average) would be burned by completing the activity.   

Calories Burned While Jumping Rope 

 

a. Is the number of calories burned proportional to time?  How do you know?   

Yes, the time is always multiplied by the same number, , to find the calories burned.  

 

b. If Jose jumped rope for .  minutes, how many calories would he expect to burn?   

Jose would expect to burn .  calories since .  times  is . .  

 

     

     
Time (minutes) 

Calories Burned 
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Lesson 2: Proportional Relationships 
  

Example 3  (15 minutes):  Summer Job  

Read through Example 3 aloud.  Allow for brief discussion (2 minutes) of summer jobs or ways students may have earned 
money over the summer.  Pose the following questions:  

� How much do you think Alex had earned by the end of 2 weeks?  

à He probably earned twice what he had earned in week 1.  
� How will a table help us to check Alex’s prediction?  

à It will help us to see how his earnings grow over time and whether he will have enough money by the 
end of the summer.  A table may also help to check calculations for reasonableness.  

� Where did the two given pairs of data come from?  

à He earned $112 after working 4 weeks; therefore, his rate was $28 for every 1 week, or the total 
earnings is 28 times the week number. 

� Is this reasonable?  

à Yes.  You could include a brief discussion of minimum wage for part-time workers or babysitting rates 
so that students have some sense of reasonable earning amounts. 

� What other pair could we complete fairly easily?  

à At 0 weeks, he has earned $0. 
� If he makes the same amount of money each week, how will we find out his earnings after 2 weeks?  3 weeks?   

à Since the rate will be the same, we could multiply each number of weeks by 28 to get the corresponding 
total earnings.  

Allow students time (3 minutes) to answer part (a) and complete the remaining values, if needed.  Give students time to 
share responses to part (a).  

 

Example 3:  Summer Job 

Alex spent the summer helping out at his family’s business.  He was hoping to earn enough money to buy a new $  

gaming system by the end of the summer.  Halfway through the summer, after working for  weeks, he had earned $ .  

Alex wonders, “If I continue to work and earn money at this rate, will I have enough money to buy the gaming system by 

the end of the summer?”  

To determine if he will earn enough money, he decided to make a table.  He entered his total money earned at the end of 

Week 1 and his total money earned at the end of Week 4.   

Week          

Total 

Earnings 
 $    $      

 

a. Work with a partner to answer Alex’s question.   

∙ =  

Yes, Alex will have earned enough money to buy the $  gaming system by the end of the summer because 
he will have earned  dollars for the  weeks he worked.  A sample table is shown below. 

Week          

Total 
Earnings $  $  $  $  $  $  $  $  $  

MP.1 
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Lesson 2: Proportional Relationships 
  

Allow for students to share responses with the class for part (b), and then record in their student pages.   

 

b. Are Alex’s total earnings proportional to the number of weeks he worked?  How do you know?  

Alex’s total earnings are proportional to the number of weeks he worked.  There exists a constant value, , 
which can be multiplied by the number of weeks to determine the corresponding earnings for that week.  The 
table shows an example of a proportional relationship. 

 

Closing (2 minutes) 

� How do we know if two quantities are proportional to each other?   

à Two quantities are proportional to each other if there is one constant number that is multiplied by each 
measure in the first quantity to give the corresponding measure in the second quantity.  

� How can we recognize a proportional relationship when looking at a table or a set of ratios?  

à If each of the measures in the second quantity is divided by its corresponding measure in the first 
quantity and it produces the same number, called a constant, then the two quantities are proportional 
to each other.  

 

 

 

Exit Ticket (8 minutes)  

  

Lesson Summary 

Measures of one type of quantity are proportional to measures of a second type of quantity if there is a number  

so that for every measure  of a quantity of the first type, the corresponding measure  of a quantity of the second 

type is given by ; that is, = .  The number  is called the constant of proportionality. 

A proportional relationship is a correspondence between two types of quantities such that the measures of 

quantities of the first type are proportional to the measures of quantities of the second type. 

Note that proportional relationships and ratio relationships describe the same set of ordered pairs but in two 

different ways.  Ratio relationships are used in the context of working with equivalent ratios, while proportional 

relationships are used in the context of rates. 

In the example given below, the distance is proportional to time since each measure of distance, , can be 

calculated by multiplying each corresponding time, , by the same value, .  This table illustrates a proportional 
relationship between time, , and distance, .   

Time ( ),      
Distance ( ),      
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Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 2:  Proportional Relationships 

 
Exit Ticket 
 

Ms. Albero decided to make juice to serve along with the pizza at the Student Government party.  The directions said to 
mix 2 scoops of powdered drink mix with a half gallon of water to make each pitcher of juice.  One of Ms. Albero’s 
students said she will mix 8 scoops with 2 gallons of water to make 4 pitchers.  How can you use the concept of 
proportional relationships to decide whether the student is correct?   
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Lesson 2: Proportional Relationships 
  

Exit Ticket Sample Solutions 

 

Ms. Albero decided to make juice to serve along with the pizza at the Student Government party.  The directions said to 

mix  scoops of powdered drink mix with a half gallon of water to make each pitcher of juice.  One of Ms. Albero’s 

students said she will mix  scoops with  gallons of water to make  pitchers.  How can you use the concept of 

proportional relationships to decide whether the student is correct?   

Amount of Powdered Drink Mix (scoops)     

Amount of Water (gallons)     

As long as the amount of water is proportional to the number of scoops of drink mix, then the second quantity, amount of 
water, can be determined by multiplying the first quantity by the same constant.  In this case, if the amount of powdered 
drink mix is represented by , and the gallons of water are represented by , then = .  To determine any of the 

measures of water, you will multiply the number of scoops by .   

 
 
Problem Set Sample Solutions 

 

1. A cran-apple juice blend is mixed in a ratio of cranberry to apple of  to .   

a. Complete the table to show different amounts that are proportional.  

Amount of Cranberry    
Amount of Apple    

 

2. Why are these quantities proportional? 

The amount of apple is proportional to the amount of cranberry since there exists a constant number, , that when 

multiplied by any of the given measures for the amount of cranberry always produces the corresponding amount of 
apple.  If the amount of cranberry is represented by , and the amount of apple is represented by , then each pair 

of quantities satisfies the equation = .  A similar true relationship could be derived by comparing the amount of 
cranberry to the amount of apple.  In the case where  is the amount of apple and  is the amount of cranberry, the 

equation would be = .  

 

3. John is filling a bathtub that is  inches deep.  He notices that it takes two minutes to fill the tub with three inches 

of water.  He estimates it will take  more minutes for the water to reach the top of the tub if it continues at the 

same rate.  Is he correct?  Explain.  

Yes.  In  more minutes, the tub will reach  inches.  At that time, the ratio of time to height may be expressed as 
 to , which is equivalent to  to .  The height of the water in the bathtub increases  inches every minute.  

Time (minutes)    

Bathtub Water Height (inches)    
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    7•1 Lesson 3 

Lesson 3:  Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional 

Relationships in Tables 

 
Student Outcomes 

� Students examine situations to decide whether two quantities are proportional to each other by checking for a 
constant multiple between measures of 𝑥𝑥 and measures of 𝑦𝑦 when given in a table.   

� Students study examples of relationships that are not proportional in addition to those that are. 

 

Classwork  

Example  (8 minutes)  

 

Example 

You have been hired by your neighbors to babysit their children on Friday night.  You are paid $  per hour.  Complete the 

table relating your pay to the number of hours you worked. 

Hours Worked Pay (in dollars) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

.   

 

Based on the table above, is the pay proportional to the hours worked?  How do you know?  

Yes, the pay is proportional to the hours worked because every ratio of the amount of pay to the number of hours worked 
is the same.  The ratio is : , and every measure of hours worked multiplied by  will result in the corresponding measure 
of pay.  

=          =         =          =          
.

=            =           =           
.

=         

  

 

Scaffolding:  

Challenge advanced learners 
with the following question: 
� If the hours change, does 

that mean the total pay 
must change? 
à Yes, as hours increase, 

the pay increases. 
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Discuss the following questions: 

� Explain how you completed the table. 

� How did you determine the pay for 4 1
2 hours?  

à Multiply the hours by the constant multiple of 8 that relates hours to pay.  Four hours times 8 will result 
in a pay of 32 dollars.  Multiplying the extra half hour times 8 will result in an additional 4 dollars.  
$32 + $4 = $36. 

� How could you use the information to determine the pay for a week in which you worked 20 hours?  
à Multiply 20 hours by 8 dollars per hour or continue to extend the table.  

� How many other ways can the answer be determined? 
à You could have taken the amount of money made for working 4 hours and multiplied it by 5. 

� If the quantities in the table were graphed, would the point (0, 0) be on that graph?  What would it mean in 
the context of the problem? 
à Yes, the point (0, 0) could be a point in the table because if you multiply 0 by any constant, you would 

get 0.  For this problem, the point (0, 0) represents working 0 hours and earning $0. 
� Describe the relationship between the amount of money earned and the number of hours worked in this 

example.   
à The two quantities are in a proportional relationship.  A proportional relationship exists because when 

every measure of time is multiplied by the same number, the corresponding measures of pay are 
obtained. 

� How can multiplication and division be used to show the earnings are proportional to the number of hours 
worked?  
à Every measure of time (hours) can be multiplied by the constant 8 to determine each measure of pay.  

Division can be used by dividing each measure of 𝑦𝑦 (pay) by 8 to get the corresponding 𝑥𝑥 (hours) 
measure. 

Guide students to write a response to the question in the student materials. 

� In this example, is the amount of pay proportional to the number of hours worked?  How do you know?   
à Yes, the amount of money is proportional to the number of hours worked because there is a number, 8, 

such that each measure of the first quantity multiplied by this same number, 8, gives the corresponding 
measure of the second quantity.  
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    7•1 Lesson 3 

Exercises 1–4  (15 minutes) 

 

Exercises  

For Exercises 1–3, determine if  is proportional to .  Justify your answer. 

1. The table below represents the relationship of the amount of snowfall (in inches) in  counties to the amount of 

time (in hours) of a recent winter storm. 

=        =       =          
.

=          =          

 (snowfall) is not proportional to  (time) because all of the values of the 
ratios comparing snowfall to time are not equivalent.  All of the values of the 
ratios must be the same for the relationships to be proportional.  There is NOT 
one number such that each measure of  (time) multiplied by the number gives 
the corresponding measure of  (snowfall). 

 

2. The table below shows the relationship between the cost of renting a movie (in dollars) to the number of days the 

movie is rented. 

=             =              =            =      

 (cost) is proportional to  (number of days) because all of the values of the 
ratios comparing cost to days are equivalent.  All of the values of the ratios are 

equal to .  Therefore, every measure of  (days) can be multiplied by the 

number  to get each corresponding measure of  (cost). 

 

3. The table below shows the relationship between the amount of candy bought (in pounds) and the total cost of the 

candy (in dollars). 

=             =              =            =       =         

 (cost) is proportional to  (amount of candy) because all of the values of the 
ratios comparing cost to pounds are equivalent.  All of the values of the ratios 
are equal to .  Therefore, every measure of  (amount of candy) can be 
multiplied by the number  to get each corresponding measure of  (cost). 

 

 

Possible questions asked by the teacher or students: 

� When looking at ratios that describe two quantities that are proportional in the same order, do the ratios 
always have to be equivalent?   
à Yes, all the ratios are equivalent, and a constant exists that can be multiplied by the measure of the first 

quantity to get the measure of the second quantity for every ratio pair.  

  

 
Time (h) 

 
Snowfall (in.) 

  
  
  

.   
  

 
Number of 

Days 

 
Cost  

(dollars) 
  
  
  
  

 
Amount of 

Candy 

(pounds) 

 
Cost 

(dollars) 
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� For each example, if the quantities in the table were graphed, would the point (0,0) be on that graph?  
Describe what the point (0,0) would represent in each table. 
à Exercise 1:  0 inches of snowfall in 0 hours 
à Exercise 2:  Renting a movie for 0 days costs $0 
à Exercise 3:  0 pounds of candy costs $0 

� Do the 𝑥𝑥- and 𝑦𝑦-values need to go up at a constant rate?  In other words, when the 𝑥𝑥- and 𝑦𝑦-values both go up 
at a constant rate, does this always indicate that the relationship is proportional?  
à Yes, the relationship is proportional if a constant exists such that each measure of the 𝑥𝑥 when 

multiplied by the constant gives the corresponding 𝑦𝑦-value. 

 

4. Randy is driving from New Jersey to Florida.  Every time Randy stops for gas, he records the distance he traveled in 

miles and the total number of gallons he used.    

Assume that the number of miles driven is proportional to the number of gallons consumed in order to complete the 

table.  

Gallons Consumed       
Miles Driven       

 
Since the quantities are proportional, then every ratio comparing miles driven to gallons consumed must be equal.  
Using the given values for each quantity, the value of the ratio is 

=    =  

 
If the number of gallons consumed is given and the number of miles driven is the unknown, then multiply the 
number of gallons consumed by  to determine the number of miles driven. 

( ) =   ( ) =   ( ) =  

 
If the number of miles driven is given and the number of gallons consumed is the unknown, then divide the number 
of miles driven by  to determine the number of gallons consumed. 

=  

 

� Why is it important for you to know that the number of miles are proportional to the number of gallons used? 
à Without knowing this proportional relationship exists, just knowing how many gallons you consumed 

will not allow you to determine how many miles you traveled.  You would not know if the same 
relationship exists for each pair of numbers.  

� Describe the approach you used to complete the table. 
à Since the number of miles driven is proportional to the number of gallons consumed, a constant exists 

such that every measure of gallons used can be multiplied by the constant to give the corresponding 
amount of miles driven.  Once this constant is found to be 27, it can be used to fill in the missing parts 
by multiplying each number of gallons by 27.  
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� What is the value of the constant?  Explain how the constant was determined. 
à The value of the constant is 27.  This was determined by dividing the given number of miles driven by 

the given number of gallons consumed.   
� Explain how to use multiplication and division to complete the table. 

à If the number of gallons consumed was given, then that number is to be multiplied by the constant of 
27 to determine the amount of the miles driven.  If the number of miles driven were given, then that 
number needs to be divided by the constant of 27 to determine the number of gallons consumed. 

 

Exercise 5  (15 minutes)   

Have students work with a partner.  Give each pair two 3 × 5 index cards.  On one index card, the students work 
together to create a table of two quantities that are proportional to one another.  On the other index card, the students 
create a story problem that would generate the table.  Once complete, the teacher collects all the table cards and all the 
story cards.  The teacher displays the table cards around the room and randomly passes out story cards.  Students are to 
match the stories to the correct table representations. 

 

Closing  (2 minutes) 

� How can you use a table to determine whether the relationship between two quantities is proportional?  
à The quantities are proportional if a constant number exists such that each measure in the first quantity 

multiplied by this constant gives the corresponding measure in the second quantity. 

 

 

 

Exit Ticket  (5 minutes)  

  

Lesson Summary 

A type of quantity is proportional to a second if there is a constant number such that the product of each measure 

of the first type and the constant is equal to the corresponding measure of the second type. 

Steps to determine if quantities in a table are proportional to each other:  

1. For each row (or column), calculate , where  is the measure of the first quantity and  is the measure of the 

second quantity. 

2. If the value of  is the same for each pair of numbers, then the quantities in the table are proportional to each 

other. 
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Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 3:  Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional 

Relationships in Tables 

 
Exit Ticket 
 

The table below shows the price, in dollars, for the number of roses indicated. 

Number of Roses 3 6 9 12 15 

Price (Dollars) 9 18 27 36 45 

 

1. Is the price proportional to the number of roses?  How do you know? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Find the cost of purchasing 30 roses. 
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Exit Ticket Sample Solutions 

 

The table below shows the price, in dollars, for the number of roses indicated. 

Number of Roses      

Price (Dollars)      

 

1. Is the price proportional to the number of roses?  How do you know? 

The quantities are proportional to one another because there is a constant of  such that when the number of roses 
is multiplied by the constant, the result is the corresponding price. 

 

2. Find the cost of purchasing  roses. 

× =  

If there are  roses, then the cost would be $ . 

 
 
Problem Set Sample Solutions 

 

In each table, determine if  is proportional to .  Explain why or why not. 

1.  

 

  

  
  
  
  

2.  
 

  

  
  
  
  

3.  

 

  

  
  
  

  

1. Yes,  is proportional to  because the values of all ratios of  are equivalent to .  Each measure of  multiplied by 

this constant of  gives the corresponding measure in . 

2. No,  is not proportional to  because the values of all the ratios of  are not equivalent.  There is not a constant 

where every measure of  multiplied by the constant gives the corresponding measure in .  The values of the ratios 
are , . , . , and . . 

3. Yes,  is proportional to  because a constant value of  exists where each measure of  multiplied by this constant 

gives the corresponding measure in . 

 

4. Kayla made observations about the selling price of a new brand of coffee that sold in three different-sized bags.  She 

recorded those observations in the following table: 

Ounces of Coffee    
Price in Dollars .  .  .  

a. Is the price proportional to the amount of coffee?  Why or why not? 

Yes, the price is proportional to the amount of coffee because a constant value of .  exists where each 
measure of  multiplied by this constant gives the corresponding measure in .   

 

b. Use the relationship to predict the cost of a  . bag of coffee. 

 ounces will cost $ . 
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5. You and your friends go to the movies.  The cost of admission is $ .  per person.  Create a table showing the 

relationship between the number of people going to the movies and the total cost of admission. 

Explain why the cost of admission is proportional to the amount of people. 

 

Number of People Cost (dollars) 

 .  

  

 .  

  

The cost is proportional to the number of people because a constant value of .  exists where each measure of 
the number of people multiplied by this constant gives the corresponding measure in . 

 

6. For every  pages Gil can read, his daughter can read  pages.  Let  represent the number of pages Gil reads, and 

let  represent the number of pages his daughter reads.  Create a table showing the relationship between the 

number of pages Gil reads and the number of pages his daughter reads. 

Is the number of pages Gil’s daughter reads proportional to the number of pages he reads?  Explain why or why not. 

 

  

  

  

  

Yes, the number of pages Gil’s daughter reads is proportional to the number of pages Gil reads because all the 
values of the ratios are equivalent to . .  When I divide the number of pages Gil’s daughter reads by the number 
of pages Gil reads, I always get the same quotient.  Therefore, every measure of the number of pages Gil reads 
multiplied by the constant .  gives the corresponding values of the number of pages Gil’s daughter’s reads. 

 

7. The table shows the relationship between the number of parents in a household and the number of children in the 

same household.  Is the number of children proportional to the number of parents in the household?  Explain why or 

why not. 

Number of Parents Number of Children 

  

  

  

  

  

No, there is not a proportional relationship because there is no constant such that every measure of the number of 
parents multiplied by the constant would result in the corresponding values of the number of children.  When I 
divide the number of children by the corresponding number of parents, I do not get the same quotient every time.  
Therefore, the values of the ratios of children to parents are not equivalent.  They are , , , and . . 
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8. The table below shows the relationship between the number of cars sold and the amount of money earned by the 

car salesperson.  Is the amount of money earned, in dollars, proportional to the number of cars sold?  Explain why or 

why not. 

Number of Cars Sold 
Money Earned 

(in dollars) 

  

  

  

 ,  

 ,  

No, there is no constant such that every measure of the number of cars sold multiplied by the constant would result 
in the corresponding values of the earnings because the ratios of money earned to number of cars sold are not 

equivalent; the values of the ratios are , , , , and . 

 

9. Make your own example of a relationship between two quantities that is NOT proportional.  Describe the situation, 

and create a table to model it.  Explain why one quantity is not proportional to the other.   

Answers will vary but should include pairs of numbers that do not always have the same value .  
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Lesson 4:  Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional 

Relationships in Tables  

 
Student Outcomes 

� Students examine situations to decide whether two quantities are proportional to each other by checking for a 
constant multiple between measures of 𝑥𝑥 and measures of 𝑦𝑦 when given in a table or when required to create 
a table.   

� Students study examples of relationships that are not proportional in addition to those that are. 

 

Classwork 

Example  (20 minutes):  Which Team Will Win the Race?  

Students will work on the following example independently for 10 minutes.  Then, students may collaborate with a 
partner or small group of classmates to discuss answers for 5 minutes.  During this time students are to compare, 
critique the work that was done individually, and work together to come up with a presentable solution.  If all students 
completed the task individually, then they should check each other’s work for accuracy and completeness.  Lastly, 
students share their solutions with the class for 5 minutes.  Many times there are multiple ways that the problem may 
have been completed or explained.  Circulate during the collaboration time, and select students that utilized different 
approaches.  If the same approach was used throughout, select different students for different parts of the problem to 
present. 

 
Example:  Which Team Will Win the Race? 

You have decided to walk in a long-distance race.  There are two teams that you can join.  Team A walks at a constant rate 
of .  miles per hour.  Team B walks  miles the first hour and then  miles per hour after that. 

Task:  Create a table for each team showing the distances that would be walked for times of , , , , , and  hours.  
Using your tables, answer the questions that follow. 
  

Team A  Team B 

Time (hours) Distance (miles)  Time (hours) Distance (miles) 
 .     
     
 .     
     
 .     
     

 

 

 

MP.1 
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Scaffolding:  
The teacher may be able to 
extend the concept to derive 
the formula 𝑑𝑑 = 𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡 followed by 
a class discussion on how to 
transform the formula where 
rate can be found in terms of 
distance and time.  Also, time 
can be transformed in terms of 
distance and rate.  Lastly, 
distance and time can be 
related to 𝑦𝑦- and 𝑥𝑥-variables. 

 

a. For which team is distance proportional to time?  Explain your reasoning. 

Distance is proportional to time for Team A since all the ratios comparing distance to time are equivalent.  The value 
of each ratio is . .  Every measure of time can be multiplied by .  to give the corresponding measures of distance. 

 
b. Explain how you know the distance for the other team is not proportional to time. 

For Team B, the ratios are not equivalent.  The values of the ratios are , , , , , and .  Therefore, every 

measure of time cannot be multiplied by a constant to give each corresponding measure of distance. 

 
c. At what distance in the race would it be better to be on Team B than Team A?  Explain. 

If the race were fewer than  miles, Team B is faster because more distance would be covered in less time. 

 
d. If the members on each team walked for  hours, how far would each member walk on each team? 

Team A =  miles 

Team B =  miles 

 
e. Will there always be a winning team, no matter what the length of the course?  Why or why 

not? 

No, there would be a tie (both teams win) if the race were  miles long.  It would take each 
team  hours to complete a -mile race.   

 
f. If the race were  miles long, which team should you choose to be on if you wish to win?   

Why would you choose this team? 

I should choose Team A because they would finish in .  hours compared to Team B 
finishing in  hours. 

 
g. How much sooner would you finish on that team compared to the other team? 

 hours .  hours = .  hours 

( .  hour)
 minutes
 hour =  minutes 

I would finish the race .  hours, or  minutes, sooner on Team A.   

 

Exercises  (10 minutes) 
 

1. Bella types at a constant rate of  words per minute.  Is the number of words she can type proportional to the 
number of minutes she types?  Create a table to determine the relationship. 

Minutes      

Number of Words     ,  

This relationship is proportional because I can multiply the number of minutes by the constant to get the 
corresponding number of words.  The value of the ratio is .  The constant is also . 
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2. Mark recently moved to a new state.  During the first month, he visited five state parks.  Each month after, he 
visited two more.  Complete the table below, and use the results to determine if the number of parks visited is 
proportional to the number of months. 

Number of Months Number of State Parks 
  
  
  
  

This relationship is not proportional.  There is no constant value that can be multiplied by the number of months to 
get the corresponding number of parks visited. 

 
3. The table below shows the relationship between the side length of a square and the area.  Complete the table.  

Then, determine if the length of the sides is proportional to the area. 

Side Length (inches) Area (square inches) 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

This relationship is not proportional.  There is no constant value that can be multiplied by the side length to get the 
corresponding area. 

 

Closing  (5 minutes) 

� A student notices in the table below that as the 𝑥𝑥-value increases by 3, the 𝑦𝑦-value increases by 4.  Because 
there is a pattern, the student has determined that 𝑥𝑥 is proportional to 𝑦𝑦.  Do you agree with the student’s 
claim?  Why or why not? 

  
4 1 
7 5 

10 9 
13 13 
16 17 

à No, this table does not show that 𝑥𝑥 is proportional to 𝑦𝑦.  A pattern is not enough proof that a 
proportional relationship exists.  There is no constant that could be multiplied by the 𝑥𝑥-value to get the 
corresponding 𝑦𝑦-value.  Therefore, the table does not represent a proportion. 

 

Exit Ticket  (10 minutes)  
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Name                                   Date                          

Lesson 4:  Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional 

Relationships in Tables  

 
Exit Ticket 
 
The table below shows the relationship between the side lengths of a regular octagon and its perimeter. 

Side Lengths,  
(inches) 

Perimeter,  
(inches) 

1 8 

2 16 

3 24 

4 32 

9  

12  

 

Complete the table. 

If Gabby wants to make a regular octagon with a side length of 20 inches using wire, how much wire does she need?  
Justify your reasoning with an explanation of whether perimeter is proportional to the side length. 
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Exit Ticket Sample Solutions 
 

The table below shows the relationship between the side lengths of a regular octagon and its perimeter. 

Side Lengths,   
(inches) 

Perimeter,   
(inches) 

  
  
  
  
  
  

Complete the table. 

If Gabby wants to make a regular octagon with a side length of  inches using wire, how much wire does she need?  
Justify your reasoning with an explanation of whether perimeter is proportional to the side length. 

( ) =   

Gabby would need  inches of wire to make a regular octagon with a side length of  inches.  This table shows that 
the perimeter is proportional to the side length because the constant is , and when all side lengths are multiplied by the 
constant, the corresponding perimeter is obtained.  Since the perimeter is found by adding all  side lengths together (or 
multiplying the length of  side by ), the two numbers must always be proportional. 

 
 
Problem Set Sample Solutions 

 

1. Joseph earns $  for every lawn he mows. Is the amount of money he earns proportional to the number of lawns he 
mows?  Make a table to help you identify the type of relationship.  

Number of Lawns Mowed     
Earnings ($)     

The table shows that the earnings are proportional to the number of lawns mowed.  The value of each ratio is .  
The constant is . 

 
2. At the end of the summer, Caitlin had saved $  from her summer job.  This was her initial deposit into a new 

savings account at the bank.  As the school year starts, Caitlin is going to deposit another $  each week from her 
allowance.  Is her account balance proportional to the number of weeks of deposits?  Use the table below.  Explain 
your reasoning.  

Time (in weeks)     
Account Balance ($)     

Caitlin’s account balance is not proportional to the number of weeks because there is no constant such that any time 
in weeks can be multiplied to get the corresponding balance.  In addition, the ratio of the balance to the time in 
weeks is different for each column in the table. 

:  is not the same as : . 
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3. Lucas and Brianna read three books each last month.  The table shows the number of pages in each book and the 
length of time it took to read the entire book.  

Pages Lucas Read     Pages Brianna Read    
Time (hours)     Time (hours)    

a. Which of the tables, if any, represent a proportional relationship?  

The table shows Lucas’s number of pages read to be proportional to the time because when the constant of 
 is multiplied by each measure of time, it gives the corresponding values for the number of pages read. 

 
b. Both Lucas and Brianna had specific reading goals they needed to accomplish.  What different strategies did 

each person employ in reaching those goals? 

Lucas read at a constant rate throughout the summer,  pages per hour, whereas Brianna’s reading rate 
was not the same throughout the summer. 
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Lesson 5: Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional Relationships in Graphs
  

Lesson 5:  Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional 

Relationships in Graphs  

 
Student Outcomes 

� Students decide whether two quantities are proportional to each other by graphing on a coordinate plane and 
observing whether the graph is a straight line through the origin.   

� Students study examples of quantities that are proportional to each other as well as those that are not. 

 
Classwork 

Opening Exercise  (5 minutes) 

Give students the ratio table, and ask them to identify if the two quantities are proportional to each other and to give 
reasoning for their answers.  

 

Opening Exercise 

Isaiah sold candy bars to help raise money for his scouting troop.  The table shows the amount of candy he sold compared 

to the money he received. 

 
Candy Bars Sold 

 
Money Received ($) 

  

  

  

  

Is the amount of candy bars sold proportional to the money Isaiah received?  How do you know?  

The two quantities are not proportional to each other because a constant describing the proportion does not exist. 

 

Exploratory Challenge/Examples 1–3:  From a Table to a Graph 

Example 1 (9 minutes)  

Prompt students to create another ratio table that contains two sets of quantities that are proportional to each other 
using the first ratio on the table.  

Present a coordinate grid, and ask students to recall standards from Grades 5 and 6 on the following:  coordinate plane, 
𝑥𝑥-axis, 𝑦𝑦-axis, origin, quadrants, plotting points, and ordered pairs.  As a class, ask students to express the ratio pairs as 
ordered pairs. 

Questions to discuss:  

� What is the origin, and where is it located?   

à The origin is the intersection of the 𝑥𝑥-axis and the 𝑦𝑦-axis, at the ordered pair (0, 0).  
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� Why are we going to focus on Quadrant 1?  

à Since we are measuring or counting quantities (number of candy bars sold and amount of money), the 
numbers in our ratios will be positive.  Both the 𝑥𝑥-coordinates and the 𝑦𝑦-coordinates are positive in 
Quadrant 1. 

� What should we label the 𝑥𝑥-axis and 𝑦𝑦-axis?  
à The 𝑥𝑥-axis should be labeled as the number of candy bars sold, and the 𝑦𝑦-axis should be labeled as the 

amount of money received.  

� Could it be the other way around?  

à No, the amount of money received depends on the number of candy bars being sold.  The dependent 
variable should be labeled on the 𝑦𝑦-axis.  Therefore, the amount of money should be labeled on the 𝑦𝑦-
axis. 

� How should we note that on the table?  

à The first value in each of the pairs is the 𝑥𝑥-coordinate (the independent variable), and the second value 
in each of the pairs is the 𝑦𝑦-coordinate (the dependent variable). 

� How do we plot the first ratio pair?  

à If the relationship is 3 : 2, where 3 represents 3 candy bars sold and 2 represents 2 dollars received, 
then from the origin, we move 3 units to the right on the 𝑥𝑥-axis and move up 2 units on the 𝑦𝑦-axis. 

� When we are plotting a point, where do we count from?  

à The origin, (0, 0). 

Have students plot the rest of the points and use a ruler to join the points.  

� What observations can you make about the arrangement of the points?  
à The points all fall on a line. 

� Do we extend the line in both directions?  Explain why or why not.  

à Technically, the line for this situation should start at (0, 0) to represent 0 dollars for 0 candy bars, and 
extend infinitely in the positive direction because the more candy bars Isaiah sells, the more money he 
makes. 

� Would all proportional relationships pass through the origin?  Think back to those discussed in previous 
lessons.   

Take a few minutes for students to share some of the context of previous examples and whether (0, 0) would always be 
included on the line that passes through the pairs of points in a proportional relationship.   

à Yes, it should always be included for proportional relationships.  For example, if a worker works zero 
hours, then he or she would get paid zero dollars, or if a person drives zero minutes, the distance 
covered is zero miles. 

� What can you infer about graphs of two quantities that are proportional to each other?  

à The points will appear to be on a line that goes through the origin. 

� Why do you think the points appear on a line?  

à Each candy bar is being sold for $1.50; therefore, 1.5 is the unit rate and also the constant of the 
proportion.  This means that for every increase of 1 on the 𝑥𝑥-axis, there will be an increase of the same 
proportion (the constant, 1.5) on the 𝑦𝑦-axis.  When the points are connected, a line is formed.  Each 
point may not be part of the set of ratios; however, the line would pass through all of the points that do 
exist in the set of ratios.  
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Complete “Important Note” as a class.  In a proportional relationship, the points will all appear on a line going through 
the origin. 

 

Exploratory Challenge/Examples 1–3:  From a Table to a Graph 

Example 1 

Using the ratio provided, create a table that shows that money received is proportional to the number of candy bars sold.  

Plot the points in your table on the grid. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Example 2  (8 minutes)  

Have students plot ordered pairs for all the values of the Opening Exercise.  

� Does the ratio table represent quantities that are proportional to each other?  

à No, not all the quantities are proportional to each other. 
� What can you predict about the graph of this ratio table?  

à The points will not appear on a line and will not go through the origin. 

� Was your prediction correct?  

à My prediction was partly correct.  The majority of the points appear on a line that goes through the 
origin.  

� From this example, what is important to note about graphs of two quantities that are not proportional to each 
other?  

à The graph could go through the origin; but if it does not lie in a straight line, it does not represent two 
quantities that are proportional to each other. 

 

 

 

 
Candy Bars Sold 

 
Money Received ($) 

  

  
  
  

Important Note: 

Characteristics of graphs of proportional relationships:  

1. Points appear on a line.  
2. The line goes through the origin. 
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Example 2 

Graph the points from the Opening Exercise. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

Example 3  (8 minutes)  

Have students plot the points from Example 3. 

� How are the graphs of the data in Examples 1 and 3 similar?  How are they different?  

à In both graphs, the points appear on a line.  One graph is steeper than the other.  The graph in Example 
1 begins at the origin, but the graph in Example 3 does not. 

� What do you know about the ratios before you graph them?  
à The quantities are not proportional to each other. 

� What can you predict about the graph of this ratio table?  

à The points will not appear on a line that goes through the origin. 

� Was your prediction correct?  

à No.  The graph forms a line, but the line does not go through the origin. 

� What are the similarities of the graphs of two quantities that are proportional to each other and the graphs of 
two quantities that are not proportional? 

à Both graphs can have points that appear on a line, but the graph of the quantities that are proportional 
to each other must also go through the origin. 

 

Example 3 

Graph the points provided in the table below, and describe the similarities and differences when comparing your graph to 

the graph in Example 1. 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 
Candy Bars Sold 

 
Money Received ($) 
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Similarities with Example 1:  

The points of both graphs fall in a line. 

 

Differences from Example 1:  

The points of the graph in Example 1 appear on a line that passes through the origin.  The points of the graph in Example 
3 appear on a line that does not pass through the origin. 

 

Closing  (5 minutes) 

� How are proportional quantities represented on a graph?  

à They are represented on a graph where the points appear on a line that passes through the origin. 

� What is a common mistake that someone might make when deciding whether a graph of two quantities shows 
that they are proportional to each other?  

à Both graphs can have points that appear on a line, but the graph of the quantities that are proportional 
to each other also goes through the origin.  In addition, the graph could go through the origin, but the 
points do not appear on a line. 

 

 

 

Exit Ticket  (10 minutes)  

Lesson Summary 

When a proportional relationship between two types of quantities is graphed on a coordinate plane, the plotted 

points lie on a line that passes through the origin. 
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Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 5:  Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional 

Relationships in Graphs 

 
Exit Ticket 
 

1. The following table gives the number of people picking strawberries in a field and the corresponding number of 
hours that those people worked picking strawberries.  Graph the ordered pairs from the table.  Does the graph 
represent two quantities that are proportional to each other?  Explain why or why not. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

2. Use the given values to complete the table.  Create quantities proportional to each other and graph them. 

  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

1 3 

7 1 

4 2 

  

  

4 2 
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3.  

a. What are the differences between the graphs in Problems 1 and 2? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b. What are the similarities in the graphs in Problems 1 and 2? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c. What makes one graph represent quantities that are proportional to each other and one graph not represent 
quantities that are proportional to each other in Problems 1 and 2? 
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Exit Ticket Sample Solutions 

 

1. The following table gives the number of people picking strawberries in a field and the corresponding number of 

hours that those people worked picking strawberries.  Graph the ordered pairs from the table.  Does the graph 

represent two quantities that are proportional to each other?  Why or why not? 

Although the points fall on a line, the line does not pass through the origin, so the graph does not represent two 
quantities that are proportional to each other. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

2. Use the given values to complete the table.  Create quantities proportional to each other and graph. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3.  

a. What are the differences between the graphs in Problems 1 and 2? 

The graph in Problem 1 forms a line that slopes downward, while the graph in Problem 2 slopes upward. 

 

b. What are the similarities in the graphs in Problems 1 and 2?  

Both graphs form lines, and both graphs include the point ( , ). 

 

c. What makes one graph represent quantities that are proportional to each other and one graph not represent 

quantities that are proportional to each other in Problems 1 and 2?  

Although both graphs form lines, the graph that represents quantities that are proportional to each other 
needs to pass through the origin. 
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Problem Set Sample Solutions 

 

1. Determine whether or not the following graphs represent two quantities that are proportional to each other. 

Explain your reasoning. 

a.  

 

 

This graph represents two quantities that are 
proportional to each other because the points 
appear on a line, and the line that passes through 
the points would also pass through the origin. 

 

 

 

 

 

b.  

 

Even though the points appear on a line, the line 
does not go through the origin. Therefore, this 
graph does not represent a proportional 
relationship. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c.  

 

 Even though it goes through the origin, this 
graph does not show a proportional 
relationship because the points do not 
appear on one line. 
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2. Create a table and a graph for the ratios : ,  to , and : .  Does the graph show that the two quantities are 

proportional to each other?  Explain why or why not. 

This graph does not because the points do not appear on a line that goes through the origin.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Graph the following tables, and identify if the two quantities are proportional to each other on the graph.  Explain 

why or why not. 

a.   

 

 

 

 

 

 
Yes, because the graph of the relationship is a straight line that passes through the origin. 

 

b.                                               

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No, because the graph does not pass through the origin. 
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Lesson 6:  Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional 

Relationships in Graphs 

 
Student Outcomes 

� Students examine situations carefully to decide whether two quantities are proportional to each other by 
graphing on a coordinate plane and observing whether all the points would fall on a line that passes through 
the origin. 

� Students study examples of relationships that are not proportional as well as those that are. 

 
Classwork 

 
Today’s Exploratory Challenge is an extension of Lesson 5.  You will be working in groups to create a table and graph and 
to identify whether the two quantities are proportional to each other. 

 
Preparation  (5 minutes) 

Place students in groups of four.  Hand out markers, poster paper, graph paper, and envelopes containing 5 ratios each. 
(Each group will have identical contents.)  Lead students through the following directions to prepare for the Exploratory 
Challenge. 

Have the recorder fold the poster paper in quarters and label as follows:  Quad 1–Table, Quad 2–Problem, Quad 3–
Graph, and Quad 4–Proportional or Not?  Explanation. 
Instruct the reader to take out the contents of the envelope (located at the end of the lesson), and instruct the group to 
arrange the data in a table and on a graph.  
Instruct the reader to read the problem.  The recorder should write the problem on the poster paper.  Students use 
multiple methods to show whether the quantities represented in the envelope are proportional to each other. 

 
Exploratory Challenge  (20 minutes) 

Give students 15 minutes to discuss the problem and record their responses onto the poster paper.  For the last 5 
minutes, have groups place their posters on the wall and circulate around the room, looking for the groups that have the 
same ratios.  Have groups with the same ratios identify and discuss the differences of their posters.  

 
Gallery Walk  (10 minutes) 

In groups, have students observe each poster, write any thoughts on sticky notes, and place them on the posters.  
Sample posters are provided below.  Also, have students answer the following questions on their worksheets: 

� Were there any differences found in groups that had the same ratios? 
� Did you notice any common mistakes?  How might they be fixed? 
� Which posters were both visually attractive and informative? 
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Poster Layout 

Use for notes 

Group 1 and 8 Group 2 and 7 

Problem: 

A local frozen yogurt shop is 
known for their monster 
sundaes.  Create a table, and 
then graph and explain if the 
quantities are proportional to 
each other. 

Table: 

Number of 
Toppings 

Total Cost 
of Toppings 

($) 

  

  

  

  

  
 

 Problem: 

The school library receives money 
for every book sold at the 
school’s book fair.  Create a 
table, and then graph and 
explain if the quantities are 
proportional to each other. 

Table: 

Number of 
Books Sold 

Donations 
per Sponsor 

($) 

  

  

  

  

  
 

Graph: 

 

Proportional or Not?  
Explanation: 

Although the points appear on 
a line, the quantities are not 
proportional to each other 
because the line does not go 
through the origin. Each 
topping does not have the 
same unit cost. 

 Graph: 

 

 

Proportional or Not?  
Explanation: 

The quantities are proportional 
to each other because the 
points appear on a line that 
goes through the origin.  Each 
book sold brings in $ . , no 
matter how many books are 
sold. 

 

Group 3 and 6 Group 4 and 5 

Problem: 

Your uncle just bought a hybrid 
car and wants to take you and 
your siblings camping.  Create a 
table, and then graph and 
explain if the quantities are 
proportional to each other. 

Table: 
Gallons of 
Gas Left in 

Tank 

Hours of 
Driving 

  

  

  

  

  
 

 Problem: 

For a science project, Eli decided 
to study colonies of mold.  He 
observed a piece of bread that 
was molding.  Create a table, 
and then graph and explain if the 
quantities are proportional to 
each other. 

Table: 
Number of 

Days 
Colonies of 

Mold 

  

  

  

  

  
 

Graph: Proportional or Not?  
Explanation: 

The graph is not represented 
by a line passing through the 
origin, so the quantities are 
not proportional to each other.  
The number of gallons of gas 
varies depending on how fast 
or slow the car is driven. 

 Graph:  

 

Proportional or Not?  
Explanation: 

Although the graph looks as 
though it goes through the 
origin, the quantities are not 
proportional to each other 
because the points do not 
appear on a line.  Each day 
does not produce the same 
amount of colonies as the 
other days. 
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    7•1 Lesson 6 

Lesson 6: Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional Relationships in Graphs
  

Gallery Walk 

Take notes and answer the following questions: 

• Were there any differences found in groups that had the same ratios? 

• Did you notice any common mistakes?  How might they be fixed? 

• Were there any groups that stood out by representing their problem and findings exceptionally clearly? 

 

Poster 1: 

Poster 2: 

Poster 3: 

Poster 4: 

Poster 5: 

Poster 6: 

Poster 7: 

Poster 8: 

 

Note about Lesson Summary:  

 

Closing  (5 minutes) 

� Why make posters with others?  Why not do this exercise in your student books?  
à We can discuss with others and learn from their thought processes.  When we share information with 

others, our knowledge is tested and questioned. 
� What does it mean for a display to be both visually appealing and informative?  

à For a display to be both visually appealing and informative, the reader should be able to find data and 
results fairly quickly and somewhat enjoyably. 

� Suppose we invited people from another school, state, or country to walk through our gallery.  What would 
they be able to learn about ratio and proportion from our posters?  
à Hopefully, after looking through the series of posters, people can learn and easily determine for 

themselves if graphs represent proportional and non-proportional relationships. 

 

 

 

Exit Ticket  (5 minutes) 

  

Lesson Summary 

The plotted points in a graph of a proportional relationship lie on a line that passes through the origin.  
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    7•1 Lesson 6 

Lesson 6: Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional Relationships in Graphs
  

Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 6:  Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional 

Relationships in Graphs  

 
Exit Ticket 
 
1. Which graphs in the gallery walk represented proportional relationships, and which did not?  List the group number.  

 Proportional Relationship Non-Proportional Relationship 

 

 

 

 

2. What are the characteristics of the graphs that represent proportional relationships? 
 

 

 

 

3. For the graphs representing proportional relationships, what does (0, 0) mean in the context of the given situation? 
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    7•1 Lesson 6 

Lesson 6: Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional Relationships in Graphs
  

Exit Ticket Sample Solutions 
 

1. Which graphs in the art gallery walk represented proportional relationships, and which did not?  List the group 
number.  
Proportional Relationship Non-Proportional Relationship 
Group 2 Group 1 Group 5 

Group 7 Group 3 Group 6 

 Group 4 Group 8 

 
2. What are the characteristics of the graphs that represent proportional relationships?  

Graphs of groups 2 and 7 appear on a line and go through the origin. 

 
3. For the graphs representing proportional relationships, what does ( , ) mean in the context of the situation?  

For zero books sold, the library received zero dollars in donations. 

 
 
Problem Set Sample Solutions 

 

Sally’s aunt put money in a savings account for her on the day Sally was born.  The savings account pays interest for 
keeping her money in the bank.  The ratios below represent the number of years to the amount of money in the savings 
account.  

• After one year, the interest accumulated, and the total in Sally’s account was $ .  

• After three years, the total was $ .  After six years, the total was $ . 

• After nine years, the total was $ .  After  years, the total amount in Sally’s savings account was $ .  

Using the same four-fold method from class, create a table and a graph, and explain whether the amount of money 
accumulated and time elapsed are proportional to each other.  Use your table and graph to support your reasoning. 

Problem:  

Sally’s aunt put money in a savings account for 
her on the day Sally was born.  The savings 
account pays interest for keeping the money in 
the bank.  The ratios below represent the 
number of years to the amount of money in the 
savings account.  Create a table and a graph, and 
explain whether the quantities are proportional 
to each other. 

Table:  

Years Savings ($) 
  
  
  
  
  

 

Graph:  

 

Explanation:  

The graph is not a graph of a proportional 
relationship because, although the data appears 
to be a line, it is not a line that goes through the 
origin.  The amount of interest collected is not 
the same every year. 
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    7•1 Lesson 6 

Lesson 6: Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional Relationships in Graphs
  

Ratios for Exploratory Challenge  
 
Cut and place in labeled envelopes prior to instructional time. 
 
Group 1 
A local frozen yogurt 
shop is known for its 
monster sundaes to 
be shared by a group.  
The ratios represent 
the number of 
toppings to the total 
cost of the toppings.  
Create a table, and 
then graph and 
explain if the 
quantities are 
proportional to each 
other. 

 Group 2 
The school library 
receives money for 
every book sold at 
the school’s book fair.  
The ratios represent 
the number of books 
sold to the amount of 
money the library 
receives.  Create a 
table, and then graph 
and explain if the 
quantities are 
proportional to each 
other. 

 Group 3 
Your uncle just 
bought a hybrid car 
and wants to take 
you and your siblings 
camping.  The ratios 
represent the number 
of gallons of gas 
remaining to the 
number of hours of 
driving.  Create a 
table, and then graph 
and explain if the 
quantities are 
proportional to each 
other. 

 Group 4 
For a science project, 
Eli decided to study 
colonies of mold.  He 
observed a piece of 
bread that was 
molding.  The ratios 
represent the number 
of days passed to the 
number of colonies of 
mold on the bread.  
Create a table, and 
then graph and 
explain if the 
quantities are 
proportional to each 
other. 

4 to 0  1 to 5  8 to 0  1 to 1 

6: 3  2 to 10  

After 1 hour of 
driving, there are 6 
gallons of gas left in 
the tank. 

 2 to 4 

8: 6  
The library received 
$15 for selling 3 
books. 

 4: 4  3: 9 

The total cost of a 10-
topping sundae is $9. 

 4: 20  2 to 7  4: 16 

12 to 12  5: 25  0: 8  
Twenty-five colonies 
were found on the 5th 
day. 
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    7•1 Lesson 6 

Lesson 6: Identifying Proportional and Non-Proportional Relationships in Graphs
  

Group 5 
For a science project, 
Eli decided to study 
colonies of mold.  He 
observed a piece of 
bread that was 
molding. The ratios 
represent the number 
of days passed to the 
number of colonies of 
mold on the bread.  
Create a table, and 
then graph and 
explain if the 
quantities are 
proportional to each 
other. 

 Group 6 
Your uncle just 
bought a hybrid car 
and wants to take 
you and your siblings 
camping.  The ratios 
represent the number 
of gallons of gas 
remaining to the 
number of hours of 
driving.  Create a 
table, and then graph 
and explain if the 
quantities are 
proportional to each 
other. 

 Group 7 
The school library 
receives money for 
every book sold at 
the school’s book fair.  
The ratios represent 
the number of books 
sold to the amount of 
money the library 
receives.  Create a 
table, and then graph 
and explain if the 
quantities are 
proportional to each 
other. 

 Group 8 
A local frozen yogurt 
shop is known for its 
monster sundaes to 
be shared by a group.  
The ratios represent 
the number of 
toppings to the total 
cost of the toppings.  
Create a table, and 
then graph and 
explain if the 
quantities are 
proportional to each 
other. 

1 to 1 
 

8 to 0 
 

1 to 5 
 

4 to 0 

2 to 4 

 After 1 hour of 
driving, there are 6 
gallons of gas left in 
the tank. 

 

2 to 10 

 

6: 3 

3: 9 
 

4: 4 
 The library received 

$15 for selling 3 
books. 

 
8: 6 

4: 16 
 

2 to 7 
 

4: 20 
 

The total cost of a 10-
topping sundae is $9. 

Twenty-five colonies 
were found on the 5th 
day. 

 
0 8 

 
5: 25 

 
12 to 12 
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GRADE 7 • MODULE 1 

Mathematics Curriculum 7 
G R A D E 

Topic B: Unit Rate and Constant of Proportionality 
  

 
 
Topic B 

Unit Rate and Constant of Proportionality 

7.RP.A.2b, 7.RP.A.2c, 7.RP.A.2d, 7.EE.B.4a  

Focus Standards: 7.RP.A.2 Recognize and represent proportional relationships between quantities. 

b. Identify the constant of proportionality (unit rate) in tables, graphs, 
equations, diagrams, and verbal descriptions of proportional 
relationships. 

c. Represent proportional relationships by equations.  For example, if total 
cost 𝑡𝑡 is proportional to the number 𝑛𝑛 of items purchased at a constant 
price 𝑝𝑝, the relationship between the total cost and the number of items 
can be expressed as 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛. 

d. Explain what a point (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) on the graph of a proportional relationship 
means in terms of the situation, with special attention to the points (0, 0) 
and (1, 𝑟𝑟) where 𝑟𝑟 is the unit rate. 

 7.EE.B.4 Use variables to represent quantities in a real-world or mathematical problem, 
and construct simple equations and inequalities to solve problems by 
reasoning about the quantities. 

a. Solve word problems leading to equations of the form 𝑝𝑝𝑥𝑥 + 𝑞𝑞 = 𝑟𝑟 and  
𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑥 + 𝑞𝑞) = 𝑟𝑟, where 𝑝𝑝, 𝑞𝑞, and 𝑟𝑟 are specific rational numbers.  Solve 
equations of these forms fluently.  Compare an algebraic solution to an 
arithmetic solution, identifying the sequence of the operations used in 
each approach.  For example, the perimeter of a rectangle is 54 cm.  Its 
length is 6 cm.  What is its width? 

Instructional Days: 4  

Lesson 7: Unit Rate as the Constant of Proportionality (P)1 

Lessons 8–9:  Representing Proportional Relationships with Equations (P, P) 

Lesson 10: Interpreting Graphs of Proportional Relationships (P) 

  

                                                           
1Lesson Structure Key:  P-Problem Set Lesson, M-Modeling Cycle Lesson, E-Exploration Lesson, S-Socratic Lesson 
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7•1 Topic B 

Topic B: Unit Rate and Constant of Proportionality 
  

In Topic B, students learn to identify the constant of proportionality by finding the unit rate in the collection 
of equivalent ratios.  They represent this relationship with equations of the form 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥, where 𝑘𝑘 is the 
constant of proportionality (7.RP.A.2, 7.RP.A.2c).  In Lessons 8 and 9, students derive the constant of 
proportionality from the description of a real-world context and relate the equation representing the 
relationship to a corresponding ratio table or graphical representation (7.RP.A.2b, 7.EE.B.4a).  Topic B 
concludes with students consolidating their graphical understandings of proportional relationships as they 
interpret the meanings of the points (0, 0) and (1, 𝑟𝑟), where 𝑟𝑟 is the unit rate, in terms of the situation or 
context of a given problem (7.RP.A.2d). 
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    7•1 Lesson 7 

Lesson 7: Unit Rate as the Constant of Proportionality 
  

Lesson 7:  Unit Rate as the Constant of Proportionality 

 
Student Outcomes 

� Students identify the same value relating the measures of 𝑥𝑥 and the measures of 𝑦𝑦 in a proportional 
relationship as the constant of proportionality and recognize it as the unit rate in the context of a given 
situation.   

� Students find and interpret the constant of proportionality within the contexts of problems. 

 

Lesson Notes 
In most problems throughout this lesson, there are two possible constants of proportionality (the exception is Example 
1).  We have only provided the solutions using the constant of proportionality that best satisfies the context of the 
problem, but either constant of proportionality is acceptable. 

During the first year of implementation, students are still becoming familiar with unit rate.  It is important for students to 
recognize that unit rate is found from the ratio : .  This is crucial when making connections between the unit rate and 
the constant of proportionality.  
 

Classwork 

Example 1  (20 minutes):  National Forest Deer Population in Danger?  

Begin this lesson by presenting the example.  Guide students to complete necessary 
information in the student materials.  

 
Example 1:  National Forest Deer Population in Danger? 

Wildlife conservationists are concerned that the deer population might not be constant across the 
National Forest.  The scientists found that there were  deer in a -square-mile area of the 
forest.  In another part of the forest, conservationists counted  deer in a -square-mile area.  
Yet a third conservationist counted  deer in a -square-mile plot of the forest.  Do 
conservationists need to be worried?  

a. Why does it matter if the deer population is not constant in a certain area of the National Forest? 

Have students generate as many theories as possible (e.g., food supply, overpopulation, damage to land). 

 

b. What is the population density of deer per square mile?   

See table below.    
 

Encourage students to make a chart to organize the data from the problem, and then explicitly model finding the 
constant of proportionality.  Students have already found unit rate in earlier lessons but have not identified it as the 
constant of proportionality.   

� When we find the number of deer per 1 square mile, what is this called?  
à Unit rate. 

 

MP.1 

Scaffolding:  
Use a map of a national forest 
or another local area that 
students are familiar with so 
that students who are not 
familiar with square miles can 
view a model.  
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    7•1 Lesson 7 

Lesson 7: Unit Rate as the Constant of Proportionality 
  

� When we look at the relationship between square miles and number of deer in the table below, how do we 
know if the relationship is proportional?  
à The square miles are always multiplied by the same value, 9 in this case.  

 

Square Miles 
( ) 

Number of Deer 
( )  

  =  

  =  

  =  

 

� We call this constant (or same) value the constant of proportionality. 
� So, the number of deer per square mile is 9, and the constant of proportionality is 9.  Is that a coincidence, or 

will the unit rate of  and the constant of proportionality always be the same?  

Allow for comments or observations, but leave a lingering question for now.  

� We could add the unit rate to the table so that we have 1 square mile in the first column and 9 in the second 
column.  (Add this to the table for students to see.)  Does that help to guide your decision about the 

relationship between the unit rate of  and the constant of proportionality?  We will see if your hypothesis 

remains true as we move through more examples.  

 
The unit rate of deer per  square mile is          .   

Constant of Proportionality:  =  

Explain the meaning of the constant of proportionality in this problem:  There are  
deer for every  square mile of forest. 

 

c. Use the unit rate of deer per square mile (or  ) to determine how many deer there are for every  square 

miles.  

( ) = ,  

There are ,  deer for every  square miles.  

 

d. Use the unit rate to determine the number of square miles in which you would find  deer. 

=  

In  square miles, you would find  deer.  

 
� Based upon the discussion of the questions above, answer the question:  Do conservationists need to be 

worried?  Be sure to support your answer with mathematical reasoning about rate and unit rate. 
  

Note to Teacher:  
This could be completed after 
this concept is formalized in 
the next few examples.  
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Lesson 7: Unit Rate as the Constant of Proportionality 
  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Review the vocabulary box with students.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remind students that in the example with the deer population, we are looking for the number of deer per square mile, 
so the number of square miles could be defined as 𝑥𝑥, and the number of deer could be defined as 𝑦𝑦.  The unit rate of 

deer per square mile is 
144
1

, or 9.  The constant of proportionality, 𝑘𝑘, is 9.  The meaning in the context of Example 1 is as 

follows:  There are 9 deer for every 1 square mile of forest.  

Discuss the following question with students: 

� How are the constant of proportionality and the unit rate of  alike?  

à They both represent the value of the ratio of 𝑦𝑦 to 𝑥𝑥.  
 

Example 2  (9 minutes):  You Need WHAT?  

While working on Example 2, encourage students to make a chart to organize the data from the problem. 

 
Example 2:  You Need WHAT? 

Brandon came home from school and informed his mother that he had volunteered to make cookies for his entire grade 
level.  He needs  cookies for each of the  students in seventh grade.  Unfortunately, he needs the cookies the very 
next day!  Brandon and his mother determined that they can fit  cookies on two cookie sheets.   

a. Is the number of cookies proportional to the number of cookie sheets used in baking?  Create a table that 
shows data for the number of sheets needed for the total number of cookies baked.  
Table:  

Number of Cookie Sheets Number of Cookies Baked  

  =  

  =  

  =  

  =  

The unit rate of  is       . 

Constant of Proportionality:  =  

Explain the meaning of the constant of proportionality in this problem:  There are  cookies per  cookie 
sheet. 

Scaffolding:  

For students who need more 
challenge, have them create a 
problem in which the constant 
rate is a fraction.  

Vocabulary 

A variable is a symbol (such as a letter) that is a placeholder for a number. 

If a proportional relationship is described by the set of ordered pairs ( , ) that satisfies the equation =  for 
some number , then  is called the constant of proportionality.  It is the number that describes the multiplicative 
relationship between measures,  and , of two types of quantities.  The ( , ) pairs represent all the pairs of 
numbers that make the equation true.  

Note:  In a given situation, it would be reasonable to assign any variable as a placeholder for the given measures.  
For example, a set of ordered pairs ( , ) would be all the points that satisfy the equation = , where  is the 
constant of proportionality.  This value for  specifies a number for the given situation. 
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Lesson 7: Unit Rate as the Constant of Proportionality 
  

  

b. It takes  hours to bake  sheets of cookies.  If Brandon and his mother begin baking at 4:00 p.m., when will 
they finish baking the cookies? 

 students (  cookies per student) =  cookies 
 cookies

 cookies per sheet
=  sheets of cookies 

If it takes  hours to bake  sheets, it will take  hours to bake  sheets of cookies.  They will finish baking at 
8:00 p.m.  

 

Example 3  (9 minutes):  French Class Cooking  

 
Example 3:  French Class Cooking 

Suzette and Margo want to prepare crêpes for all of the students in their French class.  A recipe makes  crêpes with a 
certain amount of flour, milk, and  eggs.  The girls already know that they have plenty of flour and milk to make  

 crêpes, but they need to determine the number of eggs they will need for the recipe because they are not sure they 
have enough. 

a. Considering the amount of eggs necessary to make the crêpes, what is the constant of proportionality? 

=  

The constant of proportionality is . 
 

b. What does the constant or proportionality mean in the context of this problem?   

One egg is needed to make  crêpes. 
 

c. How many eggs are needed to make  crêpes?   

Let  represent the number of eggs.  

=  

=   

=  
Five eggs are needed to make  crêpes. 

 

Closing  (2 minutes) 

� What is another name for the constant that relates the measures of two quantities?   
à Another name for the constant is the constant of proportionality. 

� How is the constant of proportionality related to the unit rate of ?   

à They represent the value of the ratio 𝑦𝑦 : 𝑥𝑥.  

 

 

 

 

 
Exit Ticket  (5 minutes)   

Lesson Summary 

If a proportional relationship is described by the set of ordered pairs ( , ) that satisfies the equation =  for 
some number , then  is called the constant of proportionality. 
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Lesson 7: Unit Rate as the Constant of Proportionality 
  

Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 7:  Unit Rate as the Constant of Proportionality 

 
Exit Ticket 
 

Susan and John are buying cold drinks for a neighborhood picnic.  Each person is expected to drink one can of soda.  
Susan says that if you multiply the unit price for a can of soda by the number of people attending the picnic, you will be 
able to determine the total cost of the soda.  John says that if you divide the cost of a 12-pack of soda by the number of 
sodas, you will determine the total cost of the sodas.  Who is right, and why? 
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Lesson 7: Unit Rate as the Constant of Proportionality 
  

Exit Ticket Sample Solutions 
 

Susan and John are buying cold drinks for a neighborhood picnic.  Each person is expected to drink one can of soda.  Susan 
says that if you multiply the unit price for a can of soda by the number of people attending the picnic, you will be able to 
determine the total cost of the soda.  John says that if you divide the cost of a -pack of soda by the number of sodas, 
you will determine the total cost of the sodas.  Who is right, and why?  

Susan is correct.  The table below shows that if you multiply the unit price, say . , by the number of people, say , you 
will determine the total cost of the soda.  I created a table to model the proportional relationship.  I used a unit price of 

.  to make the comparison.  

Susan 

Number of People     
Total Cost of Soda (in dollars)  .    

I used the same values to compare to John.  
total cost

 people
= ? 

The total cost is $ , and there  people.  = = . , which is the unit price, not the total cost. 

 
 
Problem Set Sample Solutions 

 

For each of the following problems, define the constant of proportionality to answer the follow-up question. 

1. Bananas are $ . /pound. 

a. What is the constant of proportionality, or ?  

The constant of proportionality, , is . .  

 

b. How much will  pounds of bananas cost?  

( )( . ) = .  

The bananas would cost $ . . 

   

2. The dry cleaning fee for  pairs of pants is $ .   

a. What is the constant of proportionality?  

= , so  is . 

 

b. How much will the dry cleaner charge for  pairs of pants? 

( )( ) =  

The dry cleaner would charge $ . 

 

3. For every $  that Micah saves, his parents give him $ .  

a. What is the constant of proportionality?  

= , so  is . 
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Lesson 7: Unit Rate as the Constant of Proportionality 
  

b. If Micah saves $ , how much money will his parents give him? 

( )( ) =  

Micah’s parents will give him $ . 

 

4. Each school year, the seventh graders who study Life Science participate in a special field trip to the city zoo.  In 
2010, the school paid $ ,  for  students to enter the zoo.  In 2011, the school paid $ ,  for  students to 
enter the zoo.  In 2012, the school paid $ ,  for  students to enter the zoo.  

a. Is the price the school pays each year in entrance fees proportional to the number of students entering the 
zoo? 

Number of Students Price ($)  

 ,  ,
=  

 ,  ,
=  

 ,  ,
=  

 

b. Explain why or why not. 

The price is proportional to the number of students because the ratio of the entrance fee paid per student was 
the same.   

,
=  

 

c. Identify the constant of proportionality and explain what it means in the context of this situation. 

The constant of proportionality ( ) is .  This represents the price per student. 

 

d. What would the school pay if  students entered the zoo? 

( )( ) = ,   

The school would pay $ ,  if  students entered the zoo. 

 

e. How many students would enter the zoo if the school paid $ , ? 

,
=   

If the school paid $ , , then  students would enter the zoo.  

 

YES 
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Lesson 8: Representing Proportional Relationships with Equations  

  

    7•1 Lesson 8 

Lesson 8:  Representing Proportional Relationships with 

Equations  

 

Student Outcomes 

� Students use the constant of proportionality to represent proportional relationships by equations in real- 

world contexts as they relate the equations to a corresponding ratio table or graphical representation.    

 

Classwork  

Discussion  (5 minutes) 

 

Points to remember: 

� Proportional relationships have a constant ratio, or unit rate. 

� The constant ratio, or unit rate of , can also be called the constant of proportionality. 

 

Discussion Notes 

How could we use what we know about the constant of proportionality to write an equation?  

 

Discuss important facts.  

Encourage students to begin thinking about how we can model a proportional relationship using an equation by asking 

the following probing questions:  

� If we know that the constant of proportionality, 𝑘𝑘, is equal to  for a given set of ordered pairs, 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦, then 

we can write 𝑘𝑘 = 𝑦𝑦
𝑥𝑥.  How else could we write this equation?  What if we know the 𝑥𝑥-values and the constant of 

proportionality, but do not know the 𝑦𝑦-values?  Could we rewrite this equation to solve for 𝑦𝑦?   

Elicit ideas from students.  Apply their ideas in the examples below.  Provide the context of the examples below to 

encourage students to test their thinking.   

Students should note the following in their student materials:  𝑘𝑘 = 𝑦𝑦
𝑥𝑥 and eventually 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥. (This second equation may 

be needed after Example 1). 
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Examples 1–2  (33 minutes)  

Write an equation that will model the real-world situation.   

 

Example 1:  Do We Have Enough Gas to Make It to the Gas Station? 

Your mother has accelerated onto the interstate beginning a long road trip, and you notice that the low fuel light is on, 

indicating that there is a half a gallon left in the gas tank.  The nearest gas station is  miles away.  Your mother keeps a 

log where she records the mileage and the number of gallons purchased each time she fills up the tank.  Use the 

information in the table below to determine whether you will make it to the gas station before the gas runs out.  You 

know that if you can determine the amount of gas that her car consumes in a particular number of miles, then you can 

determine whether or not you can make it to the next gas station.  

Mother’s Gas Record 

Gallons Miles Driven 

  
  

  
 

a. Find the constant of proportionality, and explain what it represents in this situation. 

Gallons Miles Driven  

  =  

  =  

  =  

The constant of proportionality, , is .  The car travels  miles for every one gallon of gas. 

 

b. Write equation(s) that will relate the miles driven to the number of gallons of gas. 

= , where  represents the number of gallons, and  represents the number of miles driven.  

OR 

= , where  represents the number of gallons, and  represents the number of miles driven. 

 

c. Knowing that there is a half gallon left in the gas tank when the light comes on, will she make it to the nearest 

gas station?  Explain why or why not. 

No, she will not make it because she gets  miles to one gallon.  Since she has  gallon remaining in the gas 

tank, she can travel  miles.  Since the nearest gas station is  miles away, she will not have enough gas. 

 

d. Using the equation found in part (b), determine how far your mother can travel on  gallons of gas.  Solve 

the problem in two ways:  once using the constant of proportionality and once using an equation.   

Using arithmetic:  ( ) =  

Using an equation:  =   – Use substitution to replace the  (gallons of gas) with . 

= ( ) – This is the same as multiplying by the constant of proportionality.  

=   

Your mother can travel  miles on  gallons of gas. 

MP.2 
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e. Using the constant of proportionality, and then the equation found in part (b), determine how many gallons 

of gas would be needed to travel  miles.  

Using arithmetic:  .  

Using algebra: 

=  
=  

=  

.  

Approximately .  (rounded to the nearest tenth) gallons would be needed to drive  miles. 

 

Have students write the pairs of numbers in the chart as ordered pairs.  Explain that in this example, 𝑥𝑥 represents the 

number of gallons of gas, and 𝑦𝑦 represents the number of miles driven.  Remind students to think of the constant of 

proportionality as 𝑘𝑘 = 𝑦𝑦
𝑥𝑥.  In this case, the constant of proportionality is a certain number of miles divided by a certain 

number of gallons of gas.  This constant is the same as the unit rate of miles per gallon of gas.  Remind students that you 

will use the constant of proportionality (or unit rate) as a multiplier in your equation. 

� Write equation(s) that will relate the miles driven to the number of gallons of gas. 

In order to write the equation to represent this situation, direct students to think of the independent and dependent 

variables that are implied in this problem. 

� Which part depends on the other for its outcome?  

à The number of miles driven depends on the number of gallons of gas that are in the gas tank.   
� Which is the dependent variable:  the number of gallons of gas or the amount of miles driven?   

à The number of miles driven is the dependent variable, and the number of gallons of gas is the 
independent variable.   

Tell students that 𝑥𝑥 is usually known as the independent variable, and 𝑦𝑦 is known as the dependent variable. 

Remind students that the constant of proportionality can also be expressed as  from an ordered pair.  It is the value of 

the ratio of the dependent variable to the independent variable.   

� When 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 are graphed on a coordinate plane, which axis would show the values of the dependent 

variable?   

à 𝑦𝑦-axis  
� The independent variable?  

à 𝑥𝑥-axis 

Tell students that any variable may be used to represent the situation as long as it is known that in showing a 

proportional relationship in an equation that the constant of proportionality is multiplied by the independent variable.  

In this problem, students can write 𝑦𝑦 = 28𝑥𝑥, or = 28 .  We are substituting 𝑘𝑘 with 28 in the equation 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥,  

or = 𝑘𝑘 . 

Tell students that this equation models the situation and provides them with a way to determine either variable when 

the other is known.  If the equation is written so a variable can be substituted with the known information, then 

students can use algebra to solve the equation. 

– Use substitution to replace the  (miles driven) with . 

– This equation demonstrates dividing by the constant of 
proportionality or using the multiplicative inverse to solve the 
equation. 
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Example 2:  Andrea’s Portraits 

Andrea is a street artist in New Orleans.  She draws caricatures (cartoon-like portraits) of tourists.  People have their 

portrait drawn and then come back later to pick it up from her.  The graph below shows the relationship between the 

number of portraits she draws and the amount of time in hours she needs to draw the portraits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Write several ordered pairs from the graph, and explain what each ordered pair means in the context of this 

graph. 

( , ) means that in  hours, she can draw  portraits. 

( , ) means that in  hours, she can draw  portraits. 

( , ) means that in  hours, she can draw  portraits. 

,  means that in  hour, she can draw  portraits.  

 

b. Write several equations that would relate the number of portraits drawn to the time spent drawing the 

portraits. 

Let  represent the time in hours, and  represent the number of portraits drawn. 

=  

=  

=  

 

c. Determine the constant of proportionality, and explain what it means in this situation. 

The constant of proportionality is , which means that Andrea can draw  portraits in  hours or can 

complete  portraits in  hour. 

 

Tell students that these ordered pairs can be used to generate the constant of proportionality, and write the equation 

for this situation.  Remember that 𝑘𝑘 = 𝑦𝑦
𝑥𝑥. 

 

 

 

 

= = =  
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Closing  (2 minutes) 

� How can unit rate be used to write an equation relating two variables that are proportional?   

à The unit rate of  𝑦𝑦𝑥𝑥 is the constant of proportionality, 𝑘𝑘.  After computing the value for 𝑘𝑘, it may be 
substituted in place of 𝑘𝑘 in the equation 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥.  The constant of proportionality can be multiplied by 
the independent variable to find the dependent variable, and the dependent variable can be divided by 
the constant of proportionality to find the independent variables.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exit Ticket  (5 minutes)  

  

Lesson Summary 

If a proportional relationship is described by the set of ordered pairs that satisfies the equation = , where  is 

a positive constant, then  is called the constant of proportionality.  The constant of proportionality expresses the 

multiplicative relationship between each -value and its corresponding -value.   
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Name                                   Date                          

Lesson 8:  Representing Proportional Relationships with 

Equations 

 

Exit Ticket  

 

John and Amber work at an ice cream shop.  The hours worked and wages earned are given for each person. 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

1. Determine if John’s wages are proportional to time.  If they are, determine the unit rate of  𝑦𝑦𝑥𝑥.  If not, explain why 

they are not.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

John’s Wages 

Time  

(in hours) 

Wages  

(in dollars) 

2 18 

3 27 

4 36 
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2. Determine if Amber’s wages are proportional to time.  If they are, determine the unit rate of  𝑦𝑦𝑥𝑥.  If not, explain why 

they are not.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Write an equation for both John and Amber that models the relationship between their wage and the time they 

worked.  Identify the constant of proportionality for each.  Explain what it means in the context of the situation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. How much would each worker make after working 10 hours?  Who will earn more money? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. How long will it take each worker to earn $50? 
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Exit Ticket Sample Solutions 

 

John and Amber work at an ice cream shop.  The hours worked and wages earned are given for each person. 

 

 

 

 

            

 

1. Determine if John’s wages are proportional to time.  If they are, determine the unit rate of   .  If not, explain why 

they are not.   

Yes, the unit rate is .  The collection of ratios is equivalent.  

 

2. Determine if Amber’s wages are proportional to time.  If they are, determine the unit rate of   .  If not, explain why 

they are not.   

Yes, the unit rate is .  The collection of ratios is equivalent.  

 

3. Write an equation for both John and Amber that models the relationship between their wage and the time they 

worked.  Identify the constant of proportionality for each.  Explain what it means in the context of the situation. 

Let  represent the time worked in hours, and  represent the wages earned in dollars.  

John:  = ; the constant of proportionality is ; John earns $  for every hour he works. 

Amber:  = ; the constant of proportionality is ; Amber earns $  for every hour she works. 

 

4. How much would each worker make after working  hours?  Who will earn more money? 

After  hours, John will earn $  because  hours is the value of the independent variable, which should be 
multiplied by , the constant of proportionality.  = ; = ( ); = .  After  hours, Amber will earn $  
because her equation is = ; = ( ); = .  John will earn more money than Amber in the same amount 
of time.  

 

5. How long will it take each worker to earn $ ? 

To determine how long it will take John to earn $ , the dependent value will be divided by , the constant of 

proportionality.  Algebraically, this can be shown as a one-step equation:  = ; = ; 

= ; .  (round to the nearest hundredth).  It will take John about .  hours to earn $ .  To find how 

long it will take Amber to earn $ , divide by , the constant of proportionality.  = ; = ; 

= ; . = .  It will take Amber .  hours to earn $ .  

  

John’s Wages 
 

Time  

(in hours) 

Wages  

(in dollars) 

  =  

  =  

  =  

=  

=  
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Problem Set Sample Solutions 

 

Write an equation that will model the proportional relationship given in each real-world situation.    

1. There are  cans that store  tennis balls.  Consider the number of balls per can. 

a. Find the constant of proportionality for this situation. 

 balls
 cans

=  
balls
can

 

The constant of proportionality is . 

 

b. Write an equation to represent the relationship.  

= , where  represents the number of cans, and  represents the number of balls. 

 

2. In  minutes, Li can run  laps around the track.  Determine the number of laps she can run per minute. 

a. Find the constant of proportionality in this situation. 

 laps
 minutes

=  
laps

minute
 

The constant of proportionality is . 

 

b. Write an equation to represent the relationship.  

= , where  represents the time in minutes, and  represents the number of laps.  

 

3. Jennifer is shopping with her mother.  They pay $  per pound for tomatoes at the vegetable stand. 

a. Find the constant of proportionality in this situation. 

 dollars
 pound

=  
dollars
pound

 

The constant of proportionality is . 

 

b. Write an equation to represent the relationship.  

= , where  represents the number of pounds of tomatoes, and  represents the total cost in dollars. 

 

4. It costs $  to send  packages through a certain shipping company.  Consider the number of packages per dollar.  

a. Find the constant of proportionality for this situation. 

 packages
 dollars

=  
packages

dollar
 

The constant of proportionality is . 

 

b. Write an equation to represent the relationship.  

= , where  represents the cost in dollars, and  represents the number of packages.  
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5. On average, Susan downloads  songs per month.  An online music vendor sells package prices for songs that can 

be downloaded onto personal digital devices.  The graph below shows the package prices for the most popular 

promotions.  Susan wants to know if she should buy her music from this company or pay a flat fee of $ .  per 

month offered by another company.  Which is the better buy?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Find the constant of proportionality for this situation. 

The constant of proportionality, , is . . 

 

b. Write an equation to represent the relationship.  

= . , where  represents the number of songs purchased, and  represents the total cost in dollars.  

 

c. Use your equation to find the answer to Susan’s question above.  Justify your answer with mathematical 

evidence and a written explanation.  

Compare the flat fee of $  per month to $ .  per song.  If = .  and we substitute  with  (the 
number of songs), then the result is = . ( ) = .  She would spend $  on songs if she bought  
songs.  If she maintains the same number of songs, the charge of  $ .  per song would be cheaper than the 
flat fee of $  per month. 

 

6. Allison’s middle school team has designed t-shirts containing their team name and color.  Allison and her friend 

Nicole have volunteered to call local stores to get an estimate on the total cost of purchasing t-shirts.  Print-o-Rama 

charges a set-up fee, as well as a fixed amount for each shirt ordered.  The total cost is shown below for the given 

number of shirts.  Value T’s and More charges $  per shirt.  Which company should they use?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Number of Songs 
Purchased ( ) 

Total Cost 
( ) 

Constant of 
Proportionality 

  = = .  

  = = .  

 .  .
= = .  

 .  .
= = .  

Print-o-Rama 

Number of 

Shirts ( ) 

Total Cost 

( ) 
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a. Does either pricing model represent a proportional relationship between the quantity of t-shirts and the total 

cost?  Explain.  

The unit rate of    for Print-o-Rama is not constant.  The graph for Value T’s and More is proportional since the 
ratios are equivalent ( ) and the graph shows a line through the origin.  

 

b. Write an equation relating cost and shirts for Value T’s and More.  

= , where  represents the number of shirts, and  represents the total cost in dollars.  

 

c. What is the constant of proportionality of Value T’s and More?  What does it represent? 

; the cost of one shirt is $ .  

 

d. How much is Print-o-Rama’s set-up fee?   

The set-up fee is $ . 

 

e. If you need to purchase  shirts, write a proposal to your teacher indicating which company the team 

should use.  Be sure to support your choice.  Determine the number of shirts that you need for your team. 

Since we plan on a purchase of  shirts, we should choose Print-o-Rama. 

Print-o-Rama:  = + ; = ( ) + ; =  

Value T’s and More:  = ; = ( ); =  
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Lesson 9: Representing Proportional Relationships with Equations  
  

Lesson 9:  Representing Proportional Relationships with 

Equations  

 
Student Outcomes 

� Students use the constant of proportionality to represent proportional relationships by equations in real-world 

contexts as they relate the equations to a corresponding ratio table or graphical representation. 

 

Classwork 

Students begin to write equations in two variables.  They analyze data that helps them understand the constant of 

proportionality and write the equation with two variables.  The teacher may need to explicitly connect the graphical and 

tabular representations by modeling them side by side.  

 

Example 1  (18 minutes):  Jackson’s Birdhouses  

 
Example 1:  Jackson’s Birdhouses 

Jackson and his grandfather constructed a model for a birdhouse.  Many of their neighbors offered to buy the birdhouses.  
Jackson decided that building birdhouses could help him earn money for his summer camp, but he is not sure how long it 
will take him to finish all of the requests for birdhouses.  If Jackson can build  birdhouses in  hours, write an equation 
that will allow Jackson to calculate the time it will take him to build any given number of birdhouses, assuming he works 
at a constant rate. 

a. Write an equation that you could use to find out how long it will take him to build any number of birdhouses.   

= , where  represents the number of birdhouses, and  represents the number of hours spent building 
birdhouses. 

 

Define the variables.   represents the number of birdhouses, and  represents the number of hours (time building 

birdhouses). 

� Does it matter which of these variables is independent or dependent? 

à No.  The number of birdhouses made could depend on how much time Jackson can work, or the amount 
of time he works could depend on how many birdhouses he needs to make. 

� If it is important to determine the number of birdhouses that can be built in one hour, what is the constant of 

proportionality? 

à 
 number of birdhouses

number of hours
 is , or 1.4. 

� What does that mean in the context of this situation?  

à It means that Jackson can build 1.4 birdhouses in one hour or one entire birdhouse and part of a second 
birdhouse in one hour. 

 

MP.2 
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� If it is important to determine the number of hours it takes to build one birdhouse, what is the constant of 

proportionality?  

à 
 number of hours

number of birdhouses
 is , or 0.71, which means that it takes him  of an hour to build one birdhouse or 

43 minutes (
5
7 (60) = 43) to build one birdhouse.  

� This part of the problem asks you to write an equation that will let Jackson determine how long it will take him 

to build any number of birdhouses, so we want to know the value of .  This forces  to be the dependent 

variable and  to be the independent variable.  Our constant of proportionality will be 
dependent

independent
,  

which is  or .   is , so we will use the equation = 5
7 . 

Use the equation above to determine the following: 

 

b. How many birdhouses can Jackson build in  hours?   

If =  and = , then substitute  in the equation for  and solve for  since the question asks for 
the number or birdhouses.  

=  

=  
=  

Jackson can build  birdhouses in  hours.  

 

c. How long will it take Jackson to build  birdhouses?  Use the equation from part (a) to solve the problem.   

If =  and = , then substitute  into the equation for ; = ( ); = .  It will take 
Jackson  hours to build  birdhouses.  

 

d. How long will it take to build  birdhouses?  Use the equation from part (a) to solve the problem. 

If =  and = , then substitute  for  into the equation; = ( ); = .  (rounded to the 
nearest tenth).  It will take Jackson  hours and  minutes ( ( . )) to build  birdhouses.  

 

Remind students that while one may work for a fractional part of an hour, a customer will not want to buy a partially 

built birdhouse.  Tell students that some numbers can be left as non-integer answers (e.g., parts of an hour that can be 

written as minutes), but others must be rounded to whole numbers (e.g., the number of birdhouses completed or sold).  

All of this depends on the context.  We must consider the real-life context before we determine if and how we round.   

 

Example 2  (17 minutes):  Al’s Produce Stand  

Let students select any two pairs of numbers from either Al’s Produce Stand or Barbara’s Produce Stand to calculate the 

constant of proportionality (𝑘𝑘 = ).  In order to determine the unit price, students need to divide the cost 

(dependent variable) by the number of ears of corn (independent variable).  Lead them through the following questions 

to organize their thinking. 
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� Which makes more sense:  a rate whose unit is “ears per dollar” or a rate whose unit is “dollars per ear”? 

à Dollars per ear of corn makes more sense because corn is sold as an entire ear of corn, not part of an 
ear of corn.  

� Based on the previous question, which will be the independent variable?   
à The independent variable will be the number of ears of corn. 

� Which will be the dependent variable, and why?  

à The cost will be the dependent variable because the cost depends on the number of ears of corn 
purchased. 

Have students volunteer to share the pair of numbers they used to determine the unit rate, or constant of proportionality, 

and compare the values for Al’s Produce Stand and for Barbara’s Produce Stand.   

à Al’s Produce Stand:  0.25 and arbara’s Produce Stand:  0.24 
� How do you write an equation for a proportional relationship?   

à 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥 
� Write the equation for Al’s Produce Stand:   

à 𝑦𝑦 = 0.25𝑥𝑥 
� Write the equation for Barbara’s Produce Stand:   

à 𝑦𝑦 = 0.24𝑥𝑥 
 
Example 2:  Al’s Produce Stand 

Al’s Produce Stand sells  ears of corn for $ . .  Barbara’s Produce Stand sells  ears of corn for $ . .  Write two 
equations, one for each produce stand, that model the relationship between the number of ears of corn sold and the cost.  
Then, use each equation to help complete the tables below.  

Al’s Produce Stand:  = . ; where  represents the number of ears of corn, and  represents the cost 

Barbara’s Produce Stand:  = . ; where  represents the number of ears of corn, and  represents the cost 

Al’s Produce Stand Barbara’s Produce Stand 

Ears     Ears     

Cost $ .  $ .  $ .  $ .  Cost $ .  $ .  $ .  $ .  

 

� If you use  to represent the number of ears of corn and  to represent the cost for the variables instead  

of 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦, how would you write the equations? 

à = 0.25  and = 0.24  

 

Closing  (5 minutes) 

� What type of relationship can be modeled using an equation in the form 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥, and what do you need to 

know to write an equation in this form? 

à A proportional relationship can be modeled using an equation in the form 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥.  You need to know 
the constant of proportionality, which is represented by 𝑘𝑘 in the equation. 
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Lesson Summary   

How do you find the constant of proportionality?  Divide to find the unit rate, = . 

How do you write an equation for a proportional relationship?  = , substituting the value of the constant of 
proportionality in place of .  

What is the structure of proportional relationship equations, and how do we use them?   and  values are always 
left as variables, and when one of them is known, they are substituted into =  to find the unknown using 
algebra. 

 

� Give an example of a real-world relationship that can be modeled using this type of equation, and explain why. 

à Distance equals rate multiplied by time.  If the rate of a vehicle is going at an unchanging speed 
(constant), then the distance will depend on time elapsed. 

� Give an example of a real-world relationship that cannot be modeled using this type of equation, and explain 

why. 

à Distance is a dependent variable, and time is an independent variable because time is being multiplied 
by the rate. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Exit Ticket  (5 minutes)  
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Name                                   Date                          

Lesson 9:  Representing Proportional Relationships with 

Equations  

 
Exit Ticket 
 

Oscar and Maria each wrote an equation that they felt represented the proportional relationship between distance in 

kilometers and distance in miles.  One entry in the table paired 152 km with 95 miles.  If 𝑘𝑘 represents the number of 

kilometers and  represents the number of miles, who wrote the correct equation that would relate kilometers to 

miles?  Explain why. 

Oscar wrote the equation 𝑘𝑘 = 1.6 , and he said that the unit rate 
1.
1

 represents kilometers per mile. 

Maria wrote the equation 𝑘𝑘 = 0.625  as her equation, and she said that 0.625 represents kilometers per mile.   
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Exit Ticket Sample Solutions 
 

Oscar and Maria each wrote an equation that they felt represented the proportional relationship between distance in 
kilometers and distance in miles.  One entry in the table paired   with  miles.  If  represents the number of 
kilometers and  represents the number of miles, who wrote the correct equation that would relate kilometers to miles?  
Explain why. 

Oscar wrote the equation = . , and he said that the unit rate 
.

 represents kilometers per mile. 

Maria wrote the equation = .  as her equation, and she said that .  represents kilometers per mile.   

Oscar is correct.  Oscar found the unit rate to be .  by dividing kilometers by miles.  The unit rate that Oscar used 
represents the number of kilometers per the number of miles.  However, it should be noted that the variables were not 
well defined.  Since we do not know which values are independent or dependent, each equation should include a 
definition of each variable.  For example, Oscar should have defined his variables so that  represented the number of 
kilometers and  represented the number of miles.  For Maria’s equation to be correct, she should have stated that  
represents the number of miles and  represents the number of kilometers.  

 

Problem Set Sample Solutions 
 

1. A person who weighs  pounds on Earth weighs .  . on the moon.   

a. Which variable is the independent variable?  Explain why. 

Weight on Earth is the independent variable because most people do not fly to the moon to weigh themselves 
first.  The weight on the moon depends on a person’s weight on Earth. 

 

b. What is an equation that relates weight on Earth to weight on the moon?  

Let  represents weight on Earth in pounds, and  represents weight on the moon in pounds. 

=
.

 

= .  

 

c. How much would a -pound astronaut weigh on the moon?  Use an equation to explain how you know.   

= .  

= . ( ) 

= .  

The astronaut would weigh .  . on the moon. 

 

d. How much would a man who weighs  pounds on the moon weigh on Earth?  

 . 
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2. Use this table to answer the following questions. 

Number of Gallons of Gas Number of Miles Driven 
  
  
  
  

 
a. Which variable is the dependent variable, and why?   

The number of miles driven is the dependent variable because the number of miles you can drive depends on 
the number of gallons of gas you have in your tank. 

 

b. Is the number of miles driven proportionally related to the number of gallons of gas?  If so, what is the 
equation that relates the number of miles driven to the number of gallons of gas?  

Yes, the number of miles driven is proportionally related to the number of gallons of gas because every 
measure of gallons of gas can be multiplied by  to get every corresponding measure of miles driven.   

= , where  represents the number of gallons of gas, and  represents the number of miles driven. 

 

c. In any ratio relating the number of gallons of gas and the number of miles driven, will one of the values 
always be larger?  If so, which one?  

Yes, the number of miles will be larger except for the point ( , ).  The point ( , ) means  miles driven uses 
 gallons of gas. 

 

d. If the number of gallons of gas is known, can you find the number of miles driven?  Explain how this value 
would be calculated. 

Yes, multiply the constant of proportionality, , by the number of gallons of gas.  

 

e. If the number of miles driven is known, can you find the number of gallons of gas used?  Explain how this 
value would be calculated.   

Yes, divide the number of miles driven by the constant of proportionality, . 

 

f. How many miles could be driven with  gallons of gas?  

 miles 

 

g. How many gallons are used when the car has been driven  miles?  

 gallons 

 

h. How many miles have been driven when half a gallon of gas is used?   

.  miles  

 

i. How many gallons have been used when the car has been driven for a half mile?  

 gallons 
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3. Suppose that the cost of renting a snowmobile is $ .  for  hours.  

a. If  represents the cost and  represents the hours, which variable is the dependent variable?  Explain why. 

 is the dependent variable because the cost of using the snowmobile depends on the number of hours you 
use it. 

= .  

 

b. What would be the cost of renting  snowmobiles for  hours?   

$  

 

4. In Katya’s car, the number of miles driven is proportional to the number of gallons of gas used.  Find the missing 
value in the table. 

Number of Gallons of Gas Number of Miles Driven 
  
  
  
  
  

  

a. Write an equation that will relate the number of miles driven to the number of gallons of gas.  

= , where  is the number of gallons of gas, and  is the number of miles driven. 

 

b. What is the constant of proportionality?  

 

 

c. How many miles could Katya go if she filled her -gallon tank?  

 miles 

 

d. If Katya takes a trip of  miles, how many gallons of gas would be needed to make the trip?  

 gallons 

 

e. If Katya drives  miles during one week of commuting to school and work, how many gallons of gas would 
she use?  

 gallons 
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Lesson 10:  Interpreting Graphs of Proportional 

Relationships 

 

Student Outcomes 

� Students consolidate their understanding of equations representing proportional relationships as they 
interpret what points on the graph of a proportional relationship mean in terms of the situation or context of 
the problem, including the point (0, 0).   

� Students are able to identify and interpret in context the point (1, 𝑟𝑟) on the graph of a proportional 
relationship where 𝑟𝑟 is the unit rate. 
 

Classwork 

Examples  (15 minutes)  

Example 1 is a review of previously taught concepts, but the lesson is built upon this example.  Pose the challenge to the 
students to complete the table.   

Have students work individually and then compare and critique each other’s work with a partner. 

 

Example 1 

Grandma’s special chocolate chip cookie recipe, which yields  dozen cookies, calls for  cups of flour.  Using this 

information, complete the chart: 

Create a table comparing the amount of flour 

used to the amount of cookies. 

 

Number of Cups 

of Flour 

Number of Dozens 

of Cookies 

  

  

  
 

Is the number of cookies 

proportional to the amount of 

flour used?  Explain why or why 

not.  

Yes, because there exists a 

constant,  or , such that 

each measure of the cups of 

flour multiplied by the constant 

gives the corresponding 

measure of cookies. 

What is the unit rate of cookies 

to flour , and what is the 

meaning in the context of the 

problem? 

 

 dozen cookies, or  

cookies for  cup of flour 

Model the relationship on a graph. 

 

Does the graph show the two 

quantities being proportional to 

each other?  Explain.  

The points appear on a line that 

passes through the origin ( , ). 

Write an equation that can be 

used to represent the 

relationship. 

= , = . ,  or   

=  

 represents the number of 

dozens of cookies. 

 represents the number of 

cups of flour. 

 

MP.1 
& 

MP.2 
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Example 2 

Below is a graph modeling the amount of sugar required to make Grandma’s special chocolate chip cookies. 

 

a. Record the coordinates from the graph.  What do these ordered pairs represent?  

( , );  cups of sugar will result in  dozen cookies. 

( , );  cups of sugar yield  dozen cookies. 

( , );  cups of sugar yield  dozen cookies. 

( , );  cups of sugar yield  dozen cookies. 

( , );  cups of sugar yield  dozen cookies. 

( , );  cups of sugar yield  dozen cookies. 

 

b. Grandma has  remaining cup of sugar.  How many dozen cookies will she be able to make?  Plot the point on 

the graph above. 

.  dozen cookies 

 

c. How many dozen cookies can Grandma make if she has no sugar?  Can you graph this on the coordinate plane 

provided above?  What do we call this point? 

( , );  cups of sugar will result in  dozen cookies.  The point is called the origin. 

 

Generate class discussion using the following questions to lead to the conclusion that the point (1, 𝑟𝑟) must be on the 
graph, and discuss what it means. 

� How is the unit rate of  , or in this case  , related to the graph?   

à The unit rate must be the value of the 𝑦𝑦-coordinate of the point on the graph, which has an 𝑥𝑥-
coordinate of one.  

� What quantity is measured along the horizontal axis?   
à The number of cups of sugar. 

� When you plot the ordered pair ( , ), what does  represent?   
à The amount of sugar, in cups, that is needed to make  dozen cookies. 

� What quantity is measured along the vertical axis?   
à The amount of cookies (number of dozens). 
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� When you plot the point ( , ), what does  represent?   
à The total amount of cookies, in dozens, that can be made with  cups of sugar. 

� What is the unit rate for this proportional relationship?   
à 1.5 

� Starting at the origin, if you move one unit along the horizontal axis, how far would you have to move vertically 
to reach the line you graphed?   
à 1.5 units 

� Continue moving one unit at a time along the horizontal axis.  What distance, vertically, did you move?   
à 1.5 units 

� Why are we always moving 1.5 units vertically? 
à The rate is 1.5 dozen/cup, that is, 1.5 dozen cookies for every 1 cup of sugar.  The rate represents the 

proportional relationship 𝑦𝑦 = (1.5)𝑥𝑥, where the unit rate is 1.5, 𝑥𝑥 represents the number of cups of 
sugar, and 𝑦𝑦 represents the number of dozens of cookies.  Thus, for any two points in the proportional 
relationship, if their 𝑥𝑥-values differ by 1 unit, then their 𝑦𝑦-values will differ by 1.5. 

� Do you think the vertical move will always be equal to the rate when moving 1 unit horizontally whenever two 
quantities that are proportional are graphed?  
à Yes, the vertical distance will always be equal to the unit rate when moving one unit horizontally on the 

axis. 
 

Exercises  (20 minutes) 

 

Exercises 

1. The graph below shows the amount of time a person can shower with a certain amount of water. 

 

a. Can you determine by looking at the graph whether the length of the shower is proportional to the number of 

gallons of water?  Explain how you know. 

Yes, the quantities are proportional to each other since all points lie on a line that passes through the origin 

( , ). 

 

b. How long can a person shower with  gallons of water?  How long can a person shower with  gallons of 

water? 

 minutes;  minutes 

 

c. What are the coordinates of point ?  Describe point  in the context of the problem. 

( , ).  If there are  gallons of water, then a person can shower for  minutes. 
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d. Can you use the graph to identify the unit rate? 

Since the graph is a line that passes through ( , ) and ( , ), you can take a point on 

the graph, such as ( , ) and get . 

 

e. Write the equation to represent the relationship between the number of gallons of 

water used and the length of a shower. 

= , where  represents the number of minutes, and  represents the number 

of gallons of water. 

 

2. Your friend uses the equation =  to find the total cost, , for the number of people, 

, entering a local amusement park. 

a. Create a table and record the cost of entering the amusement park for several different-sized groups of 

people.  

Number of People ( ) Total Cost (in dollars, ) 

  
  
  
  

 

b. Is the cost of admission proportional to the amount of people entering the amusement park?  Explain why or 

why not. 

Yes.  The cost of admission is proportional to the amount of people entering the amusement park because 

there exists a constant ( ), such that each measure of the amount of people multiplied by the constant gives 

the corresponding measures of cost. 

 

c. What is the unit rate, and what does it represent in the context of the situation? 

;  person costs $ . 

 

d. Sketch a graph to represent this relationship. 

 

 

e. What points must be on the graph of the line if the two quantities represented are proportional to each 

other?  Explain why, and describe these points in the context of the problem.   

( , ) and ( , ).  If  people enter the park, then the cost would be $ .  If  person enters the park, the cost 

would be $ .  For every -unit increase along the horizontal axis, the change in the vertical distance is  

 units. 

 

f. Would the point ( , ) be on the graph?  What does this point represent in the context of the situation? 

Yes, the point ( , ) would be on the graph because ( ) = .  The meaning is that it would cost a 

total of $  for  people to enter the amusement park. 

Scaffolding: 
� Is it possible to switch the 

labels on the 𝑥𝑥-axis and on 
the 𝑦𝑦-axis?   

� Can the gallons of water 
depend on the minutes?   

� How would this change 
the problem? 
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Lesson Summary 

The points ( , ) and ( , ), where  is the unit rate, will always appear on the line representing two quantities that 

are proportional to each other. 

• The unit rate, , in the point ( , ) represents the amount of vertical increase for every horizontal 

increase of  unit on the graph. 

• The point ( , ) indicates that when there is zero amount of one quantity, there will also be zero amount 

of the second quantity.  

These two points may not always be given as part of the set of data for a given real-world or mathematical 

situation, but they will always appear on the line that passes through the given data points.  

Closing  (5 minutes) 

� What points are always on the graph of two quantities that are proportional to each other? 
à The points (0, 0) and (1, 𝑟𝑟), where 𝑟𝑟 is the unit rate, are always on the graph. 

� How can you use the unit rate of  to create a table, equation, or graph of a relationship of two quantities that 

are proportional to each other? 
à In a table, you can multiply each 𝑥𝑥-value by the unit rate to obtain the corresponding 𝑦𝑦-value, or you 

can divide every 𝑦𝑦-value by the unit rate to obtain the corresponding 𝑥𝑥-value.  You can use the equation 

𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥 and replace the 𝑘𝑘 with the unit rate of .  In a graph, the points (1, 𝑟𝑟) and (0, 0) must appear 

on the line of the proportional relationship. 
� How can you identify the unit rate from a table, equation, or graph? 

à From a table, you can divide each 𝑦𝑦-value by the corresponding 𝑥𝑥-value.  If the ratio 𝑦𝑦 : 𝑥𝑥 is equivalent 

for the entire table, then the value of the ratio, , is the unit rate, and the relationship is proportional.  

In an equation in the form 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥, the unit rate is the number represented by the 𝑘𝑘.  If a graph of a line 
passes through the origin and contains the point (1, 𝑟𝑟), 𝑟𝑟 representing the unit rate, then the 
relationship is proportional. 

� How do you determine the meaning of any point on a graph that represents two quantities that are 
proportional to each other? 
à Any point ( , ) on a graph that represents a proportional relationship represents a number  

corresponding to the 𝑥𝑥-axis or horizontal unit, and  corresponds to the 𝑦𝑦-axis or vertical unit. 
 

 
 

Exit Ticket  (5 minutes)  
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Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 10:  Interpreting Graphs of Proportional Relationships 

 

Exit Ticket 

 

Great Rapids White Water Rafting Company rents rafts for $125 per hour.  Explain why the point (0, 0) and (1, 125) are 
on the graph of the relationship and what these points mean in the context of the problem. 
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Exit Ticket Sample Solutions 

 

Great Rapids White Water Rafting Company rents rafts for $  per hour.  Explain why the point ( , ) and ( , ) are 

on the graph of the relationship and what these points mean in the context of the problem. 

Every graph of a proportional relationship must include the points ( , ) and ( , ).  The point ( , ) is on the graph 

because  can be multiplied by the constant to determine the corresponding value of .  The point ( , ) is on the 

graph because  is the unit rate.  On the graph, for every  unit change on the horizontal axis, the vertical axis will 

change by  units.  The point ( , ) means  hours of renting a raft would cost $ , and ( , ) means  hour of 

renting the raft would cost $ . 

 

 

Problem Set Sample Solutions 

 

1. The graph to the right shows the relationship of the amount of time (in seconds) to the distance (in feet) run by a 

jaguar. 

a. What does the point ( , ) represent in 

the context of the situation?  

In  seconds, a jaguar can run  feet. 

 

b. What does the point ( , ) 

represent in the context of the 

situation? 

A jaguar can run  feet in  seconds. 

 

c. Is the distance run by the jaguar 

proportional to the time?  Explain why or 

why not. 

Yes, the distance run by the jaguar is proportional 

to the time spent running because the graph 

shows a line that passes through the origin ( , ). 

 

d. Write an equation to represent the distance run by the jaguar.  Explain or model your reasoning. 

= , where  represents the time in seconds, and  represents the distance run in feet.  

The constant of proportionality, or unit rate of  , is  and can be substituted into the equation =  in 

place of . 

 

2. Championship t-shirts sell for $  each.   

a. What point(s) must be on the graph for the quantities to be proportional to each other? 

( , ), ( , ) 

 

b. What does the ordered pair ( , ) represent in the context of this problem? 

 t-shirts will cost $ . 
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c. How many t-shirts were sold if you spent a total of $ ? 

=  

Four t-shirts were sold.  

 

3. The graph represents the total cost of renting a car.  The cost of renting a car is a fixed amount each day, regardless 

of how many miles the car is driven.  

a. What does the ordered pair ( , ) represent? 

It would cost $  to rent a car for  days. 

 

b. What would be the cost to rent the car for a week?  

Explain or model your reasoning.   

. ( ) = .  

Since the unit rate is . , the cost for a week 

would be $ . . 

 

 

 

 

4. Jackie is making a snack mix for a party.  She is using cashews and peanuts.  The table below shows the relationship 

of the number of packages of cashews she needs to the number of cans of peanuts she needs to make the mix. 

Packages of Cashews Cans of Peanuts 

  
  
  
  
  

a. Write an equation to represent this relationship. 

= , where  represents the number of packages of cashews, and  represents the number of cans of 

peanuts. 

 
b. Describe the ordered pair ( , ) in the context of the problem. 

In the mixture, you will need  packages of cashews and  cans of peanuts. 

 

5. The following table shows the amount of candy and price paid. 

Amount of Candy (in pounds)    
Cost (in dollars)  .  .  

a. Is the cost of the candy proportional to the amount of candy? 

Yes, because there exists a constant, . , such that each measure of the amount of candy multiplied by the 

constant gives the corresponding measure of cost.  

 

b. Write an equation to illustrate the relationship between the amount of candy and the cost. 

= . , where  represents the amount of candy in pounds, and  represents the cost in dollars. 
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c. Using the equation, predict how much it will cost for  pounds of candy. 

. ( ) =  

It will cost $  for  pounds of candy. 

 

d. What is the maximum amount of candy you can buy with $ ?  

. =  

The maximum amount of candy I can buy with $  is  pounds. 

 

e. Graph the relationship. 
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Name                                        Date                      

 

1. Josiah and Tillery have new jobs at YumYum’s Ice Cream Parlor.  Josiah is Tillery’s manager.  In their first 
year, Josiah will be paid $14 per hour, and Tillery will be paid $7 per hour.  They have been told that after 
every year with the company, they will each be given a raise of $2 per hour.  Is the relationship between 
Josiah’s pay and Tillery’s pay rate proportional?  Explain your reasoning using a table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. A recent study claimed that in any given month, for every 5 text messages a boy sent or received, a girl 
sent or received 7 text messages.  Is the relationship between the number of text messages sent or 
received by boys proportional to the number of text messages sent or received by girls?  Explain your 
reasoning using a graph on the coordinate plane.   
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3. When a song is sold by an online music store, the store takes some of the money, and the singer gets the 
rest.  The graph below shows how much money a pop singer makes given the total amount of money 
brought in by one popular online music store from sales of the song.  
 

 
 

a. Identify the constant of proportionality between dollars earned by the pop singer and dollars 
brought in by sales of the song. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

b. Write an equation relating dollars earned by the pop singer, 𝑦𝑦, to dollars brought in by sales of the 
song, 𝑥𝑥. 
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c. According to the proportional relationship, how much money did the song bring in from sales in the 
first week if the pop star earned $800 that week? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

d. Describe what the point (0, 0) on the graph represents in terms of the situation being described by 
the graph.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

e. Which point on the graph represents the amount of money the pop singer gets for $1 in money 
brought in from sales of the song by the store? 
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A Progression Toward Mastery 

 
Assessment  
Task Item 

STEP 1 
Missing or incorrect 
answer and little 
evidence of 
reasoning or 
application of 
mathematics to 
solve the problem. 

STEP 2 
Missing or incorrect 
answer but 
evidence of some 
reasoning or 
application of 
mathematics to 
solve the problem. 

STEP 3 
A correct answer 
with some evidence 
of reasoning or 
application of 
mathematics to 
solve the problem, 
OR an incorrect 
answer with 
substantial 
evidence of solid 
reasoning or 
application of 
mathematics to 
solve the problem. 

STEP 4 
A correct answer 
supported by 
substantial 
evidence of solid 
reasoning or 
application of 
mathematics to 
solve the problem. 

1 7.RP.A.2a Student answers 
incorrectly.  Student is 
unable to complete at 
least two correct pairs of 
values in the table.  
Student is unable to 
respond or reason out 
the answer. 

Student may or may not 
answer that the 
relationship is not 
proportional.  Student is 
able to complete at least 
two correct pairs of 
values in the table.  
Student provides a 
limited expression of 
reasoning. 

Student correctly 
answers that the 
relationship is not 
proportional.  The table 
is correctly set up with 
at least two correct 
entries.  Student’s 
reasoning may contain a 
minor error. 

Student correctly 
answers that the 
relationship is not 
proportional.  Student 
provides correct setup 
and values on the table 
with two or more 
correct entries.  Student 
reasons and 
demonstrates that there 
is no constant of 
proportionality or that 
the constant of 
proportionality changes 
for each pair of values. 

2 7.RP.A.2a Student answers 
incorrectly.  Student is 
unable to give a 
complete graph or is 
unable to relate the 
proportional 
relationship to the 
graph. 

Student may or may not 
answer that the 
relationship is 
proportional.  Student 
provides a graph with 
mistakes (unlabeled axis, 
incorrect points).  
Student provides a 
limited expression of 
reasoning. 

Student correctly 
answers that the 
relationship is 
proportional.  Student 
labels the axes and plots 
points with minor errors.  
Student explanation is 
slightly incomplete. 

Student correctly 
answers that the 
relationship is 
proportional.  Student 
correctly labels the axes 
and plots the graph on 
the coordinate plane.  
Student explains that 
the proportional 
relationship is confirmed 
by the fact that the 
graph is a straight line 
going through the origin. 
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3 
 

a 
 

7.RP.A.2b 
 

Student is unable to 

answer 𝑘𝑘 = 1
5, and no 

work is shown. 

Student is unable to 

answer 𝑘𝑘 = 1
5.  Concept 

of constant of 
proportionality is used 
incorrectly. 

Student correctly 

answers 𝑘𝑘 = 1
5 but 

provides no work to 
support answer. 

Student correctly 

answers 𝑘𝑘 = 1
5.  Student 

provides error-free work 
to support answer. 

b 
 

7.RP.A.2c 
 

Student is unable to 
write an equation or 
writes an equation that 
is not in the form  
𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥 or even 𝑥𝑥 = 𝑘𝑘𝑦𝑦 
for any value 𝑘𝑘. 

Student writes an 
incorrect equation, such 

as 𝑦𝑦 = 5𝑥𝑥 or 𝑥𝑥 = 1
5𝑦𝑦, or 

uses an incorrect value 
of 𝑘𝑘 from part (a) to 
write the equation in the 
form 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥. 

Student creates an 
equation using the 
constant of 
proportionality but 
writes the equation in 
the form 𝑥𝑥 = 5𝑦𝑦 or 
some other equivalent 
equation. 

Student correctly 

answers 𝑦𝑦 = 1
5 𝑥𝑥. 

c 
 

7.RP.A.2d 

Student answers 
incorrectly and shows no 
or little understanding of 
analyzing graphs. 

Student answers 
incorrectly but shows 
some understanding of 
analyzing graphs and 
solving equations. 

Student answers $4,000 
in sales, but the 
student’s work is 
incomplete. 
OR 
Student correctly 
demonstrates the steps 
taken to solve the 
equation from part (b) 
but makes a 
computational error. 

Student answers $4,000 
in sales and makes no 
errors in the steps taken 
to arrive at the answer. 

d 
 

7.RP.A.2d 

Student is unable to 
describe the situation 
correctly. 

Student is able to 
explain that the zero is 
the dollar amount to 
either the singers’ 
earnings or sales but is 
unable to describe the 
relationship. 

Student describes the 
situation correctly but 
with a minor error. 

Student correctly 
explains that (0, 0) 
represents the situation 
that zero sales leads to 
zero earnings for the 
singer. 

e 
 

7.RP.A.2d 

Student is unable to 
identify the 𝑥𝑥- or  
𝑦𝑦-coordinates of the 
point. 

Student identifies only 
one of the ordered pair 
values correctly. 

Student correctly 
identifies the  
𝑥𝑥-coordinate as 1 and 

the 𝑦𝑦-coordinate as 15 

but does not put it in an 
ordered pair form. 

Student correctly 

answers 1, 1
5 . 
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    7•1 Mid-Module Assessment Task 

Module 1: Ratios and Proportional Relationships  
  

Name                                        Date                      

 

1. Josiah and Tillery have new jobs at Yum Yum’s Ice Cream Parlor.  Josiah is Tillery’s manager.  In their first 

year, Josiah will be paid $14 per hour, and Tillery will be paid $7 per hour.  They have been told that after 

every year with the company, they will each be given a raise of $2 per hour.  Is the relationship between 

Josiah’s pay and Tillery’s pay rate proportional?  Explain your reasoning using a table. 

 

 

2. A recent study claimed in any given month, for every 5 text messages a boy sent or received, a girl sent of 

received 7 text messages.  Is the relationship between the number of text messages sent or received by 

boys proportional to the number of text messages sent or received by girls?  Explain your reasoning using 

a graph on the coordinate plane. 
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    7•1 Mid-Module Assessment Task 

Module 1: Ratios and Proportional Relationships  
  

3. When a song is sold by an online music store, the store takes some of the money, and the singer gets the 

rest.  The graph below shows how much money a pop singer makes given the total amount of money 

brought in by one popular online music store from sales of the song. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Identify the constant of the proportionality between dollars earned by the pop singers and dollars 

brought in by sales of the song. 

 

 

 

 

b. Write an equation relating dollars earned by the pop singers, 𝑦𝑦, to dollars brought in by the sales of 

the song, 𝑥𝑥.  
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    7•1 Mid-Module Assessment Task 

Module 1: Ratios and Proportional Relationships  
  

c. According to the proportional relationship, how much money did the song bring in from sales in the 

first week if the pop star earned $800 that week? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

d. Describe what the point (0, 0) on the graph represents in terms of the situation being described by 

the graph. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

e. Which point on the graph represents the amount of money the pop singer gets for $1 in money 

brought in from sales of the song by the store? 
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GRADE 7 • MODULE 1 

 Mathematics Curriculum 7 
G R A D E 

Topic C: Ratios and Rates Involving Fractions 
  

 

 

Topic C 
Ratios and Rates Involving Fractions 

7.RP.A.1, 7.RP.A.3, 7.EE.B.4a  

Focus Standards: 7.RP.A.1 Compute unit rates associated with ratios of fractions, including ratios of 

lengths, areas and other quantities measured in like or different units.  For 
example, if a person walks 1/2 mile in each 1/4 hour, compute the unit rate as 

the complex fraction 1/2
1/4�  miles per hour, equivalently 2 miles per hour. 

 7.RP.A.3 

 

Use proportional relationships to solve multistep ratio and percent problems.  

Examples:  simple interest, tax, markups and markdowns, gratuities and 
commissions, fees, percent increase and decrease, percent error. 

 7.EE.B.4 Use variables to represent quantities in a real-world or mathematical problem, 

and construct simple equations and inequalities to solve problems by 

reasoning about the quantities. 

a. Solve word problems leading to equations of the form 𝑝𝑝𝑥𝑥 + 𝑞𝑞 = 𝑟𝑟 and  

𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑥 + 𝑞𝑞) 𝑟𝑟, where 𝑝𝑝, 𝑞𝑞, and 𝑟𝑟 are specific rational numbers.  Solve 

equations of these forms fluently.  Compare an algebraic solution to an 

arithmetic solution, identifying the sequence of the operations used in 

each approach.  For example, the perimeter of a rectangle is 54 cm.  Its 

length is 6 cm.  What is its width? 

Instructional Days: 5  

Lessons 11–12: Ratios of Fractions and Their Unit Rates (P, P)1  
Lesson 13:  Finding Equivalent Ratios Given the Total Quantity (P) 

Lesson 14: Multi-Step Ratio Problems (P) 

Lesson 15: Equations and Graphs of Proportional Relationships Involving Fractions (P) 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1Lesson Structure Key:  P-Problem Set Lesson, M-Modeling Cycle Lesson, E-Exploration Lesson, S-Socratic Lesson 
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Topic C: Ratios and Rates Involving Fractions 
  

    
7•1 Topic C 

In the first two lessons of Topic C, students’ knowledge of unit rates for ratios and rates is extended by 

considering applications involving fractions, such as a speed of 
1
2

 mile per 
1
4

 hour.  Students continue to use 

the structure of ratio tables to reason through and validate their computations of rate.  In Lesson 13, students 

continue to work with ratios involving fractions as they solve problems where a ratio of two parts is given 

along with a desired total quantity.  Students can choose a representation that most suits the problem and 

their comfort levels, such as tape diagrams, ratio tables, or possibly equations and graphs, as they solve these 

problems, reinforcing their work with rational numbers.  In Lesson 14, students solve multi-step ratio 

problems, which include fractional markdowns, markups, commissions, and fees.  In the final lesson of the 

topic, students focus their attention on using equations and graphs to represent proportional relationships 

involving fractions, reinforcing the process of interpreting the meaning of points on a graph in terms of the 

situation or context of the problem. 
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Lesson 11: Ratios of Fractions and Their Unit Rates  
  

    7•1 Lesson 11 

Lesson 11:  Ratios of Fractions and Their Unit Rates  

 
Student Outcomes 

� Students use ratio tables and ratio reasoning to compute unit rates associated with ratios of fractions in the 
context of measured quantities such as recipes, lengths, areas, and speed. 

� Students work collaboratively to solve a problem while sharing their thinking processes, strategies, and 
solutions with the class.  

 

Lesson Notes 
This lesson and some future lessons require a lot of knowledge of operations with fractions and mixed numbers.  During 
the first year of implementation, it is suggested to review both multiplication and division of fractions and mixed 
numbers before this lesson.  Fluencies from Grade 6 can be completed before this lesson in order to review these two 
topics and prepare students to complete this lesson with success. 

 

Classwork 

Example 1  (20 minutes):  Who is Faster?  

Introduce the problem statement.  Allow students to use any approach to find the 
solution.  If one (or more) of the approaches was not used, or if a student took a 
different approach, go through all the possible ways this problem can be solved as a 
class.  Possible approaches are shown below, including bar models, equations, number 
lines, and clocks.  Each approach reviews and teaches different concepts that are 
needed for the big picture.  Starting with tables not only reinforces all of the previous 
material, but also reviews and addresses concepts required for the other possible 
approaches. 

Note:  Time can be represented in either hours or minutes; the solutions show both. 

 
Example 1:  Who is Faster? 

During their last workout, Izzy ran  miles in  minutes, and her friend Julia ran  miles in 
 minutes.  Each girl thought she was the faster runner.  Based on their last run, which girl is 

correct?  Use any approach to find the solution. 

 

  

 

Scaffolding: 

� It may be helpful to draw a 
clock or continually refer 
to a clock.  Many students 
have difficulty telling time 
with the new technology 
available to them. 

� Also, it may be helpful to 
do an example similar to 
the first example using 
whole numbers. 

MP.1 
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    7•1 Lesson 11 

Tables: 

IZZY  JULIA 
Time 

(minutes) 
Time  

(hours) 
Distance 
(miles)  Time 

(minutes) 
Time  

(hours) 
Distance 
(miles) 

15 15
60 =

1
4 2

1
4  25 25

60 =
5

12 3
3
4 

30 30
60 =

1
2 4

1
2  50 50

60 =
5
6 7

1
2 

45 45
60 =

3
4 6

3
4  75 75

60 = 1
1
4 11

1
4 

60 60
60 = 1 9  100 100

60 = 1
2
3 15 

75 75
60 = 1

1
4 11

1
4     

 
� When looking at and comparing the tables, it appears that Julia 

went farther, so this would mean she ran faster.  Is that 
assumption correct?  Explain your reasoning.  
à By creating a table of equivalent ratios for each runner 

showing the elapsed time and corresponding distance ran, 
it may be possible to find a time or a distance that is 
common to both tables.  It can then be determined if one 
girl had a greater distance for a given time or if one girl had 
less time for a given distance.  In this case, at 75 minutes, 

both girls ran 11 1
4  miles, assuming they both ran at a 

constant speed. 
� How can we use the tables to determine the unit rate? 

à Since we assumed distance is proportional to time, the unit 
rate or constant of proportionality can be determined by 
dividing the distance by the time.  When the time is in 
hours, then the unit rate is calculated in miles per hour, 
which is 9.  If the time is in minutes, then the unit rate is 

calculated in miles per minute, which is 
3
2

. 

� Discuss:  Some students may have chosen to calculate the unit 
rates for each of the girls.  To calculate the unit rate for Izzy, 

students divided the distance ran, 2 1
4, by the elapsed time, 

1
, 

which has a unit rate of 9.  To find the unit rate for Julia, students 

divided 3 3
4 by 

2
 and arrived at a unit rate of 9, as well, leading 

students to conclude that neither girl was faster. 
 

Scaffolding: 

Review how to divide fractions using a bar 
model. 
� How can you divide fractions with a 

picture, using a bar model? 
à Make 2 whole units and a third 

whole unit broken into fourths.  
Then, divide the whole units into 
fourths and count how many 

fourths there are in the original 2 1
4  

units.  The answer would be 9. 

Example 1: 

2
1
4 ÷

1
4 

1. Green shading represents the original 

2 1
4 units (1st diagram). 

2. Divide the whole units into 
1
4

 units (2nd 

diagram). 

3. How many 
1
4

 units are there?  9 

      

 
            

Example 2: 

More practice with bar models, if needed: 

1
3
4 ÷

1
2 

1. Represent 1 3
4 units (represented, here, 

by green shading). 

2. Divide the units into groups of 
1
2

.  

3. The number of 
1
2

 units that are shaded 

are 3 1
2. 
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    7•1 Lesson 11 

Scaffolding: 

Example 3: 

2
1
3 ÷

1
6 

4. Represent 2 1
3 units. 

5. Divide into groups of 
1

. 

6. The number of 
1

 units that are shaded is 14. 

     
  

                  

 

� We all agree that the girls ran at the same rate; however, some 
members of the class identified the unit rate as 9 while others 

gave a unit rate of 
3
2

.  How can both groups of students be 

correct? 
à Time can be represented in minutes; however, in real-

world contexts, most people are comfortable with 
distance measured by hours.  It is easier for a person to 

visualize 9 miles per hour compared to 
3
2

 miles per 

minute, although it is an acceptable answer. 
 

Equations:  

Izzy 

 

 

𝑑𝑑 = 𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡 

2
1
4 = 𝑟𝑟 ∙

1
4 

4
1 2

1
4 = 𝑟𝑟 ∙

1
4

4
1 

9 = 𝑟𝑟 

9 miles/hour 

Julia 

 

 

𝑑𝑑 = 𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡 

3
3
4 = 𝑟𝑟 ∙

25
60 

60
25 3

3
4 = 𝑟𝑟 ∙

25
60

60
25 

9 = 𝑟𝑟 

9 miles/hour 
 

� What assumptions are made when using the formula 𝑑𝑑 = 𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡 in this problem? 
à We are assuming the distance is proportional to time, and that Izzy and Julia ran at a constant rate.  

This means they ran the same speed the entire time not slower at one point or faster at another. 

Picture: 

� Some students may decide to draw a clock.  
à Possible student explanation: 

For Izzy, every 15 minutes of running results in a distance of 2 1
4 miles.  Since the clock is divided into 

15-minute intervals, I added the distance for each 15-minute interval until I reached 60 minutes.  Julia’s 

rate is 3 3
4 miles in 25 minutes, so I divided the clock into 25-minute intervals.  Each of those 25-minute 

intervals represents 3 3
4 miles.  At 50 minutes, the distance represented is two times 3 3

4, or 7 1
2 miles.  

To determine the distance ran in the last ten minutes, I needed to determine the distance for 5 minutes:  

3 3
4 ÷ 5 = 3

4.  Therefore, 3 3
4 + 3 3

4 + 3
4 + 3

4 = 9, or 9 miles per hour.  
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    7•1 Lesson 11 

Total Distance for 1 hour 

Izzy:  2 1
4 + 2 1

4 + 2 1
4 + 2 1

4 = 9, 9 miles per hour Julia:  3 3
4 + 3 3

4 + 3
4 + 3

4 = 9, 9 miles per hour 

  

 

� How do you find the value of a 5-minute time increment?  What are you really finding? 

à To find the value of a 5-minute increment, you need to divide 3 3
4 by 5 since 25 minutes is five 5-minute 

increments.  This is finding the unit rate for a 5-minute increment.  
� Why were 5-minute time increments chosen?  

à 5-minute time increments were chosen for a few reasons.  First, a clock can be separated into 5-minute 
intervals, so it may be easier to visualize what fractional part of an hour one has when given a 5-minute 
interval.  Also, 5 is the greatest common factor of the two given times.  

� What if the times had been 24 and 32 minutes or 18 and 22 minutes?  How would this affect the time 
increments?  
à If the times were 24 and 32 minutes, then the time increment would be 8-minute intervals.  This is 

because 8 is the greatest common factor of 24 and 32. 
à If the times were 18 and 22 minutes, then the comparison should be broken into 2-minute intervals 

since the greatest common factor of 18 and 22 is 2. 

 

Double Number Line Approach:  

   Izzy        Julia 
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    7•1 Lesson 11 

Discuss with students the double number line approach. 

� Starting with Izzy, we know for every 15 minutes she runs 2 1
4 miles.  Therefore, we set up a number line to 

represent time and a second number line with the corresponding distance.  The number line representing time 
is broken into 15-minute intervals.  The distance number line is broken into intervals representing the distance 

at the corresponding time.  For example, at 15 minutes, the distance ran is 2 1
4 miles.  At 30 minutes, the 

distance ran is 4 1
2 miles.  Continue to complete both number lines for Izzy. 

� Following the same procedure as we did for Izzy, set up a double number line for Julia.  What is different for 
Julia?  

à She travels in 25-minute intervals, and for each 25-minute interval, she runs 3 3
4 miles. 

� After both number lines are drawn for each runner, compare the number lines and determine the time at 
which the distance ran by each runner is the same.  
à 75 minutes 

� What if they did not run the same distance?  How can we use the number lines to determine who is the faster 
runner?  

à The faster runner will run farther in the same amount of time.  Therefore, you can compare the distance 
ran by each runner at a common time interval.   

� For this specific example, how do we know they ran the same speed?  
à Looking at the number lines representing time, we can see both runners distance at a common time of 

75 minutes.  At 75 minutes, we compare each runner’s distance ran and see they both ran 11 1
4 miles.  

Since the assumption is made that they both ran at a constant, steady rate the entire time, then we can 
conclude they both ran 9 miles per hour by finding the unit rate. 

 

Example 2  (5 minutes):  Is Meredith Correct?  

This is students’ first experience evaluating complex fractions.  Be sure to relate the process of evaluating complex 
fractions to division of fractions.  Please note that the solutions shown are not the only ways to solve these problems.  
Accept all valid solutions.   

� The next example asks Meredith to determine the unit rate, expressed in miles per hour, when a turtle walks  

of a mile in 50 minutes.  In order to determine the unit rate, we will again divide the distance by the amount of 

time.  We see that Meredith represented her calculation with the fraction 
    

    
.  This is called a complex 

fraction. 
� A complex fraction is simply a fraction whose numerator or denominator (or both) are fractions.  Who can 

recall what operation the fraction bar separating the numerator and denominator represents? 
à Division 

� Therefore, Meredith is actually dividing , the distance the turtle walked in miles, by , the amount of time.  

The complex fraction represents the division problem using fewer symbols, but the operation always remains 
division.   
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    7•1 Lesson 11 

Example 2:  Is Meredith Correct? 

A turtle walks  of a mile in  minutes.  What is the unit rate when the turtle’s speed is expressed in miles per hour? 

a. To find the turtle’s unit rate, Meredith wrote the following complex fraction.  Explain how the fraction   

was obtained. 

    

  
 

To determine the unit rate, Meredith divided the distance walked by the amount of time it took the turtle.  
Since the unit rate is expressed in miles per hour,  minutes needs to be converted to hours.  Since  

minutes is equal to  hour,  minutes can be written as  hours, or  hours. 

 

� How can we determine the unit rate?  We need a denominator of 1 hour.  Right now, the denominator is  

hours.  

à We can multiply  by its multiplicative inverse  to determine a denominator of 1 hour.   

� Using this information, determine the unit rate in miles per hour.  

 

b. Determine the unit rate when the turtle’s speed is expressed in miles per hour.   

        
=

    
= =  

The unit rate is .  The turtle’s speed is  . 

 

Exercises  (10 minutes) 
 
Exercises 

1. For Anthony’s birthday, his mother is making cupcakes for his  friends at his daycare.  The 

recipe calls for  cups of flour.  This recipe makes  dozen cupcakes.  Anthony’s mother 
has only  cup of flour.  Is there enough flour for each of his friends to get a cupcake?  
Explain and show your work.  

cups
dozen

                             
    

=
  ×   

×
=

    
= =   

No, since Anthony has  friends, he would need  dozen cupcakes.  This means you need to 
find the unit rate.  Finding the unit rate tells us how much flour his mother needs for  

 dozen cupcakes.  Upon finding the unit rate, Anthony’s mother would need  cups of 
flour; therefore, she does not have enough flour to make cupcakes for all of his friends. 

  

Scaffolding: 

For advanced learners:  
Ask students to calculate the 
number of cupcakes his mother 
would be able to make with 1 
cup of flour.  Remind students 
that there are 12 items in a 
dozen. 
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Lesson Summary 

A number written in fraction form whose numerator or denominator is itself a fraction is called a complex fraction.   

If a proportional relationship is given by a description such as, “A person walks  miles in  hours at a constant 
speed,” then the unit rate is    

    
=

    
= ∙ = .  The person walks  .  

2. Sally is making a painting for which she is mixing red paint and blue paint.  The table below shows the different 
mixtures being used. 

Red Paint (Quarts) Blue Paint (Quarts) 

  

  

  

  

.   

.   

a. What is the unit rate for the values of the amount of blue paint to the amount of red paint?   

=  

 
b. Is the amount of blue paint proportional to the amount of red paint? 

Yes.  Blue paint is proportional to red paint because there exists a constant, = , such that when each 

amount of red paint is multiplied by the constant, the corresponding amount of blue paint is obtained. 

 
c. Describe, in words, what the unit rate means in the context of this problem. 

For every   quarts of blue paint, Sally must use  quart of red paint. 

 

Closing  (5 minutes)  

� Give an example of when you might have to use a complex fraction? 
� How is the unit rate calculated?  Can we calculate unit rates when both values in the ratio are fractions? 
� How is finding the unit rate useful? 

 

 

 

Exit Ticket  (5 minutes)   
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Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 11:  Ratios of Fractions and Their Unit Rates 

 
Exit Ticket 
 
Which is the better buy?  Show your work and explain your reasoning. 

 

 

3 1
3  lb. of turkey for $10.50   2 1

2  lb. of turkey for $6.25 
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Exit Ticket Sample Solutions 
 

Which is the better buy?  Show your work and explain your reasoning.  

 . of turkey for $ .     . of turkey for $ .  

÷ = .  ÷ = .  

 . is the better buy because the price per pound is cheaper.  

 
 
Problem Set Sample Solutions 

 

1. Determine the quotient:  ÷ . 

 

 

2. One lap around a dirt track is  mile.  It takes Bryce  hour to ride one lap.  What is Bryce’s unit rate, in miles, 

around the track? 

 
 

3. Mr. Gengel wants to make a shelf with boards that are  feet long.  If he has an -foot board, how many pieces 
can he cut from the big board? 

 boards 

 
4. The local bakery uses .  cups of flour in each batch of cookies.  The bakery used .  cups of flour this morning. 

a. How many batches of cookies did the bakery make? 

 batches 
 

b. If there are  dozen cookies in each batch, how many cookies did the bakery make? 

( ) =  

There are  cookies per batch. 

( ) =   

So, the bakery made  cookies. 
 

5. Jason eats  ounces of candy in  days. 
a. How many pounds does he eat per day?  (Recall:   ounces =  pound) 

 . each day 

 
b. How long will it take Jason to eat  pound of candy? 

 days 
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Lesson 12: Ratios of Fractions and Their Unit Rates  
  

Lesson 12:  Ratios of Fractions and Their Unit Rates  

 
Student Outcomes 

� Students use ratio tables and ratio reasoning to compute unit rates associated with ratios of fractions in the 
context of measured quantities, such as recipes, lengths, areas, and speed. 

� Students use unit rates to solve problems and analyze unit rates in the context of the problem. 

 

Classwork 
 
During this lesson, you are remodeling a room at your house and need to figure out if you have enough money.  You will 
work individually and with a partner to make a plan of what is needed to solve the problem.  After your plan is complete, 
then you will solve the problem by determining if you have enough money. 

 

Example 1  (25 minutes):  Time to Remodel  

Students are given the task of determining the cost of tiling a rectangular room.  The 
students are given the dimensions of the room, the area in square feet of one tile, and the 
cost of one tile.  

If students are unfamiliar with completing a chart like this one, guide them in completing 
the first row. 

 
Example 1:  Time to Remodel 

You have decided to remodel your bathroom and install a tile floor.  The bathroom is in the shape 
of a rectangle, and the floor measures  feet,  inches long by  feet,  inches wide.  The tiles 

you want to use cost $  each, and each tile covers  square feet.  If you have $  to spend, do 
you have enough money to complete the project? 

Make a Plan:  Complete the chart to identify the necessary steps in the plan and find a solution. 

What I Know What I Want to Find How to Find it 
dimensions of the 

floor 
area Convert inches to feet as a fraction 

with a denominator .  =  
square footage of  

 tile 
number of tiles 

needed 
total area divided by the area of  tile 

cost of  tile total cost of all tiles 
If the total money needed is more 
than $ , then I won’t have enough 
money to do the remodel.   

Compare your plan with a partner.  Using your plans, work together to determine how much money you will need to 
complete the project and if you have enough money.  

Dimensions:   .  . =  . 

   .  . =  .  

 

 

MP.2 

Scaffolding: 

� Review that  
12 inches = 1 foot and 
how to represent feet and 
inches as mixed fractions. 

� Review the concept of 
area and the formula for 
finding the area of a 
rectangle. 

� Review how to multiply 
mixed numbers. 

� How can estimation be 
used to answer this 
problem? 
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Area (square feet): 

=  

= . .  

= . .  

=  

=   

Number of Tiles: 

= = =  

I cannot buy part of a tile, so I will need to purchase  tiles. 

Total Cost:  ($ ) = $  

Do I have enough money? 

Yes.  Since the total is less than $ , I have enough money.  

 

Generate discussion about completing the plan and finding the solution.  If needed, pose the following questions: 

� Why was the mathematical concept of area, and not perimeter or volume, used? 
à Area was used because we were “covering” the rectangular floor.  Area is 2 dimensional, and we were 

given two dimensions, length and width of the room, to calculate the area of the floor.  If we were just 
looking to put trim around the outside, then we would use perimeter.  If we were looking to fill the 
room from floor to ceiling, then we would use volume. 

� Why would 5.6 inches and 14.8 inches be incorrect representations for 5 feet, 6 inches and 14 feet, 8 inches? 
à The relationship between feet and inches is 12 inches for every 1 foot.  To convert to feet, you need to 

figure out what fractional part 6 inches is of a foot, or 12 inches.  If you just wrote 5.6, then you would 
be basing the inches out of 10 inches, not 12 inches.  The same holds true for 14 feet, 8 inches. 

� How is the unit rate useful? 

à The unit rate for a tile is given as 4 2
3.  We can find the total number of tiles needed by dividing the area 

(total square footage) by the unit rate. 

� Can I buy 17 2
7 tiles? 

à No, you have to buy whole tiles and cut what you may need. 
� How would rounding to 17 tiles instead of rounding to 18 tiles affect the job? 

à Even though the rules of rounding would say round down to 17 tiles, we would not in this problem.  If 
we round down, then the entire floor would not be covered, and we would be short.  If we round up to 
18 tiles, the entire floor would be covered with a little extra. 
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Exercise  (10 minutes) 
 
Exercise 

Which car can travel farther on  gallon of gas? 

Blue Car:  travels  miles using .  gallons of gas 

Red Car:  travels  miles using .  gallons of gas 

Finding the Unit Rate: 

Blue Car: Red Car: 

= =  = =  

Rate: 

 miles/gallon  miles/gallon 

The red car traveled  mile farther on one gallon of gas. 

 

Closing  (5 minutes) 

� How can unit rates with fractions be applied in the real world? 

 

Exit Ticket  (5 minutes)  

  

            

Scaffolding: 

Since the students are at a 
young age, they may not be 
familiar with cars, distance, and 
miles per gallon relationships.  
Students may select the car 
with a lower unit rate because 
they may be confused with the 
better buy and lower unit 
prices.  Further clarification 
may be needed to explain how 
a higher miles per gallon value 
is more favorable. 
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Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 12:  Ratios of Fractions and Their Unit Rates 

 
Exit Ticket 
 

If 3 3
4 lb. of candy cost $20.25, how much would 1 lb. of candy cost? 
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Exit Ticket Sample Solutions 
 

If  
3
4

 . of candy cost $ . , how much would  . of candy cost? 

= .  

One pound of candy would cost $ . . 

Students may find the unit rate by first converting $ .  to  and then dividing by . 

 
 
Problem Set Sample Solutions 

 

1. You are getting ready for a family vacation.  You decide to download as many movies as possible before leaving for 

the road trip.  If each movie takes  hours to download, and you downloaded for  hours, how many movies did 
you download?  

 movies; however, since you cannot download  of a movie, then you downloaded  movies. 

 

2. The area of a blackboard is  square yards.  A poster’s area is  square yards.  Find the unit rate and explain, in 

words, what the unit rate means in the context of this problem.  Is there more than one unit rate that can be 
calculated?  How do you know?  

.  The area of the blackboard is  times the area of the poster.  

Yes.  There is another possible unit rate:  .  The area of the poster is  the area of the blackboard. 

 

3. A toy jeep is  inches long, while an actual jeep measures  feet long.  What is the value of the ratio of the 
length of the toy jeep to the length of the actual jeep?  What does the ratio mean in this situation? 

        
=

    
=  

Every  inches in length on the toy jeep corresponds to  feet in length on the actual jeep.  

 

4. To make  dinner rolls,  cup of flour is used.   

a. How much flour is needed to make one dinner roll? 

 cup 

 
b. How many cups of flour are needed to make  dozen dinner rolls? 

 cups 

 

c. How many rolls can you make with  cups of flour? 

 rolls 
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Lesson 13:  Finding Equivalent Ratios Given the Total 

Quantity 

 
Student Outcomes 

� Students use tables to find an equivalent ratio of two partial quantities given a part-to-part ratio and the total 
of those quantities, in the third column, including problems with ratios of fractions. 

 

Classwork 

Example 1  (12 minutes)  

Have students work in pairs to complete the chart below.  The teacher may allow students 
to utilize a calculator to assist in the multiplication step of converting mixed numbers to 
improper fractions. 

 
Example 1 

A group of  hikers are preparing for a one-week trip.  All of the group’s supplies will be carried by the hikers in 
backpacks.  The leader decides that each hiker will carry a backpack that is the same fraction of weight to all of the other 
hikers’ weights.  This means that the heaviest hiker would carry the heaviest load.  The table below shows the weight of 
each hiker and the weight of the backpack.  

Complete the table.  Find the missing amounts of weight by applying the same value of the ratio as the first two rows. 

 

Hiker’s Weight Backpack Weight Total Weight (lb.) 
 .  . 

 

 .  . 

  

 .  . 

 

 .  . 

  

 .  . 

   

 .  . 

   

 
 .  . 

  

 
  .  

 

 

 

Scaffolding:  

Review 16 oz. = 1 lb. 

 

Scaffolding:  

Review the abbreviations for 
pound (lb.) and ounce (oz.) if 
necessary. 
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Value of the ratio of backpack weight to hiker weight: 

=
×

×
= =  

 

Equations: 

Backpack weight (pounds):   

Hiker’s weight (pounds):   

=  

=  

=  

 

� What challenges did you encounter when calculating the missing values? 
à Remembering the conversions of ounces to pounds and dividing fractions. 

� How is the third column representing the total quantity found, and how is it useful? 
à To find the third column, you need to add the total weight of both the hiker and the backpack.  The 

third column giving the total allows one to compare the overall quantities.  Also, if the total and ratio 

are known, then you can find the weight of the backpack and the hiker. 

� How can you calculate the values that are placed in the third column? 
à In order to find the third column, you need the first two columns or the ratio of the first two columns.  

Because the third column is the total, add the values in the first two columns.   

� If a value is missing from the first or second column, how can you calculate the value? 
à If a value is missing from one of the first two columns, you need to look at the rest of the table to 

determine the constant rate or ratio.  You can write an equation of the relationship and then substitute 

in or write an equivalent ratio of the unknown to the constant of proportionality. 

� Based on the given values and found values, is the backpack weight proportional to the hiker’s weight?  How 
do you know? 
à The table shows the backpack weight is proportional to the hiker’s weight because there exists a 

constant, 
2
21

, that when each hiker’s weight is multiplied by the constant, it results in the 

corresponding weight of the backpack. 

� Would these two quantities always be proportional to each other? 
à Not necessarily.  The relationship between the backpack weight and the hiker’s weight will not always 

be in the ratio 
2
21

, but for these 6 hikers it was proportional. 

� Describe how to use different approaches to find the missing values of either quantity. 
à Writing equations or writing equivalent ratios can be used. 

� Describe the process of writing and using equations to find the missing values of a quantity. 

à First, find the constant of proportionality or unit rate of  .   

à Once that is found, write an equation in the form 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥, replacing 𝑘𝑘 with the constant of 

proportionality.   

à Substitute the known value in for the variable, and solve for the unknown. 
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� When writing equations to find the missing value(s) of a quantity, are we restricted to using the variables 𝑥𝑥 and 
𝑦𝑦?  Explain. 
à No, any variable can be used.  Often, using a variable to represent the context of the problem makes it 

easier to know which variable to replace with the known value.  For instance, if the two quantities are 

hours and pay, one may use the variable 𝑝𝑝 to represent pay instead of 𝑦𝑦 and  to represent hours 

instead of 𝑥𝑥. 

� Describe the process of writing equivalent ratios to find the missing value(s) of a quantity.  How is this method 
similar and different to writing proportions? 
à Start with the unit rate or constant of proportionality.  Determine what 

variable is known, and determine what you must multiply by to obtain 

the known value.  Multiply the remaining part of the unit rate by the 

same number to get the value of the unknown value. 

� What must be known in order to find the missing value(s) of a quantity 
regardless of what method is used? 
à The ratio of the two quantities must be known. 

� If the ratio of the two quantities and the total amount are given, can you find the remaining parts of the table? 
à Yes, once the ratio is determined or given, find an equivalent ratio to the given ratio that also 

represents the total amount. 

 

Example 2  (13 minutes)  

 
Example 2 

When a business buys a fast food franchise, it is buying the recipes used at every restaurant with the same name.  For 
example, all Pizzeria Specialty House Restaurants have different owners, but they must all use the same recipes for their 
pizza, sauce, bread, etc.  You are now working at your local Pizzeria Specialty House Restaurant, and listed below are the 
amounts of meat used on one meat-lovers pizza. 

 cup of sausage 

 cup of pepperoni 

 cup of bacon 

 cup of ham 

 cup of beef 

 
What is the total amount of toppings used on a meat-lovers pizza?                    cup(s) 

The meat must be mixed using this ratio to ensure that customers receive the same great tasting meat-lovers pizza from 
every Pizzeria Specialty House Restaurant nationwide.  The table below shows  different orders for meat-lovers pizzas 
on the night of the professional football championship game.  Using the amounts and total for one pizza given above, fill 
in every row and column of the table so the mixture tastes the same.  

 

  

Scaffolding:  

May need to review solving a   
one-step equation using the 
multiplicative inverse to solve. 
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 Order 1 Order 2 Order 3 

Sausage (cups)    

Pepperoni (cups)    

Bacon (cups)    

Ham (cups)    

Beef (cups)    

TOTAL (cups)    

 
� What must you calculate or know to complete this table? 

à You need to know the amount of each kind of meat in the original recipe and then keep each type of 

meat in the same ratio for each order using the given information. 

� How many pizzas were made for Order 1?  Explain how you obtained and used your answer. 

à There were 4 pizzas ordered.  The amount of sausage increased from 
1
4

 cup to 1 cup, which is 4 times as 

much.  Knowing this, the amount of each ingredient can now be multiplied by 4 to determine how much 

of each ingredient is needed for Order 1. 

A bar model can be utilized as well: 

à The amount of sausage is represented by the green portion in the bar model.  This represents 
1
4

 of a 

cup. 

    

If the amount of sausage becomes 1 cup, then the model should represent 1 whole (new green). 

The number of  14 ’s in one whole is 4. 

    
    

    

� How many pizzas were made for Order 2?  Explain how you obtained and used your answer. 

à There were 6 pizzas ordered.  The amount of bacon increased from 16 to 1, which is 6 times as much.  

Each ingredient can then be multiplied by 6. 

Bar Model: 

The amount of bacon, 16 , is represented by the green portion in the model. 
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The amount of bacon became 1 cup, so the model should represent 1 whole (new green). 

The number of 
1 ’s in one whole is 6. 

      
 

      

� How many pizzas were made for Order 3?  Explain how you obtained and used your answer. 

à There were 9 pizzas ordered.  The amount of pepperoni increased from 
1
3

 to 3, which is 9 times as 

much.  The other ingredients can then be multiplied by 9. 

Bar Model: 

The number of pepperoni, 
1
3

, is represented by the green portion in the model. 

   

The amount of pepperoni becomes 3 or 3 wholes, so we need to draw 3 whole models broken in thirds. 

The amount of thirds in the total models is 9. 

   
         

         

� Is it possible to order 1 1
2 or 2 1

2 pizzas?  If so, describe the steps to determine the amount of each ingredient 
necessary. 
à Yes, pizzas can be sold by the half.  This may not be typical, but it is possible.  Most pizza places can put 

the ingredients on only half of a pizza.  To determine the amount of each ingredient necessary, multiply 

the ingredient’s original amount by the number of pizzas ordered. 

 

Exercise  (12 minutes) 
 
Exercise 

The table below shows  different-sized pans that could be used to make macaroni and cheese.  If the ratio of ingredients 
stays the same, how might the recipe be altered to account for the different-sized pans?  

 
Noodles (cups) Cheese (cups) Pan Size(cups) 
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Method 1:  Equations  

Find the constant rate.  To do this, use the row that gives both quantities, not the total.  To find the unit rate:  

= ∙ =  

Write the equation of the relationship.  = , where  represents the cups of cheese and  represents the cups of 
noodles. 

=  

=  

=  

=  

= ∙  

=  

=  

=  

=  

= =  

 
Method 2:  Proportions  

Find the constant rate as described in Method 1. 

Set up proportions. 

 represents the number of cups of cheese, and  represents the number of cups of noodles. 

=  

=  

=  

=  

=  

= ∙  

= =  

=  

=  

= = ∙ =  

 

Closing  (3 minutes) 

� Describe how you can calculate the missing information in a table that includes the total quantity.  

 

 

 

Exit Ticket  (5 minutes) 

Lesson Summary 

To find missing quantities in a ratio table where a total is given, determine the unit rate from the ratio of two given 
quantities and use it to find the missing quantities in each equivalent ratio. 

MP.2 
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Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 13:  Finding Equivalent Ratios Given the Total Quantity 

 
Exit Ticket 
 
The table below shows the combination of a dry prepackaged mix and water to make concrete.  The mix says for every 1 
gallon of water stir 60 pounds of dry mix.  We know that 1 gallon of water is equal to 8 pounds of water.  Using the 
information provided in the table, complete the remaining parts of the table. 

 

Dry Mix (pounds) Water (pounds) Total (pounds) 

 8  

75 10  

  14
1
6 

4
1
2   
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Exit Ticket Sample Solutions 
 

The table below shows the combination of a dry prepackaged mix and water to make concrete.  The mix says for every  
gallon of water stir  pounds of dry mix.  We know that  gallon of water is equal to  pounds of water.  Using the 
information given in the table, complete the remaining parts of the table.  

Dry Mix (pounds) Water (pounds) Total (pounds) 

   

   

   

   

 
 
Problem Set Sample Solutions 

 

1. Students in  classes, displayed below, ate the same ratio of cheese pizza slices to pepperoni pizza slices.  Complete 
the following table, which represents the number of slices of pizza students in each class ate. 

Slices of Cheese 
Pizza 

Slices of Pepperoni 
Pizza Total Slices of Pizza 

   

   

   

   

   

   

 
2. To make green paint, students mixed yellow paint with blue paint.  The table below shows how many yellow and 

blue drops from a dropper several students used to make the same shade of green paint. 
a. Complete the table. 

Yellow ( ) 
(mL) 

Blue ( ) 
(mL) 

Total 
(mL) 

   

   

   

   

 
b. Write an equation to represent the relationship between the amount of yellow paint and blue paint. 

= .  
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3. The ratio of the number of miles run to the number of miles biked is equivalent for each row in the table.   
a. Complete the table.  

 
Distance Run 

(miles) 
Distance Biked 

(miles) 
Total Amount of 
Exercise (miles) 

   

   

   

   

   

 
b. What is the relationship between distances biked and distances run? 

The distances biked were twice as far as the distances run. 

 
4. The following table shows the number of cups of milk and flour that are needed to make biscuits.   

Complete the table. 

Milk (cups) Flour (cups) Total (cups) 

.   .  

 .   

.   .  
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Lesson 14:  Multi-Step Ratio Problems  

 

Student Outcomes 

� Students solve multi-step ratio problems including fractional markdowns, markups, commissions, and fees. 

 

Lesson Notes 

In this lesson, students solve multi-step ratio problems including fractional markdowns, fractional commissions, fees, 
and discounts.  Problems with similar context that apply percent concepts are introduced in Modules 2 and 4. 

Tape diagrams are a concept that have been introduced throughout earlier grades and are used throughout Grade 7 to 
introduce important algebraic concepts.  Although it is not required that students know how to solve each of these 
problems using tape diagrams, the visual modeling may help.  Also, during the first year of implementation, this may be 
a good time to introduce tape diagrams since they can be completed side by side with algebraic thinking, and then 
students can use this type of model for future lessons.   

 

Classwork 

Example 1  (13 minutes):  Bargains  

Begin this lesson by discussing advertising.  Share with students that businesses create 
advertisements to encourage consumers to come to their businesses in order to purchase 
their products.  Many businesses subscribe to the idea that if a consumer thinks that he or 
she is saving money, then the consumer is more motivated to purchase the product. 

Have students verbalize how they would determine the sale prices with a discount rate of 
1
2

 off the original price of the shirt, 
1
3

 off the original price of the pants, and 
1
4

 off the 

original price of the shoes.  

Students should provide an idea that is similar to this:   
discount price = original price – rate times the original price.   

 

  

 

MP.1 

Scaffolding:  
� A consumer is a person 

who buys an item. 
� Remind students that of in 

mathematics is an 
operational word for 
multiply.  

� Note that students may 
find the amount of the 
discount and forget to 
subtract it from the 
original price. 
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Example 1:  Bargains 

Peter’s Pants Palace advertises the following sale:  Shirts are  off the original price; pants are  off the original price; and 

shoes are  off the original price. 

a. If a pair of shoes costs $ , what is the sales price?      

Method 1:  Tape Diagram 

 

 

 

 

After  of the price is taken off 

the original price, the discounted 
price is $ . 

Method 2:  Subtracting  of the 

price from the original price 

 

$ ($ ) 

$ $  
$  

Method 3:  Finding the fractional 
part of the price being paid by 

subtracting  of the price from  

 whole 

($ ) 

($ ) 

$  
 

 

b. At Peter’s Pants Palace, a pair of pants usually sells for $ . .  What is the sales price of Peter’s pants?  

 

 

Use questioning to guide students to develop the methods above.  Students do not need to use all three methods, but 
should have a working understanding of how and why they work in this problem. 

 

Example 2  (4 minutes):  Big Al’s Used Cars  

Have students generate an equation that would find the commission for the salesperson.  

 

Example 2:  Big Al’s Used Cars 

A used car salesperson receives a commission of  of the sales price of the car for each car he sells.  What would the 

sales commission be on a car that sold for $ , ? 

Commission = $ , = $ , .  

The sales commission would be $ , .  for a car sold for $ , .  

 

 

Method 1:  Tape Diagram 
 
 
 
 

$  
 

$ ÷ = $  

($ ) = $    

Method 2:  Use the given rate of 
discount, multiply by the price, and 
then subtract from the original 
price. 

$ ($ ) = $ $ = $  

 

Method 3:  Subtract the rate from 
 whole, and then multiply that 

rate by the original price. 

=  

($ ) = $ .  

The discounted price is $ . , 

which is  of the original price. 

$10 $10 

$11 

$10 

$11 

$10 

$11 

$  
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Example 3  (9 minutes):  Tax Time  

 

Example 3:  Tax Time 

As part of a marketing plan, some businesses mark up their prices before they advertise a sales event.  Some companies 

use this practice as a way to entice customers into the store without sacrificing their profits.   

A furniture store wants to host a sales event to improve its profit margin and to reduce its tax liability before its inventory 

is taxed at the end of the year. 

How much profit will the business make on the sale of a couch that is marked up by  and then sold at a  off discount if 

the original price is $ , ?   

Markup:  $ , + $ ,  = $ ,  or $ ,  = $ ,  

Markdown:  $ , $ ,  = $ ,  or $ ,  = $ ,  

Profit = sales price original price = $ , $ , = $ .  

 

Example 4  (9 minutes):  Born to Ride  

Explain that a whole plus the fractional increase gives 1 + 1
5 = 6

5 of the original price. 

 

Example 4:  Born to Ride 

A motorcycle dealer paid a certain price for a motorcycle and marked it up by  of the price he paid.  Later, he sold it for 

$ , .  What is the original price?   

                                   Original Price                                 

 

 
 

 

 

= ,  

= ( , )  

= ,  

= , .  

Let  represent the original price 

+ = ,  

= ,  

= ,  

= , .  

 

 

The original price of the car is $ , . . 

  

      

Markup 

$ ,  
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Closing  (5 minutes) 

� Name at least two methods used to find the solution to a fractional markdown problem.   
à Find the fractional part of the markdown, and subtract it from the original price.  
à Use a tape diagram to determine the value each part represents, and then subtract the fractional part 

from the whole.  
� Compare and contrast a commission and a discount price.   

à The commission and the discount price are both fractional parts of the whole.  The difference between 
them is that commission is found by multiplying the commission rate times the sale, while the discount 
is the difference between 1 and the fractional discount multiplied by the original price. 

 

Exit Ticket  (5 minutes)  
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Lesson 14:  Multi-Step Ratio Problems  

 

Exit Ticket 

 

1. A bicycle shop advertised all mountain bikes priced at a 
1
3

 discount.   

a. What is the amount of the discount if the bicycle originally costs $327? 
 
 
b. What is the discount price of the bicycle? 
 
 
c. Explain how you found your solution to part (b). 
 
 

2. A hand-held digital music player was marked down by 
1
4

 of the original price.  

a. If the sales price is $128.00, what is the original price? 
 
 
 
 
 

b. If the item was marked up by 
1
2

 before it was placed on the sales floor, what was the price that the store paid 

for the digital player? 
 
 
 
 
 
c. What is the difference between the discount price and the price that the store paid for the digital player? 
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Exit Ticket Sample Solutions 

 

1. A bicycle shop advertised all mountain bikes priced at a  discount.   

a. What is the amount of the discount if the bicycle originally costs $ ? 

($ ) = $ .  The discount is $ .  

 

b. What is the discount price of the bicycle? 

($ ) = $ .  The discount price is $ .  Methods will vary. 

 

c. Explain how you found your solution to part (b). 

Answers will vary. 
 

2. A hand-held digital music player was marked down by  of the original price.  

a. If the sales price is $ . , what is the original price? 

Let  represent the original price in dollars. 

=  

=  

= .  

The original price is $ . . 
 

b. If the item was marked up by  before it was placed on the sales floor, what was the price that the store paid 

for the digital player?  

Let  represent the price that the store paid in dollars. 

+ = .  

= .  

= .  

The price that the store paid for the digital player was $ . . 
 

c. What is the difference between the discount price and the price that the store paid for the digital player? 

$ $ . = $ .  

 

 

Problem Set Sample Solutions 

 

1. A salesperson will earn a commission equal to  of the total sales.  What is the commission earned on sales 

totaling $ , ? 

$ , = $  
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Lesson 14: Multi-Step Ratio Problems  
  

2. DeMarkus says that a store overcharged him on the price of the video game he bought.  He thought that the price 

was marked  of the original price, but it was really  off the original price.  He misread the advertisement.  If the 

original price of the game was $ , what is the difference between the price that DeMarkus thought he should pay 

and the price that the store charged him? 

 of $  is $  (the price DeMarkus thought he should pay);  off $  is $  

Difference between prices:  $ $ = $  
 

3. What is the cost of a $ ,  washing machine after a discount of  the original price? 

$ , = $  or $ , ($ , ) = $  

 

4. If a store advertised a sale that gave customers a  discount, what is the fractional part of the original price that the 

customer will pay? 

=  

The customer will pay  of the original price. 

 

5. Mark bought an electronic tablet on sale for  off the original price of $ . .  He also wanted to use a coupon 

for  off the sales price.  How much did Mark pay for the tablet?  

$   = $ . , then $ .   = $  

 

6. A car dealer paid a certain price for a car and marked it up by  of the price he paid.  Later, he sold it for $ , . 

What is the original price?   

Let  represent the original price in dollars. 

+ = ,  

= ,  

= ,  

The original price was $ , . 

 

7. Joanna ran a mile in physical education class.  After resting for one hour, her heart rate was  beats per minute.  If 

her heart rate decreased by , what was her heart rate immediately after she ran the mile? 

Let  represent her heart rate immediately after she ran the mile. 

=  

=  

=  

Her heart rate was  beats per minute. 
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Scaffolding:  
� A 10K race has a length of 

10 kilometers 
(approximately 6.2 miles). 

� Help students find ordered 
pairs from graphs that fall 
on coordinates that are 
easy to see.   

� Have students use the 
coordinates to determine 
the constant of 
proportionality (unit rate). 

Lesson 15:  Equations of Graphs of Proportional 

Relationships Involving Fractions 

 
Student Outcomes 

� Students use equations and graphs to represent proportional relationships arising from ratios and rates 
involving fractions.   

� Students interpret what points on the graph of the relationship mean in terms of the situation or context of 
the problem.  

 

Classwork 

Review with students the meaning of unit rate, the meaning of an ordered pair in the proportional relationship context, 
the meaning of (0, 0), and the meaning of (1, 𝑟𝑟) from Lesson 10.  The goal here is to help students see the relationship 
between the unit rate and the changes in 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦.  

 

Example 1  (15 minutes):  Mother’s 10K Race  

Use the table to determine the constant of proportionality and remind students how this was done in earlier lessons.  
Help students to understand what the constant of proportionality means in the context of this problem.  

Discuss and model with students how to graph fractional coordinates so that the ordered pairs are as accurate as 
possible.   

 
Example 1:  Mother’s 10K Race 

Sam’s mother has entered a 10K race.  Sam and his family want to show their support for their 
mother, but they need to figure out where they should go along the race course.  They also need 
to determine how long it will take her to run the race so that they will know when to meet her at 

the finish line.  Previously, his mother ran a 5K race with a time of  hours.  Assume Sam’s 

mother will run the same rate as the previous race in order to complete the chart.   

 
� Discuss with your partner:  Can you find Sam’s mother’s average rate for the 

entire race based on her previous race time?  

à 3 1
3 km/h, or 

1
3

 km/h  

  

 

MP.1 
& 

MP.2 
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Create a table that shows how far Sam’s mother has run after each half hour from the start of the race, and graph it on 
the coordinate plane to the right.   

  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

a. What are some specific things you notice about this graph?  

It forms a line through the origin; it relates time (in hours) to the distance run (in kilometers); the line through 
the origin means that the values are proportional. 

 

b. What is the connection between the table and the graph?  

The time (in hours) is on the horizontal axis, and the distance run (in kilometers) is on the vertical axis; the 
coordinates of the points on the line are the same as the pairs of numbers in the table. 

 

c. What does the point ,  represent in the context of this problem?  

After  hours, she has run  . 

 

Discuss the responses with the class and draw a conclusion.  

� Write an equation that models the data in the chart.  Record the student responses so that they can see all of 
the responses.  

à = 3 1
3 , where  represents the distance, and  represents the hours (or = 10

3 ). 

Time  
( , in hours) 

Distance Run  
( , in kilometers) 

 = =  

 ( ) = =  

 =  

 ( ) = =  

 = =  

 ( ) =  
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Example 2  (16 minutes):  Gourmet Cooking  

Students should write the equation from the data given and complete the ordered pairs in the table.  Pose the questions 
to students as a whole group, one question at a time: 

 
Example 2:  Gourmet Cooking 

After taking a cooking class, you decide to try out your new cooking skills by preparing a meal for your family.  You have 
chosen a recipe that uses gourmet mushrooms as the main ingredient.  Using the graph below, complete the table of 
values and answer the following questions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Is this relationship proportional?  How do you know from examining the graph? 

Yes, the relationship is proportional because the graph is a line that passes through the origin.  

 

b. What is the unit rate for cost per pound?  

= = .  The unit rate is . 

 

c. Write an equation to model this data. 

= , where  represents the cost in dollars, and  represents the weight of mushrooms in pounds.  

 

d. What ordered pair represents the unit rate, and what does it mean? 

( , ) The unit rate is , which means that one pound of mushrooms costs $ . . 

 

e. What does the ordered pair ( , ) mean in the context of this problem? 

( , ) This means  pounds of mushrooms cost $ . .  

 

f. If you could spend $ .  on mushrooms, how many pounds could you buy?  

= ; = ; = ; = .  You can buy .  pounds of mushrooms with $ . . 

 

g. What would be the cost of  pounds of mushrooms? 

= ; = ; = ( ); = .  The cost of  pounds of mushrooms is $ . 

Weight  
(in pounds) 

Cost 
(in dollars) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

MP.1 
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Have students share how they would find the cost for 3 lb., 4 oz. of mushrooms.  Students convert 3 lb., 4 oz. to 3 1
4  lb., 

and then multiply the weight by 8 to determine the cost of $26. 

Discuss the usefulness of equations as models and how they help to determine very large or very small values that are 
difficult or impossible to see on a graph.  

Students should complete these problems in cooperative groups and then be assigned one problem per group to present 
in a gallery walk.  As groups of students walk around the room to view the work, have them write feedback on sticky 
notes about presentations, clarity of explanations, etc.  Students should compare their answers and have a class 
discussion after the walk about any solutions in which groups disagreed or found incomplete.  

 

Closing  (7 minutes) 

After the gallery walk, refer back to the graphs and charts that students presented. 

� Are all graphs lines through the origin? 
� Did each group write the equation that models the situation in their problem? 
� Did each group find the correct constant of proportionality (unit rate) for their problem and describe its 

meaning in the context of the problem using appropriate units?  
 

 

Exit Ticket  (7 minutes) 

  

Lesson Summary 

Proportional relationships can be represented through the use of graphs, tables, equations, diagrams, and verbal 
descriptions. 

In a proportional relationship arising from ratios and rates involving fractions, the graph gives a visual display of all 
values of the proportional relationship, especially the quantities that fall between integer values.  

MP.2 
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Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 15:  Equations of Graphs of Proportional Relationships 

Involving Fractions 

 
Exit Ticket 
 

Using the graph and its title: 

1. Describe the relationship that the graph depicts.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Identify two points on the line, and explain what they 
mean in the context of the problem.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. What is the unit rate?  
 
 
 
 
 

4. What point represents the unit rate? 
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Exit Ticket Sample Solutions 
 

1. Describe the relationship that the graph depicts.   

The graph shows that in  days the water rose to  inches.  The 
water has risen at a constant rate.  Therefore, the water has risen 

  inches per day. 

 

2. Identify two points on the line, and explain what they mean in the 
context of the problem.   

( , ) means that by the th day, the water rose  inches; ( , ) 
means that by the th day, the water rose  inches. 

 

3. What is the unit rate?  

The unit rate in inches per day is . 

 

4. What point represents the unit rate? 

The point that shows the unit rate is , . 

 
 
Problem Set Sample Solutions 

 

1. Students are responsible for providing snacks and drinks for the Junior Beta Club Induction Reception.  Susan and 
Myra were asked to provide the punch for the  students and family members who will attend the event.  The 
chart below will help Susan and Myra determine the proportion of cranberry juice to sparkling water needed to 
make the punch.  Complete the chart, graph the data, and write the equation that models this proportional 
relationship.  
 

Sparkling Water 
( , in cups) 

Cranberry Juice 
( , in cups) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

= , where  represents the number of cups of cranberry juice, and  represents the number of cups of 
sparkling water. 
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2. Jenny is a member of a summer swim team.   

a. Using the graph, determine how many calories she 
burns in one minute.   

Jenny burns  calories every  minutes, so she 

burns  calories each minute.   

 
b. Use the graph to determine the equation that models 

the number of calories Jenny burns within a certain 
number of minutes.   

= , where  represents the number of calories 
burned, and  represents the time she swims in minutes. 

 
c. How long will it take her to burn off a -calorie smoothie that she had for breakfast? 

It will take Jenny  minutes of swimming to burn off the smoothie she had for breakfast.  

 

3. Students in a world geography class want to determine the distances between cities in Europe.  The map gives all 
distances in kilometers.  The students want to determine the number of miles between towns so they can compare 
distances with a unit of measure with which they are already familiar.  The graph below shows the relationship 
between a given number of kilometers and the corresponding number of miles.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Find the constant of proportionality, or the rate of miles per kilometer, for this problem, and write the 
equation that models this relationship. 

The constant of proportionality is . 

The equation that models this situation is = , where  represents the number of miles, and  
represents the number of kilometers.   

 

b. What is the distance in kilometers between towns that are  miles apart?  

The distance between towns that are  miles apart is  . 

 

c. Describe the steps you would take to determine the distance in miles between two towns that are  
 kilometers apart? 

Solve the equation = ( ).  To find the number of miles for  , multiply  by .   

= .  The two towns are  miles apart. 
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4. During summer vacation, Lydie spent time with her grandmother picking blackberries.  They decided to make 
blackberry jam for their family.  Her grandmother said that you must cook the berries until they become juice and 
then combine the juice with the other ingredients to make the jam. 

a. Use the table below to determine the constant of proportionality of cups of juice to cups of blackberries. 

Cups of 
Blackberries 

Cups of Juice 

  

  

  

  

  

=  

 

b. Write an equation that models the relationship between the number of cups of blackberries and the number 
of cups of juice. 

= , where  represents the number of cups of juice, and  represents the number of cups of blackberries. 

 

c. How many cups of juice were made from  cups of berries?  How many cups of berries are needed to make 
 cups of juice? 

 cups of juice are made from  cups of berries. 
 cups of berries are needed to make  cups of juice. 
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GRADE 7 • MODULE 1 

 

G R A D E 
7 Mathematics Curriculum 

Topic D: Ratios of Scale Drawings  

  

 

 

Topic D 

Ratios of Scale Drawings 

7.RP.A.2b, 7.G.A.1  

Focus Standards: 7.RP.A.2b Recognize and represent proportional relationships between quantities. 

b. Identify the constant of proportionality (unit rate) in tables, graphs, 

equations, diagrams, and verbal descriptions of proportional relationships. 

 
7.G.A.1 Solve problems involving scale drawings of geometric figures, including 

computing actual lengths and areas from a scale drawing and reproducing a 

scale drawing at a different scale. 

Instructional Days: 7  

Lesson 16: Relating Scale Drawings to Ratios and Rates (E)
1 

Lesson 17:  The Unit Rate as the Scale Factor (P) 

Lesson 18: Computing Actual Lengths from a Scale Drawing (P) 

Lesson 19: Computing Actual Areas from a Scale Drawing (P) 

Lesson 20: An Exercise in Creating a Scale Drawing (E) 

Lessons 21–22: An Exercise in Changing Scales (E, E) 

 

In the first lesson of Topic D, students are introduced to scale drawings; they determine if the drawing is a 

reduction or enlargement of a two-dimensional picture.  Pairs of figures are presented for students to match 

corresponding points.  In Lesson 17, students learn the term scale factor and recognize it as the constant of 

proportionality.  With a given scale factor, students make scale drawings of pictures or diagrams.  In Lessons 

18 and 19, students compute the actual dimensions of objects shown in pictures given the scale factor.  They 

recognize that areas scale by the square of the scale factor that relates lengths.  In the final lessons, students 

engage in their own scale factor projects—first, to produce a scale drawing of the top-view of a furnished 

room or building, and second, given one scale drawing, to produce a new scale drawing using a different scale 

factor. 

 
                                                           

¹Lesson Structure Key:  P-Problem Set Less, M-Modeling Cycle Lesson, E-Exploration Lesson, S-Socratic Lesson 
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Lesson 16:  Relating Scale Drawings to Ratios and Rates 

 

Student Outcomes 

� Students understand that a scale drawing is either the reduction or the enlargement of a two-dimensional 
picture. 

� Students compare the scale drawing picture with the original picture and determine if the scale drawing is a 
reduction or an enlargement. 

� Students match points and figures in one picture with points and figures in the other picture. 

 

Classwork 

Opening Exercise  (3 minutes):  Can You Guess the Image?  

Project the Opening Exercise pages at the end of the lesson to show students a series of 
images.  Determine if they can guess what is pictured and then identify whether the 
picture is a reduction or an enlargement of the original image.  The purpose of this activity 
is for students to understand the terms reduction and enlargement.  The scale drawings 
produced in Grade 7 focus on creating a scale drawing from a two-dimensional picture.  
Teachers can also post alternate images of choice on a projector or interactive whiteboard 
where only one portion is revealed.  Students guess the object and determine if the 
picture is a reduction or an enlargement of the actual object.  

Give students two minutes to guess each image in the student materials and share responses.  Then show the full-size 
images, and have students decide whether the images in the student materials are reductions or enlargements, 
compared to what is now being shown.  

Responses for attached images and points for discussion follow.  

� This is a picture of a subway map.  Was the cropped photo that was just seen a reduction or an enlargement of 
the original picture below?  How do you know? 
à It is a reduction since it is a scaled down picture of a map of a subway.  If you compare the length from 

one end of a track to the other end, you can see that the cropped photo has a shorter length as 

compared to the original photo.  Any corresponding length could be compared.  

� This is a fingerprint.  Was the cropped photo that was just seen a reduction or an enlargement of the original 
picture below?  How do you know? 
à It is an enlargement since it was from a picture of a fingerprint.  If you compare the length of one of the 

swirls to the actual fingerprint picture, you can see that the cropped photo has a longer length 

compared to the original fingerprint picture.  

  

 

Scaffolding:  

In each Opening Exercise 
problem, the image can be 
resized on a digital display for 
students to see the enlarged 
version of the original picture. 
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Opening Exercise:  Can You Guess the Image? 

1.        2.  

 

 

 

 

This is a reduction of a subway map. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                This is an enlarged picture of a fingerprint. 

 

Example 1  (3 minutes)  

For each scale drawing, have students identify if it is a reduction or an enlargement of the actual object in real life or of 
the given original picture.   

� What are possible uses for enlarged drawings/pictures?  
à Enlarged drawings allow us to observe details such as textures and parts that are hard to see to the 

naked eye.  In art, enlargements are used in murals or portraits. 

� What are the possible purposes of reduced drawings/pictures?   
à Reductions allow us to get a general idea of a picture/object.  These scale drawings can fit in folders, 

books, wallets, etc. 

Introduce the term scale drawing.  Emphasize the importance of scale drawings being reductions or enlargements of 
two-dimensional drawings, not of actual objects. 

 

Example 1 

For the following problems, (a) is the actual picture, and (b) is the scale drawing.  Is the scale drawing an enlargement or a 

reduction of the actual picture? 

1. a.    b.      2.      a.  

 

         b.  

 

     Enlargement     Reduction 

 
SCALE DRAWING:  A reduced or enlarged two-dimensional drawing of an original two-dimensional drawing. 

MP.2 
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Example 2  (7 minutes)  

Complete this activity together as a class.   

� Why doesn’t point  correspond with point ?  
à Although both points are on the bottom right hand corner, they are positioned on two different ends of 

the path.  Point  only corresponds to Point . 

� What must we consider before identifying corresponding points?  
à We have to make sure we are looking at the maps in the same direction.  Then we can see that this is a 

one-to-one correspondence because they are scale drawings of each other, and each point corresponds 

to one specific point on the other map. 

 

Example 2 

Derek’s family took a day trip to a modern public garden.  Derek looked at his map of the park that was a reduction of the 

map located at the garden entrance.  The dots represent the placement of rare plants.  The diagram below is the top-view 

as Derek held his map while looking at the posted map.     

                                                                                                                                 

                               

 

 

                                 

 

What are the corresponding points of the scale drawings of the maps? 

Point  to   Point         Point  to  Point       Point  to  Point       Point  to   Point       

 

Exploratory Challenge  (10 minutes) 

In this exercise, the sizes of the units on the grid are enlarged, and then reduced to produce two different scale drawings 
with lengths that are proportional to one another.  Guide students to notice that the number of units of length is staying 
the same, but the size of each unit changes from one drawing to another due to the shrinking and enlarging of the grid.  
This allows for students to create a scale drawing without having to complete the computation required in finding 
equivalent ratios (which is done later in Topic D).  

� How will we make the enlarged robot?  Will we need to adjust the number of units?  
à No, since the grid is enlarged (thus changing the size of each unit), we can draw the new robot using 

the same number of units for each given length.  

� What is the importance of matching corresponding points and figures from the actual picture to the scale 
drawing?  
à If there is no correspondence between points from the actual picture to the scale drawing, the scale 

drawing will not be proportional, and the picture will be distorted.  

� How can you check the accuracy of the proportions?  
à You can count the squares and check that the points match. 
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Exploratory Challenge 

Create scale drawings of your own modern nesting robots using the grids provided.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Example 3  (7 minutes)  

Work on the problem as a class and fill in the table together.  Discuss as students record important points in the “Notes” 
section: 

� Is the second image a reduction or an enlargement of the first image?  How do you know?  
à It is a reduction because the second image is smaller than the first original image. 

� What do you notice about the information on the table?  
à The pairs of corresponding lengths are all proportional. 

� Does a constant of proportionality exist?  How do you know?  
à Yes, it does because there is a constant value to get from each length to its corresponding length. 

� What is the constant of proportionality, and why is it important in scale drawings?  

à The constant of proportionality is 
1
2

, and it needs to exist for images to be considered scale drawings.  If 

not, then there would be a lack of proportionality, and the images would not be a scaled up or down 

version of the original image. 
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Example 3 

Celeste drew an outline of a building for a diagram she was making and then drew a second one mimicking her original 

drawing.  State the coordinates of the vertices and fill in the table. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Notes: 

 

Exercise  (7 minutes)  

Have students work in pairs to fill out the table and answer the questions.  Direct students to the vertical and horizontal 
lengths of the legs.  Reconvene as a class to discuss answers to the given questions and the following: 

� Why is it difficult to determine if the second image is a reduction or an enlargement of the first image?  
à The second image is not a scale drawing of the first image.  Although the second image is bigger, it is 

not a true reduction or enlargement of the first image. 
� What must one check before determining if one image is a scale drawing of another?  

à The corresponding lengths must all be proportional to each other.  If only one pair is proportional and 

another is not, then the images cannot be identified as scale drawings of one another. 

 

Exercise 

Luca drew and cut out a small right triangle for a mosaic piece he was creating for art class.  His mother liked the mosaic 

piece and asked if he could create a larger one for their living room.  Luca made a second template for his triangle pieces.  

 

 

 

  

 

 

a. Fill in the table.  Does a constant of proportionality exist?  If so, what is it?  If not, explain.   

No, because the ratios of corresponding side lengths are not equal or proportional to each other.  

 

b. Is Luca’s enlarged mosaic a scale drawing of the first image?  Explain why or why not. 

No, the enlarged mosaic image is not a scale drawing of the first image.  We know this because the images do 
not have all side lengths proportional to each other; there is no constant of proportionality.  

 

 Height Length 

 Original Drawing  units  units 
 Second Drawing  units  units 

  Height  Width 

 Original Image  units  units 
Second Image  units  units 
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Closing  (3 minutes) 

� What is a scale drawing?  
à It is a drawing that is a reduction or an enlargement of an actual picture. 

� What is an enlargement?  What is a reduction?  
à An enlargement is a drawing that is larger in scale than its original picture.  A reduction is a drawing 

that is smaller in scale than its original picture. 

� What is the importance of matching points and figures from one picture or drawing to the next?  
à The corresponding lines, points, and figures need to match because otherwise the scale drawing will be 

distorted and not proportional throughout. 

� How do scale drawings relate to rates and ratios?  
à The corresponding lengths between scale drawings and original images are equivalent ratios. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exit Ticket  (5 minutes)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Lesson Summary 

SCALE DRAWING AND SCALE FACTOR (description):  For two figures in the plane,  and ′, ′ is said to be a scale drawing 
of  with scale factor  if there is a one-to-one correspondence between  and ′ so that, under the pairing of this 

one-to-one correspondence, the distance | | between any two points  and  of  is related to the distance 

| ′ ′| between corresponding points ′ and ′ of ′ by | ′ ′| = | |. 

A scale drawing is an enlargement or magnification of another figure if the scale drawing is larger than the original 

drawing, that is, if > . 

A scale drawing is a reduction of another figure if the scale drawing is smaller than the original drawing, that is, if 

< < .  
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Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 16:  Relating Scale Drawings to Ratios and Rates 

 

Exit Ticket 

 

Use the following figure on the graph for Problems 1 and 2. 

 

1.  
a. If the original lengths are multiplied by 2, what are the new coordinates? 

 

 

b. Use the table to organize lengths (the vertical and horizontal legs). 

 Width Height 

Actual Picture (in units)   

New Picture (in units)   

c. Is the new picture a reduction or an enlargement? 
 

 

d. What is the constant of proportionality? 
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2.  

a. If the original lengths are multiplied by 
1
3

, what are the new coordinates? 

 

 

b. Use the table to organize lengths (the vertical and horizontal legs). 

 Width Height 

Actual Picture (in units)   

New Picture (in units)   

c. Is the new picture a reduction or an enlargement? 
 

 

d. What is the constant of proportionality? 
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Exit Ticket Sample Solutions 

 

Use the following figure on the graph for Problems 1 and 2. 

 

1.  

a. If the original lengths are multiplied by , what are the new coordinates? 

( , ), ( , ), ( , ) 

 

b. Use the table to organize lengths (the vertical and horizontal legs). 

 Width Height 

Actual Picture (in units)    

New Picture (in units)    

 

c. Is the new drawing a reduction or an enlargement?  

Enlargement 

 

d. What is the constant of proportionality?  

 

 

2.  

a. If the original lengths are multiplied by , what are the new coordinates? 

( , ), ( , ), ( , ) 

 

b. Use the table to organize lengths (the vertical and horizontal legs). 

 Width Height 

Actual Picture (in units)     

New Picture (in units)     

 

c. Is the new drawing a reduction or an enlargement?  

Reduction 

 

d. What is the constant of proportionality?  
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Problem Set Sample Solutions 

 

For Problems 1–3, identify if the scale drawing is a reduction or an enlargement of the actual picture. 

1.       Enlargement      
a. Actual Picture                 b. Scale Drawing  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.      Reduction       

 
a. Actual Picture 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

b. Scale Drawing  

 

 

 

 

3.      Enlargement      
a. Actual Picture                                                 b.        Scale Drawing 
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4. Using the grid and the abstract picture of a face, answer the following questions: 

 

 

a. On the grid, where is the eye? 

Intersection  

 

b. What is located in ?  

Tip of the nose 

 

c. In what part of the square  is the chin located? 

Bottom right corner 

 

5. Use the blank graph provided to plot the points and decide 

if the rectangular cakes are scale drawings of each other.  

Cake 1:  ( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ( , ) 

Cake 2:  ( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ( , ) 

How do you know?   

These images are not scale drawings of each other because 
the short length of Cake 2 is three times longer than Cake 1, 
but the longer length of Cake 2 is only twice as long as Cake 
1.  Both should either be twice as long or three times as long 
to have one-to-one correspondence and to be scale 
drawings of each other.  

 

 

 

 

  

 A B C D 

F 
    

G 
    

H 
    

I 
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Opening Exercise 

Can you guess the image?  In each problem, the first image is from the student materials, and the second image is the 
actual picture.  

 

1.    
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2.  
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Lesson 17:  The Unit Rate as the Scale Factor 

 
Student Outcomes 

� Students recognize that the enlarged or reduced distances in a scale drawing are proportional to the 
corresponding distances in the original picture.  

� Students recognize the scale factor to be the constant of proportionality. 
� Given a picture or description of geometric figures, students make a scale drawing with a given scale factor. 

 

Classwork 

Example 1  (7 minutes):  Jake’s Icon  

After reading the prompt with the class, discuss the following questions: 

� What type of scale drawing is the sticker?  
à It is an enlargement or a magnification of the original sketch.  

� What is the importance of proportionality for Jake?  
à If the image is not proportional, it looks less professional.  The image on 

the sticker will be distorted. 
� How could we go about checking for proportionality of these two images?  

(Have students record steps in their student materials.) 
à Measure corresponding lengths and check to see if they all have the same constant of proportionality.   

As a class, label points correspondingly on the original sketch, and then on the sticker sketch.  Use inches to measure the 
distance between the points and record on a table. 

 
Example 1:  Jake’s Icon 

Jake created a simple game on his computer and shared it with his friends to play.  They were instantly hooked, and the 
popularity of his game spread so quickly that Jake wanted to create a distinctive icon so that players could easily identify 
his game.  He drew a simple sketch.  From the sketch, he created stickers to promote his game, but Jake wasn’t quite sure 
if the stickers were proportional to his original sketch. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Original Sticker 

 .  . 

 .  . 

 .  . 

 .  . 

Scaffolding:  
� Give the measurements of 

the original image lengths 
for the table prior to 
beginning Example 1.  

� Challenge students by 
giving problems that use 
different units of 
measurement and have 
them compare the scale 
factors. 
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Steps to check for proportionality for scale drawing and original object or picture:  

1. Record the lengths of the scale drawing on the table. 

2. Record the corresponding lengths on the actual object or picture on the table. 

3. Check for the constant of proportionality. 

Key Idea: 

The scale factor can be calculated from the ratio of any length in the scale drawing to its corresponding length 
in the actual picture.  The scale factor corresponds to the unit rate and the constant of proportionality. 

Scaling by factors greater than  enlarges the segment, and scaling by factors less than  reduces the segment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

� What relationship do you see between the measurements?  
à The corresponding lengths are proportional. 

� Is the sticker proportional to the original sketch?  
à Yes, the sticker lengths are twice as long as the lengths in the original sketch.  

� How do you know?  
à The unit rate, 2, is the same for the corresponding measurements. 

� What is this called?  
à Constant of proportionality 

Introduce the term scale factor and review the key idea box with students. 

� Is the new figure larger or smaller than the original?  
à Larger 

� What is the scale factor for the sticker?  How do you know?  
à The scale factor is two because the scale factor is the same as the constant of proportionality.  It is the 

ratio of a length in the scale drawing to the corresponding length in the actual picture, which is 2 to 1.  
The enlargement is represented by a number greater than 1.  

� Each of the corresponding lengths is how many times larger?  
à Two times 

� What can you predict about an image that has a scale factor of 3?  
à The lengths of the scaled image will be three times as long as the lengths of the original image. 

 

Exercise 1  (5 minutes):  App Icon 

Give students time to work with partners to record the lengths (in inches) of the app icon that correspond to the lengths 
in Example 1 on tables.  

� What was the relationship between the sticker and the original sketch?  
à The sticker is larger than the original. 
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� What was the constant of proportionality, or scale factor, for this relationship?  
à 2 

� What is the relationship between the icon and the original sketch?  
à The icon is smaller than the original sketch. 

� What was the constant of proportionality, or scale factor, for this relationship? 

à 
1
2

 

� How do we determine the scale factor?  
à Measure the lengths of the app icon and the corresponding lengths of the original sketch and record 

the data.  Using the data, determine the constant of proportionality. 
� What does the scale factor indicate?  

à A scale factor less than 1 indicates a reduction from the original picture, and a scale factor greater than 
1 indicates a magnification or enlargement from the original picture.  

 
Exercise 1:  App Icon 

 

 

 

 

 

Example 2  (7 minutes)  

Begin this example by giving the scale factor, 3.  Demonstrate how to make a scale drawing using the scale factor.  Use a 
table or an equation to show how you computed your actual lengths.  Note that the original image of the flag should be 

1 inch by 1 1
2 inches.   

� Is this a reduction or an enlargement?   
à An enlargement 

� How could you determine that it was an enlargement even before seeing the drawing?  
à A scale factor greater than one represents an enlargement. 

� Can you predict what the lengths of the scale drawing will be?  
à Yes, they will be 3 times as large as the actual picture. 

� What steps were used to create this scale drawing?  
à Measure lengths of the original drawing and record onto a table.  Multiply by 3 to compute the scale 

drawing lengths.  Record and draw. 
� How can you double check your work?  

à Divide the scale lengths by 3 to see if they match actual lengths. 
  

Original App Icon 

 . . 

 .  . 

 .  . 

 .  . 
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A 

B 

C 
D 

Example 2 

Use a scale factor of  to create a scale drawing of the picture below. 

Picture of the flag of Colombia: 

 
 

A. .× =  .   

 

B. .× = .  

 

C. .× = .   

 

D. .× = . 

 

Exercise 2  (6 minutes) 

Have students work with partners to create a scale drawing of the original picture of the flag from Example 2 but now 

applying a scale factor of 
1
2

.  

� Is this a reduction or an enlargement?   
à This is a reduction because the scale factor is less than one. 

� What steps were used to create this scale drawing?   

à Compute the scale drawing lengths by multiplying by 
1
2

 or dividing by 2.  Record.  Measure the new 

segments with a ruler and draw. 

 
Exercise 2 

Scale Factor =   Picture of the flag of Colombia: 

Sketch and notes:  

A.  .× =  .  

B.  .× =  . 

C.  .× =  . 

D.  .× =  . 

A 

B 

C 

D 
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Example 3  (5 minutes)  

After reading the prompt with the class, discuss the following questions: 

� What is the shape of the portrait?   
à Square 

� Will the resulting picture be a reduction or a magnification?   
à It will be a reduction because the phone picture is smaller than the original portrait.  Also, the scale 

factor is less than one, so this indicates a reduction. 

� One student calculated the length to be 2 inches, while another student’s response was 
1

 of a foot.  Which 

answer is more reasonable?   
à Although both students are correct, 2 inches is more reasonable for the purpose of measuring and 

drawing. 
� What will the scale drawing look like?   

à The scale drawing should be a square measuring 2 inches by 2 inches.  

 
Example 3 

Your family recently had a family portrait taken.  Your aunt asks you to take a picture of the portrait using your phone 

and send it to her.  If the original portrait is  feet by  feet, and the scale factor is , draw the scale drawing that would 

be the size of the portrait on your phone. 

Sketch and notes: 

 . ×
 

 =  . 

 .× =  . 

 . 

 

 
 

 . 

 

Exercise 3  (5 minutes) 

Read the problem aloud, and ask students to solve the problem with another student. 

� What is the diameter of the window in the sketch of the model house?  
à 2 inches 
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Exercise 3 

John is building his daughter a doll house that is a miniature model of their house.  The front of their house has a circular 

window with a diameter of  feet.  If the scale factor for the model house is , make a sketch of the circular doll house 

window. 

 

 . ×
 

 =  . 

 

 . × =  .  

 . 
 

 

 

 

Closing  (5 minutes) 

� How is the constant of proportionality represented in scale drawings?  
à Scale factor 

� Explain how to calculate scale factor. 
à Measure the actual picture lengths and the scale drawing lengths.  Write the values as a ratio of the 

length of the scale drawing length to the length of the actual picture. 
� What operation(s) is (are) used to create scale drawings?  

à After the lengths of the actual picture are measured and recorded, multiply each length by the scale 
factor to find the corresponding scale drawing lengths.  Measure and draw. 

 

Exit Ticket  (5 minutes) 
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Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 17:  The Unit Rate as the Scale Factor 

 
Exit Ticket 
 

A rectangular pool in your friend’s yard is 150 ft. × 400 ft.  Create a scale drawing with a scale factor of 
1

.  Use a table 

or an equation to show how you computed the scale drawing lengths. 
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Exit Ticket Sample Solutions 
 

A rectangular pool in your friend’s yard is  . ×  .  Create a scale drawing with a scale factor of .  Use a table 

or an equation to show how you computed the scale drawing lengths. 

Actual Length Scale Length 

 .  . multiplied by     is    ., or  . 

 .  . multiplied by     is    ., or  . 

 
 . 

 

 

 . 

 

 

 

 
 
Problem Set Sample Solutions 

 

1. Giovanni went to Los Angeles, California, for the summer to visit his cousins.  He used a map of bus routes to get 
from the airport to his cousin’s house.  The distance from the airport to his cousin’s house is  .  On his map, 
the distance was  .  What is the scale factor? 

The scale factor is 
, ,

.  I had to change kilometers to centimeters or centimeters to kilometers or both to 

meters in order to determine the scale factor. 

 
2. Nicole is running for school president.  Her best friend designed her campaign poster, which measured  feet by  

 feet.  Nicole liked the poster so much, she reproduced the artwork on rectangular buttons that measured  inches 

by  inches.  What is the scale factor? 

The scale factor is . 

 
3. Find the scale factor using the given scale drawings and measurements below. 

Scale Factor:                    

 

 Actual Scale Drawing 
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4. Find the scale factor using the given scale drawings and measurements below.  

Scale Factor:                    **Compare diameter to diameter or radius to radius.  

 

 Actual Picture Scale Drawing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
5. Using the given scale factor, create a scale drawing from the actual pictures in centimeters: 

a. Scale factor:   

Small Picture :   .  

Large Picture:   .  

  

 

 
                           .  

 
      

b. Scale factor:    

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Actual Drawing Measures:   .    Scale Drawing Measures:   .  

 

 

  

 . 
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6. Hayden likes building radio-controlled sailboats with her father.  One of the sails, shaped 
like a right triangle, has side lengths measuring  inches,  inches, and  inches.  To log her 
activity, Hayden creates and collects drawings of all the boats she and her father built 

together.  Using the scale factor of , create a scale drawing of the sail.  

A triangle with sides .  inches,  inches, and .  inches is drawn. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scaffolding:  
Extension:  Students can 
enlarge an image they want to 
draw or paint by drawing a grid 
using a ruler over their 
reference picture and drawing 
a grid of equal ratio on their 
work surface.  Direct students 
to focus on one square at a 
time until the image is 
complete.  Have students 
compute the scale factor for 
the drawing. 
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Lesson 18:  Computing Actual Lengths from a Scale Drawing  

 

Student Outcomes 

� Given a scale drawing, students compute the lengths in the actual picture using the scale.  Students identify 
the scale factor in order to make intuitive comparisons of size and then devise a strategy for efficiently finding 
actual lengths using the scale.  

 

Classwork 

Example 1  (14 minutes):  Basketball at Recess?  

The first example has students building upon the previous lesson by applying the scale 
factor to find missing dimensions.  This leads into a discussion of whether this method is 
the most efficient and whether they could find another approach that would be simpler, 
as demonstrated in Example 2.  Guide students to record responses and additional work in 
their student materials.  

� How can we use the scale factor to determine the actual measurements?   
à Divide each drawing length by the scale factor to find the actual measurement.   

See table below.  

� How can we use the scale factor to write an equation relating the scale drawing lengths to the actual lengths?  

à The scale factor is the constant of proportionality or the 𝑘𝑘 in the equation 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥 or 𝑥𝑥 =  or even  

𝑘𝑘 = 𝑦𝑦
𝑥𝑥.  It is the ratio of drawing length to actual length. 

  

Example 1: Basketball at Recess? 

Vincent proposes an idea to the Student Government to install a basketball hoop along with a court marked with all the 

shooting lines and boundary lines at his school for students to use at recess.  He presents a plan to install a half-court 

design as shown below.  After checking with the school administration, he is told it will be approved if it fits on the empty 

lot that measures  feet by  feet on the school property.  Will the lot be big enough for the court he planned?  

Explain.   

Scale Drawing:   inch on the drawing corresponds to  feet of actual length. 

 
 

 

Scaffolding:  
A reduction has a scale factor 
less than 1, and an 
enlargement has a scale factor 
greater than 1.  
 

MP.2 
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Scale Drawing Lengths  .  .  . 

Actual Court Lengths  .  .  . 

Scale Factor:   inch corresponds to ( ∙ ) inches, or  inches, so the scale factor is .  Let = ,  represent 
the scale drawing lengths in inches, and  represent the actual court lengths in inches.  The -values must be converted 
from feet to inches.     

To find actual length:  =  

   = ( ) 

   =   

The actual length is  inches, or  feet. 

To find actual width:  =  

   =  

   = ∙  

   =  

The actual width is  inches, or  feet. 

The actual court measures  feet by  feet.  Yes, the lot is big enough for the court Vincent planned.  The court will take 
up the entire width of the lot.  

 

Example 2  (5 minutes)  

Guide the whole class through the completion of the examples below while encouraging student participation through 
questioning.  Students should record the information in their student materials.  

Hold a discussion with students regarding the use of the word scale.  

� Where have you seen this term used?   
à Bottom of a map, blueprint, etc.  

� The word scale refers to a type of ratio.  1 cm represents 20 m is an example of a ratio relationship, and the 
ratio 1: 20 is sometimes called a scale ratio or a scale.  Why isn’t this called the scale factor?  
à The scale factor in a scaled drawing is always a scalar between distances measured in the same units.  

� Do we always need to use the scale factor in order to find actual measurements from a scale drawing, or could 
we just use the given scale ratio (or scale)?  (See below.) 

� Take a few minutes to try to find the actual length of the garden.  Give your answer in meters.  Be prepared to 
explain how you found your answer.  

Allow students to share approaches with the class.  Students could calculate the scale factor and follow the steps from 
Example 1, or they may realize that it is not necessary to find the scale factor.  They may apply the scale ratio and work 
the problem using the ratio 1: 20, perhaps setting up the proportional relationship 𝑦𝑦 = 20𝑥𝑥, where 𝑥𝑥 represents the 
drawing measurement, and 𝑦𝑦 represents the actual length. 

� So then, what two quantities does the constant of proportionality, 𝑘𝑘, relate?   
à The constant of proportionality relates the drawing length to the actual length, when converted to the 

same units if a scale factor is being used.  If just the scale ratio is used, then the quantities do not need 
to be converted to the same units.  
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Lesson 18: Computing Actual Lengths from a Scale Drawing  
  

� What method was more efficient?  Explain why.  
à If we apply the scale ratio, it requires fewer steps.  

� Then why would we consider the scale factor?   
à The scale factor gives us a sense of the comparison.  In this example, the scale factor is 2,000, so the 

scale drawing lengths are 
1

2,
 of the actual lengths.  It is not always easy to see that comparison 

when you are basing your calculations on the scale.  The scale factor helps us reason through the 
problem and make sense of our results.  

� Now, go back and find the actual width of the garden using the scale ratio.  

Elicit responses from students, including an explanation of how they arrived at their answers.  Record results on the 
board for students to see, and be sure students have recorded correct responses in their student materials.  

 

Example 2 

The diagram shown represents a garden.  The scale is  centimeter for every  meters.  Each square in the drawing 

measures   by  .  Find the actual length and width of the garden based upon the given drawing.  

 

 

  

 

 

 Scale Length Width 
Drawing,        
Actual,    (or ,  )   (or ,  )   (or ,  ) 

Method 1:  

Using the given scale:    of scale drawing length corresponds to   of actual length. 

   =   Drawing length to actual length 

To find the actual length: =   Where  represents the the scale drawing measurements in  
centimeters, and  represents the actual measurement in meters. 

   = ( ) Substitute the scale drawing length in place of . 

   =  

The actual length is  . 

To find actual width:  Divide the actual length by  since its drawing width is half the length.  

The actual width is  . 

 
Method 2:  

Use the scale factor:    of scale drawing length corresponds to ,   of actual length. 

   = ,    Drawing length to actual length (in same units) 

To find actual length:  = ,     Where  represents the drawing measurement in centimeters, and  
 represents the actual measurement in centimeters. 

   = , ( )   Substitute the scale drawing length in place of . 

   = ,   

   The actual length is ,  , or  .  
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To find actual width: = ,  

   = , ( )  Substitute the scale drawing width in place of . 

   = ,  

   The actual width is ,  , or  .  

 

Example 3  (10 minutes)  

 

Example 3 

A graphic designer is creating an advertisement for a tablet.  She needs to enlarge the picture given here so that .  

inches on the scale picture corresponds to  inch on the actual advertisement.  What will be the length and width of the 

tablet on the advertisement?  

 

 

 Using a Table:  

  

 

 

  
 
Using an Equation: 

Find the constant of proportionality, :  =    

    =    (Scale factor since units of measure are the same; it is an enlargement.) 

To find Actual Length:  =   Where  represents the picture measurement, and  represents the  
actual advertisement measurement. 

                            =   Substitute the picture length in place of . 

     =     

To find Actual Width:  =  

    =      Substitute the picture width in place of . 

    =          

The tablet will be  inches by  inches on the actual advertisement.  

 

� Is it always necessary to write and solve an equation 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥 to find actual measurements?  
à Guide students to conclude that the actual measurement can be found by applying any of the three 

relationships:  𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥, 𝑥𝑥 = 𝑦𝑦
𝑘𝑘 , or even 𝑘𝑘 = 𝑦𝑦

𝑥𝑥.  Encourage students to try any of these approaches in the 
next exercise.   

 

  

 Scale Length Width 

Picture,  .  .  .  . 

Actual Advertisement,   .  .  . 

 . 

 . 
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Lesson 18: Computing Actual Lengths from a Scale Drawing  
  

Exercise  (10 minutes) 

Hold a brief discussion of the problem as a class, and identify how to find the answer.  
Guide students to identify the following big ideas to address as they solve the problem: 

• We need to find the relationship between the lengths in the scale drawing and 
the corresponding actual lengths. 

• Use this relationship to calculate the width of the actual mall entrance. 

• Compare this with the width of the panels. 

Allow time for students to measure and complete the problem (see the measurement on 
the diagram below).  Encourage students to check with a partner to ensure that their 
measurements match each other’s.  

Sample responses shown below include work for two different approaches.  Students do not need to apply both and will 
receive credit for using either method.  

 

Exercise 

Students from the high school are going to perform one of the acts from their upcoming musical at the atrium in the mall.  

The students want to bring some of the set with them so that the audience can get a better feel for the whole production.  

The backdrop that they want to bring has panels that measure  feet by  feet.  The students are not sure if they will 

be able to fit these panels through the entrance of the mall since the panels need to be transported flat (horizontal).  

They obtain a copy of the mall floor plan, shown below, from the city planning office.  Use this diagram to decide if the 

panels will fit through the entrance.  Use a ruler to measure.  

  

Scaffolding:  
� The map distance of the 

mall entrance could be 
noted so that students 
would not need to 
measure.  

� When determining what 
unit to use when 
measuring, look at the 
given scale. 

To Atrium 

and 

Additional 

Stores 

Store 1 Store 2 

Mall Entrance 

 . 
 

Scale: 

 inch on the drawing 

represents   feet of 

actual length. 
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Answer the following questions.  

a. Find the actual distance of the mall entrance, and determine whether the set panels will fit.  

Step 1:  Relationship between lengths in drawing and lengths in actual 

  Scale:  
 .

 .
, or the value of the ratio  feet to inches 

 Scale factor calculations:   (inches to inches) 

   =   

   = , an enlargement 

Step 2:  Find the actual distance of the entrance. 

 Using the given scale:  ∙ =   

The actual distance of the entrance is  feet wide. 

   OR 

Using the scale factor:  ∙ =  

The actual distance of the entrance is  inches, or  feet, wide. 

Yes, the set panels, which are  . ×  . , will fit (lying flat) through the mall entrance.  

 

b. What is the scale factor?  What does it tell us?   

The scale factor is .  Each length on the scale drawing is  of the actual length.  The actual lengths are 

 times larger than the lengths in the scale drawing.  

 

Closing  (1 minute) 

� What does the scale factor tell us about the relationship between the actual picture and the scale drawing?  
à It gives us an understanding of how much larger or smaller the scale drawing is compared to the actual 

picture.  
� How does a scale drawing differ from other drawings?  

à In a scale drawing, there exists a constant ratio of scale drawing length to actual length, whereas other 
drawings may not have a constant scale ratio between all corresponding lengths of the drawing and 
the actual picture or object.   

 

Exit Ticket  (5 minutes) 
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Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 18:  Computing Actual Lengths from a Scale Drawing 

 

Exit Ticket 

 

A drawing of a surfboard in a catalog shows its length as 8 
4

 inches.  Find the actual length of the surfboard if 
1
2

 inch 

length on the drawing corresponds to 
3

 foot of actual length.  
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Exit Ticket Sample Solutions 

 

A drawing of a surfboard in a catalog shows its length as   inches.  Find the actual length of the surfboard if  inch 

length on the drawing corresponds to  foot of actual length.   

 Scale Equivalent Scale Ratio Surfboard  

Scale Drawing Length,   inch   inch  inches  
∙  

Actual Length,   foot   . or  . ? 

=  

=  

= ∙  

= ∙  

= ∙  

=  

The actual surfboard measures  feet long. 

 

Note:  Students could also use an equation where 𝑦𝑦 represents the scale drawing, and 𝑥𝑥 represents the actual 

measurement, in which case, 𝑘𝑘 would equal 
4
3

.  

 

 

Problem Set Sample Solutions 

 

1. A toy company is redesigning its packaging for model cars.  The graphic design team needs to take the old image 

shown below and resize it so that  inch on the old packaging represents  inch on the new package.  Find the length 

of the image on the new package.  

Car image length on old packaging measures  inches. 

 

 

 

 

 inches; the scale  to  and the length of the original figure is , which is  halves, so in the scale drawing the 

length will be  thirds.   
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2. The city of St. Louis is creating a welcome sign on a billboard for visitors to see as they enter the city.  The following 

picture needs to be enlarged so that  inch represents  feet on the actual billboard.  Will it fit on a billboard that 

measures  feet in height?  

 

 

 

    

 

Yes, the drawing measures  inch in height, which corresponds to  feet on the actual billboard. 

 

3. Your mom is repainting your younger brother’s room.  She is going to project the image shown below onto his wall 

so that she can paint an enlarged version as a mural.  Use a ruler to determine the length of the image of the train. 

Then determine how long the mural will be if the projector uses a scale where  inch of the image represents  

 feet on the wall. 

 

 

 

 

 

× . =  

The scale drawing measures  inches, so the image will measure  feet long, on the wall.  

 

4. A model of a skyscraper is made so that  inch represents  feet.  What is the height of the actual building if the 

height of the model is  inches? 

,  feet 

 

5. The portrait company that takes little league baseball team photos is offering an option where a portrait of your 

baseball pose can be enlarged to be used as a wall decal (sticker).  Your height in the portrait measures  inches.  If 

the company uses a scale where  inch on the portrait represents  inches on the wall decal, find the height on the 

wall decal.  Your actual height is  inches.  If you stand next to the wall decal, will it be larger or smaller than you? 

Your height on the wall decal is  inches.  The wall decal will be larger than your actual height (when you stand 
next to it).  

 

6. The sponsor of a K run/walk for charity wishes to create a stamp of its billboard to commemorate the event.  If the 

sponsor uses a scale where  inch represents  feet, and the billboard is a rectangle with a width of  feet and a 

length of  feet, what will be the shape and size of the stamp? 

The stamp will be a rectangle measuring  inches by  inches. 
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7. Danielle is creating a scale drawing of her room.  The rectangular room measures  . by  .  If her drawing 

uses the scale where  inch represents  feet of the actual room, will her drawing fit on an  . by  . piece of 

paper?  

No, the drawing would be  inches by  inches, which is larger than the piece of paper. 

 

8. A model of an apartment is shown below where  inch represents  feet in the actual apartment.  Use a ruler to 

measure the drawing and find the actual length and width of the bedroom.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ruler measurements:   inches by  inches.   

The actual length would be  feet, and the actual width would be  feet. 

 

Bedroom 
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Lesson 19:  Computing Actual Areas from a Scale Drawing  

 

Student Outcomes 

� Students identify the scale factor.  

� Given a scale drawing, students compute the area in the actual picture.  

 

Classwork 

Examples 1–3  (13 minutes):  Exploring Area Relationships  

In this series of examples, students identify the scale factor.  Students can find the areas of the two figures and calculate 
the ratio of the areas.  As students complete a few more examples, they can be guided to the understanding that the 
ratio of areas is the square of the scale factor. 

 

Examples 1–3:  Exploring Area Relationships 

Use the diagrams below to find the scale factor and then find the area of each figure.  

Example 1 

Scale factor:   

  Actual Area =  square units  

Scale Drawing Area =  square units 

Value of the Ratio of the Scale Drawing Area to the Actual Area:  

=              

 

 

 

Example 2  

Scale factor:    

Actual Area =  square units 

 Scale Drawing Area =  square units 

Value of the Ratio of the Scale Drawing Area to the Actual Area: 

=    
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Example 3 

 

Scale factor:      

Actual Area =  square units  

 Scale Drawing Area =  square units 

Value of the Ratio of Scale Drawing Area to Actual Area:  

=      

 

 

 
Guide students through completing the results statements on the student materials.   

 

Results:   What do you notice about the ratio of the areas in Examples 1–3?  Complete the statements below.  

When the scale factor of the sides was , then the value of the ratio of the areas was                    . 

When the scale factor of the sides was , then the value of the ratio of the areas was                  . 

When the scale factor of the sides was , then the value of the ratio of the areas was                . 

Based on these observations, what conclusion can you draw about scale factor and area?  

The ratio of the areas is the scale factor multiplied by itself or squared.  

 

If the scale factor is , then the ratio of the areas is         to          .  

 

� Why do you think this is?  Why do you think it is squared (opposed to cubed or something else)?   

à When you are comparing areas, you are dealing with two dimensions instead of comparing one linear 
measurement to another. 

� How might you use this information in working with scale drawings?  

à In working with scale drawings, you could take the scale factor, 𝑟𝑟, and calculate 𝑟𝑟2 to determine the 
relationship between the area of the scale drawing and the area of the actual picture.  Given a 
blueprint for a room, the scale drawing dimensions could be used to find the scale drawing area and 
could then be applied to determine the actual area.  The actual dimensions would not be needed. 

� Suppose a rectangle has an area of 12 square meters.  If the rectangle is enlarged by a scale factor of three, 
what is the area of the enlarged rectangle based on Examples 1–3?  Look and think carefully!  

à If the scale factor is 3, then the ratio of scale drawing area to actual area is 32 to 12, or 9 to 1.  So, if its 
area is 12 square meters before it is enlarged to scale, then the enlarged rectangle will have an area of 

12 ∙ 9
1 , or 12 ∙ 9, resulting in an area of 108 square meters.  
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Example 4  (10 minutes):  They Said Yes!  

Complete Example 4 as a class, asking the guiding questions below.  Have students use the space in their student 
materials to record calculations and work.  

Give students time to answer the question, possibly choosing to apply what was discovered in Examples 1–3.  Allow for 
discussion of approaches described below and for students to decide what method they prefer.  

 

Example 4:  They Said Yes! 

The Student Government liked your half-court basketball plan.  They have asked you to calculate the actual area of the 

court so that they can estimate the cost of the project.  

Based on the drawing below, what will the area of the planned half-court be?  

Scale Drawing:   inch on the drawing corresponds to  feet of actual length. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Method 1:  Use the measurements we found in yesterday’s lesson to calculate the area of the half-court. 

Actual area =  feet ×  feet =  square feet 

Method 2:  Apply the newly discovered Ratio of Area relationship.  

 
Note to teachers:  This can be applied to the given scale with no unit conversions (shown on left) or to the scale factor 
(shown on right).  Both options are included here as possible student work and would provide for a rich discussion of 
why they both work and what method is preferred.  See guiding questions below. 
 

Using Scale: 

The Value of the Ratio of Areas:  =  

Scale Drawing Area =  .×  .  

=  square inches 

Let  represent the scale drawing area, and let  
 represent the actual area. 

=  

=  

=  

=  

The actual area using the given scale is  

 square feet. 

Using Scale Factor: 

The Value of the Ratio of Areas:  = ,  

Scale Drawing Area =  .×  .  

=  square inches 

Let  represent the scale drawing area, and let  represent the 
actual area. 

=  

= ,  

=
,

 

= ,  

The actual area is ,  square inches, or 

  square inches ×  square feet
 square inches =  square feet. 

MP.2 
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Ask students to share how they found their answer.  Use guiding questions to find all three options as noted above.  

� What method do you prefer?  

� Is there a time you would choose one method over the other?  

à If we do not already know the actual dimensions, it might be faster to use Method 1 (ratio of areas).  If 
we are re-carpeting a room based upon a scale drawing, we could just take the dimensions from the 
scale drawing, calculate area, and then apply the ratio of areas to find the actual amount of carpet we 
need to buy.    

Guide students to complete the follow-up question in their student materials.  

 

Does the actual area you found reflect the results we found from Examples 1–3?  Explain how you know.  

Yes, the scale of  inch to  feet has a scale factor of , so the ratio of area should be ( ) , or , . 

The drawing area is  square inches because ( ) = . 

The actual area is  feet by  feet, or  square feet, or ,  square inches. 

The value of the ratio of the areas is 
,

, or 
,

, or , .  

 

It would be more efficient to apply this understanding to the scale, eliminating the need to convert units.  

If we use the scale of 
1
1

, then the ratio of area is 
22
1

.  

The drawing area is 
1
3

 square inches because (2) 1 2
3 = 10

3 .  

The actual area is 25 feet by 30 feet, or 750 square feet.  

The ratio of area is , 
2,2
1

, or 
22
1

. 

 

Exercises  (15 minutes) 

Allow time for students to answer independently and then share results.  

 

Exercises 

1. The triangle depicted by the drawing has an actual area of  square units.  What is the scale of the drawing?  

(Note:  Each square on the grid has a length of  unit.) 

 

 

 

 

Scale Drawing Area:   ∙  ∙  = ;  square units.  Ratio of Scale Drawing Area to Actual Area:   =  

Therefore,  (scale factor) =   since ∙ = .  The scale factor is  .  The scale is  unit of drawing length 

represents  units of actual length. 

Scaffolding:  
What do you think the 
relationship is when 
considering three dimensions?  
For example, if the scale factor 
comparing length on a pair of 

cubes is 
1
3

, what is the ratio of 

volumes for the same cubes?  
 

MP.2 
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For Exercise 2, allow students time to measure the drawings of the apartments using a 
ruler and then compare measurements with a partner.  Students then continue to 
complete parts (a)–(f) with a partner.  Allow students time to share responses.  Sample 
answers to questions are given below.  

 

2. Use the scale drawings of two different apartments to answer the questions.  Use a ruler to 

measure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Find the scale drawing area for both apartments, and then use it to find the actual area of both apartments.   

 Suburban City 

Scale Drawing Area 
(square inches) ( ) =  ( ) =  

Actual Area (square feet) ( ) = ( ) =  ( ) = ( ) =  

 

b. Which apartment has closets with more square footage?  Justify your thinking.  

 Suburban City 

Scale Drawing Area 
(square inches) 

∙ + ∙  

= + =  

 ∙ + ∙  

= + =  

Actual Area (square feet) ( ) =  ( ) =  

The suburban apartment has greater square footage in the closet floors.  

 

  

Scaffolding:  
Guide students to choose 
measuring units based upon 
how the scale is stated.  For 
example, since 1 inch 
represents 12 feet, it would 
make sense to measure the 
drawing in inches.   

City Apartment 

Scaffolding:  
Since the given scale is 
different for each drawing, it is 
necessary that students 
compute the actual areas 
before comparing the areas in 
Exercise 2 parts (a)–(c).   

Suburban Apartment 

Scale:  1 inch on a scale drawing corresponds to 

12 feet in the actual apartment. 

Scale:  1 inch on a scale drawing 

corresponds to 16 feet in 

the actual apartment. 
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c. Which apartment has the largest bathroom?  Justify your thinking.  

 Suburban City 

Scale Drawing Area 
(square inches) ( ) =  =  

Actual Area (square feet) ( ) =  ( ) =  

The city apartment has the largest bathroom.  

 

d. A one-year lease for the suburban apartment costs $  per month.  A one-year lease for the city apartment 

costs $ 5.  Which apartment offers the greater value in terms of the cost per square foot?  

The suburban cost per square foot is  , or approximately $ .  per square foot.  The city cost per square 

foot is , or approximately $ .  per square foot.  The suburban apartment offers a greater value 

(cheaper cost per square foot), $ .  versus $ . . 

 

Closing  (2 minutes) 

� When given a scale drawing, how do we go about finding the area of the actual object?  

à Method 1:  Compute each actual length based upon the given scale, and then use the actual dimensions 
to compute the actual area. 

à Method 2:  Compute the area based upon the given scale drawing dimensions, and then use the square 
of the scale to find actual area. 

� Describe a situation where you might need to know the area of an object given a scale drawing or scale model.   

à A time where you might need to purchase materials that are priced per area, something that has a 
limited amount of floor space to take up, or when comparing two different blueprints 

 

 

 

Exit Ticket  (5 minutes) 

  

Lesson Summary 

Given the scale factor, , representing the relationship between scale drawing length and actual length, the square 

of this scale factor, , represents the relationship between the scale drawing area and the actual area.  

For example, if  inch on the scale drawing represents  inches of actual length, then the scale factor, , is .  On 

this same drawing,  square inch of scale drawing area would represent  square inches of actual area since  is 

.   
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Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 19:  Computing Actual Areas from a Scale Drawing 

 
Exit Ticket 
 

A 1-inch length in the scale drawing below corresponds to a length of 12 feet in the actual room.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

1. Describe how the scale or the scale factor can be used to determine the area of the actual dining room.  

 

 

 

 

 

2. Find the actual area of the dining room.  

 

 

 

 

 

3. Can a rectangular table that is 7 ft. long and 4 ft. wide fit into the narrower section of the dining room?  Explain 
your answer.  

 
 
 

 

1 1
2 in.  

Dining Room 

Kitchen 

1
1
2 in. 

3
4

in.  

1 in. 
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Exit Ticket Sample Solutions 

 

A -inch length in the scale drawing below corresponds to a length of  feet in the actual room.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Describe how the scale or the scale factor can be used to determine the area of the actual dining room.  

The scale drawing will need to be enlarged to get the area or dimensions of the actual dining room.  Calculate 
the area of the scale drawing, and then multiply by the square of the scale (or scale factor) to determine the 
actual area. 

 

2. Find the actual area of the dining room.  

Scale drawing area of dining room:  . × . + .×  . =   or    

Actual area of the dining room:  . ×  . =    

Or similar work completing conversions and using scale factor  

 

3. Can a rectangular table that is  . long and  . wide fit into the narrower section of the dining room?  

Explain your answer.  

The narrower section of the dining room measures  by  in the drawing, or  feet by  feet in the actual room.  

Yes, the table will fit; however, it will only allow for  additional foot around all sides of the table for 
movement or chairs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dining Room 

Kitchen 

 in. 

.  

.   

 .  

Scaffolding: 
Extension to Exit Ticket:  Ask 
students to show multiple 
methods for finding the area of 
the dining room.  
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 .   

Problem Set Sample Solutions 

 

1. The shaded rectangle shown below is a scale drawing of a rectangle whose area is  square feet.  What is the 

scale factor of the drawing?  (Note:  Each square on the grid has a length of  unit.)  

 

 

 

 

 

The scale factor is . 

 

2. A floor plan for a home is shown below where  inch corresponds to  feet of the actual home.  Bedroom 2 belongs 

to -year-old Kassie, and Bedroom 3 belongs to -year-old Alexis.  Kassie claims that her younger sister, Alexis, got 

the bigger bedroom.  Is she right?  Explain.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bedroom 2 (Kassie) has an area of  . ., and Bedroom 3 (Alexis) has an area of  . .  Therefore, the 
older sister is correct.  Alexis got the bigger bedroom by a difference of  square feet.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          
          
          
          
          
          

Bedroom 1 

Bedroom 2 

Kassie 
Bathroom  . 

Bedroom 3 

Alexis 

 . 
  

 . 
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3. On the mall floor plan,  inch represents  feet in the actual store.  

 

a. Find the actual area of Store 1 and Store 2.   

The dimensions of Store 1 measure  inches by  inches.  The actual measurements would be  feet 

by  feet.  Store 1 has an area of   square feet.  The dimensions of Store 2 measure  inches by 

 inches.  The actual measurements would be  feet by  feet.  Store 2 has an area of   square 

feet. 

 

b. In the center of the atrium, there is a large circular water feature that has an area of  square inches on 

the drawing.  Find the actual area in square feet.  

∙ = .  

The water feature has an area of approximately .  square feet.  

 

4. The greenhouse club is purchasing seed for the lawn in the school courtyard.  The club needs to determine how 

much to buy.  Unfortunately, the club meets after school, and students are unable to find a custodian to unlock the 

door.  Anthony suggests they just use his school map to calculate the area that will need to be covered in seed.  He 

measures the rectangular area on the map and finds the length to be  inches and the width to be  inches.  The 

map notes the scale of  inch representing  feet in the actual courtyard.  What is the actual area in square feet?  

 . ×  . = ,  . . 

 

5. The company installing the new in-ground pool in your backyard has provided you with the scale drawing shown 

below.  If the drawing uses a scale of  inch to  feet, calculate the total amount of two-dimensional space needed 

for the pool and its surrounding patio.   

     

  

Area =  square feet 

 

 

To Atrium 

and 

Additional 

Stores 

Store 1 Store 2 

Mall Entrance 
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Lesson 20:  An Exercise in Creating a Scale Drawing  

 
Student Outcomes 

� Students create their own scale drawings of the top-view of a furnished room or building. 

 

Classwork 
Preparation (Before Instructional Time):  Prepare sheets of grid paper (8.5 × 11 inches), rulers, and furniture catalogs for 
student use.  Measure the perimeter of the room to give to students beforehand. 

 
Today you will be applying your knowledge from working with scale drawings to create a floor plan for your idea of the 
dream classroom.  

 

Exploratory Challenge  (37 minutes):  Your Dream Classroom 

Inform students they will be working in pairs to create their dream classroom.  The principal is looking for ideas to create 
spaces conducive to enjoyable and increased learning.  Be as creative as you can be!  Didn’t you always think there 
should be nap time?  Now, you can create an area for it! 

Allow each student to work at his or her own pace.  Guidelines are provided in the Student Pages. 

 
Exploratory Challenge:  Your Dream Classroom 

Guidelines 

Take measurements:  All students should work with the perimeter of the classroom as well as the 
doors and windows.  Give students the dimensions of the room.  Have students use the table 
provided to record the measurements. 

Create your dream classroom, and use the furniture catalog to pick out your furniture:  Students 
should discuss what their ideal classroom should look like with their partners and pick out 
furniture from the catalog.  Students should record the actual measurements on the given table. 

Determine the scale and calculate scale drawing lengths and widths:  Each pair of students should 
determine its own scale.  The calculation of the scale drawing lengths, widths, and areas is to be 
included. 

Scale Drawing:  Using a ruler and referring back to the calculated scale length, students should 
draw the scale drawing including the doors, windows, and furniture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scaffolding:  
� Have some students 

measure the perimeter of 
the classroom for the class 
beforehand. 

� For struggling students:  
Model the measuring and 
recording of the perimeter 
of the classroom. 

� Extension:  Have students 
choose flooring and record 
the costs.  Including the 
furniture, students can 
calculate the cost of the 
designed room.  
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Measurements 

 Classroom 
Perimeter Windows Door 

Additional 
Furniture 

Chairs 
Rug Storage Bean 

Bags 

Independent 
Work Tables 

(× ) 
Board 

Actual 

Length: 
 .  .  .  . .  .  .  .  . 

Width:  . / /  .  . .  .  .  . / 

Scale 

Drawing 

Length: 

 . 
 

. 

 

. 

 

. 

 

. 

 

 . 

 

. 

 

 . 

 

. 

Width:  . / / . 
 

 . 

 

. 
. 

 

. 
/ 

 

 
Scale:__________________ 

 
Initial Sketch:  Use this space to sketch the classroom perimeter, draw out your ideas, and play with the placement of the 
furniture. 
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Scale Drawing:  Use a ruler and refer back to the calculated scale length, draw the scale drawing including the doors, 
windows, and furniture. 

 

Area 

 

 Classroom Chairs Rug Storage Bean Bags Independent 
Work Tables 

Actual Area 

( ): 

×

= ,  
× =  

×

=  

× .

= .  
× =   × =  

Scale 

Drawing 

Area ( ): 

× =  
×

=  

×

=   

×  

= × =  
× =  × =  
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Closing  (3 minutes) 

� Why are scale drawings used in construction and design projects? 
à Scale drawings can be used to rearrange furniture, find appropriate sizes for new items, and 

reconfigure room size and building size without having to refer back to the actual room or building 
being worked on.  

� How can we double check our area calculations?  
à We can check to see if our calculations for area are equal to the number of boxes for each object on the 

graph paper. 
� What were the biggest challenges you faced when creating your floor plan?  How did you overcome these 

challenges?  
à It was challenging to select furniture and arrange it in a way that would fit the space.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Exit Ticket  (5 minutes) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lesson Summary 

Scale Drawing Process: 

1. Measure lengths and widths carefully with a ruler or tape measure.  Record measurements in an organized 
table. 

2. Calculate the scale drawing lengths, widths, and areas using what was learned in previous lessons.  

3. Calculate the actual areas. 

4. Begin by drawing the perimeter, windows, and doorways. 

5. Continue to draw the pieces of furniture making note of placement of objects (distance from nearest wall).  

6. Check for reasonableness of measurements and calculations. 
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Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 20:  An Exercise in Creating a Scale Drawing 

 
Exit Ticket 
 
1. Your sister has just moved into a loft-style apartment in Manhattan and has asked you to be her designer.  Indicate 

the placement of the following objects on the floorplan using the appropriate scale:  queen-size bed  
(60 in. by 80 in.), sofa (36 in. by 64 in.), and dining table (48 in. by 48 in.)  In the following scale drawing,  
1 cm represents 2 ft.  Each square on the grid is 1 cm². 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Choose one object and explain the procedure to find the scale lengths. 
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Exit Ticket Sample Solutions 
 

1. Your sister has just moved into a loft-style apartment in Manhattan and has asked you to be her designer.  Indicate 
the placement of the following objects on the floorplan using the appropriate scale:  queen-size bed  
(  . by  .), sofa (  . by  .), and dining table (  . by  .)  In the following scale drawing,  

  represents  .  Each square on the grid is  ².  

     Queen Bed:  ÷ = , ÷ =  

         ÷ = , ÷ =   

The queen bed is   by   in the scale drawing. 
 

     Sofa:  ÷ = , ÷ =   

                ÷ = , ÷ =   

     The sofa is   by   in the scale drawing.  
 

Dining Table:  ÷ = , ÷ =  

The dining table is   by   in the scale drawing.  

 

2. Choose one object and explain the procedure to find the scale lengths. 

Take the actual measurements in inches and divide by  inches to express the value in feet.  Then divide the actual 
length in feet by  since  feet represents  centimeter.  The resulting quotient is the scale length. 

 
 
Problem Set Sample Solutions 

 

Interior Designer:  

You won a spot on a famous interior designing TV show!  The designers will work with you and your existing furniture to 
redesign a room of your choice.  Your job is to create a top-view scale drawing of your room and the furniture within it.  

� With the scale factor being , create a scale drawing of your room or other favorite room in your home on a 

sheet of . × -inch graph paper. 

� Include the perimeter of the room, windows, doorways, and three or more furniture pieces (such as tables, 
desks, dressers, chairs, bed, sofa, and ottoman). 

� Use the table to record lengths and include calculations of areas. 

� Make your furniture “moveable” by duplicating your scale drawing and cutting out the furniture. 

� Create a “before” and “after” to help you decide how to rearrange your furniture.  Take a photo of your 
“before.” 

� What changed in your furniture plans? 

� Why do you like the “after” better than the “before”? 

     Answers will vary.  
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 Entire Room 
Length Desk/Tables Seating Storage Bed Shelf Side Table 

Actual Area 

( ): 

×  

=  

×  

= ×  

=

=  

× =  × =  

×  

= ×  

=  

=  

× =  

×  

= ×  

=  

=  

Scale 

Drawing 

Area ( ): 

×  

= ×  

=  

=  

×  

= ×  

=  

=  

× =  × =  

×  

= ×  

=  

=  

×  

= ×  

=  

=  

× =  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Entire 
Room Windows Doors Desk/Tables Seating Storage Bed Shelf Side 

Table 

Actual 
Length:  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 

Actual 
Width:  . / /  .  .  .  .  .  . 

Scale 
Drawing 
Length: 

 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 

Scale 
Drawing 
Width: 

 . / / approx.  .   .  .  .  .  . 
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Lesson 21:  An Exercise in Changing Scales 

 
Student Outcomes 

� Given a scale drawing, students produce a scale drawing of a different scale.  
� Students recognize that the scale drawing of a different scale is a scale drawing of the original scale drawing.  
� For the scale drawing of a different scale, students compute the scale factor for the original scale drawing. 

 

Classwork 
 
How does your scale drawing change when a new scale factor is presented? 

 

Exploratory Challenge  (20 minutes):  A New Scale Factor 
 
Exploratory Challenge:  A New Scale Factor 

The school plans to publish your work on the dream classroom in the next newsletter.  Unfortunately, in order to fit the 

drawing on the page in the magazine, it must be  its current length.  Create a new drawing (SD2) in which all of the 

lengths are  those in the original scale drawing (SD1) from Lesson 20.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
An example is included for students unable to create SD1 at the end of Lesson 20.  Pose the following questions:  

� Would the new scale create a larger or smaller scale drawing as compared to the original drawing?   

à It would be smaller because 
1
4

 is smaller than one. 

� How would you use the scale factor between SD1 to SD2 to calculate the new scale drawing lengths without 
having to get the actual measurement first?   

à Take the original scale drawing lengths and multiply them by 
1
4
 to find the new scale lengths. 

 

MP.1 
& 

MP.2 
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Once students have finished creating SD2, ask students to prove to the architect that SD2 is actually a scale drawing of 
the original room.  

� How can we go about proving that the new scale drawing (SD2) is actually a scale drawing of the original 
room?  
à The scale lengths of SD2 have to be proportional to the actual lengths.  We need to find the constant of 

proportionality, the scale factor. 
� How do we find the new scale factor?   

à Divide one of the new scale lengths by its corresponding actual length. 
� If the actual measurement was not known, how could we find it?   

à Calculate the actual length by using the scale factor on the original drawing.  Multiply the scale length 
of the original drawing by the original scale factor. 

 

Exercise  (20 minutes) 

Write different scale factors on cards from which students can choose:  
1
4

, 
1
2

, 
3
4

, 1, 
3
2

, 2, 3, 4.  They then create a new 

scale drawing and calculate the scale factor between their drawing and the original trapezoid in the student material. 

After completing parts (a)–(c) independently, have all of the students who were working with enlargements move to the 
right side of the room and those with reductions to the left.  Have students first discuss in smaller groups on their side of 
the room and then come together as a class to discuss the following: 

� Compare your answers to part (a).  What can you conclude?  
à All of the enlargements had a scale factor that was greater than 1.  The reductions have a scale factor 

between zero and 1. 
� What methods did you use to answer part (c)?  

à The scale factor between SD2 (student-drawn trapezoid) and the original figure can be determined by 
multiplying the scale factor of SD1 (scale drawing given in the materials) to the original figure by the 
scale factor of SD2 to SD1.  

 
Exercise 

The picture shows an enlargement or reduction of a scale drawing of a trapezoid.   

 

Using the scale factor written on the card you chose, draw your new scale drawing with correctly calculated 
measurements. 

Answers may vary depending on the card.  One sample response could be,  , , , . 
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Changing Scale Factors: 

� To produce a scale drawing at a different scale, you must determine the new scale factor.  The new scale 
factor is found by dividing the different (new drawing) scale factor by the original scale factor. 

� To find each new length, you can multiply each length in the original scale drawing by this new scale 
factor. 

Steps: 

� Find each scale factor. 

� Divide the new scale factor by the original scale factor. 

� Divide the given length by the new scale factor (the quotient from the prior step). 

 

a. What is the scale factor between the original scale drawing and the one you drew?    

 

 

b. The longest base length of the actual trapezoid is 10 cm.  What is the scale factor between the original scale 
drawing and the actual trapezoid?  

 

 

c. What is the scale factor between the new scale drawing you drew and the actual trapezoid? 

= = × =  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Closing  (5 minutes) 

� Why might you want to produce a scale drawing of a different scale?    
à To produce multiple formats of a drawing (e.g., different-sized papers for a blueprint) 

� How do you produce another scale drawing given the original scale drawing and a different scale?  
à Take the lengths of the original scale drawing and multiply by the different scale.  Measure and draw 

out the new scale drawing. 
� How can you tell if a new scale drawing is a scale drawing of the original figure?  

à If the new scale drawing (SD2) is a scale drawing of SD1, then it is a scale drawing of the original figure 
with a different scale. 

� How can the scale factor of the new drawing to the original figure be determined?  
à Take the scale length of the new scale drawing and divide it by the actual length of the original figure. 
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Problem Set Sample Solutions 
 

1. Jake reads the following problem:  If the original scale factor for a scale drawing of a square swimming pool is , 

and the length of the original drawing measured to be  inches, what is the length on the new scale drawing if the 

scale factor of the new scale drawing length to actual length is ? 

He works out the problem:  

 inches ÷ =  inches 

 inches × =  inches 

Is he correct?  Explain why or why not. 

Jake is correct.  He took the original scale drawing length and divided by the original scale factor to get the actual 

length,  inches.  To get the new scale drawing length, he takes the actual length, , and multiplies by the new 

scale factor, , to get  inches. 

 

2. What is the scale factor of the new scale drawing to the original scale drawing (SD2 to SD1)? 

=  

 

3. Using the scale, if the length of the pool measures   on the new scale drawing: 

a. Using the scale factor from Problem 1, , find the actual length of the pool in meters. 

.   

 

b. What is the surface area of the floor of the actual pool?  Rounded to the nearest tenth. 

.  × .  = .  ² .   

 

Lesson Summary 

Variations of Scale Drawings with different scale factors are scale drawings of an original scale drawing. 

From a scale drawing at a different scale, the scale factor for the original scale drawing can be computed without 
information of the actual object, figure, or picture. 

� For example, if scale drawing one has a scale factor of  and scale drawing two has a scale factor of , 

then the scale factor relating scale drawing two to scale drawing one is 

 to = = ∙ = . 

Scale drawing two has lengths that are  the size of the lengths of scale drawing one.  
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c. If the pool has a constant depth of .  meters, what is the volume of the pool?   Rounded to the nearest 
tenth. 

.  × .  × .  = .  ³ .  ³ 

 

d. If 1 cubic meter of water is equal to .  gallons, how much water will the pool contain when completely 
filled?  Rounded to the nearest unit. 

.  ×
.  

 ,   

 

4. Complete a new scale drawing of your dream room from the Problem Set in Lesson 20 by either reducing by  or 

enlarging it by . 

Scale drawings will vary.   
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 Entire 

Room 
Windows Doors Desk Futon Closets Shelf 

Side 

Table 
Chair 

Scale 

Drawing 

Length 

(in.) 

×  

= ×  

=  

=  

×  

= ×  

=  

=  

×  

= ×  

=  

=  

×  

= ×  

=  

=  

×  

= ×  

=  

=  

×  

= ×  

=  

=  

×  

= ×  

=  

=  

×  

=  

×  

=  

Scale 

Drawing 

Width 

(in.) 

×  

= ×  

=  

=  

  

×  

= ×  

=  

×  

= ×  

=  

 ×  

=  

×  

=  

×  

=  

×  

=  
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SD1 Example for students who were unable to create their own from Lesson 20 
 

SCALE FACTOR:   
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Key Idea: 

Two different scale drawings of the same top-view of a room are also scale drawings of each other.  In other words, 
a scale drawing of a different scale can also be considered a scale drawing of the original scale drawing. 

 

 

Lesson 22:  An Exercise in Changing Scales  

 
Student Outcomes 

� Given a scale drawing, students produce a scale drawing of a different scale.  
� Students recognize that the scale drawing of a different scale is a scale drawing of the original scale drawing.  

� For the scale drawing of a different scale, students compute the scale factor for the original scale drawing. 

 

Classwork 
Exploratory Challenge  (12 minutes):  Reflection on Scale Drawings 

Ask students to take out the original scale drawing and new scale drawing of their dream rooms they completed as part 
of the Problem Sets from Lessons 20 and 21.  Have students discuss their answers with a partner.  Discuss as a class: 

� How are the two drawings alike?  
� How are the two drawings different? 

� What is the scale factor of the new scale drawing to the original scale drawing? 

Direct students to fill in the blanks with the two different scale factors.  Allow pairs of students to discuss the posed 
question, “What is the relationship?” for 3 minutes and share responses for 4 minutes.  Summarize the Key Idea with 
students. 

 
Using the new scale drawing of your dream room, list the similarities and differences between this drawing and the 
original drawing completed for Lesson 20. 

Similarities                                                                       Differences 

- Same room shape    - One is bigger than the other 

- Placement of furniture   - Different scale factors 

- Space between furniture 

- Drawing of the original room 

- Proportional 

 

Original Scale Factor:                                   New Scale Factor:                                   

What is the relationship between these scale factors?   
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Example 1  (9 minutes):  Building a Bench  

Students are given the following information:  the original scale drawing, Taylor’s scale drawing, the lengths of 
corresponding sides of both scale drawings (2 in. and 6 in. as shown), and the scale factor of Taylor’s scale drawing to 
the actual bench.  Ask the students the following questions: 

� What information is important in the diagram?  
à The lengths of the corresponding sides in the scale drawings and the scale factor of the actual bench in 

relation to Taylor’s scale drawing are both important.  
� What information can be accessed from the given scale factor?  

à The length of the actual bench can be calculated because the given scale factor relates the length of the 
actual bench to the scaled length in Taylor’s scale drawing. 

� What process could you use to find the scale factor of the actual bench to the original drawing?  
à Take the length in Taylor’s scale drawing, 6 inches, and multiply it by the given scale factor, 12, to get 

the length of the actual bench, 72 inches.  The original drawing’s scale factor in relation to the actual 
bench  can be calculated by dividing the length in the original drawing , 2 inches, by the corresponding 
length of the actual bench, 72 inches, resulting in a scale factor of 1

3
.  So the scale factor of the actual 

bench to the original scale drawing is 1
3

. 

� What is the scale factor of Taylor’s drawing to the original drawing?  

à Taylor’s scale drawing is 3 times as large as her father’s original drawing.  The lengths in the scale 
drawings correspond to the length of the actual bench.  By dividing the length of the original drawing, 2 
in., by the corresponding length of Taylor’s scale drawing, 6 in., the scale factor from Taylor’s scale 
drawing to the original drawing is 1

3
. 

 
Example 1:  Building a Bench 

To surprise her mother, Taylor helped her father build a bench for the front porch.  Taylor’s father had the instructions 
with drawings, but Taylor wanted to have her own copy.  She enlarged her copy to make it easier to read.  Using the 
following diagram, fill in the missing information.  To complete the first row of the table, write the scale factor of the 
bench in relation to itself, the bench in relation to the original diagram, and the bench in relation to Taylor's diagram.  
Complete the remaining rows similarly. 

The pictures below show the diagram of the bench shown on the original drawing and the diagram of the bench shown on 
Taylor’s enlarged copy of the original drawing. 

      Original Drawing of Bench (top view)                                Taylor’s Enlarged Drawing (top view)     

 Scale factor to the bench:   

                                              inches                                                                                inches 
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Scale Factors 

 Bench Original Diagram Taylor’s Diagram 

Bench    

Original Diagram    

Taylor’s Diagram    

 

Exercise 1  (5 minutes) 

Allow students to work on the problem with partners for 3 minutes.  Discuss for 2 minutes: 

� How did you find the original scale factor?  

à Divide Carmen’s map distance, 4 cm, by the scale factor, 
1
3,2

, to get the actual distance, 

2,253,080 cm.  Take the distance from Jackie’s map, 26 cm, and divide by the actual distance to get 

the original scale factor, 
1
,

.  

� What are the steps to find the scale of new to original scale drawing?  

à Divide the new scale distance, 4 cm, by the corresponding original scale distance, 26 cm, to get 
2
13

.  

� What is the actual distance in miles?  

à 2,253,080 cm divided by 2.54 cm gives 887,039.37 inches.  Divide 887,039.37 by 12 to get  
73,919.95 feet.  Then, divide 73,919.95 by 5280 to get around 14 miles. 

� Would it make more sense to answer in centimeters or miles?  

à Although both are valid units, miles would be a more useful unit to describe the distance driven in a car. 

 
Exercise 1 

Carmen and Jackie were driving separately to a concert.  Jackie printed a map of the directions on a piece of paper before 

the drive, and Carmen took a picture of Jackie’s map on her phone.  Carmen’s map had a scale factor of 
,

.  Using 

the pictures, what is the scale of Carmen’s map to Jackie’s map?  What was the scale factor of Jackie’s printed map to the 
actual distance? 

Jackie’s Map                                    Carmen’s Map 

 

    26 cm                              

         4 cm  

 

Scale Factor of SD2 to SD1:  =                               Scale Factor of SD1 to actual distance: 
,

=
,

×  

= , ,   
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Exercise 2  (9 minutes) 

Allow students to work in pairs to find the solutions.   

� What is another way to find the scale factor of the toy set to the actual boxcar?  
à Take the length of the toy set and divide it by the actual length. 

� What is the purpose of the question in part (c)?  

à To take notice of the relationships between all the scale factors. 

 
Exercise 2 

Ronald received a special toy train set for his birthday.  In the picture of the train on the package, the boxcar has the 

following dimensions:  length is  inches; width is  inches; height is  inches.  The toy boxcar that Ronald received 
has dimensions  is .  inches;  is .  inches;  is .  inches.  If the actual boxcar is  feet long: 

a. Find the scale factor of the picture on the package to the toy set. 

= ÷ = × =  

 

b. Find the scale factor of the picture on the package to the actual boxcar. 

× = = × = ,  

 

c. Use these two scale factors to find the scale factor between the toy set and the actual boxcar. 

÷ = , ÷ = , × =  

 

d. What is the width and height of the actual boxcar? 

:  . ÷ = . × = . 

:  . ÷ = . × = . 

 

Closing  (5 minutes) 

� What is the relationship between the scale drawing of a different scale to the original scale drawing?  

à The scale drawing of a different scale is a scale drawing of the original scale drawing.  If the scale factor 
of one of the drawings is known, the other scale factor can be computed. 

� Describe the process of computing the scale factor for the original scale drawing from the scale drawing at a 
different scale.  

à Find corresponding known lengths and compute the actual length from the given scale factor using the 
new scale drawing.  To find the scale factor for the original drawing, write a ratio to compare a drawing 
length from the original drawing to its corresponding actual length from the second scale drawing. 
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Exit Ticket (5 minutes) 

  

Lesson Summary 

The scale drawing of a different scale is a scale drawing of the original scale drawing. 

To find the scale factor for the original drawing, write a ratio to compare a drawing length from the original drawing 
to its corresponding actual length from the second scale drawing. 

Refer to the example below where we compare the drawing length from the Original Scale drawing to its 
corresponding actual length from the New Scale drawing:   

 inches represents  feet or .  feet represents  feet 

This gives an equivalent ratio of  for the scale factor of the original drawing.     
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Name ___________________________________________________  Date____________________ 

Lesson 22:  An Exercise in Changing Scales 

 
Exit Ticket 
 
The school is building a new wheelchair ramp for one of the remodeled bathrooms.  The original drawing was created by 
the contractor, but the principal drew another scale drawing to see the size of the ramp relative to the walkways 
surrounding it.  Find the missing values on the table. 

    

Original Scale Drawing     Principal’s Scale Drawing 

New Scale Factor of SD2 to the actual ramp:  
1

  

 
 
 
                                             .                                                                              .  

 
 

 Actual Ramp Original Scale Drawing Principal’s Scale Drawing 

Actual Ramp 1   

Original Scale Drawing  1 4 

Principal’s Scale Drawing    
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Exit Ticket Sample Solutions 
 

The school is building a new wheelchair ramp for one of the remodeled bathrooms.  The original drawing was created by 
the contractor, but the principal drew another scale drawing to see the size of the ramp relative to the walkways 
surrounding it.  Find the missing values on the table. 

 

Original Scale Drawing    Principal’s Scale Drawing 

New Scale Factor of SD2 to the actual ramp:    

  

 
 

                                             .                                                                                 .  

Scale Factor Table 

 Actual Ramp Original Scale Drawing Principal’s Scale Drawing 

Actual Ramp    

Original Scale Drawing    

Principal’s Scale Drawing    

 
 
Problem Set Sample Solutions 

 

1. For the scale drawing, the actual lengths are labeled onto the scale drawing.  Measure the lengths, in centimeters, of 

the scale drawing with a ruler, and draw a new scale drawing with a scale factor (SD2 to SD1) of .         
                                                        . 

                                 .  

                               .  

 

 
           

 
        .   

                        .   

     .   
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2. Compute the scale factor of the new scale drawing (SD2) to the first scale drawing (SD1) using the information from 
the given scale drawings. 

a. Original Scale Factor:      New Scale Factor:   

 

 

  

 

 

Scale Factor:                           

 

b. Original Scale Factor:      New Scale Factor:   

 

  
   
 
 
 
 
 

 

Scale Factor:                          

 

c. Original Scale Factor:      New Scale Factor:   

 

 
 

 

 

Scale Factor:                           
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Name                                        Date                      
 

1. It is a Saturday morning, and Jeremy has discovered he has a leak coming from the water heater in his 
attic.  Since plumbers charge extra to come out on weekends, Jeremy is planning to use buckets to catch 
the dripping water.  He places a bucket under the drip and steps outside to walk the dog.  In half an hour, 

the bucket is 
1

 of the way full.  
 
a. What is the rate at which the water is leaking per hour? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b. Write an equation that represents the relationship between the number of buckets filled, 𝑦𝑦, in 𝑥𝑥 

hours.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c. What is the longest that Jeremy can be away from the house before the bucket will overflow? 
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2. Farmers often plant crops in circular areas because one of the most efficient watering systems for crops 
provides water in a circular area.  Passengers in airplanes often notice the distinct circular patterns as 
they fly over land used for farming.  A photographer takes an aerial photo of a field on which a circular 
crop area has been planted.  He prints the photo out and notes that 2 centimeters of length in the photo 
corresponds to 100 meters in actual length.   
 

 
 
a. What is the scale factor of the actual farm to the photo? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b. If the dimensions of the entire photo are 25 cm by 20 cm, what are the actual dimensions of the 

rectangular land area in meters captured by the photo?    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c. If the area of the rectangular photo is 500 cm2, what is the actual area of the farm in square meters? 
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3. A store is having a sale to celebrate President’s Day.  Every item in the store is advertised as one-fifth off 
the original price.  If an item is marked with a sale price of $140, what was its original price?  Show your 
work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
4. Over the break, your uncle and aunt ask you to help them cement the foundation of their newly 

purchased land and give you a top-view blueprint of the area and proposed layout.  A small legend on the 
corner states that 4 inches of the length corresponds to an actual length of 52 feet.   
 

 

 
a. What is the scale factor of the actual foundation to the blueprint? 
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b. If the dimensions of the foundation on the blueprint are 11 inches by 13 inches, what are the actual 
dimensions in feet? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c. You are asked to go buy bags of dry cement and know that one bag covers 350 square feet.  How 

many bags do you need to buy to finish this project? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

d. After the first 15 minutes of laying down the cement, you have used 
1

 of the bag.  What is the rate 
you are laying cement in bags per hour?  What is the unit rate? 
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e. Write an equation that represents the relationship between the number of bags used, 𝑦𝑦, in 𝑥𝑥 hours. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
f. Your uncle is able to work faster than you.  He uses 3 bags for every 2 bags you use.  Is the 

relationship proportional?  Explain your reasoning using a graph on a coordinate plane. 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
g. What does (0, 0) represent in terms of the situation being described by the graph created in part (f)? 
 
 
 

 

 

 

h. Using a graph, show how many bags you would use if your uncle uses 18 bags.  
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    7•1 End-of-Module Assessment Task 

Module 1: Ratios and Proportional Relationships  
  

A Progression Toward Mastery   

 
Assessment  
Task Item 

STEP 1 
Missing or incorrect 
answer and little 
evidence of 
reasoning or 
application of 
mathematics to 
solve the problem. 

STEP 2 
Missing or incorrect 
answer but 
evidence of some 
reasoning or 
application of 
mathematics to 
solve the problem. 

STEP 3 
A correct answer 
with some evidence 
of reasoning or 
application of 
mathematics to 
solve the problem, 
OR an incorrect 
answer with 
substantial 
evidence of solid 
reasoning or 
application of 
mathematics to 
solve the problem. 

STEP 4 
A correct answer 
supported by 
substantial 
evidence of solid 
reasoning or 
application of 
mathematics to 
solve the problem. 

1 
 
 

a 
 

7.RP.A.1 

Student answers rate 
incorrectly and shows no 
or very limited 
calculations. 

Student sets the 
problem up incorrectly, 
resulting in an incorrect 
rate. 

Student sets the 
problem up correctly but 
makes minor mistakes in 
the calculation.   

Student correctly sets up 
the problem and 

calculates the rate as 
2

 

buckets per hour. 

b 
 

7.RP.A.1 
7.RP.A.2c 
7.EE.B.4a 

Student is unable to 
write an equation or 
writes an equation that 
is not in the form 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥 
or even 𝑥𝑥 = 𝑘𝑘𝑦𝑦 for any 
value 𝑘𝑘. 

Student writes an 
incorrect equation, such 

as 𝑦𝑦 = 5
2 𝑥𝑥 or 𝑥𝑥 = 2

5𝑦𝑦, 
and/or uses an incorrect 
value of unit rate from 
part (a) to write the 
equation in the form  
𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥. 

Student creates an 
equation using the 
constant of 
proportionality but 
writes the equation in 

the form 𝑥𝑥 = 5
2𝑦𝑦 or 

some other equivalent 
equation. 

Student correctly 

answers 𝑦𝑦 = 2
5 𝑥𝑥. 

c 
 

7.RP.A.1 
7.RP.A.2c 
7.EE.B.4a 

Student answer is 
incorrect.  Little or no 
evidence of reasoning is 
given. 

Student answer is 
incorrect but shows 
some evidence of 
reasoning and usage of 
an equation for the 
proportional relationship 
(though the equation 
itself may be incorrect). 

Student correctly 
answers 2.5 hours but 
with minor errors in the 
use of and calculations 
based on the equation 

𝑦𝑦 = 2
5 𝑥𝑥. 

Student correctly 
answers 2.5 hours with 
correct work, and the 
calculations were based 

on the equation 𝑦𝑦 = 2
5 𝑥𝑥. 

2 a 
 

7.G.A.1 
 

Student is unable to 
answer, or the answer 
gives no evidence of 
understanding the 
fundamental concept of 
scale factor as a ratio 
comparison of 
corresponding lengths 
between the image and 
the actual object. 

Student incorrectly 
calculates the scale 
factor to be 2 100, 1

150, or 
1

.  The answer 

expresses scale factor as 
a comparison of 
corresponding lengths 
but does not show 
evidence of choosing the 

Student correctly 
calculates the scale 
factor to be 1 5,000 or 
1

,
 but has a minor 

error in calculations or 
notation.  For example, 
student writes 
1

,  
cm. 

Student correctly 
calculates the scale 
factor to be 1 5,000 or  
1

,
 with correct 

calculations and 
notation. 
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Module 1: Ratios and Proportional Relationships  
  

same measurement unit 
to make the comparison. 

b 
 

7.G.A.1 
 

Student answers 
incorrectly and gives 
little or no evidence of 
understanding scale 
factor.  

Student shows some 
evidence of reasoning 
but makes one or more 
calculation errors, 
thereby providing an 
incorrect answer. 

Student correctly 
answers the actual 
dimensions as 
1,250 m × 1,000 m but 
does not show work to 
support the answer. 

Student correctly 
answers the actual 
dimensions as 
1,250 m × 1,000 m with 
correct calculations. 

c 
 

7.G.A.1 
 

Student answers 
incorrectly and gives 
little or no evidence of 
understanding scale 
factor. 

Student shows some 
evidence of reasoning 
but makes one or more 
calculation errors, 
thereby providing an 
incorrect answer. 

Student correctly 
answers the actual area 
as 1,250,000 m2 but 
does not show work to 
support the answer. 

Student correctly 
answers the actual area 
as 1,250,000 m2 with 
correct calculations. 

3 
 

7.RP.A.3 Student answer is 
missing or incorrect.  
Student shows little or 
no evidence of 
reasoning. 

Student answers the 
original price incorrectly 
but only provides some 
evidence of reasoning. 

Student shows solid 
evidence of reasoning 
but makes minor errors 
in calculations or 
representations.  The 
answer may or may not 
be accurate.   

Student correctly 
answers the original 
price as $175; student’s 
work demonstrates solid 
reasoning, and 
calculations are made 
without error. 

4 a 
 

7.G.A.1 

Student answers 
incorrectly.  No or little 
evidence of 
understanding scale 
factor is shown. 

Student incorrectly 
answers the scale factor 

to be 
4
2

 or another 

incorrect response.  
Limited calculations are 
shown. 

Student incorrectly 
answers the scale factor 

to be 
1
13

 or makes one 

other minor error in 
calculations. 

Student correctly 
answers the scale factor 

to be 
1
1

 with correct 

calculations. 

b 
 

7.G.A.1 

Student answers both of 
the actual dimensions 
incorrectly.  No or little 
evidence of 
understanding scale 
factor is shown. 

Student correctly 
answers at least one of 
the dimensions correctly 
with errors in 
calculations. 

Student correctly 
answers the actual 
dimensions as 143 feet 
× 169 feet with one or 
two minor errors in 
calculations. 

Student correctly 
answers the actual 
dimensions as  
143 feet × 169 feet with 
correct calculations. 

c 
 

7.RP.A.2 
7.RP.A.3 

Student answers 
incorrectly with no or 
little evidence of 
understanding scale 
factor shown. 

Student answers 
incorrectly but shows 
some understanding of 
scale factor in 
calculations. 

Student incorrectly 
answers 69 bags. 
OR 
Student correctly 
answers 70 bags with 
one or two minor errors 
in calculations. 

Student correctly 
answers 70 bags with 
correct calculations. 

d 
 

7.RP.A.1 
7.RP.A.2b 

Student answers rate 
incorrectly and shows no 
or very limited 
calculations. 

Student sets the 
problem up incorrectly, 
resulting in an incorrect 
rate. 

Student sets the 
problem up correctly but 
makes minor mistakes in 
the calculation.   

Student correctly states 

the rate as 
4

 bags per 

hour and identifies the 

unit rate as 
4

 with 

correct problem setup 
and calculations.   
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Module 1: Ratios and Proportional Relationships  
  

e 
 

7.RP.A.2c 
7.EE.B.4a 

Student is unable to 
write an equation or 
writes an equation that 
is not in the form 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥 
or even 𝑥𝑥 = 𝑘𝑘𝑦𝑦 for any 
value 𝑘𝑘. 

Student writes an 
incorrect equation, such 

as 𝑦𝑦 = 5
4 𝑥𝑥, or 𝑥𝑥 = 4

5𝑦𝑦, 
and/or uses an incorrect 
value of unit rate from 
part (d) to write the 
equation in the form  
𝑦𝑦 = 𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥. 

Student creates an 
equation using the 
constant of 
proportionality but 
writes the equation in 

the form 𝑥𝑥 = 5
4𝑦𝑦 or 

some other equivalent 
equation. 

Student correctly 

answers 𝑦𝑦 = 4
5 𝑥𝑥. 

f 
 

7.RP.A.2 

Student may or may not 
answer that the 
relationship is 
proportional.  Student is 
unable to provide a 
complete graph.  
Student is unable to 
relate the proportional 
relationship to the 
graph. 

Student may or may not 
answer that the 
relationship is 
proportional.  Student 
provides a graph with 
mistakes (i.e., unlabeled 
axes, incorrect points). 
Student provides a 
limited expression of 
reasoning. 

Student correctly 
answers that the 
relationship is 
proportional.  Student 
labels the axes but plots 
points with minor error.  
Student explanation is 
slightly incomplete. 

Student correctly 
answers that the 
relationship is 
proportional.  Student 
correctly labels the axes 
and plots the graph on 
the coordinate plane.  
Student reasons that the 
proportional relationship 
is due to the graph being 
straight and going 
through the origin. 

g 
 

7.RP.A.2d 
 

Student is unable to 
describe the situation 
correctly. 

Student is able to 
explain that the zero is 
the amount of bags used 
by either him or the 
uncle but unable to 
describe the 
relationship. 

Student describes the 
relationship correctly 
but with minor error. 

Student correctly 
explains that (0, 0) 
represents that when he 
used zero bags, the 
uncle did not use any 
bags. 

h 
 

7.RP.A.2 

Student answers 
incorrectly and shows no 
or little understanding of 
analyzing graphs. 

Student answers 
incorrectly but shows 
some understanding of 
analyzing graphs. 

Student correctly 
answers 12 bags but 
does not identify the 
point on the graph 
clearly. 

Student correctly 
answers 12 bags by 
identifying the point on 
the graph. 
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    7•1 End-of-Module Assessment Task 

Module 1: Ratios and Proportional Relationships  
  

Name                                        Date                      
 

1. It is a Saturday morning, and Jeremy has discovered he has a leak coming from the water heater in his 
attic.  Since plumbers charge extra to come out on weekends, Jeremy is planning to use buckets to catch 
the dripping water.  He places a bucket under the drip and steps outside to the walk the dog.  In half an 

hour, the bucket is 
1

 of the way full. 
 
a. What is the rate at which the water is leaking per hour? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

b. Write an equation that represents the relationship between the number of buckets filled, 𝑦𝑦, in 𝑥𝑥 
hours. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

c. What is the longest that Jeremy can be away from the house before the bucket will overflow? 
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    7•1 End-of-Module Assessment Task 

Module 1: Ratios and Proportional Relationships  
  

2. Farmers often plant crops in circular areas because one of the most efficient watering systems for crops 
provides water in a circular area.  Passengers in airplanes often notice the distinct circular patterns as 
they fly over land used for farming.  A photographer takes an aerial photo of a field on which a circular 
crop area has been planted.  He prints the photo out and notes that 2 centimeters of length in the photo 
corresponds to 100 meters in actual length. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

a. What is the scale factor of the actual farm to the photo? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

b. If the dimensions of the entire photo are 25 cm by 20 cm, what are the actual dimensions of the 
rectangular land area in meters captured by the photo? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

c. If the area of the rectangular photo is 500 cm2, what is the actual area of the farm in square meters? 
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Module 1: Ratios and Proportional Relationships  
  

3. A store is having a sale to celebrate President’s Day.  Every item in the store is advertised as one-fifth off 
the original price.  If an item is marked with a sale price of $140, what was its original price?  Show your 
work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Over the break, your uncle and aunt ask you to help them cement the foundation of their newly 
purchased land and give you a top-view blueprint of the area and proposed layout.  A small legend on the 
corner states that 4 inches of the length corresponds to an actual length of 52 feet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
a. What is the scale factor of the actual foundation to the blueprint? 
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    7•1 End-of-Module Assessment Task 

Module 1: Ratios and Proportional Relationships  
  

b. If the dimensions of the foundation on the blueprint are 11 inches by 13 inches, what are the actual 
dimensions? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

c. You are asked to go buy bags of dry cement and know that one bag covers 350 square feet.  How 
many bags do you need to buy to finish this project? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

d. After the first 15 minutes of laying down the cement, you have used 
1

 of the bag.  What is the rate 
you are laying cement in bags per hour?  What is the unit rate? 
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Module 1: Ratios and Proportional Relationships  
  

e. Write an equation that represents the relationship between the number of bags, 𝑦𝑦, in 𝑥𝑥 hours. 

 

 

 

 

f. Your uncle is able to work faster than you.  He uses 3 bags for every 2 bags you use.  Is the 
relationship proportional?  Explain your reasoning using a graph on a coordinate plane. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

g. What does (0, 0) represent in terms of the situation being described by the graph created in part (f)? 

 

 

 

 

h. Using a graph, show how many bags you would use if your uncle uses 18 bags. 
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EL Education Curriculum       1EL Education Curriculum       i

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

Fo
cu

s Reading, Writing, and 
Speaking Grounded in 
Evidence

Researching to Build and 
Present Knowledge

Analyzing, Interpreting, and 
Evaluating Text

Researching to Write and 
Present Arguments

Ti
tle The Lost Children of Sudan Epidemics The Harlem Renaissance Plastic Pollution

De
sc

rip
tio

n

Students launch the year 
developing their ability to 
analyze narratives about 
the Lost Children of Sudan. 
Students conduct research 
and develop first their 
informative writing skills 
by comparing a fictional 
to a historical account. 
Then, students develop 
their narrative writing skills 
to create their own stories 
about a Lost Child of Sudan 
and the lessons revealed 
through their journeys.

Students read to develop 
background knowledge 
about epidemics in many 
forms: historical and current, 
medical and social. While 
students learn about the 
scientific investigation 
and medical intervention 
in these outbreaks, they 
also focus on the social 
and cultural responses to 
develop a model of how best 
to respond to challenging 
circumstances. Students 
research and develop a 
podcast about an epidemic 
that concerns them or their 
community, sharing the 
dynamic podcast complete 
with sound effects and music 
with others beyond the 
classroom.

Students explore drama, 
poetry, song, art, stories, 
and dance to understand 
and appreciate this cultural 
renewal. Students read 
articles and short biographies 
to build knowledge about 
the collaboration among 
writers, musicians, and 
artists; the social and 
political context of the 1900s 
for black Americans; and 
the legacy of the Harlem 
Renaissance. Students 
write literary argument 
essays about themes across 
several works from the 
Harlem Renaissance. Then, 
they develop a Harlem 
Renaissance exhibit of 
several works connected 
by theme and including one 
contemporary work that 
students choose or create 
themselves to demonstrate 
the legacy of the Harlem 
Renaissance.

Students close the year 
by reading about and 
researching plastic pollution 
in informational film, 
text, articles, and online 
resources. Through these 
texts, students explore 
solutions for plastic pollution 
at different points in the life 
cycle of plastic. Students 
write an argument essay 
about which point in the 
plastic life cycle is most 
effective for solving plastic 
pollution. Then, students 
develop an action plan they 
can enact through research, 
advocacy, or personal 
commitment. They conclude 
the module and year by 
creating a documentary 
film clip that conveys their 
argument, action plan, and 
conclusions about plastic 
pollution that they can share 
with their community and 
even the world beyond.
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Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

Fo
cu

s Reading, Writing, and 
Speaking Grounded in 
Evidence

Researching to Build and 
Present Knowledge

Analyzing, Interpreting, and 
Evaluating Text

Researching to Write and 
Present Arguments

Ti
tle The Lost Children of Sudan Epidemics The Harlem Renaissance Plastic Pollution

De
sc

rip
tio

n

Students launch the year 
developing their ability to 
analyze narratives about 
the Lost Children of Sudan. 
Students conduct research 
and develop first their 
informative writing skills 
by comparing a fictional 
to a historical account. 
Then, students develop 
their narrative writing skills 
to create their own stories 
about a Lost Child of Sudan 
and the lessons revealed 
through their journeys.

Students read to develop 
background knowledge 
about epidemics in many 
forms: historical and current, 
medical and social. While 
students learn about the 
scientific investigation 
and medical intervention 
in these outbreaks, they 
also focus on the social 
and cultural responses to 
develop a model of how best 
to respond to challenging 
circumstances. Students 
research and develop a 
podcast about an epidemic 
that concerns them or their 
community, sharing the 
dynamic podcast complete 
with sound effects and music 
with others beyond the 
classroom.

Students explore drama, 
poetry, song, art, stories, 
and dance to understand 
and appreciate this cultural 
renewal. Students read 
articles and short biographies 
to build knowledge about 
the collaboration among 
writers, musicians, and 
artists; the social and 
political context of the 1900s 
for black Americans; and 
the legacy of the Harlem 
Renaissance. Students 
write literary argument 
essays about themes across 
several works from the 
Harlem Renaissance. Then, 
they develop a Harlem 
Renaissance exhibit of 
several works connected 
by theme and including one 
contemporary work that 
students choose or create 
themselves to demonstrate 
the legacy of the Harlem 
Renaissance.

Students close the year 
by reading about and 
researching plastic pollution 
in informational film, 
text, articles, and online 
resources. Through these 
texts, students explore 
solutions for plastic pollution 
at different points in the life 
cycle of plastic. Students 
write an argument essay 
about which point in the 
plastic life cycle is most 
effective for solving plastic 
pollution. Then, students 
develop an action plan they 
can enact through research, 
advocacy, or personal 
commitment. They conclude 
the module and year by 
creating a documentary 
film clip that conveys their 
argument, action plan, and 
conclusions about plastic 
pollution that they can share 
with their community and 
even the world beyond.
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[INSERT MODULE TITLE HERE]

ii       

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4
Te

xt
s 

an
d 

Re
so

ur
ce

s 
(c

en
tr

al
 te

xt
[s

] i
n 

bo
ld

)1

• A Long Walk to Water, 
Linda Sue Park (RL 720L; 
one per student)

• “The Lost Boys of the 
Sudan,” The State of the 
World’s Children 1996. 
(RI; included in the module 
materials)

• God Grew Tired of Us, Dir. 
Christopher Quinn (RI film; 
one per classroom)

• Nasreen’s Secret School: A 
True Story of Afghanistan, 
Jeanette Winter (RI 
ebook AD630L; one per 
classroom)

• Brothers in Hope: The Story 
of the Lost Boys of Sudan, 
Mary Williams (RL 610L; 
one per classroom)

• “The ‘Lost Girls’ of Sudan,” 
Ishbel Matheson. BBC 
News. (RI; included in the 
module materials)

• “One Day I Had to Run,” 
John Deng Langbany (RI; 
included in the module 
materials)

• A Long Walk to Water, 
Brilliance Audio (RL 
audiobook; one per 
classroom)

• “The Need,” Water for 
South Sudan (RI; included 
in the module materials)

• Patient Zero, Marilee 
Peters (RI 1010L; one per 
student)

• “Kindness Contagion,” 
Jamil Zaki. Scientific 
American. (RI; included in 
the module materials)

• “Social Contagion: 
Conflicting Ideas,” The 
Economist Magazine (RI; 
included in the module 
materials)

• “Are Social Epidemics 
Real?” EL Education (RI 
960L; included in the 
module materials)

• “Disease Detective,” 
Marylou Tousignant. 
National Geographic 
Extreme Explorer. 
(RI; included in the module 
materials)

• One Last Word: Wisdom 
from the Harlem 
Renaissance, Nikki Grimes 
(RL NP; one per student)

• “Harlem Renaissance 
Packet,” EL Education 
(RI 940L–1070L; one per 
student)

• Shuffle Along, Flournoy 
Miller and Aubrey Lyles (RL 
drama; one per student)

• Shuffle Along, Eubie Blake 
(RL CD; one per classroom)

• “National Hymn (Lift Every 
Voice and Sing),” James 
Johnson Weldon (RL 
poetry; one per student)

• “I Shall Return,” Claude 
McKay (RL poetry; one per 
student)

• “His Motto,” Lottie Burrell 
Dixon. The Upward Path. 
(RL 970L; one per student)

• “The Boy and the Bayonet,” 
Paul Laurence Dunbar. The 
Upward Path. (RL 1110L; 
one per student)

• Trash Vortex, Danielle 
Smith-Llera (RI 1120L; one 
per student)

• A Plastic Ocean, Craig 
Leeson (RI film; one per 
classroom)

• “Five Weird Materials That 
Could Replace Plastic,” 
Jessica Hullinger. The 
Week. (RI 1010L; included 
in the module materials)

• “Five Things You Can Do 
to End Plastic Pollution,” 
Anjali Acharya. World Bank. 
(RI 1240L; included in the 
module materials)

• “Boyan Slat: The Great 
Pacific Garbage Patch 
Kid,” Pat Betteley. Faces 
Magazine. (RI 1070L; 
included in the module 
materials)

Le
xi

le
® Common Core Band Level Text Difficulty Ranges for Grades 6–82: 925L–1185L

Pe
rf

or
m

an
ce

 T
as

k

Product: Illustrated Ebook: 
Lost Boys and Girls of Sudan

Format: Illustrated ebook

CCSS: RI.7.1, W.7.2, W.7.3, 
W.7.4, W.7.5, W.7.6, W.7.9, 
W.7.9b, W.7.10, L.7.6

Product: A Podcast of an 
Epidemic

Format: Podcast

CCSS: W.7.6, SL.7.4, SL.7.5, 
L.7.1

Product: Harlem 
Renaissance Museum 
Collection

Format: Museum collection 
presentation

CCSS: RL.7.2, RL.7.4, 
RL.7.5, W.7.1, W.7.4, W.7.5, 
W.7.6, W.7.10, SL.7.4, 
SL.7.5, SL.7.6, L.7.1, L.7.2, 
L.7.3

Product: Plastic Pollution 
Documentary Clip

Format: Digital video clip

CCSS: W.7.1, W.7.3, W.7.6, 
SL.7.4, SL.7.5, SL.7.6, L.7.1

1 Texts are listed in this order: literature first, then informational texts. Both categories shown from most to least quantitatively complex (based 
on Lexile®). See the Required Trade Books and Resources Procurement List for ISBNs, etc.
2 Supplemental Information for Appendix A of the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy: New Research on Text 
Complexity http://www.corestandards.org/assets/E0813_Appendix_A_New_Research_on_Text_Complexity.pdf
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Unit-Level Assessments (ELA CCSS)

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

M
id

-U
ni

t 1

Title: Analyze Setting, Plot, 
and Point of View: A Long 
Walk to Water, Chapter 6

Format: Selected and 
constructed response

CCSS: RL.7.1, RL.7.3, 
RL.7.4, RL.7.6, RL.7.10, 
L.7.4, L.7.6

Title: Analyze Structure: 
Patient Zero, Pages 41–44

Format: Selected and 
constructed response

CCSS: RI.7.1, RI.7.4, RI.7.5, 
RI.7.10, L.7.4, L.7.6

Title: Compare and Contrast 
Versions of “Lift Every Voice 
and Sing”

Format: Selected and 
constructed response

CCSS:  RL.7.1, RL.7.4, 
RL.7.7, RL.7.10, L.7.5a, L.7.6

Title: Analyze Techniques 
and Argument in a Video

Format: Selected and 
constructed response

CCSS:  RI.7.7, SL.7.2, SL.7.3

En
d 

of
 U

ni
t 1

Title: Part I: Analyze 
Development of Theme: A 
Long Walk to Water, Chapter 
9

Format: Selected and 
constructed response

CCSS:  RL.7.1, RL.7.2, 
RL.7.10

Title: Part II: Text-Based 
Discussion: Themes: A Long 
Walk to Water
Format: Text-based 
discussion

CCSS:  RL.7.1, RL.7.2, 
SL.7.1a, SL.7.1b, SL.7.1c

Title: Analyze Individuals, 
Events, and Ideas: Patient 
Zero, Chapter 4

Format: Selected and 
constructed response

CCSS: RI.7.1, RI.7.3, RI.7.4, 
RI.7.10, L.7.6

Title: Analyze Structure, 
Language, and Theme: “I 
Shall Return”

Format: Selected and 
constructed response

CCSS:  RL.7.1, RL.7.2, 
RL.7.4, RL.7.5, RL.7.10, 
L.7.5c, L.7.6

Title: Analyze Author’s Point 
of View and Purpose: Trash 
Vortex
Format: Selected and 
constructed response

CCSS: RI.7.1, RI.7.2, RI.7.6, 
RI.7.10, L.7.4a

M
id

-U
ni

t 2

Title: Research to Answer a 
Question

Format: Selected and 
constructed response

CCSS:  RI.7.1, RI.7.2, W.7.7, 
W.7.8, SL.7.2

Title: Part I: Read and 
Analyze Argument: “Are 
Social Epidemics Real?”

Format: Note-catcher

CCSS:  RI.7.1, RI.7.8, 
RI.7.10, L.7.6

Title: Part II: Text-Based 
Discussion: Analyze 
Argument: “Are Social 
Epidemics Real?”

Format: Text-based 
discussion

CCSS: RI.7.1, SL.7.1, L.7.6

Title: Analyze Story Elements 
and Point of View: “The Boy 
and the Bayonet,” Part III

Format: Selected response

CCSS:  RL.7.1, RL.7.3, 
RL.7.6, RL.7.10, L.7.4a

Title: Analyze How Authors 
Present Evidence Differently

Format: Selected response

CCSS: RI.7.2, RI.7.4, RI.7.6, 
RI.7.9, RI.7.10, L.7.4a, L.7.5b
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 n Many standards (e.g., W.2) have a main standard and then subcomponents (e.g., W.2a). 
Sometimes, students’ mastery of the entirety of this standard is scaff olded across multiple 
modules. Therefore, in the Curriculum Map on the following pages, the “parent” standard 
is checked only if all components of that standard are formally assessed within that 
particular module. Otherwise, just the specifi c components are checked.

 – An exception to this, when assessed through writing, is that the L.1, L.2, and L.3 
“parent” standards may be checked without the subcomponents, as the language 
skills demonstrated through student writing will vary. 

 – For Language standards: Beginning in grade 3, skills and understandings that are 
particularly likely to require continued attention in higher grades as they are applied 
to increasingly sophisticated writing and speaking are marked with an asterisk (*).

Reading Standards for Literature

CCS Standard Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

RL.7.1: Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what 
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. ü ü
RL.7.2: Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its 
development over the course of the text; provide an objective summary 
of the text.

ü ü
RL.7.3: Analyze how particular elements of a story or drama interact (e.g., 
how setting shapes the characters or plot). ü ü
RL.7.4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in 
a text, including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact 
of rhymes and other repetitions of sounds (e.g., alliteration) on a specific 
verse or stanza of a poem or section of a story or drama.

ü ü

RL.7.5: Analyze how a drama's or poem's form or structure (e.g., 
soliloquy, sonnet) contributes to its meaning ü
RL.7.6: Analyze how an author develops and contrasts the points of view 
of different characters or narrators in a text. ü ü
RL.7.7: Compare and contrast a written story, drama, or poem to its 
audio, filmed, staged, or multimedia version, analyzing the effects of 
techniques unique to each medium (e.g., lighting, sound, color, or camera 
focus and angles in a film).

ü ü

RL.7.9: Compare and contrast a fictional portrayal of a time, place, or 
character and a historical account of the same period as a means of 
understanding how authors of fiction use or alter history.

ü
RL.7.10: By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including 
stories, dramas, and poems, in the grades 6-8 text complexity band 
proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high end of the range.

ü ü

[INSERT MODULE TITLE HERE]

iv       

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4
En

d 
of

 U
ni

t 2

Title: Compare and Contrast 
A Long Walk to Water and 
“The ‘Lost Girls’ of Sudan”

Format: Informative essay

CCSS: RL.7.1, RL.7.9, RI.7.1, 
W.7.2, W.7.4, W.7.6, W.7.9, 
W.7.10

Title: Part I: Write an 
Informative Essay: Social and 
Medical Epidemics

Format: Informative essay

CCSS: RI.7.1, RI.7.2, W.7.2, 
W.7.4, W.7.5, W.7.6, W.7.10, 
L.7.1, L.7.2, L.7.6

Title: Part II: Tuning Protocol 
and Revision

Format: Revisions

CCSS: W.7.5

Title: Part I: Write a Literary 
Argument Essay

Format: Literary argument 
essay

CCSS:  W.7.1, W.7.6, W.7.9a, 
W.7.10

Title: Part II: Revise and Edit

Format: Revisions

CCSS:  W.7.5, L.7.1a, L.7.1b

Title: Part I: Write an 
Argument Essay

Format: Argument essay

CCSS: W.7.1, W.7.5, W.7.6, 
W.7.9b, W.7.10

Title: Part II: Revise an 
Argument Essay

Format: Revisions

CCSS:  W.7.5, L.7.1c, L.7.2

Title: Part III: Modify 
Phrases and Coordinate 
Adjectives (optional)

Format: Selected and 
constructed response

CCSS: L.7.1c, L.7.2

M
id

-U
ni

t 3

Title: Compare Audio to 
Text: A Long Walk to Water, 
Chapter 1

Format: Selected and 
constructed response

CCSS: RL.7.1, RL.7.7

Title: Research to Answer a 
Question

Format: Selected and 
constructed response; online 
research and note-taking

CCSS: RI.7.1, RI.7.3, RI.7.4, 
W.7.7, W.7.8, L.7.4a, L.7.6

Title: Analyze Structure, 
Language, and Theme: “The 
Sculptor”

Format: Selected and 
constructed response

CCSS: RL.7.2, RL.7.4, 
RL.7.5, L.7.4a

Title: Revise and Edit 
Documentary Script

Format: Revisions

CCSS:  W.7.5

En
d 

of
 U

ni
t 3

Title: Write a Narrative about 
a Lost Boy or Girl of Sudan

Format: Narrative children’s 
book

CCSS: W.7.3, W.7.4, W.7.6, 
W.7.10

Title: Present Podcast Script

Format: Presentation

CCSS: SL.7.4, SL.7.6, L.7.3, 
L.7.6

Title: Present Museum 
Exhibit

Format: Presentation

CCSS: SL.7.4, SL.7.5, SL.7.6

Title: Documentary Pitch

Format: Presentation

CCSS:  SL.7.4, SL.7.5, SL.7.6

Common Core State Standards for ELA & Literacy Formally Assessed, by 
Module

 n In the Curriculum Map on the following pages, any specifi c CCSS with a check mark 
indicates that standard is formally assessed in the given module.

 n Some standards are formally assessed in multiple modules.

 n Because of the integrated nature of the standards, even standards that are not formally 
assessed are often embedded in instruction throughout every module (e.g., RL.1, RI.1). 
Refer to the Unit-at-a-Glance in the Unit Overview to determine which standards are 
addressed (even if not formally assessed) in the instruction of each lesson.

[INSERT MODULE TITLE HERE]

iv       

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4
En

d 
of

 U
ni

t 2

Title: Compare and Contrast 
A Long Walk to Water and 
“The ‘Lost Girls’ of Sudan”

Format: Informative essay

CCSS: RL.7.1, RL.7.9, RI.7.1, 
W.7.2, W.7.4, W.7.6, W.7.9, 
W.7.10

Title: Part I: Write an 
Informative Essay: Social and 
Medical Epidemics

Format: Informative essay

CCSS: RI.7.1, RI.7.2, W.7.2, 
W.7.4, W.7.5, W.7.6, W.7.10, 
L.7.1, L.7.2, L.7.6

Title: Part II: Tuning Protocol 
and Revision

Format: Revisions

CCSS: W.7.5

Title: Part I: Write a Literary 
Argument Essay

Format: Literary argument 
essay

CCSS:  W.7.1, W.7.6, W.7.9a, 
W.7.10

Title: Part II: Revise and Edit

Format: Revisions

CCSS:  W.7.5, L.7.1a, L.7.1b

Title: Part I: Write an 
Argument Essay

Format: Argument essay

CCSS: W.7.1, W.7.5, W.7.6, 
W.7.9b, W.7.10

Title: Part II: Revise an 
Argument Essay

Format: Revisions

CCSS:  W.7.5, L.7.1c, L.7.2

Title: Part III: Modify 
Phrases and Coordinate 
Adjectives (optional)

Format: Selected and 
constructed response

CCSS: L.7.1c, L.7.2

M
id

-U
ni

t 3

Title: Compare Audio to 
Text: A Long Walk to Water, 
Chapter 1

Format: Selected and 
constructed response

CCSS: RL.7.1, RL.7.7

Title: Research to Answer a 
Question

Format: Selected and 
constructed response; online 
research and note-taking

CCSS: RI.7.1, RI.7.3, RI.7.4, 
W.7.7, W.7.8, L.7.4a, L.7.6

Title: Analyze Structure, 
Language, and Theme: “The 
Sculptor”

Format: Selected and 
constructed response

CCSS: RL.7.2, RL.7.4, 
RL.7.5, L.7.4a

Title: Revise and Edit 
Documentary Script

Format: Revisions

CCSS:  W.7.5

En
d 

of
 U

ni
t 3

Title: Write a Narrative about 
a Lost Boy or Girl of Sudan

Format: Narrative children’s 
book

CCSS: W.7.3, W.7.4, W.7.6, 
W.7.10

Title: Present Podcast Script

Format: Presentation

CCSS: SL.7.4, SL.7.6, L.7.3, 
L.7.6

Title: Present Museum 
Exhibit

Format: Presentation

CCSS: SL.7.4, SL.7.5, SL.7.6

Title: Documentary Pitch

Format: Presentation

CCSS:  SL.7.4, SL.7.5, SL.7.6

Common Core State Standards for ELA & Literacy Formally Assessed, by 
Module

 n In the Curriculum Map on the following pages, any specifi c CCSS with a check mark 
indicates that standard is formally assessed in the given module.

 n Some standards are formally assessed in multiple modules.

 n Because of the integrated nature of the standards, even standards that are not formally 
assessed are often embedded in instruction throughout every module (e.g., RL.1, RI.1). 
Refer to the Unit-at-a-Glance in the Unit Overview to determine which standards are 
addressed (even if not formally assessed) in the instruction of each lesson.
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 n Many standards (e.g., W.2) have a main standard and then subcomponents (e.g., W.2a). 
Sometimes, students’ mastery of the entirety of this standard is scaff olded across multiple 
modules. Therefore, in the Curriculum Map on the following pages, the “parent” standard 
is checked only if all components of that standard are formally assessed within that 
particular module. Otherwise, just the specifi c components are checked.

 – An exception to this, when assessed through writing, is that the L.1, L.2, and L.3 
“parent” standards may be checked without the subcomponents, as the language 
skills demonstrated through student writing will vary. 

 – For Language standards: Beginning in grade 3, skills and understandings that are 
particularly likely to require continued attention in higher grades as they are applied 
to increasingly sophisticated writing and speaking are marked with an asterisk (*).

Reading Standards for Literature

CCS Standard Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

RL.7.1: Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what 
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. ü ü
RL.7.2: Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its 
development over the course of the text; provide an objective summary 
of the text.

ü ü
RL.7.3: Analyze how particular elements of a story or drama interact (e.g., 
how setting shapes the characters or plot). ü ü
RL.7.4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in 
a text, including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact 
of rhymes and other repetitions of sounds (e.g., alliteration) on a specific 
verse or stanza of a poem or section of a story or drama.

ü ü

RL.7.5: Analyze how a drama's or poem's form or structure (e.g., 
soliloquy, sonnet) contributes to its meaning ü
RL.7.6: Analyze how an author develops and contrasts the points of view 
of different characters or narrators in a text. ü ü
RL.7.7: Compare and contrast a written story, drama, or poem to its 
audio, filmed, staged, or multimedia version, analyzing the effects of 
techniques unique to each medium (e.g., lighting, sound, color, or camera 
focus and angles in a film).

ü ü

RL.7.9: Compare and contrast a fictional portrayal of a time, place, or 
character and a historical account of the same period as a means of 
understanding how authors of fiction use or alter history.

ü
RL.7.10: By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including 
stories, dramas, and poems, in the grades 6-8 text complexity band 
proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high end of the range.

ü ü
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 n Many standards (e.g., W.2) have a main standard and then subcomponents (e.g., W.2a). 
Sometimes, students’ mastery of the entirety of this standard is scaff olded across multiple 
modules. Therefore, in the Curriculum Map on the following pages, the “parent” standard 
is checked only if all components of that standard are formally assessed within that 
particular module. Otherwise, just the specifi c components are checked.

 – An exception to this, when assessed through writing, is that the L.1, L.2, and L.3 
“parent” standards may be checked without the subcomponents, as the language 
skills demonstrated through student writing will vary. 

 – For Language standards: Beginning in grade 3, skills and understandings that are 
particularly likely to require continued attention in higher grades as they are applied 
to increasingly sophisticated writing and speaking are marked with an asterisk (*).

Reading Standards for Literature

CCS Standard Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

RL.7.1: Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what 
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. ü ü
RL.7.2: Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its 
development over the course of the text; provide an objective summary 
of the text.

ü ü
RL.7.3: Analyze how particular elements of a story or drama interact (e.g., 
how setting shapes the characters or plot). ü ü
RL.7.4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in 
a text, including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact 
of rhymes and other repetitions of sounds (e.g., alliteration) on a specific 
verse or stanza of a poem or section of a story or drama.

ü ü

RL.7.5: Analyze how a drama's or poem's form or structure (e.g., 
soliloquy, sonnet) contributes to its meaning ü
RL.7.6: Analyze how an author develops and contrasts the points of view 
of different characters or narrators in a text. ü ü
RL.7.7: Compare and contrast a written story, drama, or poem to its 
audio, filmed, staged, or multimedia version, analyzing the effects of 
techniques unique to each medium (e.g., lighting, sound, color, or camera 
focus and angles in a film).

ü ü

RL.7.9: Compare and contrast a fictional portrayal of a time, place, or 
character and a historical account of the same period as a means of 
understanding how authors of fiction use or alter history.

ü
RL.7.10: By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including 
stories, dramas, and poems, in the grades 6-8 text complexity band 
proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high end of the range.

ü ü
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Reading Standards for Informational Text

CCS Standard Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

RI.7.1: Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what 
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. ü ü ü
RI.7.2: Determine two or more central ideas in a text and analyze their 
development over the course of the text; provide an objective summary 
of the text.

ü ü ü
RI.7.3: Analyze the interactions between individuals, events, and ideas in 
a text (e.g., how ideas influence individuals or events, or how individuals 
influence ideas or events).

ü
RI.7.4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in 
a text, including figurative, connotative, and technical meanings; analyze 
the impact of a specific word choice on meaning and tone.

ü ü
RI.7.5: Analyze the structure an author uses to organize a text, including 
how the major sections contribute to the whole and to the development 
of the ideas.

ü
RI.7.6: Determine an author's point of view or purpose in a text and 
analyze how the author distinguishes his or her position from that of 
others.

ü
RI.7.7: Compare and contrast a text to an audio, video, or multimedia 
version of the text, analyzing each medium's portrayal of the subject (e.g., 
how the delivery of a speech affects the impact of the words).

ü
RI.7.8: Trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, 
assessing whether the reasoning is sound and the evidence is relevant 
and sufficient to support the claims.

ü
RI.7.9: Analyze how two or more authors writing about the same topic 
shape their presentations of key information by emphasizing different 
evidence or advancing different interpretations of facts.

ü
RI.7.10: By the end of the year, read and comprehend literary nonfiction 
in the grades 6-8 text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as 
needed at the high end of the range.

ü ü

Writing Standards

CCS Standard Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

W.7.1: Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant 
evidence. ü ü
W.7.1a: Introduce claim(s), acknowledge alternate or opposing claims, 
and organize the reasons and evidence logically. ü ü
W.7.1b: Support claim(s) with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, 
using accurate, credible sources and demonstrating an understanding of 
the topic or text.

ü ü
W.7.1c: Use words, phrases, and clauses to create cohesion and clarify 
the relationships among claim(s), reasons, and evidence. ü ü
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CCS Standard Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

W.7.1d: Establish and maintain a formal style. ü ü
W.7.1e: Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and 
supports the argument presented. ü ü
W.7.2: Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey 
ideas, concepts, and information through the selection, organization, and 
analysis of relevant content.

ü ü
W.7.2a: Introduce a topic clearly, previewing what is to follow; organize 
ideas, concepts, and information, using strategies such as definition, 
classification, comparison/contrast, and cause/effect; include formatting 
(e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., charts, tables), and multimedia when 
useful to aiding comprehension.

ü ü

W.7.2b: Develop the topic with relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, 
quotations, or other information and examples. ü ü
W.7.2c: Use appropriate transitions to create cohesion and clarify the 
relationships among ideas and concepts. ü ü
W.7.2d: Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform 
about or explain the topic. ü ü
W.7.2e: Establish and maintain a formal style. ü ü
W.7.2f: Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and 
supports the information or explanation presented. ü ü
W.7.3: Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events 
using effective technique, relevant descriptive details, and well-structured 
event sequences.

ü
W.7.3a: Engage and orient the reader by establishing a context and point 
of view and introducing a narrator and/or characters; organize an event 
sequence that unfolds naturally and logically.

ü
W.7.3b: Use narrative techniques, such as dialogue, pacing, and 
description, to develop experiences, events, and/or characters. ü
W.7.3c: Use a variety of transition words, phrases, and clauses to convey 
sequence and signal shifts from one time frame or setting to another. ü
W.7.3d: Use precise words and phrases, relevant descriptive details, 
and sensory language to capture the action and convey experiences and 
events.

ü
W.7.3e: Provide a conclusion that follows from and reflects on the 
narrated experiences or events. ü
W.7.4: Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, 
organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 
(Grade-specific expectations for writing types are defined in standards 
1-3 above.)

ü ü
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CCS Standard Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

W.7.5: With some guidance and support from peers and adults, develop 
and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, 
or trying a new approach, focusing on how well purpose and audience 
have been addressed. (Editing for conventions should demonstrate 
command of Language standards 1-3 up to and including grade 7.)

ü ü ü

W.7.6: Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish 
writing and link to and cite sources as well as to interact and collaborate 
with others, including linking to and citing sources.

ü ü ü ü
W.7.7: Conduct short research projects to answer a question, drawing on 
several sources and generating additional related, focused questions for 
further research and investigation.

ü ü
W.7.8: Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources, 
using search terms effectively; assess the credibility and accuracy of each 
source; and quote or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while 
avoiding plagiarism and following a standard format for citation.

ü ü

W.7.9: Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support 
analysis, reflection, and research. ü
W.7.9a: Apply grade 7 Reading standards to literature (e.g., "Compare 
and contrast a fictional portrayal of a time, place, or character and a 
historical account of the same period as a means of understanding how 
authors of fiction use or alter history").

ü ü

W.7.9b: Apply grade 7 Reading standards to literary nonfiction (e.g. 
"Trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, assessing 
whether the reasoning is sound and the evidence is relevant and sufficient 
to support the claims").

ü ü

W.7.10: Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, 
reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day 
or two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.

ü ü ü ü

Speaking and Listening Standards

CCS Standard Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

SL.7.1: Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-
on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 7 
topics, texts, and issues, building on others' ideas and expressing their 
own clearly.

ü

SL.7.1a: Come to discussions prepared, having read or researched 
material under study; explicitly draw on that preparation by referring to 
evidence on the topic, text, or issue to probe and reflect on ideas under 
discussion.

ü ü

SL.7.1b: Follow rules for collegial discussions, track progress toward 
specific goals and deadlines, and define individual roles as needed. ü ü
SL.7.1c: Pose questions that elicit elaboration and respond to others' 
questions and comments with relevant observations and ideas that bring 
the discussion back on topic as needed.

ü ü
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CCS Standard Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

SL.7.1d: Acknowledge new information expressed by others and, when 
warranted, modify their own views. ü
SL.7.2: Analyze the main ideas and supporting details presented in 
diverse media and formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively, orally) and explain 
how the ideas clarify a topic, text, or issue under study.

ü ü
SL.7.3: Delineate a speaker's argument and specific claims, evaluating 
the soundness of the reasoning and the relevance and sufficiency of the 
evidence.

ü
SL.7.4: Present claims and findings, emphasizing salient points in a 
focused, coherent manner with pertinent descriptions, facts, details, 
and examples; use appropriate eye contact, adequate volume, and clear 
pronunciation.

ü ü ü

SL.7.5: Include multimedia components and visual displays in 
presentations to clarify claims and findings and emphasize salient points. ü ü
SL.7.6: Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, demonstrating 
command of formal English when indicated or appropriate. (See grade 7 
Language standards 1 and 3 for specific expectations.)

ü ü ü

Language Standards

CCS Standard Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

L.7.1: Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
grammar and usage when writing or speaking. ü
L.7.1a: Explain the function of phrases and clauses in general and their 
function in specific sentences. ü
L.7.1b: Choose among simple, compound, complex, and compound-
complex sentences to signal differing relationships among ideas. ü
L.7.1c: Place phrases and clauses within a sentence, recognizing and 
correcting misplaced and dangling modifiers.* ü
L.7.2: Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing. ü ü
L.7.2a: Use a comma to separate coordinate adjectives (e.g., It was a 
fascinating, enjoyable movie but not He wore an old[,] green shirt). ü
L.7.2b: Spell correctly. ü
L.7.3: Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, 
speaking, reading, or listening. ü
L.7.3a: Choose language that expresses ideas precisely and concisely, 
recognizing and eliminating wordiness and redundancy.* ü
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CCS Standard Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4

L.7.4: Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-
meaning words and phrases based on grade 7 reading and content, 
choosing flexibly from a range of strategies.

ü ü
L.7.4a: Use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence or paragraph; 
a word's position or function in a sentence) as a clue to the meaning of a 
word or phrase.

ü ü ü ü
L.7.4b: Use common, grade-appropriate Greek or Latin affixes and roots 
as clues to the meaning of a word (e.g., belligerent, bellicose, rebel). ü ü
L.7.4c: Consult general and specialized reference materials (e.g., 
dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both print and digital, to find the 
pronunciation of a word or determine or clarify its precise meaning or its 
part of speech.

ü ü

L.7.4d: Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning of a word 
or phrase (e.g., by checking the inferred meaning in context or in a 
dictionary).

ü ü
L.7.5: Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word 
relationships, and nuances in word meanings.

L.7.5a: Interpret figures of speech (e.g., literary, biblical, and mythological 
allusions) in context. ü
L.7.5b: Use the relationship between particular words (e.g., synonym/
antonym, analogy) to better understand each of the words. ü
L.7.5c: Distinguish among the connotations (associations) of words 
with similar denotations (definitions) (e.g., refined, respectful, polite, 
diplomatic, condescending).

ü
L.7.6: Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic 
and domain-specific words and phrases; gather vocabulary knowledge 
when considering a word or phrase important to comprehension or 
expression.

ü ü ü
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Grade 6
Module 1: Reading, 
Writing, and Speaking 
Grounded in Evidence

Module 2: Researching 
to Build and Present 
Knowledge (Science)

Module 3: Analyzing, 
Interpreting, and 
Evaluating Text

Module 4: Researching 
to Write and Present 
Arguments 

Topic
6M1: Greek Mythology 6M2: Critical Problems 

and Design Solutions
6M3: American Indian 
Boarding Schools

6M4: Remarkable 
Accomplishments 
in Space Science

Standards 
Assessed

RL: RL.6.1, RL.6.2, 
RL.6.3, RL.6.4, 
RL.6.6, RL.6.7, 
RL.6.9, RL.6.10

RI: RI.6.1, RI.6.2, RI.6.4, 
RI.6.10

W: W.6.2, W.6.3, W.6.4, 
W.6.5, W.6.6, W.6.9a, 
W.6.10

SL: SL.6.1a, SL.6.1b

L: L.6.4, L.6.4a, L.6.4c, 
L.6.4d, L.6.5, L.6.6

RI: RI.6.1, RI.6.2, RI.6.3, 
RI.6.4, RI.6.5, RI.6.7, 
RI.6.10

W: W.6.2, W.6.4, W.6.6, 
W.6.7, W.6.8, W.6.9b, 
W.6.10

SL: SL.6.1a, SL.6.1b, 
SL.6.1c, SL.6.2, 
SL.6.6

L: L.6.4a, L.6.5a, L.6.5c, 
L.6.6

RL: RL.6.1, RL.6.2, 
RL.6.3, RL.6.5, 
RL.6.6, RL.6.10

RI: RI.6.1, RI.6.2, RI.6.4, 
RI.6.6, RI.6.7, RI.6.10

W: W.6.1, W.6.4, W.6.5, 
W.6.6, W.6.9a, W.6.10

SL: SL.6.2, SL.6.6

L: L.6.1, L.6.2, L.6.3, 
L.6.3a, L.6.5a, L.6.5c, 
L.6.6

RI: RI.6.1, RI.6.3, RI.6.4, 
RI.6.6, RI.6.8, RI.6.9, 
RI.6.10

W: W.6.1, W.6.1b, W.6.4, 
W.6.5, W.6.6, W.6.7, 
W.6.8, W.6.9b, W.6.10

SL: SL.6.1d, SL.6.3, 
SL.6.4, SL.6.5, SL.6.6

L: L.6.2, L.6.3, L.6.6

Required 
Trade 
Books and 
Resources1

• The Lightning Thief, Rick 
Riordan (680L). ISBN: 
9780786838653

• Percy Jackson & The 
Olympians: The Lightning 
Thief (DVD), Chris 
Columbus (director). 
UPC: 024543668824

• The Boy Who Harnessed 
the Wind (Young 
Readers Edition), William 
Kamkwamba and Bryan 
Mealer (850L). ISBN: 
9780147510426

• Two Roads, Joseph 
Bruchac (740L). ISBN: 
9780735228870

• Hidden Figures (Young 
Readers’ Edition), Margot 
Lee Shetterly (1120L). 
ISBN: 9780062662378

• Hidden Figures: The 
True Story of Four 
Black Women and the 
Space Race (Picture 
Book), Margot Lee 
Shetterly (980L). ISBN: 
9780062742469 (six per 
classroom)

Grades 6–8 Curriculum Plan

1 This plan shows all trade books and resources used in each module. See Second Edition Grades 6–8 Language Arts Curriculum Required Trade 
Books and Resources Procurement List for specific number of each material needed to purchase (e.g., one per classroom or one per student).
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Grade 7
Module 1: Reading, 
Writing, and Speaking 
Grounded in Evidence

Module 2: Researching 
to Build and Present 
Knowledge (Science)

Module 3: Analyzing, 
Interpreting, and 
Evaluating Text

Module 4: Researching 
to Write and Present 
Arguments 

Topic 7M1: The Lost 
Children of Sudan

7M2: Epidemics 7M3: The Harlem 
Renaissance

7M4: Plastic Pollution

Standards 
Assessed

RL: RL.7.1, RL.7.2, 
RL.7.3, RL.7.4, 
RL.7.6, RL.7.7, 
RL.7.9, RL.7.10

RI: RI.7.1, RI.7.2

W: W.7.2, W.7.3, W.7.4, 
W.7.6, W.7.7, W.7.8, 
W.7.9, W.7.10

SL: SL.7.1a, SL.7.1b, 
SL.7.1c, SL.7.2

L: L.7.4, L.7.6

RI: RI.7.1, RI.7.2, RI.7.3, 
RI.7.4, RI.7.5, RI.7.8, 
RI.7.10

W: W.7.2, W.7.4, W.7.5, 
W.7.6, W.7.7, W.7.8, 
W.7.10

SL: SL.7.1, SL.7.4, SL.7.6

L: L.7.1, L.7.2, L.7.3, 
L.7.4, L.7.6

RL: RL.7.1, RL.7.2, 
RL.7.3, RL.7.4, 
RL.7.5, RL.7.6, 
RL.7.7, RL.7.10

W: W.7.1, W.7.5, W.7.6, 
W.7.9a, W.7.10

SL: SL.7.4, SL.7.5, SL.7.6

L: L.7.1, L.7.1a, L.7.1b, 
L.7.4a, L.7.5a, L.7.5c, 
L.7.6

RI: RI.7.1, RI.7.2, RI.7.4, 
RI.7.6, RI.7.7, RI.7.9, 
RI.7.10

W: W.7.1, W.7.5, W.7.6, 
W.7.9, W.7.9b, W.7.10

SL: SL.7.2, SL.7.3, SL.7.4, 
SL.7.5, SL.7.6

L: L.7.1, L.7.1c, L.7.2, 
L.7.4, L.7.5, L.7.5b

Required 
Trade 
Books and 
Resources1

• A Long Walk to Water, 
Linda Sue Park (720L). 
ISBN: 9780547577319

• A Long Walk to Water 
(Audiobook), Linda 
Sue Park. ISBN: 
9780547532844

• Brothers in Hope: 
The Story of the Lost 
Boys of Sudan, Mary 
Williams (610L). ISBN: 
9781584302322

• God Grew Tired of Us 
(DVD), Christopher Dillon 
Quinn (director). UPC: 
0043396198999

• Nasreen’s Secret 
School: A True Story 
from Afghanistan 
(Ebook), Jeanette 
Winter (AD630L). ISBN: 
9781442441217

• Patient Zero, Marilee 
Peters (1010L). ISBN: 
9781554516704

• One Last Word: Wisdom 
from the Harlem 
Renaissance, Nikki 
Grimes (NP). ISBN: 
9781619635548

• Shuffle Along (CD), 
Eubie Blake. UPC: 
632433320426

• Trash Vortex: How Plastic 
Pollution Is Choking the 
World’s Oceans, Danielle 
Smith-Llera (1120L). 
ISBN: 9780756557492

• A Plastic Ocean (DVD), 
Craig Leeson. UPC: 
602573215302

1 This plan shows all trade books and resources used in each module. See Second Edition Grades 6–8 Language Arts Curriculum Required Trade 
Books and Resources Procurement List for specific number of each material needed to purchase (e.g., one per classroom or one per student).
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Grades 6–8 Curriculum Plan
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Grade 8
Module 1: Reading, 
Writing, and Speaking 
Grounded in Evidence

Module 2: Researching 
to Build and Present 
Knowledge (Science)

Module 3: Analyzing, 
Interpreting, and 
Evaluating Text

Module 4: Researching 
to Write and Present 
Arguments 

Topic
8M1: Folklore of 
Latin America

8M2: Food Choices 8M3: Voices of 
the Holocaust

8M4: Lessons from 
Japanese American 
Internment

Standards 
Assessed

RL: RL.8.1, RL.8.2, 
RL.8.3, RL.8.4, 
RL.8.6, RL.8.9, 
RL.8.10

RI: RI.8.1, RI.8.2, RI.8.4, 
RI.8.10

W: W.8.2, W.8.3, W.8.4, 
W.8.6, W.8.9a, W.8.10

L: L.8.4, L.8.5a, L.8.6

RI: RI.8.1, RI.8.5, RI.8.6, 
RI.8.7, RI.8.8, RI.8.9, 
RI.8.10

W: W.8.1, W.8.4, W.8.6, 
W.8.7, W.8.8, W.8.9, 
W.8.10

SL: SL.8.2, SL.8.3, SL.8.4, 
SL.8.5

L: L.8.1, L.8.2, L.8.4a, 
L.8.4b, L.8.5b, L.8.5c, 
L.8.6

RL: RL.8.1, RL.8.2, 
RL.8.3, RL.8.4, 
RL.8.5, RL.8.10

W: W.8.3, W.8.4, W.8.6, 
W.8.10

L: L.8.1, L.8.2, L.8.2a, 
L.8.2b, L.8.3, L.8.5a

RL: RL.8.1, RL.8.7

RI: RI.8.1, RI.8.3, RI.8.4, 
RI.8.6, RI.8.10

W: W.8.1, W.8.4, W.8.5, 
W.8.6, W.8.9b, W.8.10

SL: SL.8.1a, SL.8.1b, 
SL.8.1c, SL.8.1d, 
SL.8.5, SL.8.6

L: L.8.2c, L.8.4a, L.8.4b, 
L.8.5a, L.8.5c, L.8.6 
(L.8.1 and L.8.3 
optional)

Required 
Trade 
Books and 
Resources1

• Summer of the 
Mariposas, Guadalupe 
Garcia McCall (840L). 
ISBN: 9781620140109

• The Omnivore’s Dilemma 
(Young Readers Edition), 
Michael Pollan (930L). 
ISBN: 9781101993835

• Nourish: Short Films: 54 
Bite-Sized Videos about 
the Story of Your Food 
(DVD), NourishLife. UPC: 
850075002290 

• Maus I: A Survivor’s Tale: 
My Father Bleeds History, 
Art Spiegelman (RL NP). 
ISBN: 9780394747231

• Farewell to Manzanar, 
Jeanne Wakatsuki 
Houston and James D. 
Houston (1040L). ISBN: 
9781328742117

• Farewell to Manzanar 
(DVD), John Korty 
(director). UPC: 
0000000230021 

1 This plan shows all trade books and resources used in each module. See Second Edition Grades 6–8 Language Arts Curriculum Required Trade 
Books and Resources Procurement List for specific number of each material needed to purchase (e.g., one per classroom or one per student).
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 End of Unit 1 Assessment  

(For Teacher Reference) 

Part I: Analyze Development of Theme: A Long Walk to Water, Chapter 9  

Students read a new chapter of A Long Walk to Water. Students then answer selected and short 
response questions to demonstrate their understanding of how the author develops theme in the 
chapter and throughout the novel. Then they write an objective summary of the chapter. 

 
CCSS Assessed 

• RL.7.1: Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly 
as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

• RL.7.2: Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course 
of the text; provide an objective summary of the text. 

• RL.7.10: By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and 
poems, in the grades 6-8 text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high 
end of the range. 

 

Part II: Text-Based Discussion: Themes: A Long Walk to Water 
Students read chapter 12 of A Long Walk to Water, updating their Text-Based Discussion note-
catcher with themes and evidence from the chapter. Students then complete the end of unit 
assessment, in which they participate in a group discussion about themes in A Long Walk to Water, 
quoting accurately from the text. 

 
CCSS Assessed 

• RL.7.1: Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly 
as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

• RL.7.2: Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course 
of the text; provide an objective summary of the text. 

• SL.7.1a: Come to discussions prepared, having read or researched material under study; 
explicitly draw on that preparation by referring to evidence on the topic, text, or issue to probe 
and reflect on ideas under discussion. 

• SL.7.1b: Follow rules for collegial discussions, track progress toward specific goals and 
deadlines, and define individual roles as needed. 

• SL.7.1c: Pose questions that elicit elaboration and respond to others’ questions and comments 
with relevant observations and ideas that bring the discussion back on topic as needed. 
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End of Unit 1 Assessment, Part I: Analyze 
Development of Theme: A Long Walk to 
Water, Chapter 9 

(Example for Teacher Reference) 

Read chapter 9 of A Long Walk to Water, and answer the following questions. 

1. Part A 

Select a theme that the author develops in chapter 9 from the list below by underlining an 
option. (RL.7.1, RL.7.2) 

a. Family is our most important support. 
b. Nature can present many challenges to humans. 
c. In challenging situations, it can be helpful to focus only on small steps. 

Part B 

Write two or three phrases or sentences from chapter 9 that best support the answer to 
Part A and demonstrate where the author is developing the theme in the chapter. (RL.7.1, 
RL.7.2) 

“You need only to walk as far as those bushes” (53).  

“When they reached the bushes, Uncle pointed out a clump of rocks up ahead and told 
Salva to walk as far as the rocks” (54).  

“Salva . . . was somehow able to keep his wounded feet moving forward, one painful step 
at a time” (54). 
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2. Write an objective summary of chapter 9 of A Long Walk to Water. Be sure that your 
summary 

• introduces the text with the title and author and “wraps up” with a concluding 
statement, 

• uses relevant events and important details from the text to explain what happens, and 

• is clear and concise. 

Chapter 9 of A Long Walk to Water by Linda Sue Park is about how Salva makes it through 
the desert with his uncle’s help, one step at a time. Crossing the desert was the hardest 
part of the journey for Salva. His shoes fall apart, his feet get wounded by thorns and 
stones, and he is so thirsty. Just when he thinks he cannot go on, his uncle appears at  
his side and tells him to walk to a clump of bushes just ahead, then some rocks, then a 
tree . . . In this way, step-by-step, Salva’s uncle leads him through his first day in the 
desert. This chapter introduces the theme that in challenging situations, it can be helpful 
to focus only on small steps. 
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End of Unit 1 Assessment, Part II: Text-Based Discussion:  
Themes: A Long Walk to Water 

(For Teacher Reference) 

End of Unit 1 Assessment Part II Recording Sheet 

Grade 6: Collaborative Discussion Checklist 
Discussion Topic: Date: 

Students prepare for, and participate effectively in, conversations and collaborations on Grade 7 texts and topics. 

CCSS Criteria Student Initials 
SL.7.1a Comes to discussions prepared, 

having read or researched 
material under study.1 

              

SL.7.1a 

RL.7.1 

Explicitly draws on preparation 
by referring to evidence on the 
topic, text, or issue. 

              

SL.7.1b Follows rules for collegial 
discussions. 

              

Copy one checklist for each discussion group. Record your observations using the following key: 

1 = Beginning  2 = Developing 3 = Proficient  4 = Advanced 

                                                      
1This criterion can be assessed before or after discussion using the collected Prepare for a Text-Based Discussion note-catchers. 
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Write an objective summary of chapter 9 of A Long Walk to Water. (RL.7.1, RL.7.2) 

Be sure that your summary: 

• introduces the text with the title and author and “wraps up” with a concluding statement, 
• uses relevant events and important details from the text to explain what happens, and 
• is clear and concise. 

Responses will vary. A sample objective summary is included below.  

Chapter 9 of A Long Walk to Water by Linda Sue Park is about how Salva makes it through 
the desert with his uncle’s help, one step at a time. Crossing the desert was the hardest 
part of the journey for Salva. His shoes fall apart, his feet get wounded by thorns and 
stones, and he is so thirsty. Just when he thinks he cannot go on, his uncle appears at his 
side and tells him to walk to a clump of bushes just ahead, then some rocks, then a tree . . 
. In this way, step-by-step, Salva’s uncle leads him through his first day in the desert. This 
chapter introduces the theme that in challenging situations, it can be helpful to focus only 
on small steps. 

 
Note: This task is not being assessed against the writing standards. Use the following rubric and 
the sample response to assess the content of the summary and evaluate the student’s 
understanding of the chapter. 
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Summarize a Literary Text Rubric 

Advanced Proficient Developing Beginning 

Clearly introduces 
the text and wraps 
up with a concluding 
statement that 
restates a central 
idea or theme of the 
text 

Introduces the text 
with the title and 
author and wraps up 
with a concluding 
statement 

Missing an adequate 
introductory or 
concluding 
statement 

Missing introductory 
and concluding 
statements 

Accurately identifies 
and clearly and 
concisely explains a 
central idea or theme 
in the text 

Accurately identifies 
and briefly explains a 
central idea or theme 
in the text 

Central idea or 
theme of the text is 
absent or unclear; 
little or no 
explanation provided 

Central idea or 
theme is stated or 
explained in a way 
that indicates 
misunderstanding 

Uses well-chosen key 
events and 
supporting details as 
well as quotations 
(where appropriate) 
to explain a central 
idea or theme of the 
text 

Uses key events and 
important details to 
explain a central idea 
or theme of the text  

Events and details 
used may not clearly 
explain a central idea 
or theme of the text 

Does not include 
events and details 
that explain a central 
idea or theme of the 
text 

Concisely conveys 
only the most 
important ideas and 
relevant details 

Conveys important 
ideas and details 
concisely 

Includes some 
unnecessary details 

Includes many 
unnecessary details 
and extraneous 
information 
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End of Unit 1 Assessment, Part I: Analyze 
Development of Theme: A Long Walk to 
Water, Chapter 9 
Name: ___________________________________ Date: ____________________  

Read chapter 9 of A Long Walk to Water, and answer the following questions. 

1. Part A 

Select a theme that the author develops in chapter 9 from the list below by underlining an 
option. (RL.7.1, RL.7.2) 

a. Family is our most important support. 

b. Nature can present many challenges to humans. 

c. In challenging situations, it can be helpful to focus only on small steps. 

Part B 

Write two or three phrases or sentences from chapter 9 that best support the answer to 
Part A and demonstrate where the author is developing the theme in the chapter. (RL.7.1, 
RL.7.2) 
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2. Write an objective summary of chapter 9 of A Long Walk to Water. Be sure that your 
summary 

• introduces the text with the title and author and “wraps up” with a concluding statement, 

• uses relevant events and important details from the text to explain what happens, and 

• is clear and concise. 
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End of Unit 1 Assessment, Part II: Text-Based 
Discussion: Themes: A Long Walk to Water 

Name: ___________________________________ Date: ____________________  

After reading chapter 12 of A Long Walk to Water, you will update your Text-Based Discussion 
note-catcher with themes and evidence from the chapter in order to have a discussion in 
response to the following:  

Question: How do Salva and Nya overcome adversity? What theme might the author be 
developing through these characters? 

Your teacher will then organize you into groups to have this discussion. This discussion will be in 
a fishbowl, so while one group discusses in the middle, another group will watch around the 
outside. 
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 End of Unit 1 Assessment  

(For Teacher Reference) 

Part I: Analyze Development of Theme: A Long Walk to Water, Chapter 9  

Students read a new chapter of A Long Walk to Water. Students then answer selected and short 
response questions to demonstrate their understanding of how the author develops theme in the 
chapter and throughout the novel. Then they write an objective summary of the chapter. 

 
CCSS Assessed 

• RL.7.1: Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly 
as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

• RL.7.2: Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course 
of the text; provide an objective summary of the text. 

• RL.7.10: By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and 
poems, in the grades 6-8 text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high 
end of the range. 

 

Part II: Text-Based Discussion: Themes: A Long Walk to Water 
Students read chapter 12 of A Long Walk to Water, updating their Text-Based Discussion note-
catcher with themes and evidence from the chapter. Students then complete the end of unit 
assessment, in which they participate in a group discussion about themes in A Long Walk to Water, 
quoting accurately from the text. 

 
CCSS Assessed 

• RL.7.1: Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly 
as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

• RL.7.2: Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course 
of the text; provide an objective summary of the text. 

• SL.7.1a: Come to discussions prepared, having read or researched material under study; 
explicitly draw on that preparation by referring to evidence on the topic, text, or issue to probe 
and reflect on ideas under discussion. 

• SL.7.1b: Follow rules for collegial discussions, track progress toward specific goals and 
deadlines, and define individual roles as needed. 

• SL.7.1c: Pose questions that elicit elaboration and respond to others’ questions and comments 
with relevant observations and ideas that bring the discussion back on topic as needed. 
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End of Unit 1 Assessment, Part I: Analyze 
Development of Theme: A Long Walk to 
Water, Chapter 9 

(Example for Teacher Reference) 

Read chapter 9 of A Long Walk to Water, and answer the following questions. 

1. Part A 

Select a theme that the author develops in chapter 9 from the list below by underlining an 
option. (RL.7.1, RL.7.2) 

a. Family is our most important support. 
b. Nature can present many challenges to humans. 
c. In challenging situations, it can be helpful to focus only on small steps. 

Part B 

Write two or three phrases or sentences from chapter 9 that best support the answer to 
Part A and demonstrate where the author is developing the theme in the chapter. (RL.7.1, 
RL.7.2) 

“You need only to walk as far as those bushes” (53).  

“When they reached the bushes, Uncle pointed out a clump of rocks up ahead and told 
Salva to walk as far as the rocks” (54).  

“Salva . . . was somehow able to keep his wounded feet moving forward, one painful step 
at a time” (54). 
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2. Write an objective summary of chapter 9 of A Long Walk to Water. Be sure that your 
summary 

• introduces the text with the title and author and “wraps up” with a concluding 
statement, 

• uses relevant events and important details from the text to explain what happens, and 

• is clear and concise. 

Chapter 9 of A Long Walk to Water by Linda Sue Park is about how Salva makes it through 
the desert with his uncle’s help, one step at a time. Crossing the desert was the hardest 
part of the journey for Salva. His shoes fall apart, his feet get wounded by thorns and 
stones, and he is so thirsty. Just when he thinks he cannot go on, his uncle appears at  
his side and tells him to walk to a clump of bushes just ahead, then some rocks, then a 
tree . . . In this way, step-by-step, Salva’s uncle leads him through his first day in the 
desert. This chapter introduces the theme that in challenging situations, it can be helpful 
to focus only on small steps. 
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End of Unit 1 Assessment, Part II: Text-Based Discussion:  
Themes: A Long Walk to Water 

(For Teacher Reference) 

End of Unit 1 Assessment Part II Recording Sheet 

Grade 6: Collaborative Discussion Checklist 
Discussion Topic: Date: 

Students prepare for, and participate effectively in, conversations and collaborations on Grade 7 texts and topics. 

CCSS Criteria Student Initials 
SL.7.1a Comes to discussions prepared, 

having read or researched 
material under study.1 

              

SL.7.1a 

RL.7.1 

Explicitly draws on preparation 
by referring to evidence on the 
topic, text, or issue. 

              

SL.7.1b Follows rules for collegial 
discussions. 

              

Copy one checklist for each discussion group. Record your observations using the following key: 

1 = Beginning  2 = Developing 3 = Proficient  4 = Advanced 

                                                      
1This criterion can be assessed before or after discussion using the collected Prepare for a Text-Based Discussion note-catchers. 
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Write an objective summary of chapter 9 of A Long Walk to Water. (RL.7.1, RL.7.2) 

Be sure that your summary: 

• introduces the text with the title and author and “wraps up” with a concluding statement, 
• uses relevant events and important details from the text to explain what happens, and 
• is clear and concise. 

Responses will vary. A sample objective summary is included below.  

Chapter 9 of A Long Walk to Water by Linda Sue Park is about how Salva makes it through 
the desert with his uncle’s help, one step at a time. Crossing the desert was the hardest 
part of the journey for Salva. His shoes fall apart, his feet get wounded by thorns and 
stones, and he is so thirsty. Just when he thinks he cannot go on, his uncle appears at his 
side and tells him to walk to a clump of bushes just ahead, then some rocks, then a tree . . 
. In this way, step-by-step, Salva’s uncle leads him through his first day in the desert. This 
chapter introduces the theme that in challenging situations, it can be helpful to focus only 
on small steps. 

 
Note: This task is not being assessed against the writing standards. Use the following rubric and 
the sample response to assess the content of the summary and evaluate the student’s 
understanding of the chapter. 
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Summarize a Literary Text Rubric 

Advanced Proficient Developing Beginning 

Clearly introduces 
the text and wraps 
up with a concluding 
statement that 
restates a central 
idea or theme of the 
text 

Introduces the text 
with the title and 
author and wraps up 
with a concluding 
statement 

Missing an adequate 
introductory or 
concluding 
statement 

Missing introductory 
and concluding 
statements 

Accurately identifies 
and clearly and 
concisely explains a 
central idea or theme 
in the text 

Accurately identifies 
and briefly explains a 
central idea or theme 
in the text 

Central idea or 
theme of the text is 
absent or unclear; 
little or no 
explanation provided 

Central idea or 
theme is stated or 
explained in a way 
that indicates 
misunderstanding 

Uses well-chosen key 
events and 
supporting details as 
well as quotations 
(where appropriate) 
to explain a central 
idea or theme of the 
text 

Uses key events and 
important details to 
explain a central idea 
or theme of the text  

Events and details 
used may not clearly 
explain a central idea 
or theme of the text 

Does not include 
events and details 
that explain a central 
idea or theme of the 
text 

Concisely conveys 
only the most 
important ideas and 
relevant details 

Conveys important 
ideas and details 
concisely 

Includes some 
unnecessary details 

Includes many 
unnecessary details 
and extraneous 
information 
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End of Unit 1 Assessment, Part I: Analyze 
Development of Theme: A Long Walk to 
Water, Chapter 9 
Name: ___________________________________ Date: ____________________  

Read chapter 9 of A Long Walk to Water, and answer the following questions. 

1. Part A 

Select a theme that the author develops in chapter 9 from the list below by underlining an 
option. (RL.7.1, RL.7.2) 

a. Family is our most important support. 

b. Nature can present many challenges to humans. 

c. In challenging situations, it can be helpful to focus only on small steps. 

Part B 

Write two or three phrases or sentences from chapter 9 that best support the answer to 
Part A and demonstrate where the author is developing the theme in the chapter. (RL.7.1, 
RL.7.2) 
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2. Write an objective summary of chapter 9 of A Long Walk to Water. Be sure that your 
summary 

• introduces the text with the title and author and “wraps up” with a concluding statement, 

• uses relevant events and important details from the text to explain what happens, and 

• is clear and concise. 
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End of Unit 1 Assessment, Part II: Text-Based 
Discussion: Themes: A Long Walk to Water 

Name: ___________________________________ Date: ____________________  

After reading chapter 12 of A Long Walk to Water, you will update your Text-Based Discussion 
note-catcher with themes and evidence from the chapter in order to have a discussion in 
response to the following:  

Question: How do Salva and Nya overcome adversity? What theme might the author be 
developing through these characters? 

Your teacher will then organize you into groups to have this discussion. This discussion will be in 
a fishbowl, so while one group discusses in the middle, another group will watch around the 
outside. 
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